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ercur1•11. I
The page-per-second
non-impact printer
matched to your
computer

. .. and priced to
change all your thinking.
Now Mercurion 1 makes noninpact printing as cost-effective as
it is performance-effective.
Revolutionary ion deposition
imaging-far simpler and more
reliable than laser xerographygives you letter quality printing, and
on standard 81/2 x 11 paper now
demanded by government and
most businesses. All of this, plus
5,280 lines-per-minute.

At an initial cost less than 50% that of conventional nonimpact printer systems, Mercurion 1 also substantially
reduces maintenance costs, downtime, and per-page
operating costs. And does it quietly (55dBAl.
A simple, user-friendly control panel lets you set margins
and tabs, select fonts (up to 8 styles and sizesl,
program number of copies (1 to 255l, feed a single sheet
for alignment, put the system through self-test, and
much more. Resolution is 240 x 240 pixels, and you can
select landscape or portrait orientation.
Mercurion 1 is plug-compatible with all popular mini- and
mainframe computers. 1rs designed to replace
your existing impact line printer directly-no
operating system software changes. we
even supply the cable .
And you can count on 551 quality and
service support. Thousands
of our printer systems a re in use
worldwide.
·
Call us or mail the coupon
below for a fully-detailed
brochure on this great new
printer system.
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FROM THE PUBLISHERS ...
GENERA110N GAP
R.D. Mallery
I had another in a recent series of sudden. sobering visions the other day:
In two years. everything we used to call
a PDP-11 will be replacable by a small box or
two under the desk. Not only replacable. but
the replacement will be an economic
necessity!
Just as the change from RM/RP to RA
or Eagle is an economic imperative today
(massive cash savings in electricty, service
and air conditioning plus super speed and
low cost per megabyte). so the 70's and 44's
will roll out to pasture ... not because they
don't work. but because it no longer makes
economic sense to run them.
I am going to retire a 70 in the next
year or so that has run '2A/7 since
December 1975. In all that time. I
remember only one or two processor related
service calls. The death knell will be the
monthly field service and utility bills.
There must be some awful pressure up
in Maynard right now to come up with a
vAX chip set. But wait a minute .. . What
will a chip set with J-11 speed or better do
to all those lovely 750s and 730s out there?
The answer is: Exactly what the Micro-11
with a J-11 will do to all those lovely 70s
and 445. The only problem is that it will be
FIVE YEARS TOO SOON!
This brings to mind some problems
that were faced by a number of mainframe
leasing companies when IBM came out with
the 43xx series and made obsolete an installed base worth billions.
So, if you come out with the VAX chip.
you blow the 750 and 730 base. If you
don t, you get eaten alive by all the other
32-bit sets now on the market. Making a
slower chip is hardly worth the effort. Oh
why won't technology wait for economics,
depreciation and the IRS???

OUTPur
Carl B. Marbach
There is a revolution about to happen
and the surprise is that this revolution is not
about disks: it's output devices. In 1966 DEC
delivered an ANALEX (spelling?) 128 (I) column high speed line printer with the PDP-6
computer I used at the University of Pennsylvania. It had 128 hammers. made lots of
noise, broke only in moderation and
weighed about 1000 pounds. The printer
that came with our last PDP-11 /70
weighed less. cost less, printed a little
slower. had 132 hammers and all in all was
a lot like the 1966 version. While the electronics have changed a lot, the mechanics
are very similar to the good old days.
A promising printer technology
emerged with the laser printers from IBM
and XEROX but these had three serious
drawbacks: they were expensive, they were
expensive and they were expensive. Sure.
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they were non impact. but if you wanted
multiple copies they were fast enough to
print it twice.
For DEC systems these printers usually
need a .. black box.. to interface with the
computer. To make the cost seem more
reasonable, like most .. big" equipment. they
can be rented. While laser and xerographic
printers are a step in the right direction. the
price/performance ratio just doesn't seem
to be what we need. and the costs haven't
been dropping the way most computer
equipment usually does as a product
matures.
In this issue Southern Systems explains
a new technology that promises to have the
speed of the laser printers. but is more
reasonable in cost. It will also interface to
our computers exactly like conventional
printers. Bringing a product like this, using
a new technology, to market is difficult in
the best of times. With the economy in the
doldrums for the last couple of years. we
have sorely missed efforts such as this. I
hope that with the improving economic picture. the outlook for new products coming
to market will also brighten.
Printers are not the only devices that
will benefit from an improved economy. the
whole industry will get a shot in the arm.
Micro computers have stolen the show for
too long: it's time the whole computer industry moved forward at an exciting pace.
1983/1984 should be two of the most exciting years for our industry-stay tuned in.
WELCOME
There are some new additions in this
issue of the DEC PROFESSIONAL. Our resident RSX editor is Jim McGlinchey, and
assuming the duties of West coast representative and author of .. Programmers
Notebook .. is Rick Schel'le. You may also
have noticed that we have a continuing
series on RT-11 by our RT-11 editor north of
the Border.
All this is our continuing effort to bring
the best in professional and technical articles to you. These people will not only be
writing. but also soliciting more contributions from the user community. We know
all of you join us in welcoming these important additions to the people who bring you
the DEC PROFESSIONAL. Welcome aboard!

We thought about captioning our
cover. but it might be more fun to let all of
you out there have a try at it. DEC PRO
T-Shirt to some of the best ones. How about
a start: .. Best field service rep we ever had, ..
.. good thing I don't have a memory management board this big;· "Tll fix you if you fix
me ... Go to it!
Mail entries to:
The DEC Professional
Cover Caption
P. 0. Box 362
Ambler. PA 19002-0362
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The
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ts true.

Only one company
under the sun
makes every type
of peripheral
controller for
DEC* Computers.
See them all together for
the first time at the N.C.C.
Booth #'s W6or7, W6or9, W6o2r, W6o23
•TM Dig ital Equipment Corp.

MIJn
Ii I []
SYSTEMS INC.

I

THE woRLD 's LARGEST
INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURER
OF COMPUTER INTERFACES.

1995 N. Batavia Street, Orange, California 92665
714-998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339

CIRCLE 06 FOR L.51-11. CIRCLE 054 FOR PDP-11.

LE'ITERS TO THE DEC PRO ..
Send letters, comments, photos, etc. to: Letters to the DEC PRO, Box 362, Ambler, PA 19002.
I am interested in purchasing a
spelling dictionary for my DECmate.
Do you know of any software firm that
has developed one?
C. W. Thomas, Supervisor
Engineering Administration
Colt Industries, Burbank, CA
We enlisted the aid of our colleague
Larry H. Eisenberg, Encino, CA, on this
one. Larry's response in part, " ... the
current status of the spelling dictionary for use on the DECmates. (Like all
DIGITAL futures, it's up in the air,
although there has been a commitment to bring it out. I am informed
that DIGITAL bought an existing dictionary and will use it on the DECmate
II, probably in Version 2, and may be
able to include it with the DECmate I
- but no promises.)
If nothing else, Mr. Thomas was
interested in joining our Local Users
Group, so he may have gotten far
more than he originally bargained for
when he wrote to you."

***
That was an interesting article on
BUGGING (V2,#1). Speaking of bugs,
let me tell you what bugs me ... Reading halfway through an article before
realizing that it isn't aimed at TEA CHI NG me something, but at SELLING
me something! I I can't believe that
the DEC PRO is so starved for copy
that it continues to publish type about
software that some company will SELL
to you (similar to software, incidentally that I saw running on a PDP-8 in
1974 at DEC). Since I'm busy throwing
negative, I might note to the authors
of said article that genius is never a
substitute for experience. With an IQ
of 164, and total recall, I still find that
experience is the tool that I use the
most, not raw brain power. Enough
said.
I next address myself to the programmer (Mary Starr) who wrote a letter that appeared in the same issue.
The letter expounded upon the need
for programmers to be grammatical
and proofreading wizards. I think she
has overstressed the importance of
grammar in a magazine geared to a
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technical reader. Personally, I get a
good chuckle when I see grammatical
errors, especially the "dangling participle" in the first sentence of her last
paragraph I!
Then, in the same issue, there was
some UNIX manager complaining
about the lack of UNIX articles. Why
doesn't he write some? I use "C"
under UNIX and XENIX, PL/1 on IBM
equipment, and PASCAL on micros,
but I'm not going to write about them
because they don't constitute the
majority of the work that I do. People
who wear UNIX underwear write
UNIX articles. I wear RSTS underwear
(and teeshirts) and write RSTS artices.
He should take special note of the
next paragraph ...
In closing, let me ask that the readers of this magazine rake out those
pieces of code that they deem as their
personal triumphs over difficult to
understand manuals, and send them
in for publication. I would rather
wade through ten articles that are
1echnical (even about UNIX), finding
one that can help me in future endeavors, than wade through one article
that is trying to SELL me something. If I
want to be sold something, I'll renew
my subscription to BYTE magazine
(which measures its advertisement
copy by the pound). I am making an
effort to send one or two articles to
the DEC PRO or the RSTS PRO every
few months, to help increase the technical balance that the magazines present. YOU OTHER READERS CAN
HELP TOO!!!
If you're not part of the solution,
you're part of the problem.
Steve Roy
Diversified Consulting Co.
Bloomfield, CT

* **
For the past year or so I have read
articles and editorials on the general
subject of computer security in your
magazines, The DEC* Professional
and RSTS Professional. I say "your
magazines" because R. D. Mallery and
Carl B. Marbach are listed as editors of
each.

•

My dismay grew as I watched
Mallery publish security articles, apparently in the public interest, backto-back with a full page ad for his
(your?) product, LOCK-11.
I believe the following example
would be the moral equivalent.
The City Mayor says, "We are all in
danger. Arm yourselves." The People respond, "We know little of
arms. What shall we do?"
"You're in luck," says the Mayor, "I
can sell you what you need."
Conflict of interest? Abuse of
office? Or is the Mayor acting in his
proper role by enlightening his constituents about a clear and present
danger and then generously offering
a solution to the problem.
Our national law-makers have decided that it is illegal for office holders
to sell goods and services to their constituents, no matter how noble their
intentions. Indeed, they must rid
themselves of all conflicts of interest
before assuming office.
That does not seem to be the policy
of your publications. Like the Mayor,
Mallery repeatedly calls his readers'
attention to the subject of computer
security. He even lectures on it.
The People, his readers, may respond, "You have made us aware with
your many articles and presentations.
But you never tell us what products to
buy to protect ourselves."
"That would be unethical." (But by
coincidence, on Page 51 my magazine
(heaven forbid, not me!) has a full
page ad on LOCK-11 that may just
provide your answer.)
An exaggeration? Maybe. But I find
the activities of the Mayor and Mallery
to be very similar. Both sound the
alarm for "More security." Both will
personally benefit from their apparent concern for the public interest.
Both use their office in a way not
intended.
So what's it to me?
First, I feel betrayed as a reader of,
and an advertiser in, your publica. .. continued on page 49
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DILOG niakes disk controllers ..
because DEC*does not live
by tape alone

You know DILOG for superior tape drive
controllers. What you may not know is
how great our disk controllers are too.
DILOG offers you unmatched quality, ease
of installation and economical operation
for DEC emulating disk controllers.
They'll interface with your favorites tooover 50 disk drive manufacturers in all.
And when you install DILOG, you'll be
investing in your computer's future.
Because DILOG controller boards include
Universal Formatting~ All drive
•DEC 1s a registered-trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

parameters are programmed onto the
header in each sector of the drive-instead
of into components of the controller itself.

So you can add new drives without
having to replace PROMs or reprogram.
Our catalog tells you all about DILOG's
extensive line of disk controllers to
emulate DEC. Send for it. Then the next
time you're wondering how to satisfy
your disk drives and your computer at the
same time, just give them a good helping
of DILOG .
Corporate Headquarters
12800 Garden Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92643
(714)534-8950, Telex:681399 DILOG GGVE, FAX:(714)534-3662
Eastern Regional Sales Office
64-A White Street, Red Bank, New Jersey 07001 (201) 530-0044
European Sales/Service Office
12 Temple Street, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, England
44-296-34319
Telex:837038DILOGI G, FAX:(296)25133
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A GRAPHIC STATEMENT
By Keven Sard, Data Processing Design. Inc., Placentia, CA

Do you have nightmares of being
lost in a maze of $100,000 CAD/CAM
systems? Do you find you pay more attention to what is behind Dan Rather
than to the news he presents? Do you
believe that the only affordable
business graphics package ever made
is being kept a secret for subversive
political reasons? Is your company's
idea of user-friendly graphics a dull No.
2 pencil, and a dime store compass?
If you have answered any, or all, of
these questions "yes." continue
reading. You may find the cure for
your nightmares in a new business
graphics package from Data Processing Design, Placentia, CA.
I grew up in an age when blood
might be shed if someone tried to commandeer your IBM Selectric. So when
truly user-friendly software came
around for the DEC system we were
using, it was a minor miracle. To think
that the average guy on the subway
could be trained to use a shared logic
word processing system before he
made his return trip . . . what an
outstanding achievement in software.
Never again to lose a diskette to those
mysterious magnetic monsters that
lurk on every secretary's desk, was
something I had long awaited. Life
seemed to sail by in multi-user bliss until someone in the office got the bright
idea to incorporate graphs with writ ten reports. So much for euphoria.
The problems with this idea were
not as many as they were hard to overcome. First there was the question of
software. It was hard to find, if not
nonexistent. Then the question of
operators. No one knew how to produce graphics. Then compatability.
Would it operate with our word proccessing system. The conclusion was
easy to come to, but hard to swallow.
We watched with strained emotions,
not to mention the budget, as the new
terminal was set up in the office, and
the new operator took her place in
front of the screen.
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Selecting software is really a game of
strategy: positioning the right product
at the right time for the most effective
results.
At Whitesmiths, Ltd., our full line of
software products is designed to do just
that and more. Our time-tested compilers are available for five architectures,
complete with Pascal translators and
cross-support for a wide range of environments. From the MC68000, to the
IBM PC, to the DEC Professional, our
compilers and cross compilers cut software development time and reduce
dependence on operating systems and
instruction sets.
Idris, our exclusive operating system,
is powerful, small and extremely portable. Written almost entirely in C, it runs
where other operating systems can't even
fit -on an MC68000 with no memory

management hardware, for example, or
on a bank-switched 8080 or Z80. And
it outperforms UNIX on comparable
systems-an MC68000 with memory
management hardware, for instance, or
any PDP-11 or LSI-11 . It even makes ~ood
use of a Vl\X., so you know you won t
outgrow it!
In addition, our full line of Software
A La Carte lets you select just the pieces
you need to tailor our products for your
unusual requirements. From portable
libraries to special purpose tools, all
ALa Carte items are tested, easy to use,
and very affordable.
To make things even simpler, Whitesmiths, Ltd. has
introduced a new marketing tool: the Authorization
Seal. Instead of hassling with
complex license agreements

and other legal stumbling blocks, you
simply affix a serially numbered Authorization Seal, issued with each sale, to
any machine that retains a copy of our
software. End of hassle. All our customers
-end-users, OEMs , and sublicensorsbenefit from the elimination of multitier licensing agreements and detailed
record keeping.
Compilers, Idris, Software A La Carte,
and the Authorization Seal: together they
can position you for today's competitive
market-and tomorrow's. Before you
make your next move, call or write to
Whitesmiths, Ltd. today. We'll
be glad to help you play to win.
Whitesmiths, Ltd.,
97 Lowell Road, Concord,
MA 01742, (617) 369-8499
TLX 951708 SOF1WARE CNCM.

Whitestniths, Ltd.
Visit us at DEXPO East, Booth #621

Software Craftsmen

UNIX is a trademark o f Bell Uibor:u o rles. DEC Pro fessional, VAX , PDP-II and LS I-II :1re 1rademarks o f D 1gi1:1 \ Equipmen t Corporation , !RM PC is a tr:idem:1rk o f lni ern:u lo nal Business M ach ine Corporation
Distrlb111ors, AmtnlJa, fawnray Piy. Lid , P.0 .D 224, llurswille, NSW 2220 (612) '570 -6 100, Jllp&O,Ad\•anccd D ata Controls Corp , Ch1roda -ku , Tok}'O ( 0 3) 26 3-0383. United Kingdom, Rea l Time S}'stems, Newcastl e upon Tyne 0632 733 131

Since that time major improvements have been made in business
graphics. DPD, best known for its word
processing package, WORD-11 • has
recently started marketing the same
concepts in user-friendly software with
a graphics twist. The new package
called IB GRAPH (Interactive Business
Graphics) incorporates all that you
could ask for in user-friendly software.
plus the capability to turn out some
very fine business graphics.
For those of you who are familiar
with DPD's WORD-11 you may be sur-

prised by what might be called a
"rambling" menu system. However.
after a few hours of hands-on use.
specifying, modifying and producing
charts is a breeze. IB GRAPH has
several m0dules, but you will probably
spend most of your time with the Main
Menu. the Data Editor, the Chart
Specification Editor, and the Plot
modules. The modules let you amble
through over 600 options to customize
your chart right down to the size of the
tick marks. Or you can just as easily
"load" the information into a chart

DECsystem-10/20 Users ...

Mainframe Modeling at a
Micro Price
• BBL II+ is a true decision support
language, not a spreadsheet
package
• Self-documenting models that look
and read like English
• Easy to learn and use, yet incredibly powerful
• Built-in editor, loader and runtime
system

• Fast, efficient and user-friendly installs in minutes
• Delivered with state-of-the-art
documentation
• BBL II+ "Starter Kits" cost just $95,
including complete BBL II+ documentation, the BBL II+ application
library and a 90-day trial copy of
the BBL II+ system

If you own or use any standard DECsystem-10 or DECSYSTEM-20, you can
finally get the mainframe modeling system you need, at a price you can.
afford ... just $2950! Prove it for yourself with a BBL II+ "Starter Kit". Call or
write today for complete details.

BBL II+ Available Now... Just s29so 00
DECsystem-10 & DECSYSTEM-20 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

BBL II

+

'

Core & Code, Inc.
3 W1nd1ng Ri ver C irc le, Wellesley, MA 02181
(6 17) 237- 4554
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specification, and let IB GRAPH default
to a chart that will meet most purposes. There is also a Translation
Module that lets you convert DM~SOO
ISAM, Block 1/0, ASCII free format,
RMS, CARD, TYPE-1. and WORD-11
and DECWORD List Processing format
files into data groups. Plus a convenient Utility Module. It's amazingly
simple, allowing the average office
worker to quickly create line. bar, or
pie charts.
If you still have a touch of
paranoia derived from an experience at
some graphics show you attended, consider this. IB GRAPH has a consistency
checker. In case you're unfamiliar with
the term let me explain. The IB GRAPH
acts like a big brother. It lets you do as
you please. mistakes and all. until you
plot the chart. When you issue the
command to plot, the Consistency
Checker takes over. and informs you of
any mistakes that will cause an incorrect plot. There are four levels of
checking, ALL, PARTIAL, SUMMARY.
and NONE. If only warning type errors
are found IB GRAPH will ask if you still
wish to plot. If you do nothing before
the plot about the warnings IB GRAPH
will change or ignore the cause of the
warnings, helping you improve the appearance of the chart. The Consistency
Checker can be invoked at the time of
plot, or at any point while specifying
the parameters of the chart.
As if this were not enough to get
you through, there are Help Screens as
well. Here again, a new twist has been
added to a good idea. Help can be
reached from any of the modules, and
a LEAVE key puts you back where you
left off. Perhaps the most impressive
part of the Help Screens is while in the
Plot Menu. If you invoke the Consistency Checker and receive errors. you
may enter Help, and be told which option menus the mistakes were made
in, and possible solutions for the problems. With this feature IB GRAPH
makes it hard to make a bad chart.
By now you may have visions of
the plush graphics you see between the
covers of BUSINESS WEEK or U.S.
NEWS, so let met set the record
straight. IB GRAPH is not going to give
you a graph in the shape of the United
States. wallpapered in yen, showing
the balance of trade between this
country and Japan. If your vision of
sugarplums just went "poof," wait a
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

Supports RT-11, RSX-llM,
RSX-llM-PLUS,
UNIX, and
TSX-PLUS

1.0MB floppy disk
back-up (vs. 2 x 400KB
for MICRO/PDP-11)

Two fans in card cage
area (vs. one in
MICRO/PDP-11)

r-RL02-compatible
IOMB 5%"
Winchester disk
standard;
20MB optional

Space for
future 40MB
cartridge tape
drive.

Only better. --,

By paying a little more than you would for a
MICRO/PDP-11, you can get a lot more! Like an 8"
RX02-compatible floppy . 10MB or 20MB 514" Winchester
and space for a 514" ca rtridge tape. Two fans provide
push-pull air flow in the card cage area.
The A22 with LSl-11 /23, 256KB, lOMB Winchester, and
8" floppy is only $9,800. 30-day delivery.
For more information, forward this coupon to us, or, for
fa ster response, ca ll (609) 799-0071.

0 Send information .

See Dataram
at NCC '83

0 Contact me immediately .

Name
Booth 55284

Company
Address
City

•$Q,800 is sing le-quantity domestic price for A22 with LS l- 11 /23,
256KB, lOMB Winchester and RX02-comp.itible 8" floppy .

DEC. LS I- I 1. PDP, RSX , ,md RT-11 are trademarks or Digit.ii Equipment Corix1r<1tion
TSX-PLUS is d trademark of s&h computer systems, inc.
UN IX is d trademark of Bell L1borato ries.

L

State

Zip

Phone

Return to:
____________________
J
Dataram Corporation, Princeton Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512

mm
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Dataram corporation o Princeton Road o Cranbury, New Jersey 08512 o Tel: 609-799-0071 o TWX: 510-685-2542
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minute. IB GRAPH will show you the
balance of trade reflected in a pie
chart, or bar chart, or line chart. It will
allow you to have stacked bars. bars
with depth, patterned bars. solid bars.
vertical or horizontal bars. The variations of line charts are just as
numerous. You can get lines with point
markers. shaded to the base line.
stacked lines and more. Pie charts options include exploded segments, and
segment descriptions that are printed
inside, or outside the pie. Remember.
there are over 600 options to chose
from.
18 Graph requires a Vf100 with
the advanced video option. or any of
the equivalent DEC terminals like the
Vf131 or Vf132. 18 GRAPH supports
the Vf125 terminal for displaying
charts on-screen in black and white. An
appropriate color monitor allows multicolor display.

I

SERVICE MODULE APPROACH TO
MULTI-TASKING USE OF RMS11K
By C.W. Stahle. Avon Products. Inc .. 9 West 57th Street. New York. NY 10019

In putting together a terminal
driven multi-tasking application
system under RSX-11 M. the file access
method must be carefully evaluated to
avoid the 'deadly embrace' for files between tasks. the extreme overhead of
opening and closing files by every task.
or the overhead of using a general purpose file handler like RMS-11 K.
In the design states of such a
system. Avon Products, Inc. was faced
with this problem. The initial implementation of the system incorporated RMS-11 K into every task,
without resident libraries due to
machine size (PDP 11 /34). In order to
minimize memory requirements per
task, the most highly overlaid version
of RMS-11 K was employed. To prevent
the deadly embrace. file opening and
closing was also performed by every
task which updated files.
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The result of this implementation.
predictably, was terminal response
times which were better measured
with a calendar than with a stop
watch. Disk activity due to overlays
was phenomenal.
Forced by this extreme response
time situation to do a system redesign,
Avon chose the service module approach to file handling. The design of
the service module incorporated the
following features:
- A record handling front end to
hold record requests during the
actual file 1/0.
- Record locking during 1/0
operations.
- Substitution of send/receive
subroutines for the RMS-11 K
calls (DBGET, DBPUT.
DPUPDATE, DPDELETE) to get
to the single. less overlaid RMS-

11 K resident in the service
module.
- Tape (or disk-journalling of all
record update activity (before
and after images) by the service module.
- File status handling. with the
five most active files kept
OPEN during the entire
operating day.
- Time out handling for tasks
which do not complete (purging the 'lock-table').
- Error interpretation for clear
console display for file errors.
Implementation of the Service
Module approach, implemented in
8ASIC-PLUS-2. provided a response
time solution which made the application a success. with the added benefits
of file control through journalling.

I
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

DEC Q-BUS/UNIBUS USERS
SPECTRA LOGIC CORPORATION

FROM:
DATE:
May 1, 1983
SUBJECT: NEW MULTIFUNCTION CONTROLLER

PER YOUR REQUEST TO EXPAND BEYOND OUR FAMILY OF
UNIBUS CONTROLLERS, SPECTRA LOGIC WILL ANNOUNCE
THE WORLD'S FIRST HIGH-PERFORMANCE Q-BUS
DISK/TAPE CONTROLLER AT NCC IN ANAHEIM, MAY 16-19.
MAKE PLANS NOW TO SEE US AT BOOTH #4920-22.

S?~Ct=ll\ IDGIC
The Multifunction Controller Company.
1227 Innsbruck Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Telephone (408) 744-0930
TWX 910-339-9566
TELEX 172524 SPL SUVL

1983 Spectra Logic C.orporation
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STRETCHING THE CANVAS-IMPACT ANALYSIS
By Robert J. Walsh. Winter Park. FL
Someone asks you to deliver a
rush package from your Chicago office
to Springfield. On the surface the request sounds reasonable. You hop in
your car and you 're on your way. Five
hours later you're in Springfield, Illinois. Unfortunately, the package was
to be delivered to Springfield, Massachusetts. and its contents were needed
one hour earlier. Your project failed.
What went wrong?
The driver assumed his instructions
were complete. The warehouse supervisor assumed the driver was intelligent.
The president of the corporation assumed his employees were competent.
The package contained a live,
biological culture that took five years
and three million dollars to develop.
Since the president assumed the culture would be properly refrigerated on
its air flight to Massachusetts. and it
wasn 't, it has long since been
buried . . . with both employees.
Everyone assumed everyone else
knew what was happening. No one
bothered to question the details of the
project. No one bothered to ask. A simple definition of a project is "something planned," which in many organizations is in direct conflict with standard corporate procedures.
Project planning begins with a request to do something. The Project Request may be verbal, formally written
or scratched on the backside of a napkin at a business luncheon. In each
case. someone somewhere wanted
something done in some specified
(usually extremely restrictive) time
frame. The request can be expressed in
one sentence or as part of a very
lengthy worded narrative. It can
originate from almost any level of
management and can dictate virtually
any unreasonable need .
The size of the corporation, EDP
shop or project is immaterial when it
comes to developing a quality product.
Yes, larger projects will cost more if
they fail. but a string of poorly planned
and mismanaged smaller systems can
be as devastating to corporate assets
as the disasterous megasystem.
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The development and management of a project's life cycle is more
than tapping into the analyst's data
bank of knowledge and expertise. It is
utilizing a scientific approach for solving complex and often frustrating
system development problems. It is a
scientific methodology to take the
analyst from project inception to completion and sign off.
Having a total System Development Methodology (SOM) in place prior
to starting a project. is not only a
necessity for total project control and
continuity, but it is a must.
The first article in this series
outlined an eight phase SOM . This article will define the first phase of project
development, the Initial Impact Phase.
The number of phases. sub-phases
and tasks, established and defined
within the project's development life
cycle, will vary from corporation to corporation. generally based on corporate
needs, policies and procedures. The
prime consideration is not the number
of checkpoints built into the SOM. but
the necessity for a formal corporate
SOM. The reasons for a formal SOM are
many, but the most fundamental are
standardization, formalization, ease of
systems maintenance and user-friendly
documentation. not to mention the
personal satisfaction of doing it right
the first time!
There are many vendor type SDMs
on today's market, ranging in price
from $20,000 to S150,000, depending
on the number of frills and lace you're
willing to purchase. However. most
corporations should be able to develop
their own SDMs in a relatively short
time. using the outlines. checklists and
general guidelines found in these series
of articles. Of course. any SOM. no matter how expensive or well tailored, will
not develop systems automatically. It
is a guideline and will be as effective as
the analyst, project leader and EDP
manager working with the system.

EARLY PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
A project can take a few hours or
several years to complete. It can be a

new system. an addition to an existing
system. a branch or extension of a
satellite system or it can be maintenance to one or several operational
systems. And it is just as easy to foul
up a two hour project. The only difference is the time it will take before
someone discovers your mistakes
(sometimes referred to as job security).
Every analyst, sometime in his
career. has developed a methodology
for taking a system from beginning to
end. Unfortunately, ten project leaders
will analyze. document and implement
a specific project ten different ways,
with ten different results (sometimes
workable) and levels of documentation.
However. most poorly developed and
documented systems will not be interpretable six months after the project is
up and running, unless a total SOM is in
place from the start. There is nothing
more frustrating than trying to decipher specifications that are incomplete. inaccurate and incomprehensible
three months after the lead analyst on
the project has left the company. Don't
depend on the eternal expertise of the
local system's guru. That person won't
be available forever. especially in a
market with an average annual turnover rate conservatively ranging between seventeen and twenty-five percent. Your best data bank is total documentation, and never mind the excuse
that you don't have time to do it right
because of external pressures.
If you don't have time to do it
right the first time. when are you going to find time to do it over again?

PROJECT INITIATION DOCUMENT
One of the keys to successful project initiation is the utilization of a formalized Project Initiation (Pl) document. When properly completed. the Pl
document will contain the information
necessary to get the project off the
ground. It will specify concise information and also have enough facts to give
the analyst a basic, comprehensible
starting point. If the project initiation
was verbal. it should be documented
by the analyst (if the user was reluc. .. to page 18
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MULTIFUNCTION
BY DESIGN
Spectra Logic delivers
single and multifunction
disk/tape controllers
for DEC users.
Now you can improve system performance and reduce system cost with
our popular family of DEC compatible
disk and tape controllers.
We're Spectra Logic. The company
that introduced the multifunction concept back in 1979. And we've been
revolutionizing the controller market
ever since.
Our multifunction disk/ tape controllers provide the high-performance
and added value you need to stay competitive. (Compare our S2,900 SPECTRA
21 OEM price with separate disk and
tape controllers.)
They eliminate the cost and need
for separate disk and tape controllers,
saving CPU slots, increasing reliability,
and reducing power and spares
requirements.
All of our controllers are smart, firmware-intensive, single board units. They
support a wide range of independent
disk and tape drives while emulating
standard DEC subsystems. And they're
backed by the industry's most comprehensive one year warranty.
Interested in single or multifunction
controllers? Then contact the company
that set the standard in the DEC market.
Spectra Logic.
Call or write us today.

SPECTRA12
PDP-11/VAX SMD
Disk Controller
• Emulation of DEC RM02/ 05 &
RK06/ 07 disk subsystems
• Attaches 4 SMD compatible disk drives
• Features 3 sector disk buffering, 32 bit
ECC, overlapped seek support, dual
port disk drives & automatic self-test
microdiagnostics
• Media compatible with DEC RM02/ 05

SPECTRA21
PDP-II/VAX Multifunction
Disk/Tape Controller
• Industry's first multifunction disk &
tape controller for DEC PDP-11 &
VAX computers
• Simultaneous control of 4 SMD disk
drives & 8 1/2 -inch start/stop or
"streaming" tape drives
• Emulation of DEC RM02/ 05, RK07
disk & TMll, TSll tape subsystems
• Ideal for Winchester disk backup

The Multifunction Controller Company.
See us at NCC, booth #4920-22, and ask
about our new family of Q-b u s products.
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1227 Innsbruck Drive

Western Regional Sales Office:

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(214) 934-9294

~~hg~

Eastern Regional Sales Office:

iW-JJt:--0930

TEL E X 172524 SPL SUV L

(216) 826-3137

New England D istrict Office:
(914) 623.-0502

©1983 Spectra Logic Corporation

PERSONAL$PROFESSIONAL
Produced for the Digital
Personal and Professional
Computer User
ach issue of PERSONAL and PROFESSIONAL is packed
with the latest information on the world of personal computers in a high-quality, modern, attractive and easy-toread format. The finest editors, writers, art directors, illustrators, cartoonists and photographers have been assembled to
establish a new level of excellence and objectivity in personal
computer magazines.
Simply stated, PERSONAL and PROFESSIONAL is the most
substantial source on the Digital personal computer user's regular
reading list. It's as if a team of computer experts came to your office or home every issue.
PERSONAL and PROFESSIONAL is an independent magazine, not sponsored or approved by or connected in any way with Digital Equipment Corporation.

Charter Subscription Otter
Save More Than 50 % Off Cover Price
You can now become a
Charter Subscriber to PERSONAL and PROFESSIONAL at absolutely No Risk.
Simply enter your subscription with payment enclosed and Save Over 50% Off The
Cover Price. If not satisfied after receiving
the first issue, merely return your mailing
label within 15 days for a Full Refund. Offer
good until July 1, 1983, and only applies to
the US and Canada.
SO ACT NOW. Become a PERSONAL and
PROFESSIONAL Charter Subscriber today!

SEE US AT DEXPO
BOOTHE

PERSONA~ROFESSIONAL
P.O. BOX 114, SPRINGHOUSE, PA 19477-0114
215/ 542-7008

NAME~-----,.---..,.--------~
(please print full name)

ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - APT. _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIPCODE _ __

D
D

Bill me $28 for 12 issues, a 33% savings off the
cover price. Offer good until July 1, 1983. Rates are
double outside the US and Canada.
Payment enclosed. YES, I want to take advantage of
your special Charter Subscription Offer. Send me
the first 12 issues of PERSONAL and PROFESSIONAL for only $20 (please remit in US currency),
saving me over 50% off the cover price. Offer good
until July 1, 1983. Charter Rate only applies to the
US and Canada.
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What are you going to do
after graduation?

Once you've discovered that your
personal computer isn't really educated
for business applications beyond a few
limited, off-the-shelf software packages,
you'll probably want to trade it for a business computer with a lot more power.
And a much bigger price tag.
Well, don't.
Because all you really need is the
GRADUATE from Unidata.
With the GRADUATE , your PC instantly becomes an intelligent, powerful
business computer with a capacity of up
to 10 million characters.
But the GRADUATES real power
is what it knows: its CAP/CAB• software
called Unisyn.
Unisyn is an advanced business software applications
generator that provides professional level CAP/CAB capabil-

Nothing personal)
I'm going into business.

ity in a truly user-progran1mable system.
It means that you can create sophisticated custom programs based on
your existing business forms and office
procedures-even if you know nothing
about computer programming.
The GRADUATE connects to
your Apple, IBM PC, DEC Rainbow or
other personal via a universal RS 232 C
port, so you need no additional, expensive interface. It will work with all CP/M
compatible software.
And the cost of the GRADUATEeven added to the original purchase price
of your personal computer-is less than
that of most small business systems you
can buy.
If you think the GRADUATE and your PC belong
together, put on your CAP and go to the head of the class.

INDATA

Unidata Systems Inc.
Newington Park, Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603)436-1100

See us at Comdex, Booth 251-255.
• Compu1er Aided Programming/for Computer Automated Business.
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tant to do so) onto the PI form and
returned to the user for verification.

WHAT PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE
RUNS PERFECTLY ON
EVERYTHING FROM A
MICRO TO SUPER MINI?
TM

MAPPS
MAPPS : MANAGEMENT AND
PROJECT PLANNING .

• MAPPS offers management a
tool for capturing, recording,
forecasting, and evaluating all
data pertinent to a project.
• With MAPPS, all information
necessary for complete project
planning and control is readily
available.
• Plan a project using computerized forecasting, then
respond dynamically as the
project changes, ensuring that
it reaches completion in
accordance with time and
budgetary restrictions.
• Use GRAF/PLOT, an integrated package, to represent
all numeric data created by
MAPPS in numerous multicolor graphic forms.
• MAPPS lets you communicate quickly and effectively
between the office and the
project site using Digital
Equipment Corp's VAX supermini and the Professional 350
micro.

CALL OUR SPEC IAL
NUMBER FOR MORE DETAILS:

(61 7) 443-730 1

@

Structural Programming, Inc.
83 Boston Post Road
Sudbury , Mass. 01776
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INITIAL USER CONTACT
Don't believe everything you read.
and most important, don't rely on the
information on the Pl as being totally
accurate . . . even if it did originate
from the president's office. Communication plays a vital role in the project
development process. Many projects
have been shelved (or silently destroyed) after countless dollars had
been spent, because someone misinterpreted the original project initiation
statement and never went back to verify the data.
Once the Pl is in your hands, study
it, make notes and thoroughly analyze
its contents. Prod it. poke it. push it
until you feel comfortable with it. Ask
yourself who. what. where. why, when
and how before you begin the nittygritty detail work. Never assume ...
ask.
After you have a handle on the PI
statement. rewrite the request in your
own words. List your immediate questions and define all known problem
areas. Set up an initial meeting with
the user to redefine the Pl statement.
and air out all problems and concerns.
Make certain you're both talking the
same language.
• Redefine the project's
requirements
• List immediate known areas of developmental impact
• Don't assume what you read is
what is required
• Poke holes in the PI statement, if
you can
• Expand or contract the definition
• Restate the problem in your own
words
• Define all grey areas
Involve the users heavily in the
project right from the start. This is
their system! Use their expertise to
gain an insight into their system. Don't
rely on hearsay or previous documentation.
• Review everything with the user
• Get initial supporting data from
the user
• Get the user's support and approval on the project's direction
• DO NOT commit resources at this
time
The last item is of extreme importance. A user will try to get the EDP

department to commit resources at a
very early date in the project. Ask for
time. There is still more work to be
done before an educated commitment
can be made.
ESTABLISHING THE PROJECT
DOCUMENTATION MANUAL
Once you begin to accumulate
data, whether you've generated it or
someone else has, you should have a
place to put it other than your bottom
left hand drawer or some other
obscure place.
Documentation organization can
be subjective, which is why there is a
definite need for establishing a Project
Documentation Manual at the onset of
the project. Consider a corporation
with multiple projects. either in process or completed. With a standardized
set of documentation any project
member can be transferred to any
other project without having to spend
weeks (or months) trying to locate pertinent project data. With standardization. everything will be in the same
order and format for every project and
readily available and current.
The best way to organize a
documentation manual is a phase by
phase approach. As information is accumulated it is placed in a particular
segment of that phase manual, for a
specific project. An example of a project manual follows:
SEGMENT DATA
1.0
Copy of the Project
Initiation form
1.1
Project redefinition and
statement
1.2
Project Impact Statement
1.3
Project Benefit Statement
1.4
Supporting project data
1.5
Phase end report
1.6
Project resource
projections
1.7
Other pertinent phase data
Segments normally required. but
not used for a specific project, can be
identified by inserting a standardized
omission page with the reason for
omission, the date and analyst's initials.
The data accumulated for the Impact Phase is normally static, that is,
once it is developed and approved it
will not change during the remaining
life cycle of the project. The entire
manual becomes a valuable historical
. . . continued on page 28
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THREE VAX-W730
MEMORY BOARDS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE.

VAX is a trademark of
DiE!tal Equipment Corporation.
DEC is a registered trademark
of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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National Semiconductor

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS DMSION

ALWAYS THE FIRST ALTERNATIVE FOR DEC-COMPATIBLE MEMORIES.

AFFORDABLE HIGH SPEED NON-IMPACT PRINTERS
BEING BASED ON ION DEPOSmON TECHNOLOGY
By James W. Rule, Vice President/Marketing, Southern Systems Inc.

DEC users faced with a new range of choice in high
speed, non-impact printers. are a case study in the overall
revolution occuring in the high speed output demands of the
computer industry.
The choice facing DEC users this year will be entwined
with the selection and evaluation of technologies. primarily
two major contenders. xerography and ion deposition imaging.
Yet the choice need not depend on new criteria; printer
versatility, reliability, ease of operation and maintenance
cost. and plug compatibility remain the basic considerations.
Data processing managers with DEC processors can pose
a series of specific criteria to evaluate printer products. criteria that essentially are based on the standards set by their
own experience in using impact technology. For example,
- Multiple font selection. All characters must be of
high quality and be comparable to today's letter quality
printers. A large catalogue of fonts of varying sizes and formation that can be inter-mixed in the output stream is
needed.
- The machine must be easy to use by the operator
and not have an intimidating front-panel design. The product must provide excellent print quality.
- The printer should be capable of producing both
landscape and portrait orientation output.
- The printer should have the capability of protecting
data with sufficient buffer sizes in case of jams. The 10
should be structured in a common industry standard, such
as the Dataproducts seven-bit parallel interface.
- The printer should have the capabilities of handling
8-1 /2x 11, 8-1 /2x 14 and the European A4 size papers.
- The paper handling must be reliable and designed
with output face-down for proper report sequencing.
- The paper must be easily removed and have sufficient capacity to avoid constant loading and unloading.
- The unit, like all peripherals, should have diagnostic
and error detection circuitry and feed this information back
to the user and/or field engineer when required.
- It preferably should be designed to be compatible
with all current line printer controllers and made available in
an off-line print station for those systems that cannot support the speed.
- It should be a product designed to handle 40 ppm
minimum to meet the market segment with the most
promising potential.
- The physical size of the machine should be limited
as much as possible.
- It should be extremely quiet, less than SS dba being
the goal.
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- It should meet all international safety standards
and should be produced for the international market with
various power requirements kept in mind.
- Optional features should include the capability of
doing logos and signatures.
To answer these needs. a totally new technology is
essential. One holding enormous potential is ion deposition
Imaging.
Ion deposition printer systems. using a sophisticated
electrical charging process that is simpler and less costly
than xerography, hold one of the greatest potentials of
satisfying the criteria of the marketplace. Ion deposition
technology, in fact. has brought the high speed, non-impact
printer market to the threshold of its first major technological shift. To understand what development of ion deposition
printer systems means to today's markeplace. it's essential
to contrast this technology with xerography and to examine
the primary printer functions needed by users.
Today's primary high-speed non-impact technology, laser
xerography. is considered by many users to be the major
source of non-reliability and the cause of the high cost of
non-impact printing. Although this technology - which
evolved from copier machine technology - is dominant. it is
not answering the primary needs of the major market segments in non-impact printing. especially those needs of the
60 to 100-page per minute user.
Unlike xerography, which evolved from a different area
of business equipment. that of copying machines. ion deposition imaging was developed specifically for high speed
·non-impact printing.
Simplicity is the major quality of ion deposition imaging. Only four steps are required versus the six steps of laser
xerography. Ion deposition's inherent advantage is that the
image is formed electrically rather than photographically. In
addition, ion deposition uses a hardened aluminum rotating
drum to create the print impressions, a drum that is inherently rugged. The process also uses mono-component toner.
rather than dual. and it eliminates xerography's two
separate steps of transferring the image and then fusing it.
These two steps are combined into one. a process called
transfixing. Transfixing actually cold pressure fuses the
toner onto the paper. There is little wear effect on the
hardened aluminum drum even during the automatic cleaning process.
The basic concepts, in more detail. are as follows:
ION DEPOSITION
The technique used to charge the dielectric (aluminum
drum) cylinder is the process called Ion Deposition Imaging
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(IOI). In this process, a cloud of free ions is created in a cavity
by means of a high frequency electric field. A second field is
used to accelerate a small portion of these ions through an
orifice onto a dielectric surface. By controlling either the ion
generation field or the accelerating field, the ion 'jet' can be
turned on and off as the image cylinder passes under it. creating a series of charged strokes on the dielectric surface of
the image cylinder. Using an array of such jets. perpendicular to the motion of the dielectric, a two-dimensional pattern
of charges can be created corresponding to the desired image.
The implementation of this process is shown in Figure
1. The pool of free ions is generated by putting a high frequency voltage between the drive line and finger lines at the
top of the cavity. A positive bias on the finger will hold the
negative ions in the cavity. while a negative bias on the
screen attracts the positive ions and discharges them. At the
appropriate time, the bias on the finger is made negative,
repelling the negative ions, and causing them to follow the
electric field through the screen orifice, down to the dielectric.
Either the ion generating field, or the finger bias may
be used to control the jet. since both are necessary to the
process. The ion cartridge makes use of this characteristic of
the process.
Since the images created have a resolution of 240 dots
per inch, it is necessary to have 2048 ion jets perpendicular
to the direction of travel. If only one of the controlling fields
were to be used, it would require 2048 switchable drivers. In
the Ion Cartridge, a skewed matrix is used which multiplexes 16 drive lines and 128 fingers, reducing the number
of required drivers to 144. IOM electronics time the selection
of drive and finger lines to create the strokes appropriately
for the image.
IMAGE GENERATION WITH SKEWED MATRIX
Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the skewed
matrix which is used to generate image patterns. The 'E' to
be imaged is charged onto the dielectric cylinder as it passes
under the matrix in the direction of travel indicated. As a
section to be charged passes under each jet, the drive line
and finger line for that jet is activated. In practice. each
drive line is selected in turn. and the finger line for each jet
to be fired for that drive line is selected at the same time.
TONER APPLICATION
Toner is applied to the charged image by means of the
toner subsystem shown in Figure 3. As the charged image
on the dielectric makes contact with the toner, a circuit is
formed through the toner, which is conductive. The circuit
takes away negative charge from the toner particles, leaving a net positive charge. This causes the toner particles to
adhere to the charged image as it rotates away from the
toner " brush."
The toner is supplied from a reservoir through a slot as
shown. The front edge of the slot is used to meter the flow
of toner so that a consistent and ample level of toner is
maintained on the toner roll. Also. excess toner coming
around the roll piles up behind the slot. acting as a valve to
prevent too much toner on the roll as it rotates, and provides a precise contact area with the dielectric.
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High quality graphics.
$4460 with hard COP}t
$3250 without.
It's hard enough to imagine getting sophisticated
graphics at such a low price- let alone getting an integrated printer to go with it. But then again, you've never
seen anything like the HP 2623 graphics terminal.

The display's the thing.
The HP 2623 gives you more than just an extremely
sharp screen image. With its advanced graphics features, Y<?~ can shade different areas of a chart or graph
with different patterns, or even draw entire pictures
in a matter of seconds.
You can vary the si7.e of the text, rotate it, or make
it italic-in
Of &eft!l1
• And in addition to

HP'a DSG/SObQ and

• 1000-ll

the

graphics display. And if you
need hard copy, the thermal
printer can dump it out in
less than 40 seconds. The
HP 2623 works with computers from most major manufacturers. But no matter
what system you use it with,
HP's worldwide service organization can provide you
with the advice, documentation and
Hyou'd like to see an ey~
·
contact your local HP sales office listed in the White
Pages. Or just return the coupon.

sue:;;

~-----u

~

~-·-·-- -

- - ·- - - ·-

Yes! I'd like to see more of the HP 2623 graphics terminal.
D Please send literature on HP's complete family
of terminal products.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City/ State/Zip
Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Tom Anderson, Dept. 79113
974 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
.
42103 HPTSO

TRANSFER AND FIX
Once toner has been applied to the image. it is transferred to the paper, and fixed in place (transfixed) by a
method of cold pressure fusing. (Figure 4) In short, the toner
is pressed together with the paper between two rollers, the
upper of which is the dielectric cylinder carrying the toned
image. The characteristics of the process are such that over
99 percent of it adheres to the paper. rather than the
cylinder.

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

ERASE WIRE
•

•

•

•

•-SCREEN
FIELD

IMAGE cYLINDER

FIGURE 6
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CLEANING
Since a small amount of toner is left on the cylinder. as
well as some residual charge, two processes prepare the
dielectric surface for further imaging. The first scrapes off
any remaining toner, the second restores the surface to
ground potential.
The scraper blade (Figure S) is a steel blade held to the
surface of the cylinder by spring tension. The surface of the
cylinder is very hard compared to the blade, and quickly
hones it to a near-perfect fit to scrape off any toner particles
left clinging to the surface. These are caught by the catchtray below. The blade also takes off paper dust which may
have transferred to the cylinder from the paper.
The erase head (Figure 6) is an element which restores
the dielectric surface to ground potential before imaging. It
consists of an insulated wire behind a conductive screen.
The screen is kept at ground potential while an RF signal is
applied to the wire. This creates a pool of ions which can be
attracted by any charge remaining on the dielectric surface,
leaving it electrically discharged and ready for the next
image.
The most exciting benefit in the utilization of ion
deposition imaging is its inherent capability to reduce the
cost of ownership of products utilizing it. It is readily apparent that the maintenance cost should be much less because of the inherent increase in reliability over laser xerography products. The mean time between failures or copies
before failure should increase considerably; estimates indicate reliability increases four-fold. Due to ion deposition
simplicity, the mean time to repair will be reduced substantially. The end result should be a total cost per sheet reduction of about SO percent.
Due to these and other characteristics of ion deposition
technology, products such as the Mercurion 1 being
marketed during first quarter 1983 by Southern Systems
Inc. of Fort Lauderdale, FL, should have a dramatic effect on
the printer marketplace, answering for the first time the
market requirements at an affordable price, approximately
$60,000, including total interface for the majority of the
computers on the market today as well as being software
compatible with existing line printers.
Users can look forward to ion deposition-based products. using cutsheet feed, yet replacing directly today's line
and letter quality printers - without software changes and emulate those line printers exactly.
The dramatic effect of ion deposition is destined to trigger a major shift in printer technology that will dominate
the high speed, hard-copy output market through the end of
the century.

II
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SAS, Not Just for IBM
... Anymore
Since its beginnings, SAS® has provided a powerful and
flexible software system to IBM users. Now SAS offers
VAX~" ECLIPSE® and PRIME® users the same power
and flexibility.
You get a twofold advantage with the SAS System. A
library of ready-to-use procedures gives you the power
to analyze data without formal training. SAS even provides an on-line help facility. With a few English-like
commands, you can use SAS for data analysis, market
research, capacity planning, financial reports, summary
statistics, charts, plots, personnel reports and many
other jobs.
In addition to these routine reports, the SAS System
provides extensive data management and retrieval tools,
combined with a macro facility, to handle all your complicated programming needs.
In short the SAS System gives you the analytical tools
for a complete Decision Support System, integrating
SAS for data management, statistical analysis and
report writing; SAS/GRAPH"' for color graphics;
SAS/ETS™ for econometric and
financial modeling, and
forecasting; and SAS/FSP™
for data entry, letter
writing and financial
spreadsheet reporting.
Now you can enjoy
the power and flexibility
of mainframe software
on a minicomputerwith SAS.
Call or write today. SAS
Institute Inc., SAS Circle, Box
8000, Cary, NC 27511 USA. Telephone (919) 467-8000. Telex 802505.

SAS Institute GmbH,
Rohrbacher Strasse 22, D-6900
Heidelberg I, West Germany.
Telephone 06221-29014. Telex 461581.
SAS Software Limited,
The Centre, 68 High Street,
Weybridge, Surrey KTl3 BBL,
UK. Telephone 0932-55855.
Telex 946138.
SAS Institute (NZ) Ltd.,
Level 9, Greenock House, 39 The Terrace, PO Box 10-109,
Wellington, New Zealand. Telephone (04) 727-595. Telex NZ 31525.
SAS Software Pty. Ltd.,
Level 60, MLC Center, 19-29 Martin Place, GPO Box 4345, Sydney,
NSW 2001, Australia. Telephone (02) 235-2199. Telex AA 71499.
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SAS ii the "'lflllnl tr1111a1n. of MS lmdlule lac., Cq NC. USA. SAlll'ORAPH. SASll!TS llld SASIFSP . .
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT and
CHARGEBACK SYSTEM
DP Managers use ARSAP for:
•
•
•
•

User and Project Accounting
Monitoring Usage and Trends
Controlling Performance
Billing for Services

Also A vailable for RSTS and RSX S ystems
P.O. Box 188
Riverdale, MD 20737

(301) 864-3700

V/llX, RSX. and RSTS are trademarks of the Digital Equ1pmtn1 Corp.
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color
graphics
On LA-120* orVT-125*

Upgrade your LA-120 or VT-125 to full color with
Texprint's DEC * compatible hardware and software,
easily, inexpensively and best of all, installed on-s ite.
Call your local DEC Terminal Dis tributor for a dem o.

Plug-Compatible Color Graphics
8 Blanc hard Road , DP 5, Bu rli ngt on, MA 01803 (617) 273-3384

Allow me to introduce myself. rve joined The DEC•
Professional as the Editor of the RSX Department. Many
of you may be familiar with my name through my participation at the DECUS Symposia: others of you have
possibly seen my name as author of several articles
which have already appeared in The DEC• Professional.
For those of you who haven't the foggiest idea who
I am. let me list those items in my not-so-illustrious past
which are pertinent to the position I now hold. I have
been in the Data Processing trades for thirteen years,
the most recent six of which have been spent as a user,
system programmer, and consultant in the RSX-11 M
world. I currently teach the DEC Seminar, "Design of Applications under RSX-11 M ... I have been an independent
consultant for the past three years, being primarily interested in industrial automation using PDP-11 's and
major microprocessors.
I view my position at The DEC• Professional as one
of being responsible for acquiring, editing. and writing
articles of interest to the users of RSX in all its versions.
In that capacity I have considerable freedom to choose
from the available articles and to solicit articles from
proven authors. Such choices reflect not only my
understanding of my new position but also the purpose
of The DEC• Professional Magazine.
The articles I am looking to publish basically address the question of WHY a programmer or designer
uses RSX in a certain way. The WHAT has generally
been answered satisfactorily in that Digital has written
a comprehensive manual set for the RSX family of
Operating Systems. The users always have difficulty,
though, in deciding what facilities to use out of the
large complicated set of functions available.
Other articles which would be of interest would Include:
Migrations to or away from one of the RSX
Operating Systems, such as RT to RSX. RSX-11 M
to RSX-11 M-PLUS, RSX-11 M to VMS. UNIX to RSX
- any likely combination.
Design Trade-Offs - Do it this way rather than that
way. and why.
Expansions of items in the manual, mentioning
GOTCHAS. explaining which facets of an RSX
facility are useful. which are troublesome. and
why.
Practical jokes - So you found out how to rotate
the LEDs on a vr100. huh? - are a personal
favorite. Please indulge me.

I

• Registered Trademark of Digital Equipment Corpora t ion.
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STRETCHING THE CANVAS IMPACT ANALYSIS ... continued from page 1s
tool for post-project evaluation and will
be used for future project planning and
resource projections for similar projects.
THE PROJECT IMPACT STATEMENT
A project is initiated because
someone needs or wants something.
Many times the users can't determine
the total impacttheir requests will have
on corporate resources. because they
are unfamiliar with the day to day
idiosyncracies of the EDP world. Most
users don't know a bit from a byte and
many don't concern themselves with
it. Their primary concern is bottom
line; how much is it going to cost and
when will it be implemented.
On the other hand, some users
can't distinguish between a need and a
want. A user may need a vehicle to
travel between points 'A' and '8'. A
bicycle may perform this function adequately, but the user wants a Concorde
because the competition has one.
The initial impact statement may
discourage this extravagant want
before the project develops. However.
various system alternatives will be
analyzed in depth and cost justified in
the next phase. the Feasibility Phase.
The purpose Of the impact statement is to arrive at an overall feel for
total project resource commitment.
The project cost and resource estimates arrived at in this phase are 'ball
park' figures and can change radically
as the project develops. It is always at
the discretion of management to cancel or delay a project at any point in its
cycle. because of a change in corporate
needs. status or resource allocation.
regardless of previous commitments.
The analyst assigned to the project should be experienced and hopefully familiar with corporate resources
available. skill levels of team members.
hardware and software options. the
present systems configurations and
the overall constraints and restraints
of the operational system in general.
This knowledge will enable the analyst
to make an intelligent 'educated guess'
for the initial resource projections and
allocations.
Once this knowledge is put into
place. the project tasks can be identified . A detailed task analysis will be
made during a later phase in the
project.
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First, identify the number of
phases that will be associated with the
project. Smaller projects may combine
phases and resources. Very small projects may be one phase. Next. develop a
general task list for each phase. For example, the Impact Phase may require
the services of one analyst for one
week. The Design Phase. on the other
hand. may require two analysts and
three programmers. performing two
hundred and fifty tasks. Remember.
these early projections are guesstimates, based on previous project
knowledge and past experiences with
corporate hardware and software configurations. The user should be made
aware of this early in the phase.
Use a standardized task list to
project resource allocation. The tasks
can be self generated or generated by
the aid of a computerized Project
Management System (PMS). A computerized PMS can automatically
generate task lists. allocate available
resources and project time and cost
estimates as required. There are
several excellent vendor Project
Management Systems available in the
$8,000 to $80,000 price range. Three
of the better systems on the market
average about $40,000.
In either case, initial resource
allocation should be established to
determine the overall project cost and
time projections. Once resources are
identified. the dollar projections can be
arrived at by utilizing a standardized
'plug-in' cost factor. This should include
hourly salary plus overhead.
The Impact Statement will contain
a summary of your projections for the
entire project.
• Identify the phases associated
with the project
• Specify the general tasks to be
performed by phase
• Develop an overall task list by
phase
• Develop a GANTT or similar projection chart
• Produce a total cost and schedule
projection by phase
• Write the Impact Statement
Don't forget to include time for
meetings. phone calls. writing specifications and revisions (there will always
be revisions). If a conversion of data
will be required, include this as a separate phase projection.

At the end of the Impact projections. the analyst will have developed:
• A firm cost for the Impact Phase
• An educated estimate for the
Feasibility Phase
• A guesstimate projection for the
remaining phases
THE BENEFIT STATEMENT
The Benefit Statement is developed to offset the shock of the Impact
Statement. This is not a formal
Cost/Benefit Analysis. It is a general
listing of the projected benefits of the
new system. A formal Cost/Benefit
analysis will be performed during the
Feasibility Phase.
Benefits fall neatly into two
categories; tangible benefits and intangible benefits. Tangible benefits are
those benefits that can be measured
directly. Basic areas of tangible benefits are:
• Elimination of office machinery.
postage. stationery. etc.
• Reduction of costs due to improved procedures
• Increase in money accruing as a
result of a feature Of the new
system
• Reduction of personnel
The tangible benefits are easily
calculated or are measureable. Intangible benefits are desirable effects
which are difficult to measure in direct
monetary terms. In other words. a
simple benefit may be a standardization of corporate procedures. which
leads to a series of increased skill proficiencies or overall improved efficiency
of corporate personnel. These benefits
can be classified into many categories.
A partial list follows:
• Information availability
• Reduced tedium
• Corporate image
• Data Reliability
• Performance measurability
• Improved forecasting
• Improved accuracy
• Speedier results
• Improved customer service
• Responsive data analysis
• Improved data control
• Improved personnel control
The combination of tangible and
intangible benefits is usually sufficient
to overcome any costs or inconveniences that will be incurred during the
project's development life cycle.
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ELECOONCS

Our parent company said
it's time we went out in the world
and made a name for ourselves.
So we did.
CIE Terminals, Inc., is video display and
graphics terminals, line printers and ACRO
Corporation all rolled into one new company
of C. ITOH ELECTRONICS, INC.
New headquarters and Southern California sales office: 2505 McCabe Way,
Irvine, CA 92713-6297. (7141660-1421. Or call toll-free, 1800854-3322.
Other regional sales offices: San Jose, CA (4081 977-1146; Cherry Hill, NJ
(609l 983-5075; Chicago, Ill (312) 992-2346; Houston, TX (7131777-1640;
Atlanta, GA (4041257-1814; Denmark (021921100.
© CIE TERMINALS, INC., 1983
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However. some projects may show a
considerable loss at first, or may never
show a projected return on investment, due to a crisis situation or
federal law. etc. that must be implemented to survive.
The Benefit Statement task list
should include the following steps:
• Analyze and weigh all benefits
• Project tangible and intangible
benefits
• Weigh the benefits against the impact
• Write the benefit statement

IMPACT PHASE USER REVIEW
Usually the Impact Phase review is
not a formal review per se. The phase
end report should be neatly typed and
presented to the user in a business like
fashion. But in general, it is a statement to the user on the future status
of the project. It is a projected commitment of corporate resources for a given
time frame. It tells the user what total
impact can be expected and what benefits can be derived. If total commitments are too far out of line, the
user may opt to cancel or postpone the
project for an indefinite period of time.
or when corporate resourecs may be
more readily available.
If the user decides to go ahead
with the project. a formal corporate
level review is normally made of the request and its associated impact/benefit analysis.
PROJECT PRIORITY
Everyone wants his project done

yesterday. If we didn't we wouldn't be
human. ·Most corporations have assembled a group of knowledgeable individuals, with vast corporate and/or
data processing backgrounds, to review new project requests. These individuals determine project priority, that
is. which projects will recieve most of
the available resources and which projects will be shelved or cancelled . The
group is usually called a User Review
Group, Steering Committee. Control
Committee or other such applicable
name. Their main function is to review
the status of new and existing projects
to determine where they should be
placed on the ladder of corporate EDP
priorities.
Some decisions are relatively simple to make. If a project is initiated
based on a federal , state, county or
local regulation. the priority is generally set based on the required implementation date.
Other priorities are not as cut and
dry. Several objective and subjective
factors are generally taken into consideration. A project initiated by the
Chairman of the Board will surely carry
more weight than one generated by an
insignificant department manager.
However. all other factors being
equal. the impact and benefits the
project will have on the total corporate
assets will generally aid in project
placement on one of the priority rungs.
This is where the analyst's or project
leader's initial evaluation and analysis
of a project can lay a convincing role
in helping the committee to prioritize
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$ 395.00
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES
& SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

• RSTS/E & RSX-I I are t rademarks of d igital equipment corp.
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the project.

PHASE SUMMARY
At the end of the phase, management will have the data necessary to
make an intelligent decision as to the
disposition of the project based on your
Impact/Benefit Statement and projections for total corporate resource
allocation.
Make certain you are comfortable
with the time frame established in
your projections. Don't try to be a hero.
Estimates that are too critical will
cause the project to shift from first
gear directly into a crisis mode. Once in
the crisis mode, there is no reverse!
The Impact/Benefit Phase, is in
effect. the first step in painting the
Mona Lisa. It would be inconceivable
for Leo to have begun his painting
without first preparing the canvas. In
reality, the Impact/Benefit Phase is
stretching the canvas. Once this is in
place, the artist can sketch his product.
The total SOM is a tool and is not
intended to hamper the creative abilities of the analyst. programmer or
project leader.
Instead. it provides a direction to
travel when developing the systems. It
is a guide for solving complex systems
problems. It helps the analyst through
the web of questions. problems and alternatives that blanket a project's development life cycle.
Future articles will take the project from the Feasibility Phase through
the post-project evaluation of the implemented system .
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THE PROGRAMMERS PRODUCTIVITY UTILITY
Makes the most of your v.T-100 Series Graphics Capability
•Cursor Movement
•Character Attributes
•Line Sizing
•Tab Sets
•Erasing
•Auxiliary Keyboard Setting
•Screen Modes & Scrolling
•Graphic Macros
•Macro Assembly Coded
•Runs on RSTS/E & RSXl lM *
Callable from BASIC + 2 & FORTRAN Routines

Data Pacific, Inc.

$395.00

16102 N .E. 109th
Redmond, WA 98052 (206) 885-6534
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Test your
word processing I.Q
And discover how the advanced features of LEX-11™can
increase your w-p capabilities.
THE CHALLENGE:
Almost any word processing
software package will have such
features as menus, editing, spelling
error detection, list processing, cut
and paste, automatic word wrap
and automatic pagination ...
. . .But can you tell the difference
between run-of-the-mill software
and a system that is really special?
EEC SYSTEMS offers you this
challenge! Test your word
processing l.Q.

THE QUESTIONS:
0EDITING
Which kind of
editing operation
is quickest to execute and easiest on the eyes of the
word processing user?
a) Full screen editing allowing for
easy cursor movement
around the screen?
b) Moving the cursor around by
doing a line count?
c) Editing on the bottom line of
text only?

t;1 DOCUMENT
~LAYOUT

Whatever document format you
choose . .. you
want to see what the finished article
will look like. Should you . . .
a) View it on the screen as it
would come out of the printer?
b) Run it through a pre-processor
to see what it looks like and
then if you like it, print it?

g) KEYSTROKES l~

a) One easy stroke with
no codes?
b) Two or more with complex w-p
codes?
c) Three or more?

~FLEXIBILITY
As the business
manager of your
company, you
would like to find w-p software that
you can tailor to your company's
specific needs. Should you . ..
a) Look for w-p software that
allows you to change and
add menus, and change
function keys?
b) Write your own custom
software?

0RETRIEVAL
If you want to
retrieve information quickly
from a large database, which w-p
software should you choose?
a) One that can access a particular record by going to it
directly?
b) One that searches through all
the records on the database
sequentially until it finds the
right one?

r.lCOMPATL!J(BIUTY
As a manager of
MIS, you want a
w-p system that
can be integrated with other
application software. Should you
choose w-p software with . . .
a) ASCII formatted files?

"!!;

Using a well
.i......i
1···M!lll~
designed w-p
system, how
many keystrokes should it take to
execute the most often used w-p
functions?

b) Software which requires
non-printing characters in it's
file system?
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fl MATH
Your company
has a number of
financial applications and is looking for a w-p package
with math capabilities. Should you
choose .. .
a) On screen calculating allowing
for editing, storing and recall of
equations, calculations integrated with your word processing
applications?
b) Software where the math capabilities are tied to the list processing module?
c) A separate math package?

THE ANSWERS:
If you answered "a" to all of
the questions above, go to the
top of the class. Chances are
that you already use LEX-11 or
are about to buy it. You know that
LEX-11 is the ONLY word processing software that combines these
advanced features ... and more . ..
in one software package.

PUT OUR SOFTWARE TO THE TEST
Call for a demonstration by
modem in your office today.
(617) 443-5106

(617) 443-6376

~
~
EEC SYSTEMS INC.

Dept. TOP, Millbrook Park, 327/E Boston Post Rd .
Sudbury, MA 01776

LEX· 11 , LEX-68 and LEX-88 are available
under the following operating systems:
RT-11,* TSX·Plus,* RSX-11M,* P/OS,*
RSTS/E,* IAS,* UNIX,t (68,000,0 8088,tt
PDP-11 * and VAX*), IDRls,•• VMS"'. .. and
it works in exactly the same way, with the
same features for all operating systems,
with your existing peripheral equipment.
C/PM,• MSDOS." release Summer/
Fall 1983.
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*DEC, oiGITAL and VAX are registered trademarks o ~ D igital Equipment Corporation
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UPGRADE PATH FOR H11 [AND LSI-11]
By Ed Judge, Fairbrother Associates. Box 685. Northampton. MA 01061
Many of us who wanted to get into electronics and/or computers in the
old days must remember looking at the
Heath catalog and wishing for this or
that. For me. this or that was their
analog computer. and later their H11. a
kit version of the LSI-11.
Many must remember when the
H 11 came. Putting together the power
supply and trying to assemble those
plastic connecters on the back.maybe
running a switch so you could control
your line-time clock from the outside
of the case. Wondering why they didn't
use DB2S connecters. and why they
didn't put the line-time clock switch on
the front panel. as they finally did on
the later models. And, of course. the
big one: why did they drop the line, and
how could they leave so many loyal
customers holding a very expensive
bag? Oh well. life goes on. and what
can you do about it?
After you've thought about it for a
while. you can do either of two (legal)
things:
(1) - You can try to sell the unit
for whatever you can get and buy
another brand that stands behind its
product. or
(2) - keep the unit and hope for
better things.
I opted for the second. and as no
one was really trying to support the
the H11. I looked further. and found
many people supporting the DEC
PDP-11 /03. Fairbrother Associates
was formed to bring some of the fantastic 11 /03 support to people with
Heath equipment (and hopefully, to
make some money to pay for some nifty new equipment). We attempt to be
aware of what's going on in the less expensive end of gear for the
H11 /PDP-11 /03/23. and share this
with our customers.
Over the last year. we have had
many customers. and have learned
many things, both good and bad, about
the future of the H11 system. One of
the most important things learned is
how to go about upgrading the H11
while keeping as much of the old system as possible. Much thought and ac-
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tion has been expended on this subject.
arid I feel that many people who own
H11 "s would be interested in what has
been learned. Another reason is that
for the most part. the people who
bought the H11 were planning to use it
in a serious manner, not just to play
games. Many were willing to upgrade
the H11 and use it for their businesses.
if an affordable way could be found to
do it. We felt that "affordable"' meant
using as much of the old Heath equipment as possible. and maximizing the
utility gained from the new equipment.
Basics first. for those who " ...
walk the walk ..... but haven't, as yet.
learned how to" . .. talk the talk . . ....
The H11 is Heath's version of the
Digital Equipment Company's
(hereafter referred to as DEC)
PDP-11 /03 (Programmable Data Processor. type 11, model 3) computer. It
was the first single-board computer
with the PDP-11 instruction set. It was
applauded as the first big step to get
the computer into the hands of the
people. as it offered 16-bit word
length. the standard PDP-11 instruction set. and a lot of computer power
for its relatively low price. It also offered a crude (at the time) but "userfriendly" (some cynics insist on using
"idiot-proof, .. but they usually consider
themselves an elite group of one or two
people) operating system called RT-11 •
the "RT" standing for "Real-Time. "
The ease of use of this operating
system has directly contributed to the
popularity of the CPU. With V3 coming
out in 1977, and V4 coming out in
1980. 11 /03 users had one of the best
single user O/S available to any small
computer user. And with TSX and TSXPlus. timesharing came almost painlessly to RT11. VS is scheduled for release this May. We'll see.
An important thing to note: even
if you purchased the CPU from Heath.
you are still entitled to the same
privileges as any person who got it
from DEC. This means you can use the
LSI Hotline (call DEC in Marlboro at
617-467-S111 and ask for the number.

for out of state it may be toll-free) and
join the several Special Interest Groups.
I recommend you join the RT11, LSI.
and perhaps the Structured Languages
SIGs. Call and ask what you must do to
join. Don't miss out on this. as DECUS
(Digital Equipment Company Users
Group. One .Jron Way. Marlboro. MA
017S2) is a very valuable asset. They
hold big (I mean BIG) meetings every
six months or so that are interesting to
attend. You can make many useful acquaintances there.
Upon examination. the "'other"
OP /SYS. CP /M, is a poor vision of
RT11 . The CP /M file system is very
similar. In fact. it is rather easy to read
CP /M discs on an RT11 machine. A
program to do it is in the public domain. There is also UNIX and its limitations. which work well when most of
the bugs are removed , whenever that
is. Some people think UNIX is great.
There are a whole bunch of people with
8-bit machines running CP /M and
thinking its the best OP /SYS going. until they see RT11 • with all the things
they have dreamed of having. and
many they never even thought of.
RT11 . with its English-like command language (user expandable in
VS), is much easier to use initially,
much more powerful. Its devicehandling structure makes it very easy
to maintain. add. and change configurations. With active input from the
User"s group and Special Interest
Groups sponsored by DEC. the development path is usually along the lines of
what the majority of the users want.
As proof. the much proposed idea of
putting FORTRAN IV+ • the optimized
version of DEC's FORTRAN IV. on RT11
is finally happening. Wish lists from
the users finally prevailed . Of course.
DEC stands to make a little money on
the deal. A Jong awaited new BASIC is
also rumored to be coming out "soon ...
with long variable names. compound
conditionals. etc. Finally!
All of this implies the first
upgrade path for those who w ish to do
more than just play with their
H11 's-get RT V4. Various ways of ob-
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---Some software systems are like bookends; they spend
most of their time gathering dust. But not SPSSX:"
Because it offers everything you need to-organize,
summarize and display volumes of information in
scores of useful ways.' A totally new software product
which we've designed with the most advanced
capabilities yet. To bring you the hardest working
Information Analysis System you can get.
Need help managing complex files? SPSSX lets
you read and define almost any file, regardless of
complexity or structure. It even tells you when records
are out-of-sequence or missing.
Searching for sophisticated statistics? With its
basic and advanced statistical capabilities, SPSSX
allows you to extract meaning from masses of
information with greater ease than ever. You can choose
among a wide variety of procedures. From simple plots
and tables to complex multivariate analyses. ·
Want to write presentation-ready reports?
With the system's built-in Report Writer, you can
manipulate complex records containing long strings of
characters, perform basic statistics, and print out a

•

.

custom-formatted report-all in one easy, automatic
step! Then use our device-independent Color ·
Graphics Option to produce professional graphs,
charts and displays.
Yet for all its sophistication, SPSSX is remarkably
simple to use. With minimal training, even
inexperienced users can quickly obtain the vital
information they're after. Which means they'll spend
less time inputting problems, and more time focusing
on solutions.
If you're ready for a software system that'll do much

more than sit on your shelf, call or write for our
descriptive brochµre today.
© Copyright 1983, SPSS Inc.

PRODUCTIVITY
IAISEDTO
THE HIGllEST POWER"'
SPSS Inc. 444 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago, Illinois 60611 (312) 329-2400
SPSSX currently runs on IBM OS,

CMS and Digital VAX"' systems. ConversJnns

will soon be 1JVailable for IBM DOS, DEC 10 and 20, PRIME. Univac 1100, Data
General MV 8000 series and other minis and main!rames.
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taining this should occur immediately
to the afficianado, but know that there
are many different licenses available.
Some, with run-time utilities, cost a
few hundred dollars.
Many universities run DEC
machines, most with RT11 somewhere. Go there! Make friends! Use the
new RT (or even the old V3)! See if it
isn't all I've said!
These universities may also sell
the RT11 manuals very cheaply to their
students (oddly enough, they look a lot
like you) because of some special
license deal that DEC gives to them,
probably to hook them early on RT, so
they won't feel comfortable working
with less. Less is just about anything
else.
HT11 is a very buggered-up version of RT11 VZC. Heath has put some
routines in the code that make it
almost useless if one wishes to get
more out of the 11 . Much of the public
domain software that is available
won 't even run under HT11. Again, this
is the first step, but once done, the
world opens up to you.
As a side note, inquiries have been
made to Heath about getting this code
when they stop supporting the H11,
but no response has been forthcoming.
It isn't even known (by anyone outside
Heath) how many H11 owners there
are, although I've heard that the contract Heath and DEC entered was
worth about $5 million dollars. Attempts to get a list of customers have
also met with complete failure.
Moving right along, once RT11 V4
is obtained, you should then look at the
system software available for the 11.
First, there is FORTRAN. Old and as full
of bad ideas as it is, it still is one of the
best languages available for the 11, as
the 11 architecture is nicely adapted to
running FORTRAN, and FAST! There
are several preprocessors such as RATFOR, FLECS, and SFTRAN, which allow
full structured constructs such as DOWHILE, REPEAT-UNTIL, IF-THEN-ELSE,
CASE, and others. These give you the
convenience and ease of programming
that these constructs allow. and the
speed, portability, and compactness-ofcode that most FORTRAN compilers
have after millions of man-hours of
development. This is a very important
feature that you should not let any
"language snobbery" take from you.
FORTRAN 77 is supposed to be
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available with VS, which will be a
blessing for those who have fought
and waited so long for it.
As for portability, if the program
doesn't have any system dependent extensions, it will most likely compile as
it stands. I took a sort program from a
Harris computer and compiled it
without error on my 11-23. Not bad for
a language that is so belittled by many
people.
There are many other languages
available, such as •PASCAL, COBOL,
BASIC.. •FOCAL, • C, •LISP, •FORTH,

•APL, DIBOL, DBL, DYNAMO, •ALGOL,
MUMPS, MUDDLE, CORAL, BLISS,
• MODULA-Z, . . You get the idea,
LOTS. Many languages were developed
on the PDP-11, and some of these ( •)
are available in the public domain.
Most of them are available from
DECUS (Digital Equipment Company
Users Group) or from other organizations and individuals, such as Fairbrother Associates. Excellent timesharing systems are available to further enhance the unit's utility.
Next, you must give consideration

Software Tools for RSTS/E
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc., a pioneer in the development
of RSTS and the winner of an ICP million dollar award for
KOSS and TAM, offers packages that save you time and
improve your productivity.

• KDSS, a complete multi -term inal key-to-disk data entry subsystem .
Eliminates the need for keypunching and stand-alone key-to-disk systems. (Also available forVAXNMS and RSX-1 I M .)

• TAM, an efficient multi-terminal screen-handling facility that provides
complete support for the development of transaction-processing applications on a wide variety of terminals. (Also available for VAXNMS and
RSX-1 IM)

• FSORT3, a very fast sort/merge package for RMS and non-RMS files .
More economical of disk space than SORT- I I and much faster.

• SELECT, a convenient, very fast package for scanning files to extract
records that meet user-specified selection criteria . Use as part of an
online inquiry system and as a front end for bui lding file indices and
generating reports. SELECT and FSORT3 can save hours in nightly batch
runs.

• BSC/DV, a RSTS/ E device driver for the DEC DVI I synchronous multiplexer. Suitable for handling a wide variety of bisynchronous protocols
(Also available forVAXNMS.)

• COLINK, a convenient, efficient link between two RSTS/ E systems
using DMC 11 s or DMR 11 s without the overhead of DECnet Supports
file transfers. virtual terminals. and across-the-link task communicati on.

• DIALUP, a comprehensive, efficient link between RSTS/E and other
systems using asynchronous terminal lines. Supports file transfers. virtual terminals, auto-dialing, and the use of command files and macros.
The premier RSTS/E package for remote support and reli able. CPUefficient file transfers.
DEC, DECnet, RSTS, RSX, VAX, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .

Call or write for complete descriptions of features and benefits.

Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.
55 Waltham Street. Lexington, MA 02173

(617) 861 -0670
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to how far you want to go in getting
peripherals for the 11. There is a stunning amount of equipment that will fit
on an 11. The design criteria was maximum flexibility and minimum complexity. One can go from the stock
system with 11 /03, 64KB. SS/SD
(Single-Sided/Single- Density) 8" floppies, and serial or parallel ports. up to
almost any configuration desired.
Adding a new peripheral is in most
cases a matter of inserting the controller
and putting the requisite system handler on the system disc. With a new 22-bit
backplane. one can get an 11 /23 with
floating point and up to 4 MB's of memory. Boards are more expensive than the
8-bit machines, but not as expensive as
UNIBUS boards, is the standard 16-bit
bus structure DEC normally uses.
All Heath boards for the H11 are
not usable as they stand. The serial
board in particular needs some attention, as one of the lines is not terminated. It works erratically, depending
on its position in the backplane relative
to the other boards. I plan to write an
article for the Heath Users Group newsletter. REMark, explaining what can be
done to fix the situation. It requires a
few pieces of wire and two resistors.
Now for some concrete examples
on expanding a stock system to maxiimize the return of your money in terms
of utility offered per dollar spent. The
following path is what Fairbrother As~
ciates recommends to its customers.
The first thing we think should be
done is to upgrade storage. Our
MXV-21 controller costs $995.00 (with
cable). With it you get double-density
right away. and the controller is a OMA
(Direct Memory Access). and is much
faster in reading and writing to the
floppy or to memory. Double density
gives you about 960 blocks (depends
on how many directory segments you
want). and the ability to run programs
without the messy problem of switching to another disc to compile, and another one to link, etc. The newer version of RT.11 is always bigger than the
previous version. The added storage
space is necessary for V3 and later versions. With no other upgrades, the
functionality of the system has been
expanded considerably. with a minimum investment. But there is more!
Our controller offers two features
that Heath's (or DEC's, for that matter)
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controller doesn't. First. if you want to
upgrade one or both of your original
Heath Memorex floppies to a double
sided model (we recommend Mitsubishi or Qume DATRAK-8; NEC
FD1160's are nice, but are slower and
cannot have a write protect switch installed), all you have to do is unplug
and unscrew the old drive and replace
it with the new one. Depending on the
make and model, a few holes may have
to be redrilled. and a little sheet metal
may have to be filed here and there.
but nothing bad. An adapter to couple
the SS AC power plug to the DS type is
also needed. The options on the drive
will have to be set correctly, but then
all you do is use double-sided discs for a
storage capacity of 1.2 MB, which is
about 1964 blocks. Two of them store
as much as was stored on the old
RK05...J hard disc. but are slower.
You can do a lot with that much
storage. I know several people who
find this to be enough for professional
use of the 11 . If you replace both drives
with newer models. you can get another timing prom to get full speed out
of the drives for about $15.00. The
new drives are about twice as fast as
the original Heath Memorex drives.
The second feature involves
memory. If you wish. you can have up
to 256KB of memory in the backplane.
The 11 /03 processor can only address
64KB of memory with 16 address bits.
The backplane. a full Q-BUS (what DEC
calls the backplane organization). has
18 address lines (newer models of the
Q-BUS have 22 address lines). so you
can manipulate the extra two address
lines to get an additional 192 KB of
memory. With our controller. we include a file to activate the two additional lines and use the upper memory
as an "electronic floppy disc." This is
done in a transparent manner by calling "DY7:" in a program. When the
handler sees this. it goes to its routine
of handling the upper memory in the
same manner it controls the floppy
drive. With more memory, you can run
TSX. and put the swapping area in the
memory above 60KB.
An important point to notice is
that everything purchased so far is
usable when you decide to get an
11 /23. The 256 KB board has 22-bit
addressing lines, and can be used in full
house timesharing systems with 4MB
of memory. The controller is 18-bit, but

when 22-bit floppy protocol becomes
standardized for the Q-Bus. we hope to
have a handler to access the memory
above 256 KB as "DY7:" also.
An 11-23 with MMU. 256 KB of
memory, and TSX-Plus will give you
timesharing RT11, marking the start
of an upgrade path that will give you
up to three to four users each with its
own RT11 workspace and very quick
response. and without a hard disc.
More users will cause swapping and
degrade response. but a hard disc will
allow fast swapping to disc. and will
extend the number of terminals to
about six to eight without much
degradation of the response time.
TSX-Plus can also be used as an
extended RT11 single-user operating
system. It allows full printer spooling.
and simultaneous access to several programs at a time. Since the system
editor. KED. does not have a multi-file
"window" function, I use the "Virtual
Line" facility instead. TSX-Plus allows
you to control more than one program
from the same CRT. I edit on the
original channel, and if I need to look at
another file. I call up another "virtual"
line. A virtual line is like sitting at
another CRT and running another program. This allows me to get what I
need, and either sign off. or leave it
right in the middle and go back to the
original workspace. I may have to go
back to it again. or I may have to use
still another workspace to do something else. all at the same time. RSX
(DEC's big OP /SYS) has this facility,
but the price is rather steep, especially
compared to TSX-Plus.
You can have several workspaces
controlled from your CRT. switching
between them as necessary. If something needs to be done, or output is to
be displayed, the other terminal beeps
you at your terminal. You can interrupt
what you are doing, switch to the
other line and check out what the beep
was about, take appropriate action.
and go back to what you were doing
before. Once you get used to having
this utility. you can't figure out how
you were plodding along before. Spooling also allows you to print out a report
to a file and have it printed out without
taking up the line - you can go about
your business without waiting for the
printout to finish.
For that really big job, you could
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Summoning
Solutions
DIGICALC v.1.2T.M.

DIGICALC 1.2 brings new dimensions to the DEC system user. This
truly advanced version has immense capacity for spreadsheets that
generate budgeting, financial modeling, project management
and many types of analyses. Th is most flexible software is the perfect combination of procedural and non-procedural language.
Once learned, the scientific concept of pattern recognition that has
been designed into the keypad aids recall for professionals and
executives with little computer experience. No other program for
DEC equipment has such extensive HELP built in. The user is in
command and can define functions, consolidate multiple spreadsheets ... even integrate with existing systems on a multi-user
level.
With over 400 copies installed and 8000 users world wide, a simple call to WHY Systems will give you finger tip access to the more
perfect power of DIGICALC™ 1.2. Runs on VAXNMS~ PDP-11 *and
RSTS/E.*

See us at DEXPO
Booth 123
Seeking Solutions ... Mankind Asks WHY
16902 Redmond Way, Redmond, WA 98052 U.SA. (206) 881-2331
•Registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
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buy a new backplane w ith 22-bit addressing for about $400.00. and use
more memory. Most replacement
backplanes are about the same size as
the Heath unit, but have about twice
the capacity. Be careful if you buy a
used one, as there are several types of
Q-Bus backplanes. Unless you want to
use an old DEC RL01 /RL02 dual quad
controller. avoid the "C-D bus" type, as
you can only use half of it for anything
except the RL01 /RL02 controller
boards. This special bus seems to me to
be one of the biggest goof-ups DEC has

made recently. Avoid them unless you
know what you are doing.
TSX-Plus allows you to use the full
4 MB for terminals. if you wish. Some
people have 10-15 users. several
spooled printers. and some modems
(there is time-out support). and are
very happy. I don't know how many
people you could have ultimately, but
with 4 MB you could theoretically have
63 users. Each would have a full 64KB
workspace, though the response time
would not thrill anyone. Any sort of
solid-state disc emulator will allow

WORD PROCESSING FOR DEC
MUSE WORD PROCESSING
NO CODES
NO COMMANDS
MENU DRIVEN

MUSE WORD PROCESSING has these pieces of the puzzle and many, many, more.
RU NS ON
DEC

RUNS ON
DEC .

VA X-11/730

VAX-11 /750

RU NS ON
DEC

RUNS ON
DEC

LSl-11 /23

PDP-11

IS WORD PROCESSING A PUZZLE TO YOU???
MUSE HAS THE PIECES TO SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM.
MUSE is currently configured to run on over 60 different terminals and virtually any letter
quality printer. YOUR computer, YOUR terminals, YOUR printer and MUSE Word Processing
software provides the most cost effective full function word processing environment
avai lable today. MUSE harnesses the power of your computer with its virtually unlimited
disk storage to provide uncompromised performance.
Call today for a demonstration so you can see for yourself.

MARC SOFTWARE
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
260 Sheridan Avenue, Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA. 94306 Telephone 415-326-1971
Distributorship inq umes welcome. International olllces are localed m Tokyo, Japan;
The Hague, Nelherlands: and Genova, llaly.
DEC. VAX and POP are registered trademarks ot Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, MA.
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even more. The trick is that TSX-Plus
has a very low overhead compared to
that of RSTS (DEC's timesharing
OP /SYS) or RSX with comparable utility. Anothe.r nice thing is that you only
have to learn a handful of new commands that extend the utility of RT in
the timesharing environment, as the
bulk of the commands are the standard RT11 ones.
Most programs will run under
TSX-Plus unchanged. An exception to
this is any program which directly uses
the 1/0 page. This can crash the
system. and cannot be allowed indiscriminately in a timesharing
system. There is a facility to do realtime work concurrently with normal
timesharing, if you want to, for
something like data acquisition. Programs like this are rare. The most used
program that does this is FORMAT,
which directly handles the registers for
the device being formatted.
Storage does not stop with floppies. Fairbrother Associates runs a
large (169MB. 5 logical RK07's, 28
MBs, 53000 + blocks each) Fujitsu
Winchester disc with an Emulex SC02
controller. and this is not the max that
can be handled. The Emulex controller
has operated perfectly, and the people
there have shown themselves to be
very competent and easy to talk to.
Mr. Gaio, of their customer service
department. spent several hours on the
phone with me getting the first drive
up. as no one had configured a Fujitsu
on the SC02 before. Now there are a lot
and what the disc requires is well
known. but in the beginning someone
had to do it first and find out what was
needed. The disc has performed perfectly and is very fast as well (27ms
track to track, SSms worst case). and
we at Fairbrother Associates cannot
speak highly enough of this combination.
RT11 has several limitations on
discs, which at the time they were implemented seemed quite reasonable.
The new RT11 VS will handle much
more, up to 64K devices. Each will be
limited. however, to 64K blocks, or
around 33 MB. because RT can only
count up to 2116.
Backing up was a problem, so a
Cipher Microstreamer 1/z .. tape drive
with a DlLOG DQ 130 controller, which
will take up to eight 800/1600 BPI
drives. including streamers. was obT HE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

SOME STARTLING NEWS
FOR DEC OEMs.
.NOW DIBOL SOFTWARE
RUNS ON ALTOS MICROS!
floppies. up to 80 megabytes of
integrated Winchester disk. and
a mag tape back-up option.
Altos also supports 8-bit and
16-bit popular operating systems
like CP/M, MP/M™. OASIS.
XENIX™/UNIX'". and MS' "-DOS.
We also provide cost-effective
solutions for local networking.
Ethernet'". and remote communi cations to mainframe computers
and networks.

Now you can move your DEC®
DIBOL™-11 applications software
to ALTOS® Computer Systems.
You can save substantial hardware dollars when you use any of
our 8 or 16-bit microcomputers.
And we won't ask you to compromise on quality or systems
solution capabilities.

Who we are and
how we did It.
We know our business. Since
1977, we've delivered more than
30.000 multi-user. multi-tasking
systems to major OEMs and systems integrators worldwide.
Our DIBOL compilers allow our
8-bit and 16-bit microcomputer
systems to run applications
software written in DEC's DIBOL
language. The result is a unique
advantage in cost/performance
to any DEC OEM.
With a single user system you can save up to 40% compared
to DEC's equivalent (DECMate. PDP-8. and PDP- 11 /23. -11 /24
or-11 /44).
On a multi-user system the savings are even more dramatic.
You can get an Altos 8-user system for one-third the cost of a
6-user DEC PDP-11 I 44 system.

You supply the solution and we'll supply the right system.
While you talk solutions to your customers. we'll be delivering
the right system to meet that solution.
We can offer just the right storage option. too. Depending on
your requirements. you can get from two megabytes on dual

Why choose
Altos Computer Systems?
When we deliver the best
product for the best price we also
free you from competitive pressure. And that means you can do
what you do best: sell cost-effective solutions.
As ifthat wasn 't enough. Altos
is the proven worldwide leader in
single board microcomputers and the professional choice of
Fortune 1000 companies. computer service organizations.
major software developers. and even mainframe computer
manufacturers.
Give us your business and we'll give you a cost/performance
advantage your customers and competitors will take note of.
For further information. including product data. OEM pricing.
and service options. call our toll-free number or write :
Altos Computer Systems
2641 Orchard Park Way
San Jose. CA 95134
Telex 470642 ALTO UI

SEE US AT THE NCC SHOW, BOOTH #W-6218.

Packed with fresh ideas for DEC OEMs
ALTOS Is a registered trademark of Altos Computer Systems. DEC Is a registered trademark and DIBOL Is a trademark of Digital Equip·
ment Corp. Ethernet Is a trademark of Xerox Corp. CP/ M Is a registered trademark and MP/ M Is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
MS and MACRO 80 are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft and Is a microcomputer implementation
of the UNIX operating system. UNIX Is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. OASIS Is a product of Phase One Systems. Inc.
<1:> 1983 Altos Computer Systems
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(ALLO))
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

800-538-7872

(In CalH., 800-662-6265)

tained. DEC is selling the microstreamer under their own name as the
TSV05, without the steaming mode. I
find the microstreamer to be a very
reliable device. and once you learn the
rites of passage into magtape (this
means read the manual concerning
tape copy operations). simple to use.
The DQ 130 has also performed very
well, and no problems have been encountered in two years. aside from the
ones that would not have occurred had
the manual been fully read first.
Many companies sell full tape subsystems from under $5000.00 for a
small 12 1h IPS tension arm model. to
over $9000.00 for a 125 IPS vacuum
column model. Because of the Winchester back-up problem. tapes are being developed that are cheaper. faster.
and more reliable than their predecessors. If a tape is out of the question
right now. wait a while. as some new
1/4" cartridges with 45-70 MB of
capacity will be available shortly.
Once the Fujitsu was up and running. we didn't need the RL01 or RL02.
but we wanted to keep them on line
for swapping software. We procured a
NETCOM backplane that accepts the
RL controller (two quad-wides) in two
special slots, and allows 12 more dual
wide boards to be used. It's also of
much better construction than the DEC
backplane. which was sometimes very
tern peramental.
Most people won 't have the RL
problem. but it is easy to fix if you
should. We try to use all of our equipment, to get the most out of our
system. A little drilling was necessary
to make it fit in the DEC box. but it
took only about two hours to get it out.
replace the backplane. and assemble it
back together.
Big discs can present problems. so
there is some software around, some
public domain. some proprietary, to
help with some of them. In PID . there
is a virtual device handler that allows
you to further break up the discs into
"virtual" devices. They look like a large
file on the disc directory. but inside
they look just like a block-replaceable
storage device. an odd sized disc. We
have several to aid in logical storage of
different types of files. LETTER.DAT
has our correspondence. FORTRA.DAT
has FORTRAN programs. MACRO.DAT
has MACRO programs. etc. They are
given the logical name to indicate their
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functions. such as FOR:, MAC:. GAM:,
etc. The assigns are handled in the
start-up indirect command file
"STARTS.COM" on each boot-up.
Locating a file in this environment
can be frustrating. so some proprietary
programs were written to help. Among
other things. Fairbrother Associates
sells a program called LOCATE.
LOCATE will search a user-entered list
of devices, virtual, logical. or physical ,
for a given filespec. and print out a
report at the CRT or on the printer.
This makes keeping track of files on
systems with several virtual device
files much easier. (For information.
send a SASE and $1.00 to Fairbrother
Associates and literature will be sent to
you on this and other products we have
that might interest you).
Virtual devices can also be nested
(at least with the VD handler. some
others may not) to provide a nested file
system. With TSX-Plus. which allows
you to restrict each password (optional)
to a list of devices. you can have
private and public file sets.
There are other techniques and
pieces of equipment available with
some interesting properties.
Andromeda Systems has a
floppy/Winchester. dual-wide controller. This is fine for single-user
systems, and saves backplane room for
more expansion. However. it seems it
would pose problems for a timesharing
environment. as the controller can not
do both at the same time. This may not
be the case, but until I hear from some
people who have used it, I can 't say for
sure.
For more performance, the 11-23
can have a faster clock crystal installed.
I'm sure DEC will frown on this, but if
you modify an IC socket and solder it into the place where the crystal was, you
can switch them back again if problems
occur. Don't expect DEC to repair it if
this modification is done, but there are
others who will handle the repair. and
indeed, will do the modification for you.
The typical replacement for the 13. 75
MHZ crystal is around 18.5 - 19.5
MHZ, for approximately a 30 - 40% increase in speed. This surpasses an
11-34. At this speed, you are running
near the maximum speed the Q-Bus will
allow. Some boards may limit the
speedup even more. but most can run in
the 18 - 19.5 MHZ range.
Another "speed" option available

11/23-Plus Winchester System with
80MB Removable Cartridge Disk
New 11/23- Plus Winchester Syste m contains the newest
PDP 11/ 23-Plus processor. 256KB of MOS memory.
two serial lines and a choice of te rmi na ls. Data s1oragc
is provided hy the .newest in 8-inch d isk techno logy. a

loOM B fixed Winchc.icr disk. a nd a companion 80MB
n:movahk ca rrridgc di~k . Chtlicc of operating system~
induuc' RT- II. RSXll -M or U IX.
First Computer Corporation, 645 Blackhawk Drive,
Westmont, IL 60559
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CACHETAPESUBSYSTEM
Our CacheTape subsystem uses a solid state cache
memory to isolate its interface from its simple streaming mechanics. By e mulating a true start/ stop at the
interface. Cache Tape becomes a streamer tha t "thinks"
it's a start/ stop device.

Ava ilable in rack mo unt or tabletop models . the
Cache Tape is economical compared to other performance equivalent start/ stop subsystems.

First Computer Corporation , 645 Blackhawk Drive,
Westmont, IL 60559
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TOWER™1632
Forecaster of the shape of future computers.
Tower™ 1632 is the size and price of a micro. with the
power and performance of a minicomputer. In its ultra
slim cabinet. the system incorporates industry standard
components to provide a reliable. price performance

balanced product. Tower supports up to 16 interactive
users and multiple background processes.
First Computer Corporation, 645 Blackhawk Drive,
Westmont, IL 60559
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ACOMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR

THAT'S ELIMINATED THE BUGS.
We're First Computer.TM And
we've taken the problems out of
buying mini/micro computer
systems, peripherals and components. Because we not only offer
you the finest in computer equip
ment. Like DEC, Control Data,
Emulex, Cipher Data Products
and Florida Computer Graphics.
We also offer you the finest in
service and customer support.

WE'VE ELIMINATED THE
SLOW DELIVERY BUG.
Often you have to wait
months to get the computer products you need. But we warehouse
a huge inventory of high quality,
factory-fresh products. So when
you need computer equipment fast,
you just have to call us. Or 1WX
us your order.
And we'll
pick,

test, pack and ship it within three
days. Or the very same day for a
small expediting fee. And we can

WE'VE ELIMINATED
THE HIGH-PRICE BUG.
Usually there's only one
way to get a good price on computer products. Place a large
order. But not when you buy
from First Computer. Because
we pass along our substantial savings to you. Our
prices are some of the most
competitive around. And our
technical expertise helps you
"
1:1. - ~.,. "';;,:-:~ -· avoid costly errors. First
Computer is in business to
increase your
WE'VE ELIMINATED
efficiency.
THE NO ANSWER BUG.
When you need information
about a product, you want an
answer. And you waht it fast. But
many distributors can't give you
technical information. At First
Computer, we're experts on the
products we sell. And we can
tell you exactly how they
fi.mction. We not only
test the individual products.
We configure and test your ~~.r.complete system as well.
So you can be sure everything you buy from us
operates properly. And
we continuously examine the viability of new
computer products in
- - relation to your needs.
So we can help you select
products that best meet your
application requirements.

Reduce your inventory. Give you
peace of mind. And, best of all,.
save you money.
Call First Computer today. And
shake the bugs out of your system.
Ift!'re humans that fanction
with computer-like efficiency.

~ computer

~ corporat1on

Get the bugs out. Call First now toll-free at 1-800-292-9000 (in Illinois call l-312-920-1050).
Headquarters: 645 Blackhawk Drive ·Westmont, Illinois 60559 • 1WX Number 910-651-1916
Cl 1982 b)' First Computer Corporauoo. FCC 8l-IR3
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sounds quite interesting. It allows you
to run a Motorola 68000 CPU, with its
own special bus. along with the Q-bus. I
don't know much about it so far, but it
looks like the next step for someone
who needs more power than the 11-23
can give.
The 68000 is a 32 bit CPU. and is
usually considered faster than a VAX.
The drawback is, of course. the software. Unless someone comes up with
an RT11 emulator program (a Jot of
bucks to be made for the person who
gets this package together). you will
have to write a Jot of your own system
stuff. If an RT11 emulator that will run
in parallel with the '03 or '23 is written, perhaps the 68000 will do the
computing, and use the '03 or '23 to
handle the peripherals and 1/0, keeping much of the old RT software. It
looks as though the 68000 will really
catch on, giving companies the incentive to make other things available.
This could be a real sleeper. We'll see as
things progress.
For the real engineering types.
some small array processors are
available, notably the SKY processor,
which is on two quad boards and fits
right into two adjoining slots in the
backplane. They usually have many
FORTRAN callable subroutines IN
HARDWARE to manipulate arrays.

mnmnama vr ioo
Replace the most popular vi deo terminal wi th
the most widely accepted personal computer.
The IB/v\ Personal Computer combined with Coherent's PCTERM software allows you to conve~ with a DEC host as if you were using a
VT100 video terminal.
• complete VT100 terminal family
• PCTERM interacts at speeds up to 9600
baud
• simple ftle transfer with no cooperation
with host computer
• host to PC file transfer mode with
guaranteed file transfer
• session logging to d iskette
• full use of attached pnnter, 1nclud1ng
print reports wider than screen

COHERENT SOFTWARE
1815 Oak Knoll. Belmont. CA 94002
(415) 593-7567
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"If it doesn't fail
in the first three
months . . . it probably
won't fail for its
lifetime . . ."
They are VERY fast. A thought- since
text is just an array of characters.
would this turn an 11 -23 into a fabled
database machine?? An interesting
project for someone.
1/0 is now usually done with
DLV11-J boards. They have 4 RS-232
"data leads only" (pins 1,2,3,7, with 20
held high) on one double wide (half
quad) board. Since DEC equipment
works on Control S/Control Q protocol,
almost anything serial that uses it will
run on the system. Modems don't have
to use the expensive DLV11-E board.
although the software changing of the
baud rate. etc. is nice but not
necessary. They can be purchased from
aftermarket manufacturers for about
$250-300 dollars. DEC's costs $450.00.
A dual wide board with eight serial
lines is available, to save even more
space_
Another nice thing is that the 'l.r 19
terminal is a VT-52 CRT emulator. It
can be used on the pile of software
that uses VT-52 code. I don't know
why the "ASCII " mode wasn't upgraded to be VT-100 compatible, as this is
where the big sales-numbers are.
Heath could have been first and cleaned up, but they dropped the ball
somewhere. I understand that there
are some people coming out with a
chip to do just that. That's the second
big mistake that Heath/Zenith made,
the first being not to support the H11
as it should have been_ Ah. well , life
still goes on __ _
It may interest some people to
know that there are very good A/D
and DI A converters available for about
$600-$1000.00. These are really professional boards. The "MINC," the
laboratory data acquisition computer
system, has many similar 1/0 modules
available, and a large library of
subroutines to take in data and
massage it into reports and realtime
graphics displays. These have a special
BASIC that has built-in commands to
handle the interfaces and the data.

This makes writing your own programs to handle the data the way YOU
want much easier.
DEC and the aftermarket crowd
are always putting out new gadgets
for the 11. Whatever DEC puts out, a
month later someone has a better
model. with more features and at less
cost than DEC's. On the other hand, DEC
puts all its products through lengthy
tests to make their products as reliable
as possible. When chips were new, this
was very important, but as chip
reliability has gone up, the boards have
become very reliable. Perhaps all the
testing DEC does isn't necessary unless
it is for super-critical industrial or
military purposes. If it doesn't fail in
the first three months (usually under
warranty) it probably won't fail for its
lifetime. "if its environment is stable_
Finally, speaking of stable environments. a final thing to consider is
a power conditioner. The boards last a
long time if their voltage isn't exceeded. I had a friend who left his computer
plugged in during a rainstorm when
lightning hit the power lines MILES
away. He lost a couple of power supplies and some serial lines, and had
some damage to his CRT and other
systems. One of my printers would
beep and feed several sheets of paper
through and settle down every once in
a while. It also occasionally occurred
during a printout. This is irritating,
especially on long runs.
Both he and I now open the circuit
breakers when bad weather comes
along. I have installed a couple of
power line conditioners to short out
noise and spikes from the power lines.
They say they protect equipment from
lightning, but I don't want to test it on
my system. This is in addition to the
circuits in my power distribution panel.
It's not that expensive. and can save a
lot of time and trouble.
In conclusion. the Heath H11
owner should simply rename his
machine a DEC PDP-11 /03, and realize
the world will be a better place. It may
cost a little more, but you have a real
business/engineering machine, not a
toy. Remember. those thousands of
PDP-11 users can't all be wrong. Someone, whose name eludes me. once said
"Nobody loses ALL the time_ " Take
heart, for though the jury is still out on
the H11, the PDP-11 is a great
machine.
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How to get the most popular features
of theVTlOO £Or 30% less.
VTlOO
(With extra-cost Advanced Video
and printer port options installed.)

----+-- 4. characters
Double-height and double-wid th
5. Reverse screen

2. Smooth scrolling and
split-screen viewing

6. Built-in space and extra power for
additional options
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Buy Digital'sVT 102.
VT102
(All features standard
at no extra cost.)

r - - - - - 1 - - 4. Double-height and
double-width characters
5. Reverse screen

2. Smooth scrolling and
split-screen viewing

6. Five full- and half-duplex
protocols
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Surprise. Digital's VT102 terminal has all
the features and quality that have made the
VTlOO the industry standard. So what's the difference? The VT102 is designed for people who
don't need the extra space or power for expansion and add-ons, which include the graphics
and personal computing options. And not
getting that expansion capability can save you
over 30% on the price. So if you don't need it,
why pay for it? Check out the VT102 instead.

-

-

-

-

See your Digital distributor today or call
1-800-DIGITAL, extension 700. In Canada,
call 1-800-267-5250. Or write:

Digital Equipment Corporation,
Terminals Product Group, 2 Mt. Royal
Avenue, UPOl-5, Marlboro, MA 01752.

© Digital Equipment Corporation 1983
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RECOVERY SYSTEM
By Brian Johnson, 54 Oakleigh Gardens, Bitton, Bristol, England
This article describes the design
process behind a general purpose
recovery system for interactive realtime RSTS applications. This could be
applied to any multi-tasking operating
system.

Design Objectives
The main objective was to allow
the files for a set of appltcation programs to be restored to as near as
possible the state that they were in
prior to a system failure, either hardware or software. I will refer to the
processing of the original work as the
"live run" and its recovery as the
"recovery run."
The applications involved the online and real-time updating of data
files. The design was influenced by the
need for the files to be updated as the
user information was entered. It was
possible for two users to be updating
the same data record and for either of
these updates to be rejected at user request. As an example, two users could
be entering stock requisitions. Each
requisition covered a number of stock
lines, one or more of which is common to
both requisitions. While the stock balances have to be updated as the entries
are made, either of the users could reject his requisition before its completion.
The programs were to be written
in BASIC PLUS using our own file indexing and access routines on straight
block/10 data files. As the updating of
certain of the data records was to be
real-time with the data entry, program
size was thought to be a critical factor.
We also wished to make the system as
general purpose as possible, and for it
to be capable of being integrated into
any BASIC PLUS program with as little
programmer effort as possible.
As in reality the incidence of
system failures resulting in data loss
requiring the use of such a recovery
system is rare, the system would have
to have only a small impact on performance and system capacity.

Design Considerations
Our first thoughts were directed
to removing the need for a software
solution and in the event of a system
failure, restoring to the last backup
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and re-processing. This was rejected as
the system was to be used in the
remote offices of timesharing
customers on over 30 terminals by a
variety of users. The system was to be
recovered in a way that involved the
end users as little as possible.
We then thought along the lines of
logging the images of all disk records
that were updated to files on more
than one disk. This would allows us to
restore all the files to their latest state
in the event of a failure. The problem
was to cater for overlapping transactions such as the stock requisition example given above that were only partially completed at the time of the
system failure. This could have been
overcome by updating the stock information "temporarily" and then completing the update when the transaction was confirmed. Whilst some of the
record content was updated in realtime, in order to meet program size
and response constraints, as much as
possible was left until the end of a
batch and carried out by other programs. As well as partially completed
transactions we then had partially
completed batches to cater for.
The obvious answer was to log
transactions and then re-process these
against the restored backup files.
However, this would have involved
heavy costs either in "outside" software or in our own development time.
If we had carried out the development,
unless we decided to write our own
transaction processing package, we
would have been writing application
specific code and therefore not
meeting the objective that the solution
should be general purpose and involve
as little programmer effort as possible
during the development of the application code.
As the applications were basically
interactive, we then looked at the
possibility of logging the users' data
and re-processing this against the
restored backup files. Providing we
could pass this data back to the programs in the order it was entered, the
same programs could be used in the
recovery run that were used in the live
run.
We had a set of functions that
handled all user 1/0. If we could embed

the recovery system within these functions it would mean that there would
be little effort in implementing the
recovery system within our existing
applications, and the recovery considerations could be transparent to the
application programmers.
In adopting this approach the
computer had to carry out as much
work in the recovery run as it did in the
live run. This would only be appropriate in situations where the data
entry portion of the application
represents the bulk of the work, and
where the critical factor in processing
times is user data speed.

Recovery System Design
We decided to use a detached logging program to which all user
responses would be directed during the
live run using send/receive. The data
would be logged on up to three files
which could be on disk and tape.
The logging program requires the
name and user's account number for
each program that is run. As we had a
menu system through which all programs are run we could have modified
it to supply this. However. as additional information would have been
needed on each menu entry, and we
did not wish to introduce menu system
file changes at this stage, we introduced an initialisation function which
we inserted at the start of each program. The initialisation function looks
up the location and file name of the
program and the user's account details
and sends this to the logging program.
The initialisation function also
opens the keyboard on a specified
channel number during live processing.
The keyboard is automatically replaced
by the null device on this channel during a recovery run. All print statements
are made to this specific channel
number or they must be made conditional on a flag set by the initialisation
function to indicate a live or recovery
run.
The initialisation function passes
three other items of information. The
first is a flag to indicate if the recovery
is to be frozen whilst the program is
running. The need for this resulted
from program synchronisation considerations. In dealing with interactive
programs, the overlapping of the programs during the recovery run is effectively controlled by both re-running
programs and re-processing the users'
responses in chronological sequence.
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EMULEX TALKS DEC
IS YOUR VAX SUFFERING FROM A TERMINAL CONDITION???
How would you like to double (repeat, double) the throughput of your terminal-bound
VAX-111750 or 780-for less than $6,000? DEC's DMF-32 modules have already slashed the datacommunications overhead of "small" VAX-11!730's. Now Emu/ex is extending DMF concepts to
the whole VAX family. With bonus benefits. Emulex's single-board CS21! F multiplexer gives you 16
asynchronous lines (instead of BJ, with modem control for remote terminals on all 16 lines (instead
of just 2). Emu/ex CS11/F expands this to 48 lines-again on a single board.
THE BEST OF DH AND DZ ...
Dynamic selection of the most efficient mode of operation, DMA or programmed-1/0, by the DMF
driver significantly reduces DZ11-type interrupts.
Emulex's DMF emulations provide DMA (DH11) operation when queued output data is greater
than 64 characters in length, as in word processing, screen editing and graphics.
Because there is CPU overhead involved in setting up a DMA transfer, interrupt (DZ11J operations are more efficient for lesser amounts of data, such as character echo and data entry. The DMF
driver can transfer "bursts" of up to 32 characters to the 32 character output silo on each line, under
a single interrupt operation. Result: Emu/ex DMF emulations provide the most cost effective VAX performance enhancement currently available!!!
SOON (STAY TUNED) ..
And that's just for starters. Emu/ex will soon offer two new DMF-type multiplexers that will
allow you to expand your system, in DMF mode, to include statistical concentration (an Emu/ex exclusive). Result: Single-board modules that can support up to 128 or 256 local or remote terminals.
IJ ... ,o n a Believer Write for a more extensive explanation of Emu/ex data communications and the
new DMF emulations.

S 10AND20 TOO .
The word is out. Emu/ex communications technology has been extended to DEC System 10 and
System 20 mainframes. How? Users are plugging Emu/ex modules into the PDP-11134's or 40's that
serve as front-ends for nearly every large DEC installation. No change in front-end or mainframe software required.
FROM THE EMU/ EX FILE
Read about all these new Emu/ex products and a lot more in the new Emu/ex Controller Handbook
now coming off the press. Write or call for your free copy.

See us at

-x-

EMULEX

3545 Harbor Blvd , P 0 . Box 6725 ,
Costa Mesa , California 92626 ,
Toll Free (800) 854-7112 , In Calif. (714) 662-5600 .
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DEC and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .

DEXPO
Booth 524

PACS™
with EZLOG™
is today's standard in :

Resource Accounting
Performance Monitoring
Internal/External Billing
Project-Based Accounting
PACS has been
accepted into Digital's
EAS Library.

Signal Tachnology, Inc.
5951 Encina Rd .. Goleta .
California 93117 (805 ) 683-3771
Outside Californ ia Call Toll Free
(800) 235-5787
VAX 1s a registered trademark of
01g1tal Equ i pment Corporation
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DEC REPAIR
lncludlng Memory, Interface and Option Cards

COMPUTERS

PERIPHERALS

PDP-SA
PDP-SE
PDP-SL
PDP-SM
PDP-11/03
PDP-11/04
PDP-11105
PDP-11110
PDP-11/23
PDP-11/34
PDP-11/35
PDP-11/40 ·
PDP-11/44
PDP-11145
PDP-11/50
PDP-11/55
PDP-11170

LA36 Printer
LA 120 Printer
LA 180 Printer
LP05 Printer *
RK05 F/J Disk Drive
RL01/02 Disk Drive
RP04 Disk Drive
RX01/02 Floppy Drive
TU 10 n.pe Drive *
TE16 Tape Drive*
TU45 Tape Drive *
TU60 Tape Drive
VT 50 CRT
VT 52 CRT
VT 55 CRT
VT 62 CRT
VT 100 CRT

* Electronlcs Only

THREE DELTA CORP.
l 038 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-2680
TWX 910-339-9511

However. the recovery run will have the effect of compressing these responses into a shorter period than that in which
they originally took place (you hope!). You may have programs or parts of programs which are non-interactive and
which. during the recovery run. must not be overlapped
with the processing of user responses that may have been
entered in the live run after the completion of the noninteractive phase. An example would be the entry of stock
receipts where the updating of the file is carried out after
the batch of receipts has been entered. If during the
recovery run the file updating became overlapped with
stock issues that had originally been entered some time
after the receipts had been processed. out of stock conditions may arise that did not occur during the original run. To
cater for this it is possible to "lock" or "freeze" the recovery
process. The lock may be requested within the initialisation
function at the start of the program or executed by a lock
function called within the program. During a recovery run.
after a lock is requested, no further programs will be
started or responses passed to other programs until the program executing the lock calls an unlock function.
The second piece of information indicates whether the
program is "run" or "chained." During the recovery process
run programs are started by the recovery system whilst
chained programs are started by the preceding program as
normal. A standard core common layout includes status information indicating whether a program has been run or
chained and whether it is part of a recovery or live run.
The third piece of information is the message packet
size for communication with the recovery logging system.
During the logging of the users' responses. the effect on the
system's performance is minimised by the logging interface
routine in the application program building several
responses into a packet and sending one message to the logging program. The size of the packet is given by two
parameters. One specifies the maximum number of
responses that may buffered before the packet must be
sent and the other specifies the maximum size in bytes to
which the packet can grow. These govern how much data
may be lost in any unlogged packets in the event of a
system failure. The optimum packet size is a function of the
size of and the likely rate of entry of user responses in any
particular program. If the rate is likely to be high then a
large packet size is probably appropriate, whereas if the
user data entry rate is low. a smaller packet size is
preferable.
A termination function is also introduced at the end of
each program. This merely informs the logging program that
the program has ended and bands any part filled packets.
The input functions operate by logging all user
responses. No knowledge of the purpose of the response is
needed by either the application or the logging programs.
There are some instances where this assumption falls down.
The first is illustrated by the case where the user is asked t o
load or unload a disk or tape unit. Even if the unit number is
the same during the recovery, the recovery system will need
to pass the request to the user for action and hold the
recovery run until the user signifies the action as having been
completed. It may also happen that the response could differ
during the recovery run from that entered during the live run.
The second case arises because the compression of the
user responses from different users can create a situation
where functions overlap during the recovery run when they
did not during the live run. We have already discussed t he
lock and unlock functions above. This is a slightly different
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problem and an example would be a
prompt for a stock product code. This
prompt may give rise to a "disk block
interlock" condition in which case the
user is informed of the interlock and reprompted. If this happens during the
live run an additional response would be
requested that may not arise during the
recovery (as the disk block interlock
may not occur). Alternatively. it can
arise during the recovery when an additional response would be required that
was not supplied during the live run. In
either case it can result in the user
responses getting out of step with the
corresponding prompts and the failure
of the recovery. This is prevented by a
"re-prompt" flag. If this is set the
prompt field for each input is checked
against the previous one. If they are
identical (including any screen coordinates) during the live run, only the
final response to that prompt is logged.
During the recovery run the logged
response will be re-submitted until the
prompt changes.
The impact of both logging and
recovery processes on the system's performance is minimised by only logging
programs that modify the content of
the data files. Obviously report and enquiry programs need not be recovered.

Recovering a System
The recovery program will sort all
user responses. program start and end
records and recovery lock and unlock
records into chronological sequence. The
data files are then restored to their
state at the beginning of the logging
session. The recovery program will then
run the programs detached and feed
the responses back to the programs. A
flag in core common which is picked up
by the initialisation function indicates
that the program is recovering in which
case it will receive the responses from
the recovery program.
After the last of the logged
responses is passed to the programs.
the recovery program sends a final
message which causes each program to
revert to live running . It enters a hibernating state until it is attached to when
it displays the next user prompt. The
recovery system logs the recovery process so that it is possible to let each user
know what previous responses were
processed. The possiblity that the
recovery program should log each program to the terminal from which it was
initiated during live processing was rejected on security grounds. though obviously this would be a trivial change.
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N.A. (Nick) Bourgeois, Jr.
3236 Candlelight Dr. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
(505) 298-2346

NAB

RT-11 /TSX-Plus Gen;;al Purpose Mainetlc Tape (IOI, MS, lllT) Driver Ubrary
(llTLIB) callable from elfbt popular Janiuaies.
TSX-Plus System Resources Utilization Accountlni Padi:aie (TSRUAP)
MTLIB
TSRUAP
Single CPU Binary License
$250
$550
User's Guide Document (prepaid)
l0
lO
RT· 11 is a trademark of Digital Equioment Corporation TSX·Plus is a trademark of S&.H Computer Systems. Inc.
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~~ MODE~ SALE J{JJ/t
* * * Brand New * * *
DEC DF03-AA or VADIC 212-LC

YOUR CHOICE
300/1200 Baud - Bell 103/212A Compatible
Originate and Auto Answer

*$495.00 Each

FOR MORE DETAILS
CALL:

*During MAY &JUNE 1983
with the purchase of ANY of our
NEW or USED
DEC Terminals & TI Printers
you have the fantastic option to
purchase a 300/1200 Baud Modem
for $495.00

R

SCHERERS

E

6145 Scherers Place
Dublin, OH 43017
(614) 889-0810

R

s

SPECIALISTS IN:
DEC EQUIPMENT
TI PRINTERS

* *SCHERERS*SCHERERS*
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DEAR
DR. DEC

Send questions to:
Dear Dr. Dec, The Dec Pro ..
Box 362, Ambler. PA 19002.
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Dear Dr. DEC:
As fine a stand: alone as our DECmate I is,
it seems to be viewed by DEC and by aftermarket folks as DEC's bastard child. We've
tried since taking delivery last June to get
answers to these questions:
1. What exactly is the VT-278 processor
in the DECmate?
2. How does it alter the terminal from
the basic VT-100?
3. Is the DECmate/VT-278, although
PDP-8-based, compatible with PDP-11
equipment?
4. Can memory be expanded with plugins, as can the myriad of micros and minis
out there?

5. Can memory be expanded by connection to a PDP-8 minicomputer?
6. Is there a Winchester hard disk
available?
7. Can the DEC Personal Computing
Option for the VT-100 be added to the
DECmate/VT-278?
8. Can a VT-100 terminal be added to
the DECmate, and the DEC Personal Computing Option added to the VT-100?
9. Where can we find software equivalent to VisiCalc? Is Pyramid's "Number
Cruncher" the closest?
10. Where can we find graphics software?
11. Can we control cursor blink, reverse
video and forms mode, as on the VT-62?
12. Are any of the above options worth
the cost, considering the number of
machines now available with up to 256K?
13. Can the new Pro 300/DECmate II use
the 8" RX02 drives? This would allow us to
add a DECmate II as a second, more versatile stand-alone, and use our present 8"
media files on either machine.
We'd appreciate your help on these questions; if you can't answer them in your
column, perhaps you'd do it by letter, or
refer us to the appropriate people at DEC.
We've tried numerous departments, including Field Service, but to no avail.
Phillip B. Warbasse
Warbasse Associates
Natick, MA

Dear Ph/I/Ip: Thanks to Gary Cole at Digital
Equipment Corporation for his help in answering your questions. Gary used to work
with DECmate l's but is now working on
Rainbows.
Here's what we've learned:
1. A PDP-8.
2. The terminal is not a VT100. It simply
shares the shell, tube and keyboard, but is
entirely run by the PDP-8 processor.
3. The connection of DECmates to
PDP11 's is best done using its DX communications capability.
4. DECmate I comes with maximum
memory (32K) already installed.
5. No.
6. RL02 disks were planned for the DECmate l's.
7. No.
8. No.
9. Digital maintains a software catalog
for the DECmate l's which contains ..many
software packages including some financial
modeling.
10. Only limited graphics (VT100 type)
are available.
11. No. But the VT278 processor does
emulate VT100 screen capabilities.
12. The DECmate I remains a viable product because of its price and availability.
13. There is an adaptor to allow use of
eight inch RX02 disk drives.

I

THE BUILDING BLOCKS
for

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT
CROSS SOFTWARE PDP-11/VAX HOST
OPERATING SYSTEMS: RTll RSX RSX+ UNIX
TSX + VAX/ VMS
CYMRIC supplies all the pieces ... from higher
level languages like SUPER, to cross assemblers,
debuggers, down loaders ... working under all
PDP-11 operating systems, plus VAX/ VMS, and
for all the popular micros.
And CYMRIC supplies target operating systems,
as well.
All of our software is written on assembly
language for the fastest, most efficient operation.
And all of the pieces fit together. Each module is
efficiently interfaced with its neighbors to produce
a Totally Integrated Development Environment.
Want more information? Write us TODAY!

Superlib
Librarian
Source-Con
Source
Control
Language

Down
Loader
Superdbg
Debugger

Sales Representative Inquiries Welcome

CcJ~~!~ms,

Inc., p.o. box 253, Concord, MA 01742 Tel.: (617) 369- 9106
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... continued from page 6
tions. I wonder at which other editorials and articles, ostensibly written to
inform me, the reader, are not but
camouflage for other self interests.
Second, I wonder if you have not
gained an unfair business advantage
over competing software products by
having access to user responses and
"bingo cards." Information generated
and paid for by your advertisers.
Finally, there is the issue of your
readers personal and professional
security born out of trust for their editors. They think their editors tell it like
it is. Nothing but the whole truth. And
I wonder ...
Have you not breached their
security?
Joseph Musler
RAXCO Inc., Atlanta, GA
* * *
It was interesting to note the March
1983 letter in which it was said that

"there simply isn't enough profit margin to support highly trained technical
sales people" (in selling personal
computers). A comparison is made to
the automotive industry.
I should like to point out that today
the electronics industry is successful,
the automotive industry isn't. Computers cannot be sold by car salesmen
who only know enough to tell us it
"comes in six decorator colors." One
of the reasons the electronics industry
is doing well today is that companies
do a job of telling the customer what
the product is all about.
Government handouts keep the
American automobile industry going.
We in the electronics industry do not
need to learn the tricks of the automobile salesman so we can emulate the
beggars of Detroit.
Sherman Rigby, P.E.
Nova Biomedical
Newton, MA
* * *

The BENCHMARK MONITOR for RSX
Installs in minutes, no SYSGEN needed. Reports CPU
usage by task and by system, 1/0 activity by device,
task and LUN. Disk tuning stats, overwrite trapping,
and CPU-bound task analysis. Will run in memorybased systems. More updates planned. Users of
unsupported releases, we care about you too!
From $ I 000/CPU.

DANIEL COMPUTING SYSTEMS INC.
351 Maitland Hill NE, Calgary, Alberta
Canada
(403) 273-2657
T2A 5V4
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DEC
SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS
C.D. SMITH & ASSOCIATES, INC.
12605 E. Freeway, Suite 318
Houston, TX 77015

(713) 451-3112

I can't thank you enough for publishing my letter in The DEC* PROFESSIONAL (January 1983 issue). The
response was overwhelming. Not only
was my problem solved (couldn't
form feed my LA100) but many new
ideas were brought to my attention by
some of the many ingenius people
who read your magazine.
I wish I could thank all of the people
that responded to my call for 'help'.
They were very helpful.
You'll hear from me again.
Thanks, Marty Chojnacki
Inland Diesel, Inc.
Butler WI
* * *
Do you think your readers could
give us a hand? We're looking for
some older Digital Equipment Corporation equipment that was used in
their ill-fated microcomputer system.
We're particularly interested in finding the following:
M7341 Processor Module (8008based)
M7344 Memory Modules (YA, YB
and YC models)

SOFTWARE
PROFESSIONALS
TANO CORPORATION is committed to bringing creativity
and ingenuity to its products which include the industry's
most sophisticated marine and industrial supervisory control , energy management and data acquisition systems. Our
continued expansion offers new opportunities to Software
professionals.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST
Provide technical and administrative leadership to software
projects. Candidates must possess relevant degree and 3-5
years experience in real -time data acquisition and control
systems. Applications include liquid or gas pipeline systems,
energy management, process control , Motorola 680X, RSX11 ·M
or VAX experience helpful.

SYSTEMS ANALYST SPECIALIST

Design software products and custom systems. Candidates
must possess relevant degree and minimum of 2 years exper·
ience in real -time software development, Data acquisition
and control, process control , Motorola 680X, RSX11-M , VAX
preferred.
TANO CORPORATION offers an excellent compensation and
benefit package, including 100% Company-paid medical insurance, incentive plan and pension trust. Please telephone
to present qualifications, or submit confidential resume, to:
(504) 254-3500
Personnel Recruitment Department

~----

4301 Poche Court West
New Orleans, Louisiana 70129
PRINCIPALS ONLY
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
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Send letters. comments. photos. etc. to: Letters to the DEC PRO . Box 362. Ambler. PA 19002.

M7345 Read-Only Memory
Module
M7346 External Event Detector
MR873A Read-Only Memory
Programmer
KC341 Monitor/Control Panel
KMP01 Backplane
If any readers have any of these bits
and pieces, we'd appreciate hearing
from them. We are interested in
adding them to our collection of early
and obsolete microcomputer equipment. This is a non-commercial venture quite apart from our normal work
in technical writing. We think it's
important to preserve some of this
older equipment and we're actively
collecting it.
Thanks for your help.
Jonathan A. Titus, Ph.D.
The Blacksburg Group, Inc.
Blacksburg, VA

•••

-- ~a

The points raised in the article by
Yuan Sung, "Comparison of FloatingPoint Numbers in Basic Plus" in the
January DEC Professional, apply to all
computers and computer languages,
not just BASIC PLUS. Most fractional
numbers cannot be represented exactly in floating-point format, hence
the problem.
One of the early programming laws
states: Floating-point numbers are
like sand. The more you play with
them, the dirtier they get and you lose
a few grains here and there.
Robert Rosen
Manager, CAD/CAM Systems Group
Department of the Army
Adelphi, MD

• ••
In the January DEC Professional I
had an article describing the EDT help
file format. Within the article there
was an amusing figure that illustrated

HOW TO TRIM DEC* PRICES WITHOUT
SACRIFICING DEC'S TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Turn to decCornp - Key Supplier
of dee compatible equipment.

the format of the EDT help file. Unfortunately, there is an error.
The help level for "TERMINALS"
was incorrectly numbered with a level
of "4" instead of "3." The manuscript I
had sent to the DEC Pro was correct.
Somehow in the typesetting process
this was "corrected" to read "4"
instead of "3."
I apologize to the readers for the
inconvenience and confusion that this
might have caused.
David Spencer
Infinity Software Corporation
Santa Monica, CA

•••

Re: "Friendly is in the Eye of the
User," March 1983
As a fellow word processor user/installer (of CTOS), I think the USERSEDUCTIVE SYSTEM is a great idea if
one of the USER-CAPABILITY features
is correctly referenced as a:
Boilerplate - static or consistent part of
a document - [Colloq.] n. the stereotyped news, feature, and editorial
items that are syndicated to small
publications.
not:
Potboilers - commonly referred to as
quickie articles - n. a piece of writing
or the like, usually inferior and uninspired, done quickly for money.
Users of CTOS, or any word processor - probably would not like to be
referred to as producing "inferior or
uninspired" documents.

• Individual System Modules
• Disc and Tape Subsystems
• Fully Integrated and Tested Hybrid ·
DEC - Compatible Systems.
• Peripherals
• Hardware/Software Support.
• Installations
1970 - PDP 11 /20

Inspired,
Stephanie Felling Wilkins
System Manager
Vision Computer Systems
Division of Electrend, Inc.
Fullerton, CA

1975 - PDP 11 / 70
1977 - PDP 11 / 23

II

1 981 - PDP 11 /44
1982 - VAX 730
NEXT - Plan your Future with us.

THE RIGHT SOLUTION

decCofflp

CALL decCornp I The Right Solution
for the Intelligent Purchasing of
DEC &. DEC Compatible Computer
Products.

plan your future with us
14 7 52 SINCLAIR CIRCLE
TUSTIN, CALIFORNIA 92680
(714) 730·5116

800 - 367-8764

· DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp .

PERSONAL
and
PROFESSIONAL
is coming!
See Page 16
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Now you can have electronic
spreadsheet capabilities on your
existing PDP-11 or VAX computers
with CALC-11. CALC-11 is
immediately available on the
following operating systems:
*RT-11
*RSTS/E
*RT-11 with
*VMS
TSX PLUS
*UNIX
*RSX-11

CALC-11 is ready, are you?
* RT-1 1, RSX-11 , RSTS/E and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation .
TSX PLUS is a trademark of S&H Computer.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

CALC-11 Special Features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

File Encryption
Three Dimensional Spreadsheet
Access to Non CALC-11 ASCII Files
Command Access by Cell, Row, Column,
Block of Cells or ALL
Variable Individual Column Width
Large Matrix Definition with Full Matrix
Utilization
High Quality Documentation with user
Tutorials
Technically Sound, Reasonably Priced and
Easy to use
LOOK
•
FOR US
Designed & Developed by: AT DEXPO
computerSYSTEMScorporation BOOTH 114
5540 Rock Hampton Court
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
(317) 872-7200
Telex 276243
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DEC* DEPOT REPAIR
PDPl 1*

PDPB*

TERMINALS

LSI 11
LSI 11 102
LSI 11 /23
LSI 11 123 Plus
PDP11/04
PDP 11 105
PDP11 /34
PDP 11 134A
PDP11 144
PDP 11 170
VAX 11/780
MOS /CORE Memories
•Dataram
•Plessey
•Mo stek
• CDC

PDP 8/A
PDP 8/E
PDP 8/F
PDP 8/M
MOS / CORE Memories
•Dataram
•Plessey
Interfaces
Controllers
Power Supplies

LA 34 VT 50
LA 35 VT 52
LA 36 VT 100
LA 38 VT 101
LA 100 VT 102
LA 120 VT 103
LS 120 VT 131
LA 180
Printheads
Encoder Motors

*
*
*
*

DISK

TAPE
TU 58

COMMUNICATION
DH 11

RK 05
RL 01
RL 02

RX 01
RX 02

·soards & Mechanical
Units

We stand behind what we repair'
120 Day Warranty
5-Day Turnaround
Electroni c Service
24 Hou r Emergency
Specialists Ltd .
Repair
NU4 Wl'i7H7 M1•mm11111t•t• Ave> • M1•nornu111•1• t.111, , WI 5J05 1

@!ii

Phom· {414) 25'i- 4fol4

"Reg 1s1ered T1adcmark of D1g1lal Equ ipment Corporation

MEMO:
FROM THE
SYSTEM MANAGER
... JOE DOYLE

While most DEC
systems don't seem to
have operators, we all
ought to pay more
attention to other
people's problems.
Sometimes it's as simple
as ...
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INTERFACES LIMITED
. . . A Step Ahead
... Interfaces Limited carries DEC* Systems and supplies
... Interfaces Limited will help modernize and increase
office efficiency.
... Interfaces Limited will advise on the proper computer
equipment and programs.

SYSTEMS SALES
11 / 23 w/ 128K
RLV21 -AK
11 / 23 plus w/256 RLV22-AK
11 / 24 w/256
RLV11 -AK

RL02-AK
RL02-AK
RL02-AK

VT102
VT102
VT102

RT11 license @$17,700.00
CTS 500 license@ $19,500.00
CTS 500 license@$25,200.00

VAX 11 / 750 1 MEG, R.M03, TS11-CA , TU58 . DZ11A, LA3B VMS Operating System,
DIBDL/CDBDL Program Generator (Used) CALL
TERMINALS (new)
VT100-AA
VT101
VT102
VT131
VT125

$1320.00
$ 950.00
$1285.00
$1340.00
CALL

DZ11 -B
DZ11-E

$1200.00
$2700.00

Printer (new)

LA120-AA
LA120-BA
LA120-RA
LA100
LA34

$1925.00
$1950.00
$1690.00
CALL
$ 750.00

M7819
DH11 -AD

$1000.00
$4500.00

OPTIONS

During the last several weeks. I have noticed an
abandonment of common etiquette by many employees
while using the line printers throughout the building. There
are several items we should all keep in mind when using
these machines.
1. The computer room line printers have default paper
types. LPO: uses standard 14 inch paper. LP1: uses narrow
white paper. Please feel free to change the paper if you need
to, BUT .. . assign the machine before changing the paper, put
the original paper back in the machine when you are finished
with your special form, deassign the machine when you are
finished, and see to it that the form is at top of form in the
printer. AND ON LINE!
2. Occasionally, we change the ribbon type in LP1 :. If you
change the ribbon type, remember to put the original ribbon
back in the machine when you're done. If you don'tknowhow
to change the ribbon DON'T!!! If you ink the ribbon, please
leave the "inker" where you found it.
3. If you open a box of paper. neatly cutoff the box flaps
or the top. This improves appearance, makes the box easier
to store, makes the work area neater. and most importantly
allows the paper to easily leave the box and enter the printer.

412-941-1800
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4. When you are done with a box
of paper. return it to a storage tray,
shelf. or area. Don't leave it in the middle of the floor where someone else will
trip over it or have to move it.
5. If a printer is broken, tell someone in D/P. We will fix it as soon as we
can.
6. Don't open a new box of paper
unless you are sure you need to. Most
of the clutter in the printer areas is due
to multiple boxes of the same type. (I
was going to say laziness. but thought
better of it.)
7. The printers in departmental
areas do not belong to the department.
They belong to the company. Those
printers were placed in those locations
for the convenience of the department.
If a printer is broken in an area. please
ask the other department if you can
use their printer. If someone asks to
use a printer and you are not using it ,
please help them out. Most of our
printers are underutilized.
8. Use the correct printer for the
job. Word processing printers should
only be used for letter quality printing.
9. Most people (myself included)
are not satisfied with PL 1: as a letter
quality printer. It is however a good
standard printer and if care is taken it
does work as a letter quality print er. I
will look into replacing it, but this will
take time.
10. Occasionally it is a good idea to
change a printer's ribbon. It's nice to
be able to read what you are printing.
You each should be able to change a
printer ribbon and it does not take
more than ten minutes.
11. Check the bins for LPO: and
LPI: printouts regularly. They seem to
pile up. If you receive unnecessary or
duplicate reports, tell us. In the meantime. don't expect someone else to
discard them. You are responsible for
your reports.
12. We are all aware of the problem with LPO: printouts not folding
properly. We are trying to rectify this
situation, but in the meantime, let's all
help out by folding reports, and placing
them in the bin, even if they aren't
yours.
Thank You.

II

CROSS DEVELOP
68000 SOFTWARE

ON YOUR VAX OR PDP-11

•

1

The OASYS 68000 Cross
Assembler
Development
System has earned the reputation as being the most
complete and most reliable
68000 cross development
system available. To date,
over 300 copies have been
sold.
PACKAGE CONTENTS

•
•
•
•

Cross Assembler
Linker
Librarian
Cross Reference

OPERATING ENVIRONMENTS

• DEC VAX/VMS or UNIX
• DEC PDP-11 RSX-11M or
UNIX
FEATURES

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION:

• Relocatable or absolute
modes; 16 sections
• Include facility
• Multiple input files
• 30 character symbols
• Virtual memory symbol
table (unlimited number
of symbols)
• Full macro capability with
argument substitution
• Conditional assembly
• Compatible S format load
file format - can be down
line loaded to 68000
• Interfaced with Whitesmith's C and Pascal
• Written in C
PRICE

OASYS, Inc.
60 Aberdeen Ave. Cambridge, MA 02138
Phone: (61 7). 491-4180
Telex: 499-2218

•
•
•

Binary License $3,000
Source license $10,000
Maintenance $360/year

VAX, PDP 11, and RSX-11M are trademarlcs of Diaital Equipment Corporation.
UN IX is a trademarlc of Bell Laboratories. ® is a trademarlc of Motorola Inc.
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Rick Scherle is President of Software Techniques Inc., a small international consulting firm . At 28 years old, Rick has been in the computer business for 11 years.
Beginning as an Electronics Engineer, Rick worked at NASA, Xerox, and Digital
before co-founding the southern california-based firm four years ago.
When he isn't exploring hot springs or camping in Mexico, Rick concentrates
his energy on finance and marketing in the computer field.

UNEMPLOYED PROGRAMMERS?
By Rick Scherle
"I have to think that the average man is sort of like me
in his comprehension of computer technology. Maybe he's a
half-step behind me. He isn't stupid (he knows what computers are). But, I just learned the other day that somehow
every aspect of a PRINT statement is stored in the system in
electrical impulses. organized in little groups of 16. I will
never know 'exactly' how that's done."
"It makes me believe that we may be headed into this
sort-of-frightening picture of the future which has been
foreseen by so many people. It's not hard to visualize us all
spending most of our time communicating with and interfacing to systems that we don't really understand. "
Certainly, working with programmers every day could
lead you to agree that this observation, made by our
marketing manager. is indeed prophetic. I recently
overheard a brilliant programmer say that he didn't understand why high-level languages (such as BASIC and COBOL)
had ever been invented. "If people had been programming in
MACRO all along," he reasoned , "they would be so good at it
by now that they wouldn't 'need' a high-level compiler. "
It follows (if taken to the extreme) that MACRO should
never have been invented either. A "really good programmer" could toggle it in from the front panel. To go one step
further. we can imagine a "super guru" who. knowing what
the machine will do in any situation, doesn't bother to put
the instructions in the machine at all.
But this discussion overlooks the fact that the declared
purpose of any profession is to obsolete itself. For example,
when medical science is really working effectively, we won't
need doctors because we will all be healthy. The focus will be
on prevention rather than after-the-fact treatment.
The computer profession is the same. Programmers,
for the time being, are a necessity. But, a new generation of
technology could make today's highest-demand job as obsolete as that of "auto worker. "

PAGES4

Today's computer science suffers from a simple
economic problem: the people who make the decision to buy
computers cannot make them work. If computer
technology is to survive, the machines of the future must be
usable directly, without today's need for hiring expensive
talent to translate the purchaser's requirements into
machine code. In fact, the job "programmer," as we know it,
will probably not exist in another decade.
The new trends in computer design are toward more
usable systems. Artificial intelligence and heuristics already
play an important role in the systems of the 80's. These new
architectures rely more heavily upon good systems analysis
and design than on efficient coding or "trick" data structures. These system~ are optimized for usability, low
development costs, and easy maintenance rather than for
the more traditional design goals of fast execution speed or
small memory size.
The benefits of these design trends are obvious in our
own small company. Our staff produces very sophisticated
software in only a fraction of the time that would have been
required just two years ago. In fact, their productivity is far
above industry norms. This is due. in part, to the application
of powerful software development tools.
These tools save hundreds of man-hours by generating
code, managing databases, and controlling terminal 1/0:
tasks which would otherwise have to be programmed
"manually." At present, these individual tools produce only
pieces of systems. But, once all of their capabilities are integrated into a single tool, it will be possible to generate entire systems at "design speed."
Those data processing professionals who adapt to these
new methodologies and who keep up with the pace of
technology by investing in their own education will migrate
into the twenty first century as designers, managers, and
engineers. But, the MACRO guru of today, intent on
specializing in his own obtuse skill, may well find himself
standing in the unemployment line, reminiscing about "the
good old days" when his skill was in such demand that he
could go anywhere he wanted and name his own salary.
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$12,950 GETS YOU ONE ! with ...
two ports, 256kB memory, 15mB fixed, 5mB removable - RL01+RL02 or 3 X
RL01 fixed, RL01 removable -add $1000 for 30mB fixed; current delivery: June
1983, July 1983 Jor 30mB, special configurations accepted, orders with
deposit will receive firm delivery commitment, balance of order due 30 days
prior to delivery for all orders. Ask for PASS Corp's P-23 Combo!

Steven P. Davis is Manager of Technical Services at Software Techniques Inc., a
small international consulting firm. where he is responsible for all software
development. Although he had originally intended to go into hardware. Steve's
last seven years have been spent in software.
His expertise at systems analysis and program management has made Steve
a highly-respected technical author and a frequent speaker at computer conferences. When he isn't working, Steve likes to prowl old record stores for rare
albums. watch foreign films, and travel.

CONVERTING NUMBERS TO STRING
REPRESENTATIONS

Group
G( 0)
G( 1)

By Steven P. Davis. Software Techniques, Inc.
A common problem presented to applications programmers is the ability to convert a whole number into its
English language translation. That is, to take a number, say
25. and translate it to the string "twenty-five." The most
common use for this conversion process is the printing of a
check-protect string on drafts produced automatically. We
take for granted our human capability to look at a number
and do this translation. We, as software engineers,
recognize that the computer has no developed ability to do
this (conversion).
At first, the task of writing a piece of code to do this
conversion may seem complex, considering the exceptions
that must be handled. This is an illusion. The process of converting whole numerical quantities into English may be
broken down into a consistent. understandable algorithm
for coding in any language.
Rather than include only an example of code that performs this conversion, I will present the development of the
algorithm in an effort to expand its usefulness in applications not envisioned by myself. Let's start by taking an arbitrary number. such as:
1462395
Let us call this number N, for it may be any whole number.
Now, using the common notation of a comma, we will break
N into its primary parts.
1.462,395
We will call these primary parts "groups"; a group is
formed by the collection of three numbers from right to left
until no more groups can be made. We will represent a
group by using an upper case G. Groups are thus a subset of
N, our number. This particular number has three groups.
and to denote groups we will use the notation G(n), where
"n" is the group number. Group numbers will be assigned
from right to left as the groups are formed, starting with
zero. Thus. this number may be grouped as follows:

PAGES6

Elements
395
462
001

G( 2)

Note that where a zero is implied in the number N. it is
now represented explicitly when the group is formed. The
individual numbers within a group we will call elements,
and we will represent elements with the symbol E. Where
groups are a subset of the number. elements are a subset of
the group. Each group contains exctctly three elements, the
hundreds. tens, and units column. We will represent these
elements with the symbols, Eh. Et. Eu, respectively.
So, to redefine our number N to its basic elements:

Group

Eh

Et

Eu

------------------------G( 1)
5
9
3
G( 2)
G(3)

4
0

6
0

2

1

We can now take any whole number, N. and divide it into its finite groups, G(1) ... G(i), and divide each group into
its individual elements. Eh. Et, and Eu.
Now that we have developed this terminology, we are
ready to develop the algorithm to convert N to its English
representation.
We must first define all the text that will be necessary
to build our output string. We will use the symbol
.... text(n)" reference the text elements, where ... " will
represent a descriptive prefix for the text, and "n"
represents the associated number we will replace with text.
The hundreds and units column of any whole number.
Eh and Eu respectively, may be replaced with the text defined below. For example. for Eh of any g;-oup, the text element unit.text(Eh), as defined below, may be added to the
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At last, Speakeasy, the truly
conversational computer language
has been teamed with the powerful interactivity of
the VAX /VMS system to create unmatched computational
capabilities. The VAX user community can now
experience the versatility of a computer system that
has satisfied IBM customers for almost two decades.
·Combining ease of use, power and flexibility,
Speakeasy provides even a novice computer user with
the means of quickly formulating and solving problems
in a truly friendly environment. Speakeasy not only provides
the tools for mathematical and statistical analysis,
econometric modeling, interactive graphics and report
generation but most importantly, it can be easily extended
by creating interfaces to in-house facilities.
Don't take our word for it. See for yourself.
Contact us for a free two -month trial of Speakeasy on
your own VAX . Let us introduce you to this eye-opening
problem solving package .

Speakeasy: the language that speaks for itself!

•

• - Speakeasy Computmg Corporation 222 West Adams Street Chicago, IL 60606
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output string. The primary thing to note here is that "zero"
is only used when the whole number is "O", or in our terminology, there is only one group, G(O), and Eh, Et, Eu are all
zero.
unit.text(
unit.text(
unit.text(
unit. text(
unit.text(
unit. text(
unit.text(
unit.text(
unit.text(
unit.text(

0 )

1 )
2 )

3 )
4 )

5
6
7
8
9

)
)
)
)
)

<<<<<<<<<<-

"zero"
"one"
"two"
"three"
"four"
"five"
"six"
"seven"
"eight"
"nine"

The tens column of any group, Et, is basically as
straight forward as the text elements above. There is,
however, a special case that must be handled. The sequence
of numbers where Et
1 introduces an exception, although
it is easy to handle. These are the whole numbers 1O
through 19 inclusive. Note that 1O is not really an exception,
but if included will allow the algorithm to check only for Et
1, instead of Et
1 and Eu < > 0.

=

=

=

ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
ten.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(
teen.text(

<- ""
<- "twenty"
<- "thirty"
<- "forty"
<- "fifty"
<- "sixty"
<- "seventy"
<- "eighty"
<- "ninety"

0 )
2 )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0 )

1 )
2 )

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

<<<<<<<<<<-

"ten"
"eleven"
"twelve"
"thirteen"
"fourteen"
"fifteen"
"sixteen"
"seventeen"
"eighteen"
"nineteen"

The text elements defined so far will allow conversion
of any group to its English equivalent regardless of group
number. After each group we must add a suffix to indicate.
in English, which group number it is. We will limit the scope
of numbers to the billions, although the algorithm will
handle an infinite number of groups. Note that G(O) has no
suffix, and as such is defined as a null string.
group.text(
group.text(
group.text(
group.text(
PAGE SB

0 )
1 )
2 )
3 )

<<<<-

II II

"thousand "
"million "
"billion "

Now, referencing the symbols above, we will develop
the algorithm to do the conversion. We will assume that we
have already separated the target number into its groups,
and that we will convert the number starting from the
highest to the lowest numbered group. Of course, if the
target number, N, is zero, we need do nothing, the output
string becomes "zero" and the algorithm is not run.
Thus, the algorithm:
1. We must first set the group we are to convert to the
highest group in our target number.
2. If this group has the value zero, that is Eh, Et, and Eu
are all zero, we may proceed to step 8 there is
nothing to convert for this group. Also note that no
suffix is necessary either.
3. If the hundreds columns of this group, Eh, is nonzero, then add to the output string unit.text(Eh), and
the string "hundred." Note that the hundreds and
the units column use the same text replacement
without the suffix.
4. If the tens column, Et, is equal to one, then this is an
exception. We must add to the output string
teen.text(Eu). Note that even if Eu is zero, the
replacement text is proper. Since we do not need to
check for either the tens column or units column for
this group anymore, we may proceed to step 7.
5. If the tens column, Et, is non-zero, then we must add
to the output string ten.text(Et). We also know that
the we will have to add a hyphen to prefix the text
just added if the units column, Eu, is non-zero. So we
will set the symbol hyphen to"-".
Otherwise, if Et is zero, then we know that a
hyphen need not be added to the output string, so
we will set the symbol hyphen to a null string.
6. If the units column, Eu, is non-zero, then add to the
output string the symbol hyphen, unit.text(Eu), and
a trailing space.
7. Add to the output string the appropriate suffix for
the group number. If i represents group number, use
the text group.text(i).
8. If this is group zero, the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise, decrease the group number by one and
return to step 2.
In order to make the algorithm more easily convertible
to code, I have also included a representation of the concept
in a notation that was used by Donald E. Knuth in Volume 1
of the Art of Computer Programming: Fundamental
Algorithms, section 1. 1. I have taken the liberty of making it
"program·· oriented, instead of mathematically oriented.
Algorithm C - Given any whole number N, convert it to
its English translation. Start with i = n, where n is the
number of groups in N.
[SEE PAGE 61]

I have also included a version of the algorithm written
in BASIC V2.0 to verify its operation, and provide a working
example.
[SEE PAGE 60]
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Expert, Fast and Reliable
Work
·
Serving the computer systems
market since 1973, we are now
troubleshooting, repairing and
testing hundreds of modules
weekly.
We can turn around a critical
repair job in just 24 hours! Tenday service is normal.

The modules we return to you are
guaranteed to meet or exceed
the manufacturer's specifications. And we prove it by submitting an inspection and test
report.
For emergency service, 7 days a
week, 24 hours a day, call

614/890-0939
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Example

DECMATION 100QU

.. continued from page 58
DECLARE INTEGER
EH

,ET
,EU
,I
DECLARE DOUBLE

WHOLE
DECLARE STRING
OUTPUT. STRING
,HYPHEN
HAP (XGROUP)

CP/M FOR YOUR LSl-11 AND PDP.11
Enter a New Software World
With our plug-in Z80 processor card you can run CP/M,
the popular personal and business computer operating
system. You can run thousands of low cost software
packages available for CP/M . With the DECMATION
100QU, it will seem exactly as if you are sitting at the
console of a o werful CP/M computer which has all the
peripherals OT your DEC system. Everything is included:
PC card, software, CP/M license, operation and installation manuals, all for the low price of $1250. Call or
write for more information.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.

DECMATION
3375 SCOTT BLVD., #422
SANT A CLARA, CA 95051
408/980-1678
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6 years experience
serving the needs of
DEC USERS
WORLDWIDE

•
SYSTEMS I PARTS
PERIPHERALS
BUY I SELL I TRADE
PDPll

VAX

Bryan
Eustace
(305) 392-2005

"-=

POPS

LSI 11

Jennifer
Eustace
(305) 392-2007

STRING PARSE.GROUP( 3 ) • 3

HAP (XGROUP)
STRING PARSE.GROUP= 12

HAP ( ELEHNT)
STRING !l.EHENT. TEXT : 3
HAP (ELEHNT)
STRING EH. STRING : 1
,STRING ET.STRING : 1
,STRING EU.STRING

=

1

DIM
STRING UNIT. TEXT( 9 )
,STRING TEEN.TEXT( 9 )
,STRING TEN.TEXT( 9 )
,STRING GROUP. TEXT( 3 )
, INTEGER G( 3 )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TEEN. TEXT(
TEEN, TEXT(
TEEN. TEXT(
TBEN. TEXT(
TEEN. TEXT(
TEEN. TEXT{
TEEN. TEXT(
TEEN. TEXT(
TEEN. TEXT(
TBEN. TEXT(

0 ) = •ten•
1 ) :: "eleven•
2 ) = •twelve•

TEN, TEXT(
TEN, TEXT(
TEN. TEXT(
TEN. TEIT(
TEN. TEXT(
TEN. TEXT(
TEN, TEXT(
TEN.TEXT(
TEN, TEXT(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

= "one•
= "two•
: "three•

UNIT. TEXT{
UNIT. TEXT(
UNIT. TEXT(
UNIT. TEXT(
UNIT. TEXT(
UNIT. TEXT(
UNIT, TEXT(
UNIT, TEXT(
UNIT. TEXT(

:i: •tour•
= "rive•

"six"

:i:

= 11 Hven"

= "eight"
9 ) = "nine•

3 ) = "thirteen•
4
5
6
7

) s •fourteen"
) :a "fifteen•
) : •sixteen"
) :a •seventeen•
8 ) = •eighteen"
9 ) : "nineteen"

0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

GROUP. TEXT(
GROUP. TEIT(
GROUP. TEXT(
GROUP. TEXT(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

•twenty•
"thirty•
•forty•
"tifty•
•sixty•
•seventy•
•eighty•
"ninety•

0 )

s

••

1 )

s

•thOuHnd

11

2 ) = "111llion "
3 ) = "billion "

I INPUT_WHOLLNUHBER:
\
INPUT "Whole number•; WHOLE
\
PARSE.GROUP :: FORMAT$( WHOLE, "111111111111" )
I
Cl:
I=3
\
CXJTPUT. STRING = ••
I
C2:
ELEMENT, TEXT • PARSE.GROUP( 3 - I )
I
G( I ) = VAL( ELEMENT. TEXT )
I
IF
G( I ) = 0
THEN
GOTO C8
END IF
EH •

C3:
ell:

C5:

VAL( EH.STRING )

ET• VAL( ET.STRING )
EU : VAL( EU.STRING )
IF
EH<>O
ntEN
OUTPUT. STRING :: OUTPUT. STRING + UNIT. TEXT( EH ) +
END IF
IF
ET = 1
OUTPUT.STRING:: OOTPUT.STRIHG +TEEN.TEXT( E0 ) +
THEN
GOTO C7
END IF
IF
ET <> 0
THEN
OUTPUT.STRING: OUTPUT.STRING+ TEN.TEXT( ET )
HYPHEN : "-"
ELSE
HYPHEN : ••

11

hundred "

11

11

END IP'

C6:
C7:

CB:

IF
EU<>O
ntEN
OUTPUT.STRING :: OUTPUT.STRING + HYPHEN + UNIT.TEXT( EU ) +
END IP
OUTPUT.STRING: OUTPUT.STRING+ GROUP.TEXT( I )
IF
I : 0
THEN
PRINT OUTPUT. STRING
GOTO INPUT_WHOLLNUHBER
ELSE
I : I - 1
GOTO C2
END IF

11

11

END

TELEX 578-670

thoma1 bu1ine11 1y1tem1, inc.
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Algorithm C

... continued from page 58

C1. set i <- n, set output.string<-••.
C2. if G(i) = 0

then go to step

ca.

CJ. if Eh <> 0
then set output.string<- output.string
+ unit.text(Eh) + • hundreQ •.

....

C4. if Et = 1

then output.string <- output.string+ teen.text(Eu) + • •,
go to step C7.
C5. if Et <> 0
then set output.string <- output .string + ten.text(Et),
set hyphen <- •-•.
else set hyphen <- ••.

C6. if Eu <> 0
then set output.string <- output.string + hyphen
+ unit.text(Eu) + • •.
C7. set output.string<- output.string+ group.text(i).

ca.

if i = o
then stop, the algorithm terminates,
output.string is the result.
else set i <- i - 1, go to step C2.

II
ATTN: VAX
SYSTEM MANAGERS
By Terry Shannon
System Manager. Galson and Galson. P.C.
East Syracuse. NY
If any of you VAX system managers
have wondered why your accounting
reports make reference to the UIC ( 2. 3)
when you never created such a UIC, the
following explanation of what this is and
why it exists may be of interest to you:
In any VAX/VMS system configured
for magtape, there is one - and only one
- MTAACP (Magtape Ancillary Control
Process, or device driver) available as a
system resource. This ACP is called into a
transparent system UIC (1.3) whenever a
magtape related service or command is
invoked. When not active, MTAACP is in
hibernation to save on system overhead.
Immediately after a dismount command
is issued. MTAACP exits the system as it

Word
Processing*
VAX/VMS, RSTS/E,
RSX·11M
·word-11 by
Data Processing Design , Inc.
181 W. Orangethorp Avenue
Placentia, CA 92670

··1 know it looks silly, but I have yet to crash this system."

is no longer needed. For reasons
unknown to me, MTAACP manages to
exit the system several milliseconds
before VMS becomes aware of its
absence. Because only one process can be
active in any given UIC and because the
MTAACP always is executable in (1,3).
the lag time between the exit of
MTAACP and the operating systems
knowledge of the exit can lead to potential problems. Thus, when forced to exit.
MTAACP reassigns itself to UIC (2.3) for
the brief period of time required for the
exit procedure. The accounting utility
senses activity in this UIC and associates
the CPU time consumed with the parent
account which has used the MTAACP. In
essence. the MTAACP is treated as a subprocess. From an accounting standpoint.
the small amount of CPU time consumed
by UIC (2.3) is attributable to system
overhead. Below is an example of why
the MTAACP functions in the manner
described:

User A issues a dismount
command. thereby forcing the
MTAACP to exit the system. which
it does almost instantaneously. At
this time. VMS is not yet aware
that the process is no longer resident. The next executable machine
instruction is a mount request
from user B which automatically
invokes MTAACP in UIC (1.3). VMS
senses the presence of user B's
MTAACP and, because it has not
recognized the exit of user A's
process. assumes that it has two
active processes in the same UIC a situation which simply cannot
occur. The end result is that the
operating system issues an error
message and. among other things.
refuses to service user B's
MTAACP by reassigning its exit
procedure to UIC (2,3). the
MTAACP effectively prevents this
situation from taking place.

II

On Track Systems Provides:
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A PRIDE [SIC]
OF EAGLES
By R.D. Mallery
Publisher
The DEC• Professional

Being prone to practice
what I preach, I recently acquired a pair of 'Eagles' for my
'70. (cf Editorial. Vol. 2. #1)
Being both cheap and
curious I decided to install
them myself. I had an old
H967 DEC rack available (they
practically give them away
surplus). I was delighted with
the perfect fit I achieved (and
the grand I saved for the
cabinet).
Most disc factory manuals are very short on installation instructions. There are three major areas of concern:
1) Physical installation in the cabinet.
2) Identifying and unlocking all shipping locks (no
problem).
3) Getting the correct orientation of the cables (invariably a problem).
The actual physics of mounting the drive with its
sliders on the cabinet is usually omitted entirely and left to
the intuition of the installer.
Previous Fujitsu drives (160 MB) had splendid, obvious,
easy to slide-off sliders. You slid them off, bolted them into
the cabinet, then slid the drive in.
Not this time. After several hours of head-scratching, 1
was convinced that if there was an easy solution (one like
the above, in which at least one rail of the slider remains on
the drive to facilitate insertion), it was lost on me. A call to
the vendor confirmed my fears. You unbolt the sliders from
the drive, mount them in the cabinet, then use several
strong individuals to hold the drive between the extended
sliders while you bolt them back on.
The finished product speaks for itself. There are no adjustments, no alignment. none of the rituals involved with
older discs. You don't have to format the pack, badding is
already done, just run one pattern and go.
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Thirteen years of disc technology! A
DEC 0532 (32K 12 bit words for your
POPS) and my new Eagle (415 MB formatted for RSTS)

There are several shocks
for the new owner. The first is
when you power up the drives.
there is almost no noise and
almost no heat. In fact, the
Eagle's power consumption is
a joke. Under full flight, seeking like crazy, there is no vibration and almost no noise.
(Sorry Carl, they don't click.)
The other shock comes
when you actually load data
into them. Your senses revolt
as 12. 1S, 20 reels of tape pour
into them. Nothing that small
should hold that much data!
The controller manufacturer supplies patches that
make !NIT.SYS believe that Eagles are large RMOS's (with
830,000 + blocks). All the rest of RSTS goes along with
whatever INIT.SYS thinks, except for a single patch you
must make to each monitor SIL you generate. They supply
a pre-patched version of !NIT on a bootable tape, leaving
you with only a single patch to make after you SYSGEN .
With little ceremony, we powered down three 9766's
that had been spinning for four years. Noble drives. almost
perfect, but their time has passed. The change was immediate. The room became about ten degrees colder. The
whine in the electric meter went down in pitch. I expect to
save a grand a month between electric (and air conditioning)
and service charges . ..
The last, and perhaps the best part is performance. The
9766's (RMOS's) transferred at 1.2MB/sec on the mass bus.
They sought at 33ms. The Eagles transfer at 1.8 MB/sec
and seek in 17ms. This has to be classified as 'substantially'
faster. In my installation, going from three drives to two. I
gave up a little performance offered by the third set of
heads. 1am sure the new-found speed will more than offset
the loss.
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Controller cards in an RH slot in the '70. Note the proper
cable orientation. There is one other cable that enters the
left most card at the top. A

Another view of the generation gap. A

How to hide those ugly cables. Short cables
would have been much better.
.,..

Enhance Your Programming Staff
Enhance Your Programmin9 Budget
For $3,000 a month, we will provide you a
programmer who will:
• Have a minimum of a
Masters Degree
• Have a minimum of two
years experience
• Will work a standard
45 hour week

• Will work any shift
• Guaranteed to satisfactorily perform
• Be available for assignment
anywhere in the U.S.
[$3,150 in NY and CAJ

For more information and location of nearest office call:

= =~ - ==--

=

432-3833

§. -=--=- =
14041
PROFESSfONAL CONSULTING SERVICES

3020 ATLANTA STREET, ATLANTA ISMYRNAl, GA 30080
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AMBASE, THE MAESTRO,
Maestro .. . in music, and AMBASE in data
management demonstrate expert capabilities in
orchestrating quality results from complex
interactions. AMBASE converts a variety of data, from
multiple sources, into meaningful and useful formats;
just as the Maestro transforms the talents of many
musicians into symphonic perfection. Both are
internally complex, yet outwardly simple.
:

FOR PERFECTLY
ORCHESTRATED
DATA~

In the complexity of business management, Amco~'s
DBMS/ Development Tool, AMBASE, can simplify 1
your data management tasks. Amcor's Data Maestfo
streamlines your D.P. operations by relieving mucp of
the drudgery of writing programs. Some Amcor
customers complete 90% of their programming
utilizing two AMBASE code generating utilities, w~ ich
yield 40%-100% of the finished program.
I

I

Designed for DEC* , PDPll / RSTSand VAX/VMS /
computers, Amcor software fine-tunes productivit)'.

/

\,

AMBASE provides the sophisticated theme around
which our Business Control and Accounting Systems
have been arranged . This unique data base structure
provides flexibility and easy modification to these
Business Applications.
Productivity Tools like the Report and Screen
Generators, Query Facility, plus the user-friendly
Report Writer complete Amcor's software symphony
which can help your business reach a dramatic
crescendo of profits.
Let Amcor help orchestrate your success with a
medley of classic software solutions, a broad program
of documentation, training, customer support and a
finale of DEC* computers.
To find out why, after an introduction to the Amcor
Overture, many of our customers request an
ENCORE, complete and mail the coupon today. If you
prefer, call 800-626-6268.
(•DEC, PDP, RSTS, VAX and VMS are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation.)

--

- ------------- Amcor, you're playing my tune. Please send me more
information about:

D

AIR. A,/P, G/ L, Payroll

D AMBASE/ DBMS/
Development Tool

D Inventory Control, Order
Processing, and Sales Analysis

D Hardware/ Software Discounts

Special Programs for: D Service Bureaus D Schools

D Federal Government GSA Contract # GS-DOC-03427
NAME
COMPANY
STREET

AMCOR COMPUTER CORP.
1900 Plantside Dr., Dept. DEC-583
Louisville, KY 40299
(502) 491-9820

CITY
ZIP
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If you're selling small business systems and
software, you're leaving money on the table.
Because you could pick up a lot more
of what were all here for with the Plessey
Series/6000 Small Business C:Omputers.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

PLEASE SELECT
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

PLESSEY PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS

•

SALESMAN FILE MAINTENANCE
CUSTOMER FILE MAINTENANCE
SALES AND CR / DR MEMO ENTRY
PRINT A I R AGING REPORT
APPLY OPEN CREDIT
CUSTOMER ACCOUNT INQUIRY
FINANCE CHARGES
PRINT STATEMENTS
PRINT COMMISSIONS DUE REPORT
PRINT A / R DISTRIBUTION TO G I L REPORT
PURGE A I R OPEN ITEM FILE
PRINT SPOOLED REPORTS

tapes, terminals, communications and any
peripherals you need. (Peripherals are also
available alone.)
All the Plessey Series/6000 computers
support whatever you're doing (or will be
doing) in software: DEC operating systems
like RSX-llM/M+~ RSTS/E™and RT-ll™or
TSX-Plus~ UNITY™ (System ill UNIX) and
the new crop of software. M-11 (MUMPS) and
hordes of public domain applications. And
even CP/M and all those low-cost pro~s.
You can use BASIC, COBOL, DIBOL,
C, PL/I, FORTRAN and MACRO™ languages.
And the programs you develop on the
single-user system are just as useful on the
most powerful Series/6000 configuration, so
your customers have an easy growth path.

Your business
is our business.
With the 16-bit Plessey Series/6000,
we've made it our business to support your
business.
Our computers are based on DEC's LSI-11™
micros, so you start with proven hardware
that's in thousands of systems world-wide.
We've made them available in a wide
range of configurations, so you can provide
exactly the power your customers need.
Start with the low-cost System 6100, a
64 kbyte single-user workstation. Or for multiusers, choose the economical System 6200
with 256 kbytes of main memory (expandable
to a full megabyte). Both use the Q-bus and
come in a compact 5 V<i" chassis available in
desktop and rackmount configurations.
And for the big jobs, go to our System
6600 and System 6700 to get the full power
of a 22-bit minicomputer. From 256 kbytes to
4 megabytes of main storage. An 84 megabyte
8" Wmchester disk. Q-bus for communications
and other peripheral interfacing. And all in
a 101A" chassis at a price that's easy to take.
Or choose anything in between, with
or without floppies, hard disks, streamer

The bottom line.
Plessey Series/6000 Small Business
Computers are a quick way to improve your
profits because they're reliable, versatile and
cost up to 30% less than the DEC equivalents.
And they'll reduce your after-sale
headaches because they're supported by our
own international sales and service network.
For more details, contact Plessey _
Peripheral Systems, 17466 Daimler, Irvine,
CA 92714.
Or better yet, call (800) 854-3581 or
(714) 540-9945 in California today. Because
we all know that time is money.

9PLESSEY
SEE US AT NCC BOOTH #A3208

© Plessey Peripheral Systems 1983. CP/M trademark of Digital Research. UNIX, C trademarks of Bell Labs. MUMPS trademark of InterSystems. DEC, DIBOL, MACRO,
RSX-llM/M +, RSTS/E, RT·11 trademarks of Digital F.quipment Corp. TSX-Plus trademark of S & H Computer Leasing. UNITY trademark of Human Computing Resources.
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VO
VAX OFFICE EXCHANCE
HAMILTON'S COMPLETE OFFICE SYSTEM

• MODULAR
• MENU DRIVEN
• FULLY INTEGRATED
• NOW!

RENTAL OR SALE of vox complete or by module with or without VAX hardware.
TIMESHARING

vox and full range of DEC layered products and software tools.

HARDWARE CONFIGURING All DEC systems and peripherals together With
Hewlett Packard and Tektronix graphic devices, Dataproducts and letter quality
printers, pretested and installed on your site with manufacturers· warranty
and maintenance available.
VAX, oatatrieve are trademarks of the Digital Equipment corporation .
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HGL Software

THE HOUSE OF VAX

Hamilton Rentals

415 Horner Ave, Toronto, M8W4W3
TOLL FREE Ont. & Que. 800-268-2106
All other prov. 800-268-0317
In Canada 416-251-1166

6 Pearl court, Allendale, NJ 07401
TOLL FREE 800-631-0298
In New Jersey 201-327-1444

NEW YORK • DALLAS • MONTREAL • CALGARY • LONDON • PARIS • DUSSELDORF
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DEC BEST VALUES
PRE-OWNED DEC EQUIPMENT
SYSTEMS•CPL!s•PERIPHERALS•TERMINALS
OPTIONS•MEMORY•COMPATIBLES

BUYING OR SELLING CALL (305) 771-7600

Glafawarel
;;;/,~ ~,';'"w~• •'"' """
incorporated
Fort Lauderdale. FL 33309
Telephone (305) 771 -7600

Dealers in computer equipment since 1974.
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Correct Drive Cable orientation.

THE INDOOR

MULTIPLEXER

$495

•
•

•

•
•
•

Hints & Kinks Dept.:
Some velcro and a coffee lid keeps fingers & other
anatomical extensions from 'brushing' against the switches.

EIGHT CHANNEL CAPACITY
NO MODEM NEEDED: up to
2000 ft. distance between
multiplexers
COMPLETELY
TRANSPARENT, up to 9600
bps for each channel
NO OPTION SWITCHES TO
SET
2 YEAR WARRANTY
FREE 30 DAY TRIAL on a
sale-or return basis

@®~ill~ill

249 South Highway 101
Solana Beach, CA 92075

electronics

(619) 481-6384
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WANT NEW REPORfS

FROM AN om APPUfATION?

YOU NEED OUR
REPORT-WIUI'ERI
GRS, The Generalized Reporting System,
runs on VAX and RSTS systems:
• More powerful than Dat'.atrieve,
but easier to use
• Much less expensive
• Compatible with most
applications packages
VISIT BOOTH 609
AT DEXPO EAST '83

@~©
· The finished product flying on the mass bus.
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ENTERPRISE
TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

305 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK , NY 10165
(212) 972-1860
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UNIX CONSIDERED
By Barry Shein and Steven Sneddon
INTRODUCTION
UNIX is a general purpose, multiprogramming environment written by
programmers for the purpose of software development. Dennis Ritchie and
Ken Thompson, who first designed
UNIX at Bell Laboratories, described
UNIX as follows:
It offers a number of features
seldom found even in larger
operating systems, including
(i) A hierarchical file system incorporating demountable
volumes.
(ii) Compatible file. device, and
inter-process 110.
(iii) The ability to initiate asynchronous processes.
(iv) System command language
selectable on a per-user basis.
(v) Over 100 subsystems including a dozen languages.
(vi) High degree of portability.
This last feature has led to its proliferation on hardware as diverse as the
PDP-11, VAX, MC68000 and IBM/370
computers.
HISTORY
The first version of UNIX ran on a
PDP-7 computer at Bell Labs and
shortly thereafter migrated to a
PDP-11 /20. the very first system was
written by Ken Thompson and later
versions were developed with Dennis
Ritchie both of Bell Labs. The basis for
the current time-shared system
(PDP-11 /34 et al) was completed in
February 1971. This came to most of
us as UNIX Version 6 and is still very
popular. The later versions (V7,
system-3) are oriented more towards
the larger PDP-11 configurations (45,
44, 70, VAX) but can be run on the
smaller processors without too much
difficulty.
At the high end UNIX is being run
at Bell Labs on an IBM-3033 processor
giving service to as many as 300 interactive users.
A popular variant of UNIX is the
PWB (Programmer's WorkBench)
which is an augmented Version 6 sup-
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porting a host of utilities for management of large software projects.
A recent development of UNIX has
been its appearance on personal computers. Several versions are available
for the MC68000 and ZBOOO processors. The natural migration of UNIX
from the PDP-11 /34 to the l.Sl-11 /23
makes it likely that UNIX will be very
popular among the new generation of
DEC Professional computer users. The
multi-programming environment and
ability to network to host UNIX
systems make this highly attractive.
In addition to the Bell Laboratories' version, the University of
California at Berkeley and several
manufacturers offer enhanced UNIX
systems with such features as realtime processing, advanced text processing, graphics and data base
managers.
SHELL
To a user, the most visible portion
of UNIX is the command interpreter
called the 'shell'. Rather than being
part of the kernel, the shell is an application program. Each user's entry in
the password file specifies the program that is initially run at login.
The standard UNIX command shell
is in many ways similar to the DEC
command languages, with a few powerful additions. The shell splits up its
input into a command name and
arguments to that command. The command is almost always the name of an
executable file. If the file is in the current directory the shell attempts to execute it: otherwise it searches standard
system directories for it.
To illustrate basic use of the command shell, suppose we wish to sort
two files using defaults:
sort filea fileb
The files would be sorted together and
the result printed on the terminal. The
sort program receives the specified
names and would be responsible for
checking their validity, etc. One option
of the sort utility is to reverse the order
of sorting:

sort -r filea fileb
Hyphenated arguments, by convention, specify options to programs.
Often we do not wish to see the
output of the sort on our terminal. By
default, the output of 'sort' appears
on the terminal, the 'standard output.'
However, the shell can 'redirect' the
standard output to a file:
sort filea fileb > sorted
Similarly, input can be redirected from
a file by · < file.·
The natural extension of 1/0
redirection occurs when one program's
output is passed to a second, asynchronous process. UNIX provides a
mechanism for this, the 'pipe'.
To illustrate a pipe, suppose we
wished to remove all lines with
duplicate sort keys before placing
them into the 'sorted' file. There is a
utility called 'uniq' that does this:
sort filea fileb I uniq > sorted
As a further example, we might want
to know the number of unique lines.
we could accomplish this by typing:
sort filea fileb I uniq I we -1
The last command, 'we -I', simply
reports the number of lines in its standard input.
These examples illustrate how
UNIX turns programs into something
akin to a good subroutine library in a
programming environment.
There is no separate batch facility
on UNIX but a program can be run in
the background by terminating the
command with an ampersand thus:
sort file > sorted &
executes the sort in the background.
The shell can be invoked, just like
any other program, and can take commands from a file. In effect a batch
stream can be set up by placing a series
of commands in a file, e.g., 'batch', and
executing the shell in the background:
sh batch &
Shell files may also contain
control-flow primitives and stringvalued variables making the shell a
programming language as well as a
command interpreter. There are (in
newer shells) command aliasing,
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Visit us at

ATTENTION: LSl-11 USERS
NEW! ANNOUNCING THE INDUSTRY'S
DENSEST 8-CHANNEL SERIAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMPATIBLE
REPLACEMENT BOARD FOR THE DEC
Q-BUS DZV-11: THE OCTOMUX!™

DEXPO"' East 83
Kiel Auditorium
St. Louis, Missouri
May 22-24, 1983

Booth
121

Are you currently using the DZV-11, or its equivalent, for hooking up
terminals to your LSl-11? If you like the DZV-11, you're going to love the
Minntronics OCTOMUX. If you like having four ports on the DZV-11,
you're going to love having eight ports on the OCTOMUX. If you like the
small, quad size of the DEC DZV-11, you're going to love the even
smaller, dual-height size of the OCTOMUX. Yes, that's right! Twice as
many channels in half as much space as the DEC DZV-11. Please
call/write for free, no-obligation literature and the nearest sales representative or distributor.

• NEED PERIPHERAL 1/0 PORTS?
Like the idea of four DL-11A, B, C and D's on ONE quad - height board at a
fraction of their cost? The DL4-11 is just for you. Need MODEM CONTROL?
The DL4-11 E is exactly what you need - and on a standard size quad board,
too. Both versions install in a single SPC slot and provides both current loop
and E.1.A. RS-232C on the same board . Talk about flexibility! And if that isn 't
enough, the DL4-11 and DL4 - 11 E provide 19.2K baud operation , in add iti on
to the standard DL-11 speeds. And there's more. Naturally, coming from Minntronics,
these products have va luable features not available anywhere else at a price
that's more than competitive.

• NEED MORE SYSTEM SPEED?
Do your programs take too long to run? Want to add
more timeshare terminals onto your system , but can 't
because response time would be too slow? One of our
cache memories may be just the answer for you. They're
simple to install and maintain because they're completely
pluggable. Easy to use because they require no software
changes. As a matter of fact, they have NO impact at all
on your system EXCEPT to make it run faster - A LOT
FASTER. Typically 30-70% for the PDP 11/45 and 20 50% for the PDP 11/34, 11 /35 and 11 /40. It won 't affect
your DEC service contract, either. And last, but not least,
they provide the highest quality, because they are built by
the very same people who invented the FIRST pluggable
cache memory, for the PDP 11/45, in 1974. We've
worked smart and hard to keep it that way since then .

MODEL
8034/40AP
eKB CACHE FOR PDP-11/34, 11/34A,
11/35 & 11/40. INCREASES
SPEED BY 20-50%!

minntronics corp.

6121770-5247

2599 white bear ave., st. paul , mn . 55109
Building quality DEC-compatible
products since 1975.
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MODEL
8045P
CACHE FOR
PDP-11/45,
11/50 & 11/55
INCREASES
SPEED BY
30-70%

NEW!
Model 8045P has 4
times the memory of
older caches.

-SK BYTES!
U.K. Distributor: Arrow Computer Systems,
Ltd., Rosemount Tower, Stafford Road,
Wallington, Surrey SM6 BRW;
Tel. 01 -647 0962 TELEX 262469

variables, local and global environments to specify such things as
type of terminal you are on and the
default libraries to search. Application
programs can access these environment descriptors so programs can execute appropriately. Good examples of
this are the Berkeley terminal pre>grams which use a data base of terminal descriptions to automatically
tailor screen editors. output filters and
other applications to the type of ter-

minal the user is currently on. An environment variable is simply set at
login (or automatically from a login
shell script.)
Similar to DEC command
languages. there are facilities for specifying files with wildcards. They are:
1) • matches any string
2) ? matches any single character
3) [c1 ... en] matches a single occurrence of the specified characters.

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
Central to the UNIX philosophy is
the importance of software tools.
Separate utilities, each performing a
single job well, were preferred over a
few large programs with many options. The system 3.0 UNIX user's
guide lists over 200 general purpose
commands. Among these are:
Editors - Line. screen and stream
editors all using a common pattern matching syntax for
search and replacement.
File Management - Recursive
directory search by owner,
type, access. name etc. allowing
the application of any command to matched files. Pattern
search and replacement on
groups of files. Sort, merge,
split, archiving and user backup
are provided.
Word Processing Programmable formatters and macro
libraries for devices as diverse
as letter quality printers and
phototypesetters. Preprocessors for generating equations.
tables and graphical output.
Spelling checkers based upon
dictionary and statistical
methods.
Software Project Management A source control system for
maintaining multiple versions
of programs. Conditional system generation based upon
modifications and varying
targets.
Languages - C, FORTRAN, FORTRAN77, BASIC, BASIC+. LISP.
ALGOL, SNOBOL,APL, PASCAL
and assembler.
Compiler Development
Compiler-compilers. a lexical
analysis generator.
System Maintenance - Accounting, file system repair, device
management and incremental
backup.
Miscellaneous - Graphics, forms,
games, networking, circuit
design and data base utilities.

PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
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Another attractive feature of
UNIX is its program development environment. This is particularly true for
the C programmer since C is the native
language of the operating system and
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

the language in which most of the
utilities are written. UNIX provides a
layered environment at the bottom of
which are system calls which handle
file management, process management and unbuffered 1/0. At the next
level are portable routines for implementing buffered 1/0, math
routines. graphics packages. etc. At
the next level is the ability to execute
other programs and use their results.
Finally there are program generators
and systems for project management
and system regeneration.
Even at the lowest level, UNIX
system calls provide flexibility for the
programmer. For example, when issuing a read call you do not need to know
in
advance
physical
device
characteristics.
n = read(file,buffer.nwanted}
Read returns the number of bytes actually placed in the buffer or zero for
end of file.
As an example of making use of
another program within a program.
assume that the variable 'infile' holds
the name of a file to be sorted and ·outfile' is the name of a file to receive the
sorted data:
sprintf(cmdbuf. " sort %s >
%s" ,infile,outfile} :
system(cmdbuf} ;
Sprintf( } formats the command
into 'cmdbuf' and system( } invokes
the shell with the command and waits
for completion.
A few examples at the higher level
of software development are:
YACC and LEX. compiler development tools. YACC accepts a BNFlike input and produces a C program to parse the specified grammar. LEX accepts regular expressions and generates a lexical
analysis program which is often
used in conjunction with YACC
output.
Lint checks C programs for portability and questionable constructs reporting potential bugs
such as unreachable code. unportable type coercions and inconsistent usage of function parameters
and return values.
MAKE automates rebuilding
system software by allowing the
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL, MAY 1983

and software between many diverse
machines. Owing to the support of Bell
Laboratories. the academic community
and several commercial software
houses UNIX is growing rapidly in
popularity on DEC and other computer
systems. UNIX is not the final word in
operating system design. but it has set
a standard against which others will be
judged.

user to specify dependency relationships between source and object files leading to the desired
result. MAKE then issues the
minimum number of commands
necessary to regenerate the target
file.
SCCS is a system of programs for
managing different versions of
source files. recording changes of
modules. SCCS can recreate earlier
versions of the software and offers various audit and administrative features.

REFERENCES
"Bell System Technical Journal,"
Volume 57. Number 6, Part 2 (1978)
ISSN0005-8580.
H.M. Deitel. An Introduction to
Operating Systems, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co .• Reading. MA (1983).
B.W. Kernighan and P.J. Plauger.
Software Tools, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co .• Reading. MA (1976).
B.W. Kernighan and D.M. Ritchie.
The C Programming Language,
Prentice-Hall Inc .• Englewood Cliffs. NJ
(1978).
R. Thomas and J. Yates. A User
Guide to the UNIX System,
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, Berkeley, CA
(19a2).

LIMITATIONS
Along with its many
strengths UNIX also has some
weaknesses. Primarily these are due to
intentional design omissions since they
would incur degradation of performance and/or simplicity. Some obviously lacking features are:
a} Real time services.
b} Contiguous files for better disk
throughput.
c} Shared core. file locking.

11

d} Record
oriented access
methods.
e} Security
against a hostile
user community.
Augmented UNIX
systems which provide these features
are
becoming
available from ind epe n dent software vendors. in
part due to the
availability of complete sources from
Bell Laboratories.

SUMMARY
UNIX is a well
designed. highly integrated software
development environment . The
operating system
provides a high
degree of portability of both people
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT and
CHARGEBACK SYSTEM
DP Managers use ARSAP for:
•
•
•
•

User and Project Accounting
Monitoring Usage and Trends
Controlling Performance
Billing for Services

Also Auailable fo r VAX and RSX S yste ms
P.O. Box 188
Rive rdale. MD 20737

(301) 864-3700

VAA. RSX. and RSTS are trademarks o f the Digital Equipmenl Corp
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I LlKE IT, BUT DON'T
YOO THINK

DEC VT102, VT52

THAT Ti-IE

Terminal Emulation

RAtNBOW 15
OVE.R

EXACT CRT EMULATION
FOR APPLE II®

DOING IT?

IBM 3101 Models 10 & 20
DEC VT102, VT52
Data General 0200
OataPOlnt 3601
Teletype Model 33 KSR
ADDS Regent 20,25,40
ADOS VlewPQlnt
Hazeltine 1410, 1500, 1520
Lear Sl8iller ADM-3A, AOM-5
TeleVldeo 910, 925

I

Apple is arealsteredtrademarlc II AaJ/e Canput(J( Ire.

9600 bps full or
half-duplex operation .
Keyboard macros, built-in utilities,
and a variety of file transfer
modes add to Softerm 's flexibility.
Exchange data with any host
computer using the intelligent
Softrans~ file transfer protocol
which provides error checking with
automatic retransmission, automatic
binary encoding and decoding,
data compression . and CRC-16
file checksum _A FORTRAN 77

source program is even included
for your host computer to insure
protocol compatibility.
A free Online Update Service
is available 24 hours a day.
Only $150 with a 30-day moneyback guarantee. Call or write
for a detailed product brief.

SDFllONICS
6626 Prince Edward Place. Memphis.TN 38119, 901-755-5006
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Computer Time Sharing

209J 1 De-1ons h ue Sr
C h a i s wor th . C A 9 JJ1 1

VAX 11/780 VMS

2 VAX 11/780's On Site

e

Remote Job Entry (HASP,UT200)

•
•

Dedicated Lines Available
Pen and Printronix Plots

•

Interactive time sharing

•

Finite Element Analysis

•

Word Processing

•

Fortran, Datatrieve

e

* Do you have a VAX on order? Need computer time

for Conversion or Software Development?
* Has your system become overloaded? Let us help!!
We Care About Your Time
Contact: Ted lsbelle
(213) 709-2681
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Conte! software can improve the performance of your DEC system while
reducing your programming costs. Our
repertoire of proven software products
can simplify database management
deliver multi-user, distributed processing and networking capabilities, add
word processing to every terminal ,
even expand operating system

Geta
dramatic
er
I Ormance ~+;~~,~~s. ~~;e~;~t7!,'~~1ationa1
P •om
f
•
DEC Compute
~

•

~our

1

database management system
for menu-driven, forms-oriented
data processing without programming.
SHARE-eleven: High throughput
memory-resident timesharing system

~~i~~s~~~ports up to

•

• TSX-Plus:*

Comprehensive, disk- swapping
timesharing system which can
support as many as 20 local and/
or remote users.
STAR-eleven: High-performance local area networking
system which links multiple PDP-11
and/or LSl-11 computers for
resource sharing and distributed
database processing .
LEX-11: Powerful word processing system with more
functionality than the standalones and the flexibility of
the DEC environment.
DISKS-eleven: Field-proven
sub-device utility which divides
large disks into any number of
smaller virtual disks.

)

These and Contel 's other performance packages can enhance your
'-.;:::f;9C~l DEC computer. Get the complete
listing by contacting Conte!, the
big name in small systems software.
Write Loretta Kane, Conte! Information
Systems, 4330 East-West Highway,
Bethesda, MD 20814, or call 301/654-9120.

- - ---- - ----~~----

~~----
~ww-.---

.....

~~
~~-~~-~---

See us at NCC, Booth 7825
and DEXPO, Booth 420

RTFILE registered T. M. or Conte I 1nrormat1on Systems
•r.M. S&H Computer Systems. Inc.
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A BAD REVIEW FOR A REVIEW
By Roger Brown. President. Interactive Technology, Inc.
(Editor's Note: The following correspondence was too long for inclusion in our " Letters to the DEC
PRO" section. Because The Dec Professional wishes to be fair to all its readers and advertisers. we
are publishing this letter unedited. Again. we are publishing this letter in fairness to ITI. It is not the
intention of this magazine to get into a "who struck John " situation.)

SURPRISED and DISAPPOINTED
are the words that best describe our
reaction to the article in the March,
1983 issue of The DEC Professional entitled "A Review of Database Management Systems for RT-11". We at Interactive Technology. Inc. of Portland,
Oregon. filled in a questionnaire that
served as the basis of the article. We
completed the questionnaire in
response to the author's statement
that, "I have been approached by The
DEC Professional magazine to write an
article comparing those commercially
available DBMS which run under
RT-11." Since we did not recognize
Logicaid, Ltd. as a producer of a product
in that environment and because they
have not appeared as advertisers in
The DEC Professional since its inception, we participated in the study,
believing it was truly independent and
sponsored by your magazine. We were
then quite surprised to find that the
resulting article covered only three of
the systems available and that the article included a product produced by
the author's company.
Several aspects of the article suggest to us at ITI that the author is
perhaps less than qualified to fully
analyze the products and that the
author's review of the questionnaire
was insufficient if not blatantly superficial. By not carefully reviewing articles like this, you, as publishers of
the article. perform a disservice to your
readers.
We were disappointed to find that
the article only covered three products.
two of which have been prominently
advertised in your magazine as well as
others and displayed at industry
shows. We wonder why other products
having comparable exposure were not
reviewed, yet we must accept the
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author's explanation that other product
reviews were either not received or arrived after the deadline. It is interesting to note that the two independent products reviewed are produced
by companies in cities distant from the
author: Portland. Oregon and
Bethesda, Maryland. We can't help but
note the omission of "Simile," produced in New York. Did the producers
of Simile recognize the author simply
because they realized it was not really
an "independent product review"?
because they realized it was not really
an "independent product review"?
The author rationalizes the incomplete nature of his product review
simply by pointing the lack of response
to his questionnaire within the allotted
time. For your information, Interactive
Technology received the questionnaire
on December 20, 1982 and was requested to return it to the hands of the
author by January 15th, 1983. A
period marginally longer than three
weeks, including the Christmas and
New Year's holiday periods. If in fact
the author's response was light, it may
very well have been significantly influenced by his lack of prior planning
and not providing adequate time. We
were disappointed to find such a superficial review in your magazine, for
which we have previously had much
respect.
The "vendor survey" techniques
elected for this review provided the
author with a great deal of specific information; however, as is true with
many questionnaires, the author's interpretation of that information
significantly shapes the resulting article. The author's interpretation of the
questionnaire's results leads us to
question both his diligence and his
· technical knowledge. Specifically, the

author chastises the two independent
vendors for claiming that their systems operate in less than 64Kb of
memory in a standard TSX + system.
In fact. it appears that both independent vendors answered the question of
"What is the minimum memory required for the single user facility?" by
indicating the memory requirements
for the vendor product exclusive of the
operating system. whereas the author
interpreted his question to mean including the operating system. We suggest that normal diligence on the part
of the author would have caused him
. to clarify the answers with a telephone
call to the independent vendors rather
than simply writing these answers off
with a sarcastic comment.
An additional example occurs in
the questionnaire section titled "DBMS
AND FILE STRUCTURE". The author
submitted a question that asked, "Can
a data item's value be calculated from
other data items? If so, please explain
how the user causes this to happen
(does he enter a formula, what does
the formula look like, etc.)? In the case
of our product, our response to the
first question was YES, and our
response to the second question was
"enters formula as follows:
Item = (1 + item 2/ sqrt (Item3)) etc."
The author interpreted this
response as a "PASCAL-like formula is
entered to define the calculated value."
We suggest that if you review the
answer with technically qualified programmers, you will find the equation
listed is no more "PASCAL-like" than it is
"FORTRAN-like" or "BASIC-like". In fact,
it is syntactically incorrect in a number
of programming languages-including
PASCAL. For presenting information to
both technical and nontechnical people,
we believe a more accurate translation
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would have been an "algebraic-like
equation," which in fact is the case. If
the author had sufficient technical
competence to recognize the answer as
not specifically a language response. or
had the author been reviewing it in an
unbiased fashion, his conclusion would
have been to either question the vendor or to interpret the answer as an
algebraic equation, something far
more broadly understood by the
population than a specific programming language syntax.
Should you at this point need additional basis for questioning the "independent" nature of this review. I direct your attention to the second paragraph of the article which stresses in
sentence two that "the DBMS should
be thought of as a tool used in building
a final application." With this idea in
mind, we believe the author's treatment of the screen and menu support
section. which he glibly writes off as
"technically not a DBMS function," is a
substantial disservice to your readers.
The vast majority of data management
systems uses screen input forms as a
primary data input mechanism. Why
then does the author reserve less than
half a page for screen discussions, not
treat the ability to create menus and
commands at all, and yet use nearly a
full page to talk about report generation and a second full page to talk
about DBMS integrity? All four subjects probably warrant equal treatment for the true application development user. It appears more than coincidental that the treatment of these ,
features corresponds directly with
their absence in the author's own
product.
Lastly, I draw your attention to
the pricing and conclusion section of
the article wherein the author disclaims any accurate comparison of apples to apples on the basis that "the
prices stated are for complete
"bundled " systems." While he
disclaims any responsibility to present
comparative information, the author
summarizes the cost of the various
systems in an extremely distorted
fashion. On the questionnaire provided.
the author was informed that the ROM
system was priced at $2500 and that
additional extensions were available
for an additional $2500. The author
chose to add the total for presentation
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

rather than list the comparatively accurate price of $2500 or question the
vendor. The fact is that the complete
ROM package - including not only file
creation. report writing, and file
maintenance capabilities but also full
screen development. command and
menu development, and process definition capabilities-is all provided for
$2500 in RT-11, TSX + . RSX. POS, or
the RSTS/E operating system versions.
ITI provides an additional PASCAL
library to programming organizations
for enhanced programmer productivity.

Misrepresenting the product and its
pricing does your readers a disservice.
We at Interactive Technology are extremely disappointed by the lack of a
careful review of the article and its
authors qualifications.
Again, my purpose in writing is to
draw your attention to the significance
of complacency in article publication.
We applaud the breadth and depth of
The DEC Professional as a magazine,
and we hope you will accept this letter
in the spirit of constructive criticism
with which we write it.

II

WHEN YOUR
DECSYSTEM
IS ON THE ROPES,
WE'LL GET IT UP
AND SWINGING. FAST.

CALL CONTROL DATA.

800/328-3980
If your DEC system is down for the count, call us. We maintain
your processors and associated peripherals; get them back
in fighting trim quickly. You'll get complete service as well as
preventive maintenance. Just what you'd expect from the largest
independent supplier of computer peripherals in the world.

(5 2) CONT(\.OL DATA
Addressing society's major unmet needs
as profitable business opportunities
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From out of the West . .. Leadership in disk controllers

Long recognized as the dominant independent tape controller company serving the minicomputer industry, Western
Peripherals has extended this
leadership to disk controllers.
The industry measures leadership by the numbers. Western Peripherals has the largest
installed base of independent
peripheral controllers operating
in the field today. Products include disk and tape controllers
for DEC, Data General and Per-

kin- Elmer computers. They include controllers for Winchester
and removable disk drives,
streaming, start-stop and cartridge tape drives. No other supplier has as broad a line.
Western Peripherals makes
the numbers count. Leadership
in performance and reliability.
All Western Peripherals controllers have multiple drive support capability and are software
transparent to the host computer. All feature extensive selftesting, as well as the industry's

highest reliability - over 45,000
hours actual (measured) MTBF
And leadership in product
availability, delivery, service
and support. Western Peripherals controllers are available
either separately or as a complete, fully tested subsystem.
They are supported by a full
year factory warranty and a
national field service organization. In most cases availability
is 30 days ARO.
Find out how much our leadership can mean to you.

western peripherals
Division of WESPERCORP

14321 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 730-6250 TWX: 910 595-1775 CABLE: WESPER
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PROGRAMMING THE
FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR
(or, those Ferocious Floaters . ..)
By Bob "Macro Man" Meyer. Fieldsboro, NJ
Greetings, MACRO fans.
In this article I'll describe the basics of the KT-11
floating point processor, talk about it's instruction set, and
show some (simple) programming examples of how to use
it. (In MACRO, of course ...)
INTRODUCTION
The FPP can do wonders for your CPU. It's basic purpose in life is to carry out large (1S or 31 bit) signed integer
calculations. as well as 23 or SS bit floating point goodies.
It's quite fast, so I'm told (you may look up timing information in the 11 /70 processor handbook) and it operates in
parallel with the CPU itself. I found this a bit confusing at
first, but it's really quite simple; only FPP instructions can
access the FPP'S accumulators (six available to the user.
each 64 bits wide), so the program can execute an FPP instruction, go do something else for a few fractions of a second, and go back to fetch the results of the calculation. If
the FPP hasn't finished the requested operation. the hardware will 'hang' the CPU until the FPP has finished. This
sounds pretty clever, but I seriously wonder if anyone has
ever written software with this in mind ...
Some of the FPP'S claims to fame are its full set of addressing modes (like the PDP-11 ), ability to access any location in memory, (or any general register), complete set of
data conversion instructions, error detection and trapping,
full 64-bit add, subtract. multiply and divide, its own set of
condition codes which can be tested and compared, exponent handling instructions, and mode control instructions.
(Whew ...)
The FPP operates on integers in one of two modes, integer or long integer. While operating in integer mode, instructions which convert data between integer and floating
formats will treat the integer data as if it were 16 bits long.
When in long integer mode, the data will be handled with 32
bits. The desired mode should be selected before any processing is done by the user. This is done with the instructions:
SETI

which sets the processor to integer mode (16 bits), and
SETL

which sets it up for long integers (32 bits).
Before I forget, any attempt to execute FPP instructions on a machine without an FPP will result in a Reserved
Instruction Trap; various operating systems will handle this
in different ways.
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INTERNAL FORMAT
Floating point numbers. like integers.are operated on in
one of two modes: FLOATING (SINGLE PRECISION) mode,
which provides 23 bits of fraction (plus one hidden bit which
we'll discuss in a moment), eight bits of exponent, and one
sign bit; or DOUBLE PRECISION mode which gives us SS bits
of fraction, eight of exponent and a sign. To place the processor in floating (single precision) mode. use the instruction:
SETF

or if you need lots of digits, execute:
SETO

which places the processor in double precision mode. (These
FPP states are (usually) preserved by the operating system
during timesharing so that each user may 'tailor' the FPP to
his/her needs.)
Next we'll talk about the internal data representation.
Not being a "math heavy" by nature, I found this a bit complicated at first. so I consulted MY guru, the amazing 'Dr.'
Jude Suszko. to untangle my aching brain cells.
Refer to the following diagram (you might find some
better art work in the processor handbook chapter on the
FPP) for the following discussion.

IS I

Exp

IFrac I

Frac ( 2)

Where:
S
Exp
Frac
Frac(2)

is the sign bit for the entire number
is the 8-bit exponent
is the first seven bits of the fraction. and
is the remaining 16 bits of the fraction. (Note
that when using double precision mode, two
more words of fraction will be added, giving a
total of SS bits for the fractional component of
the number)
The 'hidden bit' we spoke of earlier is a bit that is
always present (unless the entire number is zero. in which
case nothing is stored). and therefore is NOT stored in the internal representation of the number. Let's talk about this
with an example. The number 1 (decimal) is stored internally
as 40200 (octal) in the FPP (you math majors, please bear
with me). If we break this down into binary. we get:

O 4
O 2
0
O
O 100 000 010 000 000

Octal
Binary
. . . to page 82
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Nowhere
on
Earth
...
can you find the ideal software for your
DEC computer.

Many word processors and electronic spreadsheets take up too much memory space on your system .
Or they operate so slowly that you waste valuable time . And when you have a problem there is no
one to call for help.

Come to Saturn for
the answer

Word/ List Processing
Installed at more than 1,000 locations worldwide, WP SATURN " is the answer to your word and list
processing needs. A full range of editing and formatting oommands allows you to produce top quality
documents with minimal effort. List processing data can be merged with WP files for mailing lists and
personalized letters.

Electronic Spreadsheet
SATURN-CALC " is a powerful and flexible electronic spreadsheet. A masterpiece of simplicity, it can be
used by everyone in your office . And because WP SATURN and SATURN-CA LC both use standard
ASCII file structure , spreadsheets can be merged with WP files to produce boardroom quality reports .

Efficient and Friendly
Clear, concise documentation and on-screen help text assure rapid learning and encourage users to
take full advantage of the systems' capabilities . Commands consist of regular letters of the alphabet,
eliminating searches for unfamiliar keys. Both systems were written in assembly language to max imize
efficiency and minimize use of memory space.
Dial our toll-free number for a demonstration that will open you_! eyes to a new world of office automation software.

SATUR
SATURN SYSTEMS , INC .
6875 Washington Avenue South • Suite 218
Minneapolis , Minnesota 55435
(612) 944-2452
800-328-6145
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See us at DEXPO
Booth 225

Now we separate the bits into FPP format:

DEC

o : 1oo ooo

SPARE PARTS
DEPOT REPAIRS

Sign

o.

Spare Parts and Supplies Available For:
WD211 , WD81 , WD78, VT100, VT78,
RX02, LA 120AA/DA & GA, LA34AA/ DA
LA36, KL8A, DKC8-A.

5 to 7 Day Turnaround

.1

to

After 5 P.M. call ...
(215) 485-8180

1.

which is the correct value for the number 40200 (octal).
Now let's take the number 40300 (octal). (which I know
to be 1.5 decimal ('cause I'm Macro Man and you're not. so
there)) and break it down into internal format.
First we get it in binary again:

OIOITAL
OE ALER S
A550CtATION

0 4
0
3
0
0
0 100 000 011 000 000
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Sign

o.

.11

r-----------.,
Send today for your free 100-page Inmac catalog. Or phone (408} 727-1970.

I
I

~~

~~
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
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ZI P

505101

(binary)

1.1 {binary)

night emergency shipments available.
• 45-d1Jlri1I. Full refund if not completely
satisfied.
• &uoronteed quality. All products fieldtested to highest standards.
• Lower shipping costs. 7 fully stocked
distribution centers serving the U.S.

catalog Dept .. 2465Augustine Drive, Santo Clora, CA 95051

Fraction
1 (binary)

We convert our exponent into decimal, which gives us
1, and move the binary point that many places to the right.
Now we have:

• fist delllery. 24-hour shipment. Over-

l'le11ebuuretainclud~J0urph)onenumb1r.

Exponent
129.

000 000

Ok. the sign is still zero. indicating a positive number.
This time we have a fraction of 1 (binary); this gets positioned AFTER the hidden bit, giving us:

Yours free!
l ..m,~..
I •••J
....
I ~

Octal
Binary

Now into internal format:

0 : 100 000 01

New Inmac Catalog
jam-packed
with computer/
wp supplies.
Accurately called 'the bible of the industry; irs
loaded with great products and ideas for your
personal computer, minicomputer or wordprocessing system. You'll enjoy:
• One-stop shopping. Over 2,000 products
to choose from.
• Easy ordering. Moil, phone. or TWX.
Verbal ~ o ·s welcome.

o.

.1 {binary)

Used Equipment Available for Word Processing
Systems and Options:
WS211 , wsao & WS78, LQP8-EA, RX01
& RX02, RX78,·VT100WA's.

800-345-8278

Fraction

The exponent is 129., but this is 'excess 128. notation',
therefore 128. is subtracted from the exponent, giving us an
exponent of 1. (this way exponents never go negative).
We use the exponent (1 .) to move the binary radix point
to the right. So our example goes from:

Depot Repair and Refurbishing Available on:
PDP11 , LSl11 , PDP8 , LA120 , LA36 ,
LA34 , VT100 , ADM - 3's, T.I . Printers ,
Hazeltine CRTs and other Peripherals
manufactured by major vendors.

ddo

Exponent
129.

Now let's take a look at what we have; The sign is zero,
making the whole number positive. The fraction is zero, but
when we add the 'hidden bit'. we get:

24 to 48 Hour Turnaround

Products. inc.

o ooo ooo

I
I

90 DAY WARRANTY

Newc:orp

01 I

I
I
I
I

Which, in decimal is 1.5 (numbers AFTER the binary point
have values of .5 .. 25, .125. and so on . ..)
The decimal number 1.25 would be 40240 octal. and in
binary:
1.01

after the binary point is moved.
The number 2 would be 40400 in octal or:
10.0

in binary.
INSTRUCTIONS
Most of the instructions in the processor handbook will
be displayed with two mnemonics. some even with four.
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Put a little tape
backup in your
DEC microcomputer.
SMS' DSX-11 is a complete DEC microcomputer with 80Mb Winchester
and \4'' cartridge tape backup. With over 20M b per tape cartridge, Winchester backup has never been so easy. Emulating DEC's latestTS11 tape device,
standard RT-11 and RSX-11 M software makes disk backup, system boot,
media interchange, archiving and software distribution a snap!

Expansion space for 15 dual height modules.
LSl-11 / 23 16 bit CPU with
memory management.
4 Serial ports.

/

•

.

..,..,.

PDP-11 * architecture compatible with
RT-11 , RSX-11 M and UNIX** software.
17.8Mb, 35.6Mb or 71 .2Mb Winchester disk.
Self test with LED display of system faults.
Start/stop tape supports file operations.
Compact 3M Cartridge.
TAPE CONTROLLER ONLY AVAILABLE FOR VOLUME REQUIREMENTS .
· Trade mark o f Digital Equipment Corporation . · · Tra demark of Western Electric .

Advanced disk controller
with ECG, flaw manage------.. ment, bootstrap, error retry
and non-interleaved
data transfer .

=ii=

Scientific Micro
Systems, Inc.
777 E. Middlefield Road
Mountain View, California 94043
(415) 964-5700
AUTHORIZED SMS DISTRIBUTOR FOR DEC
Q-BUS PRODUCTS: FIRST COMPUTER
CORPORATION 131 2 1920- 1050
SMS SALES OFFICES:
Phoenix, Arizona 1602 1978-6621;
Boston, MA 161 7 1246-2540; Atlanta, Georgia
1404 1296-2029; Morton Grove, Illinois 1312 1
966-2711 ; Yorba Linda, California 1714 1993-3768.
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Incidently, some folks prefer the symbol ACO (for accumulator); this would be defined as:

The various mnemonics for the same instruction all
generate the same machine code, however they do make the
assembly code a bit easier to read. For example. if you were
operating the floating point processor in floating (single
precision) mode. and wanted to load one of the floating
point accumulators. you would use the
LDF

SE.TF

LDF/LDD
Meaning:

Load floating/double

Syntax:

LDF

NUM ,FO

:LOAD 'NUM' INTO FLOATING ACCUMULATOR 0

Simply loads the operand into the specified accumulator.
This is the simplest way to get data INTO the FPP.
NOTE: In order to use symbols such as FO to represent
floating point accumulators. you must define these
symbols as follows at the beginning of the program:
FO
F1

=%0
=%1

=%0

AC1

=%1

and so on.
If the instruction

(load floating)

instruction, rather than the
LDD (load double)
instruction, indicating to some poor soul trying to read your
code that you were loading a FLOATING. not DOUBLE precision number. Note that while this is not required. it's good
practice.
We'll talk about some of the basic instructions here.
and give some examples of their use.

ACO

(set floating)

were executed previous to the LDF instruction. two words of
data would be loaded into accumulator O; if the FPP were
placed in double precision mode using the instruction
SE.TD

(set double)

the LDF instruction (which should then be written as LOO)
would load four words into the accumulator. (An example
program follows the next instruction.)

STF/STD
Meaning:

Store floating/double

Syntax:

STF

FO,OUT

;STORE CONTENTS OF FO

Store the single or double precision number in the specified
floating point accumulator.
The following code demonstrates the use of the instructions LDF and STF.
IN:
OUT :

. WOR D
.WORD

FO

=SO

F:

SETF
LDF
STF
BPT

, ,2. 3. 4

c, a, o, o

;SIMPLE TEST NUMBERS

;DEFINE FLOATING ACCUMULATOR ZERO
IN, FO
FO,OUT

;PUT TP.E FPP IK SINGLE
;LOAD THE INPUT KUMBER
;STORE IT OUT AGAIN SO
;STOP SO WE CAK HAVE A

PRECISION t-DDE
INTO ACCUH. ZERO
WE CAK SEE IF IT WORKS
LOOK

.END

A slight knowledge of ODT is
assumed here in order to actually
verify the results of this program; if
the reader is not familiar with ODT.
read on. I'm sure you'll understand the
example. (If you wish to know more
about ODT. consult the RSX/IAS ODT
Reference Manual.)
First. you must assemble the program above (we'll call it FPP.MAC. and
I'll try to keep the example operating
system independent).
From CCL or MCR:
MAC FPP=FPP
or
MAC FPP ,FPP = FPP

if you'd like an assembly listing.
To task-build:
TKB FPP /DA.FPP = FPP

INTRODUCING VT-100 KEYS FO THE KEO OR EDT EDITOR . . .These quality
3-color keys will make editing faster and simpler. They' re easy to installno overlays or engravings-just pull out the old keys and push in a new set
with the editor's functions clearly stated: A set of 18 3-color keys - $45.

l

~ ~l'fotUcs
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2420 University: :mega, CA 92104

to get an executable image (FPP.TSK)
and a task-builder map (FPP.MAP).
The /DA tells TKB to include the
'Debugging Aid '. DDT.OBJ, from the
system library.
Now run the program:
RUN FPP

(619) 692-0695

ODT:FPP
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Xerox interactive software
fur Digital hardware.
Also fur the newVAX-11/730.
Looking for software
Applications are writfor your VAX? Xerox
ten in ANSI Cobol and
has good news for you.
run in native mode on
Praxa Software-proven i
VAX models.
applications software
But software is only as
for manufacturers
good as the people
and distributors, spe- ,
,. .· \, who stand behind it.
cifically designed to ' : .
' ll l
[ '";(]'""'"' r e,,
Mr : 7 And at Xerox, we have
run on Digital's full line of VAX computers. over twelve years experience installing and
Praxa has a wide range of integrated
supporting interactive systems. Our branch
applications. Inventory Control, Purchase
offices are in major cities nationwide. And in
Order, Order Entry and Invoicing, Sales
Europe, too. So we're there when you
Analysis, Material Requirements Planning, need us.
Capacity Planning and Scheduling, FaeFor more information about Praxa
tory Order Control and Cost, Engineering Software, call toll-free (800) 323-2818. In
Data Control, General Ledger, Accounts
Illinois, call (800) 942-1166. Or send in
Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Payroll.
this coupon.
And the applications can be used
And see how much Digital hardware
independently or together to form a comcan do with Xerox software.
plete system.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Praxa is flexible, easily expandable,
Xerox Computer Services
and simple to use.
c/o Ron Rich, 5310 Beethoven St., Los Angeles, CA 90066
The interactive systems immediately
I want to know more. Please send me your brochure about
update all files affected by each transaction. Praxa Software for Digital'sful/ line of VAX computers.
And data input at terminals can be prompt- Name/Title _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __
ly edited for total accuracy. It's perfect for
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
distributed data processing at multiAddress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
location companies. And the software is
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip._ _ __
menu-driven so specialized training
Telephone _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _
isn't required.
· DP 5/83

Jr

i

XEROX

XEROX and PRAXA arc registered [radcmarks of XEROX CO RPORATION .
• VAX ~a trademark of DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION.
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The ·_· is ODT's prompt: to look at the output data
area. find the Global symbol OUT in the task-builder map.
(on my system (RSTS/E V7.0) this was 2010, and
remember. all numbers are OCTAL unless otherwise
specified)
The following command will list the output data area
on the terminal:

F::

SETF
LDF

:SET FLOATING (SINGLE PRECISION) MODE
NUM1 .FO

:GET THE FIRSf NUMBER IN ACCUMULATOR 0

ADDF NUM2.FO

:ADD IN THE SECOND NUMBER

SfF

:SfORE OUT THE RESULT

FO.OUT

BPT
.END

:SfOP SO WE CAN LOOK AROUND

F

_2010:2016L

This tells ODT to list the memory area between 201 O
and 2016 inclusive on the current terminal. The area should
be zeros and look something like this:
002010/ 000000 000000 000000 000000

Now we can execute the program:

SUBF/SUBD
Meaning:

Subtract floating/ double

Syntax:

SUBF

NUM,FO

Subtracts NUM from FPP accumulator FO, leaving the result
in FO.

_G

This is the ODT command 'GO'. which tells ODT to allow
the user program to execute from the beginning.
When the BPT (Breakpoint Trap) instruction is executed. ODT will take control and prompt the user:
BE:002032

Again, these numbers may vary between operating
systems and versions.
To look at the results, just type the 'L' (list) command
again (if no arguments are specified with 'LIST'. the range of
memory locations last shown will be listed again):

MULF/MULD
Meaning:

Multiply floating/double

Syntax:

MULF

#10 .. F3

Multiply the contents of accumulator F3 by 10 decimal.
Result is stored in F3.
DIVF/DIVD
Meaning:

Divide floating/double

Syntax:

DIVF

#8.,F1

Divide the contents of accumulator F1 by 8. Result is stored
in F1.

_ L
002010/ 000001 000002 000000 000000

Thus demonstrating the (single precision) LOAD &
STORE operation of the floating point processor.
In comparison. the four word (double precision) operation can be shown by making a simple modification to the
same program. Simply change the first instruction from
SETF

:set floating point mode

MOFD/MODD
Meaning:

Multiply and lntegerlze floating/double

Syntax:

MODF

MODF

to
SETO

:set double precision mode

and re-assemble & task-build the program as described
above.
This time the results after execution should be:
_ L

#1 ,FO

This instruction can be used to separate the integer from
the fractional part of a floating point number: which proves
to be a very handy way to output floating point numbers.
When the instruction
#1 ,FO

is executed, the floating point number in FO is multiplied by
one (and therefore unchanged). after which the integer part
of the number is stored in F1. and the fraction in FO.
Multiplication by 10. can be used to 'strip off' digits
after the decimal point (also handy for printing).

002010/ 000001 000002 000003 000004

LDCDF/LDCFD
MORE INSTRUCTIONS
A few other FPP instructions and their format follow:
ADDF/ADDD
Meaning:

Add floating/double

Syntax:

ADDF

NUM,FO

Adds the value stored in NUM to the contents of FPP
accumulator FO.
The following sample program demonstrates the ADDF
instruction. (The assembler directive ·.FLT2' defines a two
word floating number: the directive ·.FLT4' (not shown here)
defines a four word floater.)
This program can be used to experiment with the
MULF. DIVF, AND SUBF instructions described below, by
making the necessary changes.
NUM1 ::

.FLT2

1

NUM2::

.FLT2

2

OUT::

.FLT2

0

FO

=%0

PAGE86

Meaning:

Load and convert from double to floating or floating to double

Syntax:

LDCDF

NUM.FO

This instruction works two ways. depending on the mode
the FPP is operating in.
In floating (single precision) mode, the source operand
is assumed to be double precision and is converted to single
precision. The number will be either rounded or truncated (if
necessary) depending on the state of the FT (floating truncation) bit in the FPP status register. The various bits in the
FPP status register (FPS) can be set or cleared with the
LDFPS instruction.
In double precision mode, the source operand is assumed to be a single precision number, and is simply loaded
left-justified in the accumulator. The low half of the accumulator is cleared.
STCFD/STCDF

:DEFINE FLOATING POINT ACCUMULATOR 0

Meaning:

Store and convert from floating to double or double to floating

Syntax:

STCFD

FO.NUM
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TRAINING

End Osers

A Complete Curriculum for:
Management Applications Staff Technical Support

Featuring hands-on workshops using state-of-the-art microprocessors and terminals.

DALL\S·
FT.WO RTH

LOS
ANGELES/
BOSTON

SAN FRAN·
CISCO/
ORLANDO

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

TORONTO

TUI·
TION

May3

May3

May31

Jul 5

J ul5

Jul 5

$ 225

May4-6

May4-6

Jun 1-3

Jul6-8

Jul 6-8

Jul6-8

$ 735

UNIX Fundamentals Mar21-23
for Programmers•
J un 6-8 May9-11

May9-11

Jun 6-8

Apr 18-20
Jul 18-20 J ul 18-20 Jul 18-20 $ 735

Shell as a
Command
Language'

Mar 24-25
J un 9-10 May 12-13 May 12-13 J un 9-10

Mar3-4 Apr21-22
Jul 21-22 J ul 21-22 Jul 2 1-22 $ 490

'C' Language
Programming •

Mar 14-18 Aprll-15
Apr4-8
Jun 13-17 May 16-20 May 16-20 Jun 13-17 Jul 25-29 Jul 25-29 Jul 25-29 SJ225

WASH·
INGTON.
D.C.

COURSES

UNIX Overview

Mar 15
May31

UNIX
Fundamentals for

Mar 16-18
Jun 1-3

Non-Programmers•

Mar21-22

Shell Programming' Apr 11-12
Jun 20-21

~ay23-24 µ un 20-2J t Aug 1-2

Using Advanced
UNIX Commands'

Apr 13-15
Jun 22-24

~ay25-27 µun 22-24 7 Aug 3-5

UNIX Internals

Apr25-29
Jun 27Jul I

Jun 13-17

•Including hands-on workshop

Aug.1-2

$ 490

Aug 3-5

$ 735

Mar 23-25

ILAonlyl

Jun 27Jul Jt

Apr4-8
Aug 8-12

Orlando only-i"

v

Aug8-12 SJ375

UNIX 1s a trademark of Bell Laboratories

A COST EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO LIVE TRAINING

• Professionally produced instructional video-based courses including
workbooks with hands-on exercises.
•For UNIX, Xenix and other UNIX look-alike systems on a wide variety
of hardware, including DEC, ONYX, PLEXUS, ZILOG, FORTUNE,
VICTOR, NCR, ALTOS, PARADYNE, GOULD-SEL, PERKIN ELMER,
RADIO SHACK MODEL 16 and many more.
•Flexible course design for either self-paced or group instruction.
•Available in your choice of video formats: 3/4" U-Matic, Beta or VHS.
DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

-----•.,~,••l•Jll!.-:~=------·
(800) 621-3155 or, in Illinois, (312) 987-4092 8:30-5:30 central time
to register for seminars, order video-based training courses, or
for further information
Computer Technology Group UNIX courses are developed by experts
experienced in teaching UNIX as well as in designing and
implementing UNIX-based systems.

COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY

GROUP

Telemedla, Inc.
J 10 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago IL 60604
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Discover the Nationwide Solution to
Your Computer Maintenance Problem!

In single precision mode, the specified accumulator is stored
left justified in 'NUM' and the lower half of NUM is cleared.
In double precision mode, the AC is converted to single
precision, truncated or rounded depending on the IT bit
(described above) and stored in NUM.
LDCIF /LDCID/LDCLF /LDCLD
Meaning:

Load and convert from: integer to floating, integer to double. long integer to floating. or long Integer to double

Syntax:

LDCIF

NUM.FO

These instructions are used to convert from either of the integer modes (integer or long integer) to either of the floating
point modes (floating or double), depending on the current
FPP state. Again, the state of the FPP is controlled with the
instructions:
SETF

:set floating (single precision) mode

SETO

:set double precision mode

on the floating end, and the Integer side with:

47

Kalbro Field Service
Locations Servicing Mini and
Micro Mixed Vendor Systems.

For a Cost Proposal, call or write today!

.. KALBB.O corporation
.••...
..
···••·
An IAL Company

East-101 Foster Road, Moorestown, New Jersey 08057
(609) 778-1800 CIRCLE DZZ3 ON READER CARD

SETI

:set Integer mode

SETL

:set long Integer mode

The source operand (NUM) is converted and loaded into accumulator FO.
STCFl/STCFL/STCDl/STCDL
Meaning:

Store and convert from: floating to Integer. floating to long Integer.
double to Integer. double to long Integer

Syntax:

STCFI

FO,NUM

These instructions complement the 4 load instructions
above. Data is converted from either of the floating modes
to either of the integer modes. depending on the current
state of the FPP.
LDEXP
Meaning:

Load exponent

Syntax:

LDEXP

NUM.FO

Load the exponent of the specified accumulator with the
data contained in 'NUM'. NUM is converted to excess 128.
notation (see the description of INTERNAL FORMAT above
for details on excess 128. notation) •
STEXP
Meaning:

Store exponent

Syntax:

STEXP

FO,NUM

Stores the exponent of the specified accumulator in NUM
and converts it from excess 128. notation to 2's complement.
CLRF/CLRD
Meaning:

clear floating/double

Syntax:

CLRF

NUM

Clears the specified location or accumulator.
TSTF/TSTD
Meaning:

Test floating/double

Syntax:

TSTF

NUM

Sets FPP condition codes depending upon the contents of
location 'NUM'.
Note that before the standard BRANCH instructions
can be used, the floating point condition codes must be
copied to the CPU'S condition codes using the instruction:
CFCC
CIRCLE 078 ON READER CARD
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Have fun in FPP land -

bye for now.

II
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The z-ChiprM. Asingle chip does
what anyone else takes a board (and
an expansion slot) to do.
With the Bridge and z-Chip, standard CP/M software will run on the
DEC Professional (or any DEC computer based on the 11/23 chipset).
CP/M means access to some pretty
potent, powerful, popular packaged
software.
Packages like dBase II™, SUPERCALC™, and WORDSTAR®, to name
a few.

Virtual Microsystems' Bridge™
family of integrated hardware and
software tools means CP/M for just
about any DEC system. From personal to V~M.
And Virtual Microsystems means
a single source for easy installation,
support, software shopping (we
inventory and sell all the best CP/M
packages, on all DEC media) and
service.
So if you'd like your DEC hardware to run the software that has

'The Bridge with z-Chip : $495 for the DEC Professional 350; S695 for the DEC 11/ 23 '" and DEC Micro· II '". Trademarks: DEC Professional, VAX, 11/ 23,Micro-11 , Digital Eq uipment Corporation ; dBase II, Ashton-Tatr; SUPERCALC, Sorcim Corpol"•tion ; z-C hip and
Bridge, Virtual Microsystems. Registered Trademarks : CP/ M, Digital Research. Inc.; Wordstar; MicroPro International Corporation.

made microcomputers the growth
industry (without the headaches of
dealing with different computer
hardware, computer dealers, and
computer formats) start with one
simple phone call.

(415) 841-9594
Ask for Dave Scott.
CIRCLE 063 ON READER CARD

virtual
microsystems
2150 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94704

PORTACALC
A NEW (FREE) DEC SPREADSHEET

Part 1
By Glenn C. Everhart
A spreadsheet program. written in FORTRAN. has been
submitted to the DECUS library by the author recently in
order to provide DEC users generally with access to spread
sheet functions without having to pay thousands of dollars
for them. This program. called PortaCalc, was developed
under RSX but runs in native mode under VMS as well.
There are sites presently working on porting it to RT11 and
to DEC20 systems also. but their status is unknown.
PortaCalc is similar to many other spreadsheets in that
it displays a matrix of cells on a screen (up to 132 columns
wide) which map onto a larger number of cells kept in the
computer. At each location, there is a number and a formula, either of which may be displayed. Display formats can
be chosen from the entire FORTRAN repertoire and individual columns may be set to different widths. Each cell
may have a different format for its output, and the default
format may also be changed. Unlike some sheets, PortaCalc
allows multiple equations in each formula. (You can even
comment the equations.) Any cell can refer to a command
file which can be used to add user defined functions, using
any cells and having 27 accumulators available which can
handle integer data, floating point data. or multiple precision data of up to 99 digits width. (You can use a built-in interactive calculator at any point while working on a sheet
also, and return to the screen display after, if you need to
make further computations outside of sheet context). Maximum sheet size is determined by parameters set at compile
time so that it depends solely on memory available. On
PDP11 a 40 by 32 sheet is generally used at our site (nobody
has needed a larger one yet). On VAX, the size is essentially
unlimited. The spread sheet is of course somewhat slower
than some commercial ones due to the HOL and the way it
computes formulas. However it is usable, and recalculation
can be done manually to remove that overhead where it is
not needed. The entire sheet can be driven from command
files, which are able to prompt the user for terminal inputs,
perform conditional tests and looping, and control inputs.
There is even interaction with the sheet so that a computation in any cell can be used to control the looping in a command file. There is a data extraction command in the
embedded caleulator which can query sequential files to
dynamically extract numbers or formulas from predefined
files which can be created and maintained with normal
editors. Thus, Portacalc is designed to be used with command files as well as from terminals. A knowledgeable user
can program PortaCalc for a variety of applications.
PortaCalc is unique in that every cell on the screen can
(If desired) become a separate window onto the physical
sheet. It is up to the user to determine what should be map-
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ped. A pair of "origin reset" commands act as a fast scrolling
operation for contiguous parts of sheets. The mappings set
up onto the screen can be used in computation, so that they
·define a projection onto the physical sheet which can be
summed over, averaged, etc.
The PortaCalc sheet as supplied to DECUS presently
supports VT100 terminals (with or without AVO), or VTS2
terminals. Also there are versions of the UVT100 subroutine
(which is the only screen access routine) for Datamedia Elite
1500 terminals and for Datamedia Colorscan 10 terminals.
The program is designed to be easy to recustomize for terminals with more than 24 lines also. Versions for RSX11 M.
RSX11 M +, and VMS are easy to generate with supplied
command files. and all documentation is machine readable.
Also supplied, in the hope it will be helpful, is a document
describing known features of the FORTRAN used (FORTRAN
IV PLUS) not part of the ANSI 66 standard. It is not complete, but will give a good start to people modifying the
package for their own machines.
Due to space limitations, PortaCalc does not have built
in graphics. Rather, there is a separate program which reads
saved sheets and can produce histograms or scatter plots of
any parts of a sheet by name. Since one can save or restore
whole or partial sheets, or restore partial sheets to different
locations, these save files will normally be made anyway to
simplify merging different sheets. The graphics utility can
access these files. It, too, is available in source. The current
intention is that data base access and word processing may
be integrated by this route. The screen can be saved as a
normal ASCII file, of course, at any time and that can be
easily included in documents.
The following are two pictures generated by PortaCalc
of its screen and including the row/column labels. These
may be suppressed if they are not wanted. The VTS2 type
cursor is added in by hand: the VT100 reverse video effect
cannot be reproduced this way.
Note that on the VTS2, the "> " character indicates the
cursor. On a VT100, reverse video is used instead, and the
entire cell is shown in reverse mode. The formula of the current cell is always exhibited at the bottom of the screen if
any exists.
The documentation supplied is sufficient to use the
sheet. However, a calculator from DECUS was used as the
computing engine (which made writing the rest a two week
job). Its documentation is also included, but not integrated
with the documents for the spreadsheet. You'll need to examine both to discover which functions exist and can be
used. Full "scientific calculator" functions exist, plus some
statistical ones. Financial ones, however. are not (the neces- ·
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Demonst r ation of Appearance of a Typical VT52 Screen
ROW/COL
A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4
E: 5
1> General Priv. Inst. Expansion
100 . 000
100.000
100.000
100.00
2> SVC insts expansion
3000.000
200.000 3000.000
200.00
3> Interval Timer Service
500.000
25.000
500 . 000
25.00
4> Virtual Interval Timer Service
500.000
25 . 000
500.000
25 . 00
21> Virtual Timer Updates/sec
20.000
20.000
20.000
20.00
22> SVC's per Second
200.000
200.000
200 . 000
200.00
23> Average MIPs of MCF CPU
3 . 000
3.000
3 . 000
3.00
24> Time to init paging
0.050
0.050
0 . 050
0.05
25> Minimum Runtime Quantum
0. 100
0.000
0 . 100
0.00
26> Total Inst Ovhd Time/Sec
3. 158
0.602
0 . 608
0.09
27> To t al I/0 Time
0.390
0.390
0.390
0.39
28> Total Wait Time
0 . 07 7
0.003
0 . 077
0 . 00
29> Tot a l Time
3.625
0 . 995
f.075
0 .4 9
5> Protected Memory Re f erences
500 . 000
25.000
500.000
25.00
6> I/0 Int er r upt Svc .
2000.000
500.000 2000 . 000
500 . 00
7> I/0 Startup Overhead
6000.000 1100.000 6000 . 000 1100.00
8> Non- SVC Sensi tive Insts
100.000
25 . 000
100.000
25.00
9> VMl1 scheduling ovhd
2.000E+04 1.000 E+04 2.000 E+04 1.000E+O
10> Time in Sched Wait Q
0.010
0 . 000
0 .010
0.00
11> Device Wait Ti me
0.010
0.000
0.010
0.00
B 27>
Bl 2+B16 "( Bl 4+B15+2 • B24)

FIGURE 1. VTS2 Screen, Numeric (default) Display
(Note how display has 3 regions: Rows 1-4
Rows 21-29, and Rows 5-11)
Demo nstrati o n of Appearance of a Ty pical VT52 Screen
ROW/COL
A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4
E: 5
1> Ge ne r al Priv. Inst. Expa nsion 100 .
100 .
100.
100 .
2> SVC i nst s expa n sio n
3000 .
200 .
3000.
200.
3> I nterval Ti mer Serv ice
500.
25 .
500 .
25.
4> Virtua l Interval Time r Service 500.
25 .
500.
25 .
21> Vi r tual Timer Update s /sec
20 .
20.
20 .
20 .
22> SVC' s pe r Second
200 .
200.
200.
200.
23> Ave rage MIP s of MCF CPU
3.0
3 .0
3.0
3.0
24> Time to in i t paging
.05
. 05
.0 5
.0 5
25> Mi nimum Runtime Quantum
.1
O.
.1
0.
26> To tal Inst Ovhd Time/Sec
(B17 • B8+B1(C17 • C8+C 1( D1 7 • D8 +D1( E17 • E8+
27> Tot a l I/O Time
) 12+B16 • ( BC 12+C16 "C CD12+D16 • (DE12+E16 •
28> Total Wa it Time
B11+B13+B1C11 +C13+C1D11 +D13 +D1E11+E13+
29> Total Time
B27 +B28+B2C27 +C28+ C2D27 +D28+D2E27 +E28+
5> Protect ed Memory References
500.
25.
500 .
25 .
6> I/0 I nt er ru pt Svc.
2000.
500.
2000 .
500.
7> I /O Sta rt up Overhea d
6000 .
1100 .
6000 .
1100.
8 > Non- SVC Sensiti v e Insts
100.
25.
100.
25 .
9> VMM scheduli ng ovh d
20000.
10000.
20000.
10000.
10> Time in Sc hed Wa i t Q
.01
0.
.01
O.
11> De vice Wait Time
.01
O.
.01
0.
B 27 >
Bl 2+B160( Bl 4+B15+2• B24)

FIGURE 2. VTS2 Screen. Formula Display
sary trick to add them by indirect files is mentioned in the
documents though). Also. PortaCalc does not have a lookup
function as such. Rather. it gives you a way to treat the entire sheet as a large array and access any of it computably.
This is a similar but more general function , since it gives the
ability to make two dimensional tables rather than just
single dimensional ones.
The PortaCalc program is already in use by DECUS staff
internally, and will be available shortly from the library,
though its order number has not (as of 2/15/83) yet been
assigned. Expected cost for order will be about $140 for the
special collection tape containing all code, and possibly
around $60 for the single program version which will leave
off some extra goodies added to the original submission not
related to PortaCalc. Earlier versions will appear on DECUS
RSX (and maybe VAX) SIG tapes for Fall '82, but users wanting the full version must order it from DECUS. There are of
course NO license restrictions. If you have RSX and desire file
security, you may obtain the special collection and use the
secure virtual disk package included therein to handle the
security needs separately from this package; that driver is
included in the special collection tape version of DECUS
PortaCalc.
ABSTRACT:
The PortaCalc spreadsheet is a FORTRAN written pr0gram able to perform the usual " what if" types of calculations for anyone with a compiler. 31 KW of task space (more
or less). and (in the present version) an ANSI 3.64 terminal
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

(e.g. VT100). The program is easily recustomized for other
terminals and designed for portability and functionality. A
data management system interface is built in, permitting
spreadsheets to access a potentially unlimited number of
files and records or parts of records in those files for user
defined functions. numbers, formulas. text. or whatnot. In
fact it has many of the attributes of a language.
Three versions are provided, with complete source code
for all: a PDP11 version for l/D space machines that builds
flat under RSX 11 M + , an overlaid version for other mapped
PDP11 'sunder regular RSX (11Mor11 D/IAS). and a version
for VAX that builds (flat of course) under VMS. I assume the
F77 compiler but the program is in FORTRAN 66 (I use the
/NOF77 switch). It is expected only minor changes would be
needed for the DEC FORTRAN IV compiler however.
A separate graphics output task is documented in
PCG.DOC and provides histograms or scatterplots of any
areas of the saved spread sheets with a simple command
syntax.
RESTRICTION:
The overlaid version provides only a rather small
spreadsheet. though it is large enough to be useful in many
applications. There are some overlay tricks I haven't tried to
increase the size.
SPECIAL HARDWARE:
The software must be built for the appropriate terminal. Versions of the UVT100 subroutine for VT100, VTS2.
and Datamedia Elite terminals are supplied, with command
files for most combinations. The VT52 version will show
what the minimum requirements are for control. Most any
terminal can be easily interfaced to the package by editing
one of the UVT100 routines to correspond to the terminal's
control sequences, provided direct cursor addressing is
supported.
BUILD:
There are 4 build files.
COMPIL.COM

MAKE.CMD

OMAKE.CMD

SOMAKE.CMD

Build for VAX/VMS .. . only compiles. Concatenate the objects and
link.
Non-overlay l/D space build for
RSX11 M + V2 (uses F77 Compiler
in non-F77 mode)
Overlay build. Medium sized
overlay. small sheet. For 1 i M
systems, any 11 .
More compact overlay structure.
bigger sheet. OK for any 11,
RSX11M/M+ .

Note: THERE ARE COMPILER WARNINGS (ABOUT
FUNCTION " INDEX") WHICH SHOULD BE IGNORED
DURING THE BUILDS.
I ASSUME FORTRAN 77 IS INSTALLED AS . .. F4P.
PRIOR TO BUILD:
You must be sure the final VKLUGPRM.FTN is as you
will need it. The PDP 11 command files generally copy one of
the template versions to this file. but the parameter file may
be edited as may any template. The VAX versions of comPAGE 91

mand files generally assume you know what you have is
right. READ the appropriate template.
Supplied templates include:
VVKLUGPRM.FfN
VAX "standard" version for
VT100 with or without AVO

want to send to PortaCalc). Remember under VMS to copy
the desired file to VKLUGPRM.FfN before compiling .
Ignore compiler /linker errors in RSX or VMS. They are
harmless warnings.

VAX " big " version for VT100
VAX "standard" version for VTS2
systems
BVKLUGPRM.FTN
VAX "big" version for VTS2 terminal use
MVKLUGPRM.FTN
PDP11 version for RSX11 M + V2
l/D space. VT100
PDP11 version for RSX11 M + V2
MVKLUGPRS.FTN
l/D space. VTS2
SVKLUGPRM.FTN
PDP11 version for RSX 11 M/M +
overlain, VT100
PDP11 version for RSX 11 M/M +
SVKLUGPRS.FTN
overlain, VTS2
Note that several variants of UVT100 exist too. The ones presently
included are:
VT100 control , no Advanced
UVT100.FTN
Video Option (AVO) assumed.
(.FOR for VAX)
Many entries are not called by
PortaCalc. The ones that are used
are:
CUP
Cursor Position
ED
Erase Display
SGR
Set Graphics Rendition
EL
Erase Line
ANSI set ANSI mode (may be
nooped)
VT100 control with AVO terminal
UVTAVO.FTN
support. Includes only entries
needed. Also uses underline to
underline alternate rows and will
d i splay display -sheet row
numbers as well as physical ones.
UVTS2.FTN
VTS2 control. Since VTS2 terminals have no reverse video.
draws a ">" character in first col.
of cell pointed at to indicate cursor location.
UVTDM.FTN
Datamedia Elite 1500 control.
Similar to UVTS2 but cursor controls for Datamedia.
UVTCS.FTN
Datamedia Colorscan-10 control.
This terminal uses VT100 sequences. but UVTCS will use some
of the color setup sequences to
create a multicolor spread sheet.

WRITEUP:
This is a spreadsheet written in FORTRAN (the only
universal assembler) for portability. Its functions are
described in the separate document file: it assumes VT100,
but the UVT100 routines are the only places the VT100 is actually handled in screen mode, and may be altered for other
machines.
The spreadsheet sizes may be defined by editing the
parameter file Vklugprm.ftn (caveats and restrictions are
listed there). There are 2 sheets - a big physical sheet and a
small display sheet which is what's really shown on screen.
Sheets may be saved/merged/restored/ linked (via saved
files)/ printed or hardcopy made onto files. Numerous other
functions exist. The thing is built with l/D space here but
ought to be able to be overlaid. Specifically. CALC and its
routines can be diskbased overlays, and DSPSHT should be
able to be another leaf. However this is not tested . You can
tailor the size by editing physical sheet size.
WHEN BUILDING PORTACALC, YOU MAY ENCOUNTER
FORTRAN WARNINGS ABOUT THE INDEX FUNCTION BEING
ASSUMED USER SUPPLIED. IGNORE THESE; THERE IS AN
INDEX FUNCTION SUPPLIED HERE, AND THE WARNINGS
ARE OF NO CONSEQUENCE, EITHER ON PDP11 OR VAX.
The program has been tried overlaid. However. if you
use the module OXQTCMD instead of XQTCMD and
OSPREDSHT instead of SPREDSHT. an overlay structure
could be used roughly like this:

BVKLUGPRM.FTN
WKLUGPRS.FTN

You may easily adapt the UVT100 subroutine from any of
these to handle whatever terminal you have using these
routines as examples. Note the parameter JVTINC in the
VKLUGPRM .FfN which adjusts for the backspace generated
by UVT100 on SGR calls needs to be set correctly.
Adapting UVT100 to your terminal and setting up
VKLUGPRM.FfN correctly are the necessary setup actions
needed prior to compiling and building PortaCalc. You may
of course get UVT100 to determine what terminal type is
there itself, or use the VMS terminal independent cursor
positioning logic, if you wish. On a VAX you may also want
to inhibit scrolling . To get PortaCalc to control the PDP11
more efficiently you may also want to SET /SERIAL= Tl:
under RSX (which will inhibit MCR from grabbing input you
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Root: Spredsht,lndex, all commons, UVT100, VARSCN
Leaf 1: XQTCMD
Leaf 2: RECALC, CALC, and all subroutines of CALC
Leaf 3: DSPSHT

The subroutines of Cale may be possible to overlay so
that Leaf 2 (which will likely be the largest) can be shrunk.
You will want to edit VKLUGPRM.FfN to make a sheet the
size you like. If it gets bigger than rather smaller, you will
possibly have to use virtual arrays or some other trick. By
the next DECUS symposium there may be a better version or
one that will work on smaller systems completely defined.
but you may be able to fit this on a small system by
overlays. On a VAX of course it all builds flat with as large a
sheet as you like.
REVISION:
There are 2 ODL files. either of which can build a reduced version when the fortran files are compiled with
OVKLUGPRM.FfN renamed to VKLUGPRM.FfN, included.
There is a bit of extra space so the parameters in that file
can be enlarged somewhat. They use a very overlain FCS and
F4P OTS. You may be able to do similar things clustering an
FCSRES and a F4PRES together too. However, the overlay
versions (made with the OMAKE.CMD file) do work, though
more slowly than the l/D space one. This at least gets you
something on a machine with only normal 11 /34 type
resources. I assume the F4P or F77 compiler here for the
OTS part. You will need to tailor to other Fortran compilers
on PDP11 's yourself.
. . . continued on page 115
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Micro-Term has been manufacturing VT100*
emulators almost as long as DEC has been
manufacturing VT100's. We guarantee that our
ERGO 301 wlll correctly operate your DEC software-ALL of it. If we're wrong, we'll take the unit
back and you don't have to pay for It.
In addition to complete DEC compatibility, check
these extra features. At $895 list, it's worth a try.

D Advanced video standard
D Bidirectional printer port
0 2 pages of memory
D Plain English set-ups
D User programmable function keys
D Green Screen with Screen Saver
D Superior 132 column clarity
D Optional Plot 10 and ReGIS Graphics
D Full one year warranty

On site service available at over 450 locations through Western Union.

mlCRO-TERm, inc.
Terminals are our only product, and we put more Into them.
CALL OR WRITE: 1314 HANLEY INDUSTRIAL COURT, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63144
(314) 968-8151, TWX: 9107601662, MICROTERM, STL.
"VT100 Is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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HOW TO USE RT-11 WITH DISKS
WITH BAD BLOCKS
By Arthur Edward Groulx. Logicaid Limited. Nepean. Ontario, Canada

All disks or diskettes used in L.51 -11 or PDP-11 computers store information in logically discrete units called
"blocks." A block consists of a contiguous sequence of 512.
characters (or 256. words). The logically discrete units are
usually physically discrete on the surface of the recording
medium as well, although in some cases (RX01 /2 and
RL01 /2, for example), the logical blocks may be subdivided
into smaller physical sectors. In this article. though. we'll
talk about blocks as if they were physically contiguous areas
of 256. words.
This might surprise some readers. but not all disk
packs, disk cartridges and diskettes (hereinafter referred to
simply as "disks") used by RT-11 are perfect in the sense
that they store all information completely. Most magnetic
media, whether purchased from Digital or not, contain
slight imperfections on their surfaces which can inhibit the
proper storage of data thereon. Usually these imperfect
areas appear at random positions on the disk. These imperfect areas are generally referred to as "bad blocks."
A bad block can exist on a disk the day it is born, or can
develop over a period of time. Sometimes disks are
manufactured which have no bad blocks at time of birth.
When you order disks from DEC. you can specify these
special disks by ordering part numbers ending in EF (errorfree) instead of DC (data cartridge). For example. an RL02EF
disk is guaranteed to have no bad blocks when you receive
it. An RL02DC disk carries no such guarantee. although it
might accidentally have no bad blocks on it. The guarantee
increases the cost of the disk. and it does not provide any
warranty that the disk will not develop bad blocks at some
time in the future. A new bad block can be created simply
through age, or. more commonly, by powering down a disk
drive while a data transfer is in progress.
When the manufacturer discovers during testing that
an RL01 /2 or RK06/7 disk was born with bad blocks. that
information is stated in machine-readable form on the disk
itself. This information is called "Factory Written Bad Sector
Information." The information includes the disk serial
number and a table of what bad sectors were identified during factory testing. This information is important as far as
RT-11 is concerned. We shall refer to the FWBSI (faw-busy)
often in this article. The FWBSI normally appears in the last
few blocks of the disk.
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How to Determine if Your Data Cartridge Has Bad Blocks
The DUP utility of the RT-11 operating system determines whether any disk contains bad blocks. It is invoked by
the RT-11 keyboard monitor DIR command. The format of
the command is:
.DIR/BAD XXn:

where XX is the device mnemonic (for example, DL for
RL02's) and n is the drive number.
During the execution of this command. DUP attempts
to read and write each block on the specified disk. After
completing. DUP displays a message stating what bad
blocks, if any, were found, and where the bad blocks were
located on the disk. If the message is not received, if the
message received doesn't make sense (for example. a
humungous number of bad blocks), or if RT-11 loops or
crashes. recovery procedures as outlined below must be
followed .
There are three types of bad blocks detected by DUP.
These are "Hard," " Replaced," and " Replaceable. " Hard bad
blocks are those which are either permanent, or might only
be recovered by reformatting the disk (more on formatting
later).
Replaced bad blocks can exist on only RL01 /2 or
RK06/7 disks. These types of media contain a table in block
1 (the so called "home" block) which was created at some
previous time. The table contains information required for
mapping bad blocks of the disk onto good "replacing"
blocks. The replacing blocks in the disk normally reside at
the end of the disk in front of the FWBSI and are usually not
accessible by RT-11 programs. Each entry in the bad block
replacement table in the home block contains two words.
The first word is the number of the bad block: the second
word is the number of the replacing block. The table ends
with a zero. RT-11 does not permit block zero to be a bad
block. For RL01 's and RL02's the table may have a maximum of 10. entries. The table for RK06's and RK07's may
have a maximum of 32. entries. How the replacement table
is created will be covered in greater detail later.
Replaceable bad blocks are blocks which DUP deems to
be bad but which do not yet have an entry in the bad block
replacement table.
Replaced and replaceable bad blocks only occur with
RL01 /2's and RK06/7's. Hard bad blocks occur with any
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YoucanQ"Elt more from yqurVAX
computer or RSTS systemwith MAS-M.
MAS-M is the application
software system from Martin
Marietta Data Systems that can
help you do more with your
DEC hardware. That's because
MAS-Mis the on-line software
system that gives you much
more than you'd expect from
packaged software.

More Flexibility.
MAS-M's modular design lets
you choose from 10 different application systems :
D Accounts Receivable
• Accounts Payable
• General Ledger
• Order Processing
• Invoicing
• Inventory Control
• Inventory Accounting
• Bill of Materials
Material Requirements
Planning
D Purchasing
You can implement just the
modules you need to satisfy
your demands. And no matter
which combination you choose,
the MAS-M system is always
fully integrated.
MAS-M's flexible design also
makes it easy to install, and
simple for your users to operate.
The MAS-M/ VAX package is

MARTIN MARETTA
DATA SYSTEMS 0

written in native mode VAX-11
BASIC and the MAS-M/PDP
package is written in BASICPLUS-2 under RSTS/E. Both of
these packages are based on
the RMS data management
system. These features make
both MAS-M packages fully
compatible with your current
RSTS/E or VAX/VMS operating system.

line. And, MONITOR can help
you improve programmer productivity by providing a standard framework for input of code
that minimizes the difficulties of
user interface and terminal
characteristics.

More Productivity.

MM·M
The Software

More Support.

You can count on Martin
Marietta Data Systems for system development and implementation, comprehensive
More Control.
You can count on MAS-M for training, and clear, concise docmore comprehensive data accu- umentation. We can also provide an extensive Maintenance
racy and security, too.
Service to support your MAS-M
MAS-M's powerful transaction processing MONITOR gives system.
What it all adds up to is a
you maximum control over your
packaged software system that
data-from start to finish. User
passwords and menu selections can give you everything you
need to get your jobs done. And
are checked against user secumore. Write or phone us today,
rity profiles. Data entry validaand we'll tell you more about
tion is also standardized in the
how the MAS-M software sysMAS-M MONITOR, so any intem can work for you.
valid data can be corrected
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device that does not support bad block
replacement. Such devices are thus any
devices other than RL01 /2's and
RK06/7's. Hard bad blocks may also
occur with RK06/7's and the reasons
why appear below in the section on
how the bad block replacement table is
created.
How Bad Block Replacement Works

Another overlay in DUP is used to
create the bad block replacement table,
via the RT-11 keyboard monitor INIT
command. DUP attempts to read and
write each block of the disk. If the
operation is successful, the block is
good. If it isn't the block is bad. If there
is room in the bad block replacement
table, an entry is ALWAYS created if
the device is an RL01 /2, and MAY be
created if the device is an RK06/7. For
the latter device type, the entry is only
created if the block was bad because of
a bad sector error (BSE) or header vertical redundancy check error (HVRC).
Any other error type results in RT-11
deeming the RK06/7 bad block to have
a "hard" error. The FWBSI information
is merged with the scan information to
complete the replacement table. In
RT-11 version 4 or later, if there are
more bad blocks on the disk than the
maximum allowable entries in the bad
block replacement table, the user is
permitted to specify the subset of the
bad blocks which are to be replaced , by
responding to prompts after a replacement table overflow warning message.
The remaining bad blocks are treated
as if the device did not support bad
block replacement (see "Getting Rid of
Bad Blocks" below). In no case will
RT-11 permit initialization of a device
containing bad blocks in the "system
area". The system area consists of
blocks zero through six inclusive, and
on bad block replacing devices. the use
of a device having more than 128 bad
blocks. The actual reason for this last
restriction is unknown.
After an RT-11 boot, the first access to each RL01 /2 drive causes the
bad block table on the disk to be read
into memory. Each bad block table is at
most 20. words long (a two word entry
for each bad block). For systems with
the maximum four drives, this means
80 words are allocated in the DL
handler for storage of the bad block
replacement tables. When the DL
handler does a data transfer. it breaks
up the transfer into pieces which ·
straddle any bad blocks. For example.
suppose a data transfer requests the
reading of 40 (octal) blocks starting at
block 7000 of drive 2. The DL handler

first checks to see if the bad block
table for that drive is in memory. If it
isn't, it reads it first. Next, after insuring the replacement table is available,
let's say it determined that block 7003
was replaced by block 23743, the
handler reads three blocks starting at
7000 and ending at 7002. reads block
23743, then reads blocks 7004
through 7037 inclusive. If there were
other bad blocks in the interval being
read, the intervals would be further
subdivided to skip the bad blocks.
The situation is somewhat different with RK06/7 drives. Because
the maximum number of entries in the
bad block table is 32., this means 32.
(thirty-two entries) times 2 (two words
per entry) times 8 (eight drives per
system) or S12. words of memory
would have to be reserved in the DM
handler to accommodate all bad block
replacement tables simultaneously.
When memory in the lower 28Kw is at
such a premium, it is simply unrealistic
to devote that much memory to a function which might not even be used.
This problem is circumvented using the following technique. If a data
transfer on an RK06/7 results in a BSE
or HVRC error, the handler THEN
checks to see if the bad block replacement table for the offensive device is in
memory. If it isn't , the table is then
read, possibly destroying any other bad
block replacement table which might
have been there previously. The bad
block is looked up, and the transfer
then proceeds as per the RL01 /2 case.
Consequently, only 80 words of
memory need to be reserved for the
RK06/7 replacement table. You can
now see why bad blocks on an RK06/7
which DO NOT result in a BSE or HVRC
error must be called "hard ." Such bad
blocks cannot trigger the replacement
mechanism, and consequently cannot
be replaced .
There is a penalty paid for bad
block replacement. First, a single data
transfer is broken up into two or more
data transfers. Second, some extra
latency occurs when the bad block
table itself must be read into memory.
This is particularly apparent in multidrive RK06/7 configurations if many
of the drives contain disks w ith bad
blocks. The handler would be constantly reading the bad block replacement
tables over one another. This significantly affects performance in transaction-oriented systems. as the heads in
such drives must always return to the
outermost cylinder of the disk in order
to reread the replacement tables.
One also has to be very caref u I of switching disks in an
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Going from RSTS/E to VAX/VMS?

RL01 /2 or RK06/7 drive while the RT-11 system is running.
without rebooting the operating system. It is possible to lose
data if the system is not rebooted after every disk change.
This is because the DL and OM handlers treat the memory
resident bad block replacement table as if it belonged to the
current disk. instead of the disk from which the bad block
replacement table was actually read. The subsequent act of
bad block replacing can destroy data on the current disk, by
writing data into replacing blocks which are actually mapped to another area of the disk.
All RT-11 utilities which require unloading and
reloading of RL01 /2 or RK06/7 disks force a reread of the
replacement table from the new disk. User programs may
also do so by using "special function" programmed requests
documented under .SPFUN in the RT-11 Advanced Programmer's Guide.
One wonders, then. whether bad block replacement is
actually worth it. Its existence is necessitated by the fact
that all files in RT-11 are contiguous. that is. files in RT-11
are comprised of a sequence of adjacent blocks. If there is a
bad block in a disk. the size of the largest file on the disk
would be the size of the largest disk space on either side of
the bad block. It is thus seen how bad blocks restrict file
sizes. By making the files LOGICALLY contiguous. at least
insofar as straddling bad blocks go, the largest file can still
be as big as the size of the disk.
For your convenience, the following table contains information summarizing bad block replacement on RL01 /2s
and RK06/7s. All block numbers and counts are stated in
octal.

MIGRAID3
Number
of
replacing
blocks

can help get you there.
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RL01
RL02
RK06
RK07

12
12

40
40

Block
number
of

Block
number
of

first

first
FWBSJ

replacing
block
23742
47742
64664
150734

block
23754
47754
64740
151010

Number
of

FWBSI
blocks
14
14
26
26

Getting Rid of Bad Blocks
In order to minimize the number of bad blocks on an
RT-11 disk, follow the upcoming prodecure. We will assume
that the disk to be initialized contains no valuable data. as
we plan to write on every block on the disk. We will assume
that you have an RT-11 version 4 or later single job
operating system running, with the relevant device handler
available on the system disk, and that the RT-11 utilities
DUP.SAV and FORMAT.SAV are also present on the RT-11
system disk.
STEP 1: Disk Hygiene
First. don't promote the possibility of creation of bad
areas on the disk surfaces by sloppy computer room practices. Make certain fingers are kept off disk surfaces. Do not
permit smoking in or around the computer area. Don't
power down a drive while a disk transfer is in progress halt the processor first and then bring down the drive.
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

Next, get your disks cleaned regularly by a reputable
disk cleaning firm. The name of such a firm can be found in
your yellow pages under "Data Processing Equipment Repairs and Maintenance." If you are experiencing intermittent disk input/output errors, the disk may be dirty. Cleaning the disk is the first step to removing bad blocks.
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DEC* USERS
Monosson on DEC• is the most complete end-user source of DEC
information aimed to Save you Time and Money with insights into:

STEP 2: Primary Initialization
This step should be performed on all disks which support bad block replacement. The reason for this step is that
if the disk has been used in the past by RSX-11 (another
operating system) or by DECX-11 (DEC diagnostics), the bad
block replacement table can be corrupted which can cause
any other RT-11 procedure to loop or crash. The primary initialization procedure writes a zero in the first word of the
home block, indicating that no bad block replacement table
is present. The correct RT-11 keyboard monitor command is:
.INIT /NOQUERY XXn:

(Hereinafter, the device name will be referred to as XX and
the drive number as n.) If this operation fails, particularly
with the message that there is a bad block in the system
area, then either there is indeed a bad block in the system
area, or the FWBSI has been accidentally corrupted. To
recreate the FWBSI, follow the instructions in Step S below
now. If there is a bad block in the system area, the disk is
unuseable by RT-11 and must be discarded. If the disk is
brand new, return it to the manufacturer. as even if the
FWBSI is corrupted, it means it was corrupted by the
manufacturer. It is the manufacturer's responsibility to give
you a valid FWBSI.
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STEP 3: Formatting
There are two types of formatting . The first type of formatting is "block header" formatting. Block header formatting is used on the following device types: RX01, RX02,
RKOS, RK06, RK07, RP02, and RP03. When this type of formatting is performed, information used by the device controller is written into the header of every block.
The second type of formatting is "verification" formatting. It is used for every other type of device not formatted
with block header formatting.
The correct RT-11 keyboard monitor command for
block header formatting, except for RX02 diskettes being
formatted in single density mode is:
.FORMAT /NOQUERY /VERIFY /PATTERN: 1 XXn:

The correct RT-11 keyboard monitor command for block
header formatting on RX02 diskettes being formatted in
single density mode is:
.FORMAT /NOQUERY /VERIFY /PATTERN: 1/SINGLEDENSITY DYn:

The correct RT-11 keyboard monitor command for verification formatting is:

COMPUTERS

-RDIGITAL
A MONTHLY PUBLICATION

FREE
FOR DEC ENTHUSIASTS
Information on all PDP-11 Systems
from VAX to 11/03, all operating systems, languages and applications.
BOX J, NAVESINK, NJ 07752
201-291-1208

.FORMAT/NOQUERY /VERITY:ONLY /PATTERN:1 XXn:

The format command will report information found in
the FWBSI (if there is one) as well as other bad blocks not
found in that table. All formatting using a PATIERN value
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of 1• leaves the disk with a verification pattern of zeroes.
meaning the disk contains all zeroes. This is exactly what is
needed so that no further bad block replacement is attempted.
Other values of the PATTERN parameter give different results.
They should not be used for disk initialization.
STEP 4: Final Initialization
Final initialization creates the bad block replacement
table (on disks that support that feature) and the initial
RT-11 directory.
The correct RT-11 keyboard monitor command for
devices that support bad block replacement is:
.INIT /REPLACE/NOQUERY XXn:

The correct RT-11 keyboard monitor command for devices
that do not support bad block replacement is:
.INIT/BAD/NOQUERY XXn:

For the latter type of devices. and RK06/7's with hard bad
blocks. RT-11 will allocate files over the bad block areas.
These files have the name "FILE .BAD" (spaces intentional).
These files are very difficult to access using most RT-11
keyboard monitor commands. Some RT-11 commands
recognize this special name. particularly the SQUEEZE command which squeezes files "around" the .BAD files. as well
as not moving the .BAD files during the squeezing.
If RT-11 reports that there is a bad block in the system
area and the device is therefore unuseable. if the device is an
RL01 /2 or RK06/7, then it may still be possible to recover
the disk using Step 5. Otherwise. the disk is actually
unuseable and must be discarded.
STEP 5: Recreating FWBSI
The RT-11 directory system and constraints in the
handler prevent normal RT-11 programs from both reading
from and writing into the FWBSI. It is still possible to do so.
accidentally, from user-written programs. Corrupting the
FWBSI results in an inability to initialize the disk even if the
disk actually has no bad blocks.

A MACR0-11 program has been provided at the end of
this article which permits FWBSI creation in a rather superficial form. It assumes that there are (were) no factorydetectable bad blocks on the disk, and sets up the FWBSI as
if that were the case. It therefore relies totally on the DUP
program for correct detection of the bad blocks on the disk
and their inclusion in the bad block replacement table.
The program also recreates the disk serial number. The
serial number of the disk can be found on a small sticker on
the bottom of the disk pack after the base has been removed and before insertion into the drive. The serial number
consists of at most ten OCTAL digits. The serial number appears as the first part of the FWBSI. We don't know of any
RT-11 programs which make use of the serial number. so if
the sticker has been removed, don't worry. The utility will
give the disk the serial number 7777777777 .
For RK06/7's, the FWBSI also contains a flag indicating
whether or not the disk is an alignment cartridge. The
FWBSI program sets the flag as if the disk is NOT an alignment cartridge, so please don't use the program on your
alignment cartridges. Alignment_cartridges are normally red
in colour.
After creating the program. called FWBSl.MAC, using
your favorite editor. assemble it using the RT-11 keyboard
monitor command
.MAC FWBSI

and create a program module using the RT-11 keyboard
monitor command
.LINK FWBSI

In order to use the program. enter the RT-11 keyboard
monitor command
.R FWBSI

FWBSI is used like any other RT-11 utility. In response
to the prompting asterisk. enter the name of the device and
drive. followed by a /H and /L switch or switches with
values
'XXn:/H:00567 /L:43210

COMPLJCOM
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Michell, (613) 993-1160.
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The value of the H switch is the five high-order octal
digits of the serial number. The value of the L switch is the
low-order octal digits of the serial number. If either switch is
omitted, the program assigns 77777 as the five related
digits. The above example would produce a serial number of
56743210.
Various error messages might be generated which
should be self-explanatory. Insure that the device is not
write-protected. FWBSI works only with RL01 /2 or RK06/7
disks. If you make a mistake and don't create the source file
FWBSl.MAC correctly, it will tell you immediately when
FWBSI is first run.
After running this step, start again at Step 1 in order to
initialize your RL01 /2 or RK06/7 disk for use with RT-11.
User-Written Disk Handlers
If you are planning to write a device handler for a new
disk type, you might consider including bad block replacement. If you do so. under RT-11 version 4 you must also provide a utility to take the place of DUP in initialization of the
disks.
Your utility must read and write every block of the disk
to insure that it is not bad. The RT-11 .SPFUN (special function) programmed requests are used to do this without paying any attention to the bad block replacement table which
might already be on the disk. If you are clever. you can time
the reading and writing of each block so that some are skip-
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ped during each of a precalculated number of passes, so that
the next block you want to access is under the read/write
heads just when you want to access it. Some experimentation will be necessary in order to determine the optimal
number of blocks to skip during each pass. You might also
consider attempting to read or write only large quantities of
blocks. and accessing block by block only when a large access fails, indicating one or more bad blocks inside the last
large access. Both techniques will considerably improve initialization elapsed times.
After determining the contents of the bad block
replacement table. your program must write it into block
one, then force the handler to reread it using another special
function programmed request. Finally, your program
creates the RT-11 directory structure on the disk.
Under RT-11 version 5, it is possible to patch the DUP
program to make that program aware of the user-specified
device which supports bad block replacement. The patch is
described in Chapter 2 of the RT-11 Version 5 Installation
Guide. This patch informs the DUP program of the device
code of the new device, and also whether all bad blocks are
replaced (RL01 /2 style) or only those bad blocks which
return bad sector errors (RK06/7 style). This facility obviously saves the user a lot of work.
Placement of the RT-11 Monitor Files
As a final note, you must be careful where the RT-11
monitor files (files with names of the form RT-11 xx.SYS) are
placed on any device supporting bad block replacement.
These files must NOT be placed so that any of their blocks
are replacing blocks. Because of size limitations. the boot
program does not have enough intelligence to put bad block
replacement into effect during the boot process. Consequently, booting will fail in the attempt to read the bad
block in the monitor file.
To determine if the monitor files straddle any bad
blocks, first use the RT-11 keyboard monitor command
.DIR/BAD XXn:

to determine the physical locations of the bad blocks. If
there are any bad blocks, use the RT-11 keyboard monitor
command
.DIR/POS XXn:RT11 '.SYS

to find out if any of these bad blocks occur in the RT-11
monitor files. If they do, you must move the monitor files to
another area of the disk using the RT-11 keyboard monitor
copy command
.COP/SYS XXn:RT11 ' .SYS SSn:' .XYZ

where XYZ is a file extension not used elsewhere on the
disk. Then use the RT-11 keyboard monitor RENAME command to use up the area containing the bad blocks:
.RENAME/SYS XXn:RT11 '.SYS XXn:' .NDG

and use a similar command again to recover the monitor
files
.RENAME/SYS XXn(' .XYZ '.SYS)

Of course, if the new monitor files straddle bad blocks, you
must repeat the above process (using suitable file extensions). You must also insure that future uses of the RT-11
keyboard monitor SQUEEZE command do not move the
monitor files into an area where they again straddle bad
blocks.
... continued on page 137
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For Computer-Based Instruction
on DEC* Equipment •••

RSX-11M TO
RSX-11 M-PLUS
MIGRATION

AVID is for You.

By Allen A. Watson
Manager. System Technology
Bergen Evening Record. Hackensack. NJ
(Reprinted from Computers-A-Digital . Volume 4, Issue 12)

1.0 REASONS FOR GOING TOM-PLUS
1. 1 Shadow Disk

Our main reason for migrating from RSX-11 M to RSX11 M-PLUS was the added capability of what is called
"shadow disk." We have been, and still are. developing
several large applications that will be handling volatile and
sensitive data: an advertising accounts receivable package,
and a display advertising layout package. Some of it, such as
the ad layout data. is critical to the daily production of the
newspaper.
In the newspaper computing world we have a saying:
"THERE IS NO TOMORROW." In most computing applications in the event of disaster it is possible, although not
desirable, to do it tomorrow. Getting out payroll a day late
may be expensive. it may cause a lot of discontent. but in
the worst case it can be done. Producing Tuesday's newspaper on Wednesday, however. simply cannot be done. For a
newspaper. there is no "tomorrow." For applications involved in the production of the paper. therefore. data
backup is imperative. and recovery in case of disaster. such
as a head crash. must be nearly instantaneous. Typically, in
newspaper applications. five minutes is considered a maximum recovery time. It may be nice in movies about newspapers to have someone screaming "Stop the press!". but in
real life stopping the press is about the last thing you ever
want to do. To stop the press because the computer has lost
data necessary to the production of the next pages would
cost so much that you could buy a complete secondary computer with the money. In fact. almost every paper I am
familiar with has totally redundant computer hardware for
just that reason.
What we needed was dual recording of critical data on
two identical disk packs, so that if a head crash occurred, all
that would be necessary to recover would be to boot up
from the second disk. That is what "shadow recording" is. A
complete. up-to-the-second, mirror image copy of your disk
is maintained on another disk mounted on another drive.
We briefly considered a transaction log type of system.
where any updates to files would be logged onto a disk or a
mag tape. This required a lot of support software: each application would have to handle its transaction logging, programs would have to be written to recover from transaction
loss and periodically purge them. and so on. Any new appli-
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cation would have to include support of transaction logging,
making all the applications larger. We rejected this approach in favor of M-PLUS and shadow disk because shadow
disk is transparent to the application and requires no additional code. A nice side benefit of shadow disk from the
viewpoint of operations is that it eliminates the need to copy
the disk you are shadowing: you have a constant, on-line
copy. In our brief experience with shadow disk, we have
found that it adds little overhead to the system, especially
when you funnel the shadow disk through a separate controller using a unique ACP. Remember, however, that if you
have four disks you want to shadow, you will need eight
disk drives! If the ability to recover from a head crash in five
minutes instead of an hour, or much more (you know what
it would take at your site), is worth the price of another
drive, you should consider using M-PLUS shadow disk.
At THE RECORD we have experimented with combining
the virtual disk package from the RSX SIG tapes with
shadow disk. This allows us to designate selected sets of files
that have been assigned to virtual disks which are located
on several disk drives, for shadowing on a comparable set of
virtual disks that have been located on a single "shadow"
drive. We have limited the files to be shadowed to the
critical few instead of duplicating entire disk packs, and
have been able to reduce the number of drives needed to
shadow those files.
M-PLUS supports overlapped seeks for disk. This
feature allows multiple disk units attached to a single controller to perform seeks (head movement) simultaneously,
although only one data transfer can occur at any one time.
Most advanced disk controllers support this feature, as ours
do. Since we anticipated an operations environment where
up to eight drives might be accessed through a single controller, it seemed to us that overlapped seeks would be a
considerable help to disk throughput. In our current operations we rarely have more than two drives operating
through a single controller, and in most cases we are
operating on just one drive, so we have no concrete data yet
on savings through overlapped seeks.

1.3 Supervisor Mode Libraries
Available only on 11 /70's and 11I44's under M-PLUS,
supervisor mode libraries are resident libraries that double a
user task's virtual address space by mapping the instruction
space of the processor's supervisor mode. That was a near
quote from the Executive Reference Manual. For those of
you haven't yet learned to speak DEC, let me give a rough
translation. A task or program under RSX-11 M is only allowed to have 32K (roughly 32,000) words of memory to
run in because the hardware can't count any higher than
that. Supervisor mode is like a second counter, allowing
another 32K locations to be used. For a little memory
overhead in your program and some run time overhead
when your program has to switch modes to get at the stuff
in the supervisor mode library, you can double your program
size.
That was important to us because we are converting a
number of programs from an IBM 370 with virtual memory
to run on our 11 /70. Most of them were just too big to run
without overlaying and breaking them up into subtasks,
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with the attendant overhead in increased execution time.
Supervisor mode libraries give us the ability to build bigger
tasks. In addition, many of the DEC utilities can be built using a supervisor mode library for File Control Services (FCS).
That makes those commonly used programs smaller. and
for the larger ones that require a lot of overlaying under
RSX-11M, allows DEC to reduce the overlaying, thus reducing the number of overlay calls from disk. In summary, the
utilities are smaller and run faster. The option of building
FCSFSL utilities is offered during SYSGEN, and I advise you
to take it.
1.4 Secondary Pool
Under RSX-11 M we had frequent system crashes when
we ran out of pool. For you new users, "pool" is a space in
the executive used by the system as a work area to contain
data structures such as system lists. control blocks, and 1/0
packets. Every file that is open has a file control block in
pool each installed task has a task control block: active
tasks have task headers in pool: each terminal has a user
control block, and so on. There's a lot of stuff in pool and
only a limited space in the exec. When it fills up, the system
crashes.
How many of you RSX users have experienced that problem? Before M-PLUS we tried lots of tricks to get more
pool or to keep from crashing. We installed the Pool Monitor
Task from the SIG tapes: we put in patches from Jim
Downward at KMS Fusion that allowed us to run with fewer
tasks installed: we put in a patch to the terminal database
to reduce the number of SCB's for terminals. Each thing
helped a little, then we'd run out of pool again as the load
increased.
Under M-PLUS we have yet to come close to running
out of pool space. One of the main reasons is secondary pool.
Secondary pool is a memory partition that is outside of the
executive, and it can be as large as you want. M-PLUS uses it
for more permanent or less frequently used data structures,
and thus frees up that space in primary pool. Task headers,
for example, go there, so under M-PLUS there is almost no
limit to the number of tasks you can install. We have a pool
problem under M: no longer. We come up with over 11,000
·words of primary pool. We'll run out of memory long before
we run out of pool. PMT seems almost superfluous under
M-PLUS. But we can (and will) buy more memory! You could
never buy more pool.
1.5 Directive Common
Directive Common is another way you get more pool
space. Some of the executive directives are moved into a
common partition thus freeing up more space in the exec.

1.6 Multi-User Tasks
Our system has lots of users. We anticipate having up
to 52 terminals on a single 11 /70. That many users can fill
up memory with tasks awfully fast. M-PLUS allows the
building of multi-user tasks, in which a single copy of readonly portions of a task is shared by many users. Even on our
development system. the multi-user versions of EDT and PIP
have helped reduce checkpointing in the system. We are
making some of our application tasks multi-user also.
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1.7 Multistream Batch Processing
We wanted batch processing so that users could
schedule long. time-consuming tasks to be done in off
hours. Batch allows you to do this. In effect you submit a
command file to the queue manager just like a print job:
SUBMIT MY JOB/AfTER:17:00. Also. when development
gets really heavy we can ask users to submit jobs to batch
streams rather than running them directly, thus limiting
the number of simultaneous compiles and task builds.
1.8 Task and User Accounting capability
We expect our system to overload before long even
under M-PLUS. When that happens we will be able to use
the resource accounting facility to determine which tasks
are overloading the system, and with what kind of activity:
CPU, disk. QIO's, etc. It is possible that we may develop a
charge-back system to our user departments.
2.0 TRANSITION PROCESS FROM M TO M +
I would say we had a rough transition. but largely
because of two factors. First, we elected to migrate at exactly the time DEC was discontinuing version 1.0 and starting on version 2.0. For several months we couldn't get either
version from them. Finally they delivered version 1.0; about
six weeks later we got version 2.0. We had barely adjusted
to version 1.01 Second. we had all non-DEC disks and disk
controllers. It's very hard to SYSGEN a system when you
can't run any of your disks on it. We ran our version 1.0 GEN
from our RSX-11 M 3.2 system, and then GEN'ed our version
2.0 using the version 1.0 system. Before starting the GEN.
we had to modify SAVE. the DB driver, other utilities and
the SYSGEN command files to compensate for our foreign
controllers. It was frustrating because we spent weeks
debugging code for the disk sub-system without being able
to see the new system at all. We read the manuals and
dreamed great dreams; meanwhile we couldn't even boot
the thing. If I were back buying our system in the first place,
I would include at least one standard DEC disk system for
doing SYSGEN's if for no other reason.
One nice thing is that DEC had included very clear instructions on how to GEN a version 2.0 system from a version 1.0 base - just what we needed. They even have a
special command file for doing it, letting you build the
2.0 versions of MAC. TKB and IND that you need for the
GEN on your version 1.0 system. We did it and it works. In
general the version 2.0 SYSGEN manual is much clearer, and
the SYSGEN procedure is much simpler than any I have done
before. Autoconfigure is a new thing DEC has added that
eliminates the messiest part of SYSGEN: specifying CSR's
and vectors for all your hardware. autoconfigure just goes
out there. probes around the system to figure out what
hardware is attached, and generates all that stuff for you. It
then allows you to examine and edit the results in case it
goofed or left out something it couldn't recognize. If you
have a system put together by DEC with mostly DEC hardware. use autoconfigure; or if you know your CSR'S and vectors meet their standards. use it. Our CSR's and vectors are
definitely non-standard even for the DEC gear (the system
was put together by an OEM). and we found it more convenient not to use autoconfigure. so I can't say how it works.
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3.0 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN SYSGEN
3. 1 Bugs in Building the Executive
The command file SGNBE.CMD has a bug in it that DEC
knows about. When the exec finishes task building the command file attempts to wait for the cross-reference to complete with the statement:
.IFINS CRF .... WAIT CRF ...

For some reason this causes an error message saying
'SPAWN FAILURE' and the SYSGEN command file aborts.
The only thing that fails is the indirect command file. The
task build of RSX11 M has worked fine. All you really need to
do is make sure CRF has finished and continue with the
GEN. I checked SGNBE.CMD, and the only remaining executable line was "TKB @DRIVERS". So I typed that in
directly, waiting for it to complete, and then re-started the
SYSGEN at the next phase after "Build the Executive and
Drivers." Worked fine. You could modify GNBE.CMD (see
note on SYSGEN command files below under "Hints from
our Experience") by commenting out the line at fault and
replacing it with a ".PAUSE''. When it pauses, just check active tasks. If CRF ... is not active, then resume. DEC software support suggested removing CRF ... before starting
the build of the exec, but that seemed counterproductive to
me. This bug occurs only when building a 2.0 system from a
1.0 system. so you may not see it.
3.2 Getting Correct Versions of Non-Privileged Tasks
Pay close attention to the note on page 3-63 of the
SYSGEN manual. If you make any changes to the task build
files to select options on some of the non-privileged tasks.
and you fail to move them from [1 ,54] to [3,54] after they
are built. you won't get your tailored versions of those nonprivileged tasks when you bring up the system. The versions
of those tasks from the distribution tape are in [3.54]. The
versions you build, for some reason. go into [1,54]. When
SYSGEN creates SYSVMR.CMD file. it specifically installs
non-privileged tasks from [3,54] so you get the DEC
originals. not the ones with the options you so carefully
chose. DEC should build non-privileged tasks into [3.54] if
that's where they expect them to be, and I have complained
to that effect in an SPR.
4.0 HELPING THE USERS ADJUST
Some of these things probably apply equally well to
new users of RSX-11 M version 4.0. In general the transition
for the users of our system was painless. but not without
some effort ahead of time and behind the scenes.
4. 1 Getting Used to Digital Command Language
For someone coming to M-PLUS from M version 3.2.
DCL is something new. We elected to put in DCL as the
primary command line interpreter (CLI) and to modify the
task build file (see below) to select the option to allow any
unrecognized commands to fall through to MCR. If you don't
do that. any user of DCL is going to be extremely annoyed
when typing PIP fileA =fileB/RE elicits an "UNRECOGNIZED
COMMAND" message. You can't get directly at anything
through DCL. not even PIP, unless you enable the fallthrough-to-MCR option in the task build. Overall falling
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through to MCR works fine: people used to MCR just go on
using it as they always did and never know DCL is there until they get around to reading the new manuals. Almost.
There are a few problem spots where MCR and DCL use the
same command, as in SET, MOU, MAC, FOR, and INS. A user
enters a familiar command like "MAC FILE= FILE" and is
given the error message:

Do the whole job with

RDMM

MACRO -

Extraneous input

MAC FILE= FILE.

That's DCL complaining, because its syntax is different.
Simply alert your users that if familiar commands don't
work, they should try them with a dot in front of them. For
example ".MAC FILE= FILE" will work just fine. The dot tells
DCL to schlep the command off to MCR without even looking at it. If they're going to do a lot of that sort of thing.
they can set their terminals to MCR as primary CLI with set
terminal MCR. In general, SET TERMINAL MCR and SET
/DCL =Tl: should be the first two new commands you teach
your users if DCL is in your system .
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4.Z Command File Execution
If a terminal is running under DCL many old command
files won't work if they use MCR commands like "MAC
FILE,FILE/-SP =FILE" because "MACRO" is a DCL command
expecting DCL syntax. I happen to like DCL. so what I do is
put this into my command files:
.setf DCL
.if <CLI> = " DCL" .sett DCL
.IFT DCL SET TERM MCR

I
I
contents of old command file

I
I
.ift DCL SET /DCL=TI:

=~=~=~=
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?1
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That could be more generalized if you plan on multiple CLl's:
.SETT MCR
.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.SETS CLI < CLI > I Save starting CLI I
.if CL! NE " MCR" .setf MCR
.iff MCR MCR SET /MCR =Tl: !Assumes MCR command in all CLlsl

I
I
.iff MCR SET / 'CLI' =Tl: I Restore starting CLI I

4.3 Hints to KMS CCL Users
We still use CCL. It works fine. We have three command
line interpreters: DCL. MCR, and CCL. DCL comes first: any
unrecognized commands fall through to MCR: finally, CCL is
installed as CA. (catch-all) to handle anything MCR does not
know. All I did was rebuild CCL.TSK on the new system. and
since CCL is not privileged, even that was probably unnecessary. None of the Jim Downward patches to system
routines were made: most of them exist in MPLUS as
distributed. One Downward patch to MCR we miss was the
one that forced it to pass everything to CCL (instead of kicking out things like "?" and "LI"). When we want to add a
new command it is still ever so much easier to edit two or
three lines into SYSCCL.CCL than to master the complex syntax required to build a DCL command table entry, edit the
file, assemble it, and double task build DCL!
The /CMD parameter to RUN is not exactly like the old
KMS I PRM parameter: it expects the task name in the first
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four characters. In other words. it clobbers the first four
characters you pass. You must say:
RUN $MAC/CMD = " MAC FILE= FILE"

instead of

RUN SMAC/PRM = " FILE= FILE"

The CMD parameter does not exist for INSTALL. as PRM did
in the KMS mods. One strange annoyance is that you cannot
pass parameters to an installed task from the RUN command using CMD; to use RUN/CMD the task must be noninstalled.
4.4 New Introduction Manual
"The Introduction To RSX-11 M-PLUS" book and the accompanying files in [200.1] are a great
training aid for new users. I did find
some of the examples in the book did
not work; some files used in the text
were missing. but were easy to provide. Mostly they were one-line text
files used to illustrate several commands like TYPE and PRINT. Nothing
major was missing. I suggest you run
through the book yourself before
handing it to a new user. and fix the
things that don't work. Even your old
hands should work through this
because they will learn DCL and other
stuff they probably never knew or
have forgotten (e.g.. EDT line edit
mode for people who always use
keypad). One outright error: the
manual says the EDT command "T
LAST" types the last line of a file; in
fact it types the last line referenced.
The command should be "T END-1 ".
4.S Queue Manager and Error Logger
The Queue Manager and Error
Logger commands have changed entirely from anything you ever knew.
God knows they needed it. but be
warned and spend some time looking
through the documentation before
turning the system loose on your users.
You may want to write some memos
to frequent users and computer operations personnel. or hold some retraining classes. At least alert them to
the excellent HELP files and how to
find them.
If you have any command files
that are used to make error report
generation easier. throw them out.
They'll be useless. Be prepared to
rewrite and to find that it is easier this
time. I wrote a file called ERRORS.CMD
for our operators to use (it will be in
[333, 100] on the SIG tape) that walks
them through most of the options. The
canned report option for the error log
REPORT GENERATOR did not work.
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You are supposed to be able to enter:
RPT /RE:DAY

to get a full summary report on all today's errors. for
example. It bombs. My ERRORS.CMD file could not make use
of this switch. unfortunately. I have SPR'ed this; DEC.
however. can not reproduce the problem.
S.O HINTS FROM OUR EXPERIENCE
5.1 Multi-Path Access to Disks
Setting up procedures for proper handling of dualported disks, disks that in addition are accessible from two
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or three CPU's simultaneously, was very complex. We have
three CPU's, three controllers. and six drives. The disks are
each connected to two of the three controllers. and all three
controllers are connected to all three CPU's. There are two
paths to each disk from each CPU.
M-PLUS allows you to specify disk drives as dualported. Since that is what we have physically, it seemed to
make sense to tell the software about it. It took us weeks to
find out all the things that could go wrong. We found no actual bugs in the software. just mass confusion for us as
users.

One rule of thumb: DON'T LIE TO THE SYSTEM. If you
SAY there are two paths to a disk there damn well better BE
two paths. You see, we have this nice switch panel that can
put individual ports on a controller offline . .. Well, if the
second path for DB2: is switched offline, and you try to
MOUNT DB2:, mount will time out. If you're booting from
DB2:, tasks will start getting load failures in STARTUP right
after CON ONLINE ALL is executed (more on the CON tasks
below).
We also found (with CDC drives and SI controllers) that
dismounting a pack on one CPU could knock it offline for
another CPU as well. We had one CPU booted from DBS:. A
user on a second CPU mounted DBS:/NOWRITE (that's a
new switch on MOUNT that is very useful), and when he was
done, he dismounted DBS: like a good user should. Bang!
Down went the first CPU. For some reason, even though our
drives look like RP04's to RSX, the dismount command is
trying to unload the disk! And for some reason the disk
seems to recognize it even though it can't be unloaded from
software (could be a hardware bug). We finally discovered
that. to be safe. we should mount disks with a new switch.
/LOCK= N, which sets the default for dismount to "no
unload." That way users don't have to remember to use
OMO DBn:/LOCK = N. We set up a MOUNT.CMD command
file and have everyone use it to mount a disk so the right
switches are always used.
Another switch useful in multi-path situation is
/LRU = 0. Whenever we mount a disk /NOWRITE we also
add /LRU = 0, which instructs RSX not to cache directories
in memory but to always read from the disk. That may
sound inefficient, but when we mount a disk /NOWRITE it
is usually because it is mounted for writing from another
system. Directories can get strangely out of sync when one
system is writing to a directory and another thinks it has
the directory cached in memory! What we really need is a
mechanism that COMPLETELY PREVENTS a disk being
mounted for writing from two systems at once. We have
done that, of course, and the result is hundreds of multiallocated blocks as each system blithely writes using its own
copy of the bitmap of free blocks. One useless disk and lots
of grouchy users. We are currently working on some mods
to MOU and SAV to accomplish this.
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S.Z CON, the System Reconfiguration Task

The System Reconfiguration task is both an enormous
boon and a colossal pain. This task enables you to place
devices in your configuration either on or offline by software
command: CONFIGURE OFFLINE DBO:, for example. You can
also display and even change CSR's and vectors! This affords
great flexibility, but there is a whole new command set to
learn.
The pain comes from what I said above: DON'T LIE TO
THE SYSTEM. RSX-11 M users are used to being able to do
peculiar things like spinning down one disk and spinning up
another in its place without dismounting it from the
system. M-PLUS won't let you do that; the minute you touch
the button it dismounts the drive automatically. This particular protection is, I suppose, good. But sometimes I want
to lie to the system! Like when I blow a home block on an
otherwise good disk and want to recover its files. I've kept a
Version 3.2 pack around just so I can play that game.
A related difference is the fact that under M-PLUS any
access to mag tape requires that the tape be mounted. To
initialize a tape you can 't just allocate yourself the drive and
initialize; you allocate it, MOUNT it /FOREIGN, and then initialize. Same with BRU and other utilities that used to access unmounted tapes and disks under RSX-11 M. No more.
You have to MOUNT /FOREIGN.
In general M-PLUS forces you to be more careful about
what you do with the hardware and to tell the system using
CON before you do it. If you are going to switch an access
path to disk offline, we first must CON it OFFLINE. Makes
sense, but at first it creates strange situations for someone
used to M.
5.3 Task Build Options

Before building non-privileged tasks, I recommend you
search through all xxxBLD.BLD files in [1,20] for all the
GBLPAT and GBLDEF lines to see for yourself what options
you have in task building the various utilities. These are
command files used by SYSGEN to create xxxBLD.CMD files
in [1,24] for the related task builds. For example,
PIPBLD.BLD contains switches to select options for PIP.
There is a point where SYSGEN pauses after creating
the command files in [1,24] and asks if you want to edit any
of them, and you could wait until then and then do your
editing. However, if you re-run SYSGEN for any reason,
you'll have to repeat the editing . In addition, you can, if you
wish, build three versions of many utilities, one regular
(overlaid), one using FCSRES. and one using FCSFSL. Then
you have to edit three command files in [1,24]. If you edit
the xxxBLD.BLD files in [1 ,20] before starting the nonprivileged task part of SYSGEN . then your options will
automatically be included in all three versions every time
you do a GEN.
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S.3. 1 PIP - For example, PIP is advertised as having the option to preserve creation date on copies. but nowhere does it
tell you that you must edit a global in the PIPBLD.BLD to obtain this option.

In general, MPLUS is easier to manage for an unsophisticated user because it translates more of what you
need to know into human-readable form. Be aware that
under M-PLUS a task named " ... XXX" NEVER RUNS; it is a
prototype task only. When TTO runs it by saying ··xxx", it
gets a task called "XXXTO". If you have any command files
that try to do ".WAIT ... XXX" they will no tonger work. Such
tasks are not intended for multi-terminal use and should be
installed with task names not in the form " ... XXX".
SIG programs we build under MPLUS (versions on SIG
tape): SRO (multiuser, non-overlaid), TECO, UIC, LIST. GREP.
COOKIE, RNO, DOC, DUNGEON, C(SCC), PREDAY, TYPE
(renamed TIPE), TREK. TCF, BRUDIR, SRDCMD (CMD),
ADVENT, RMC, LUT, USERMN.TRUNC, RATFOR, PACMAN.
Most require no modification, only a few require other than
minor mods to the build files. The HELP files on version 2.0
are fantastic, in some cases more accurate than the
manuals. I wrote three TECO macros, HDX, HFL, EDH. and
TEH (all with both TES and TEC extensions), to help me step
through all of them and index what is there. See [333, 100]
on the current RSX tape. (The text of this article - possibly
with updates after 1S-OCT-82 - will be there too as
M2MPTALK.DOC.)
[Editor's Note: The Sig Tape that Al refers to is that produced by the RSX SIG at the most recent DECUS Symposium. Fall 1982 (Anaheim)]

S.3.2. INDIRECT - The Indirect Command processor also
has nifty options. For example, you can have it default to
the system UIC (or another you designate) if the command
file is not found in the user's UIC; once again however. you
must edit the Build file to get this. IND is now called ICM just
to confuse you.
S.3.3 DCL - DCL has a couple of options, most useful of
which is allowing unrecognized commands to fall through to
MCR. Edit [1,20]DCLBLD.BLD to get it.
S.3.4 Other tasks with options - Tasks I found having build
file options:
DMP
QCL
HEL

CMP
QMG
LBR

AT.
RMD

RPT

LPP
SHA
SAV

MAC
TKB

PIP
ACN

PRT
BYE

DCL

6.0 MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS
The ability to broadcast to users by name is nifty: finds
them even on multiple terminals. The sample DIR reports
for Resource Accounting are excellent tools for producing
your own customized reports. All of the accounting records
are now accessible through Datatrieve.
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D Free Admission to DECUS Conference
Registrants. Complete form and mail before May
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Send to : Expoconsul International Inc., 19 Yeger
Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512

II. To Register at the Show, bring completed form
with you.
D Free Admission to DECUS Conference
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D "Bring Your Boss for Free" Team Registration
Discount. Present completed forms and
business cards. Registration fee is $5.00 for each
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5. Operating System
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D D *Vax
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F D Non-DEC* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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F 0 DIBOLIDBL
G D Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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*Registered trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation.
.. Registered trademark of Bell Labs .
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USING A RESIDENT LIBRARY
FOR COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN JOBS

SENDER IMPLEMENTATION

1000
2000

COM (~'SGOUEUE) C'SEQ(155% ) , QDATA1(155% ) , QDATA2(155%)
QSEQ = 0.0
I IN I TIAL SEQUENCE llUM!lER VALUE
\ QSIZE = 156. I QUEUE SIZE

5000

T% = FNQUEUEMSG ( 10. , 20.
QUEUE 1'1-E MES SAGE '10. , 20 .' IN QDATA 1 () , ODATA 2 ()

&

?0000

DEF• FNQUEUEMSG ( ODATA1 , QDATA2 )
!&
!&

&

By Robert Grund. Street Software Technology

INTRODUCTION

Prior to the introduction of resident libraries, communication between jobs was typically performed by means of
disk 1/0 or 'send/receive' sys calls or pseudo keyboards. All
of these methods are inherently inefficient. Furthermore. a
job which employs any of these methods might stall for an
unpredictable amount of time until system resources
become available.
With the introduction of resident libraries. It is possible
to implement a send/receive protocol which is both efficient
and which does not require the sender to wait for system
resources such as small buffers. 'FIP' or disk. Furthermore,
the sender and receivers are not required to wait for each
other. The time period in which a receiver reads a message
can overlap the time period during which the sender writes a
new message.

I&
! QUEUF A l'.ESSAGE

I

20010

20020

20030
20040

QSEQ = QSEQ + 1.0
! MESSAGE SEQUENCE NUMBER
\ L% = QSEQ - (INT(QSEQ/QSIZEJ • QSIZE)
! L% IS QllFUE LOCATION WHERE MESSAGED IS PLACED
QSEQ(Lj) = 0.0
! A NEW MESSAGE IS BEING PLACED IN QUEUE LOCATION L%
\ QDATA1(L%) = QDATA1
\ QDATA2(L%) = QDATA2
QSEQ(Lj) = QSEQ
! A NEW MESSAGE HAS BEEN PLACED IN QUEUE LOCATION L%
FNQUEUEMSG = QSEQ
\ FNEND
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&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&

RECEIVER IMPLEMENTATION

DESIGN OVERVIEW

A resident library is used to construct a message queue.
Only one job, the sender, has write access to the queue. One or
more receivers have read only access to the queue. A protocol
is needed to coordinate access to the queue. The protocol
described here has the following properties:
1. The sender is allowed to execute independent of the
receivers. A Feceiver will not stall the sender.
2. The receivers will only stall while waiting for a new
message. A receiver will not stall another receiver.
3. The average rate at which a receiver extracts messages must not be less than the average rate at
which the sender produces messages. Otherwise. the
receiver will lose messages.
The BASIC PLUS 2 common statement is used to structure the message queue as an array. Successive messages are
stored in consecutive rows in the array. Each row of the array
consists of two parts. The first part is a sequence number
which is increased by one for each message stored in the
buffer. The second part contains the message. Once the queue
becomes full, the next message is placed in the first row
destroying any data which was there. In effect what we have is
a race where the receivers chase the sender around a circle.
The receivers are not allowed to overtake the sender. The
sender is allowed to overtake a receiver in which case the
receiver will lose data.

&

!&
!&
!&

1000
2000

COM (MSGQUEUE) QSEQ(155P , QDATA1(155%) , QDATA2(155%)
QSEQ = 1.0
I INITIAL VALUE OF SEQUENCE NUMBER
&
\ QSIZE = 156. I QUEUE SIZE

5000

T% = FNG ETMSG
! GET A MESSAGE IN QDATA1()

20000

&

AND QDATA2()

&

DEF • FNGETMSG

!&
I&

!&
GET A ME!;SAGE
!&

&

!

!&
!&
21010
21020

21030
?1035

21040

L% = QSEQ - (INT(QSEQ/QSIZE ) •QSIZE)
! L% IS LOCA TIOll OF MESSAGE rn QUEUE
O.QSEQ = QSEQ(Lj)
\ IF O. QSEQ < QSEQ THEN
SLEEP 1%
\ GOTO 21020
! LOOP UNTIL A NEW MESSAGE I~ AVAILABLE
QDATA1 = QDATA1(Lj)
\ QDATA2 = QDATA2( L%)
! EXTRACT MESSAGE
IF O.QSEQ <> Q.SEQ(Lj) THEN
SLEEP 1%
\ GOTO 21020
QSEQ = O. QSEQ + 1.
\ FNGETMSG = QSEQ
\ FNEND

&

&
&
&
&

&
&

&
&

&
&

&
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CONCLUSION
The implementation described above was motivated by
an application which computes yields for government securities from real-time prices. The prices are embedded in messages which are transmitted to the computer over a 2400
baud simplex line. The prices are extracted from the messages by a complex parser. The prices and the corresponding
yields are stored in a data base which is accessible to a variety
of display and/ or computational programs. The first attempt
at a solution used disk to store the data base. This turned out

to be infeasible on a heavily loaded system. From time to time
the program got 'stuck' in a long disk queue which resulted in
loss of data from the 2400 baud simplex line. The second
attempt at a solution used the resident library protocol described above. This turned out to be a feasible solution. Data
loss has been almost eliminated. Furthermore. CPU usage was
reduced and disk 1/0 was eliminated. This in turn caused a
noticeable improvement in the overall response time of the
system.

PORTACALC
. . . continued from page 92

NOTE:
If you get this program working
on a non-PDP11, non-VAX. the author
would appreciate a (machine readable)
copy of the modified version.
BUGS:
The functions here are mostly
tested. but some bugs may remain.
FORTRAN formats are used and any
format entered will be used. If you put
something in that FORTRAN can't
understand. you lose. Conversely. you
can use things like 0 or Z formats for
octal/hex or whatever you like. Formats A and L by themselves mean
" display the formula itself" ; anything
else means " display the number." On
entering numbers. any formula containing the characters ".","["," + ", or
.. _.. is treated as a numeric; anything
else is treated as a formula. The OF
command can fix this up if it's not
what you want. Note too that the
multi-argument functions:
SUM[args]
MAX[args]
MIN[args]
AVG[args]
STD[args]

Sum
Maximum
Minimum
Average
Standard Deviation

IF [v 1.RL.v2]true-statement1 false-statement

must appear at the start of a formula
or formula substatement (substatements are delimited by \ characters)
and the value goes into the current
variable cell (which is universally
named p## if you want something
location independent). It's a good idea
to include an else statement in IFs since
something gets put in otherwise.

I
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FIVE INTEGRATED FINANCIAL PACKAGES:
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE,
PAYROLL, and ORDER ENTRY with BILLING, INVENTORY CONTROL,
and SALES ANALYSIS.

$ 995
$1,495
$1 ,995
NEW PRICES, per package: RT-11, $h5(Jlf;'RSX-11 M, $2;500; RSTS/E, S3,&8lt

and the statement

PART Z . . . in next issue.

To keep pace with DEC's new micro line-up and reduced operating systems
license fees, we are lowering the prices for the source code licenses of our

Since 1979, TBS has been providing the accounting needs for a diverse
DEC customer base, from OEM's and accountants to scientific/engineering
and industrial companies. In a recent independent survey, 90% of our users
were very satisfied with performance and support.
Contact our California offices and find out why.

THETA
BUSlnESS
SYSTEMS
The Leader 1n PASCAL
Accounting Software

1110 SONORA AVE., No. 106

•

GLENDALE, CA 91201

•

(213) 242-7981or245-0917
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THE ELEMENTS OF SOFIWARE SUPPORT:
THE SOFIWESS OF SOFIWARE
By John M. Gram. Data Processing Design, Inc., Placentia. CA

In the last issue I began a series on supporting software
products. To be perfectly honest. committing my ideas (and
ideals) to print frightens me. My fear lies primarily in the
gap that exists between what can be done in supporting
software and my ability (or inability) to make it happen. I'm
sure this is a common apprehension. In some cases, corporate restraints can also limit your accomplishments. But
even if you were a superhuman with the greatest ability. too
many difficulties would creep into your best efforts. Do not
be discouraged. These efforts must be made, regardless Of
what Impact company policies. or politics. may have upon
them. Effort should be made to begin a dialogue. to encourage a vision for better products and education in their
use, to make clearer appropriate roles for both client and
vendor. While the difficult support issues are dealt with
every day. the impossible ones take just a little longer. My
hope is that this series will influence you to join me in attacking the problems related to the support of software.
As we begin this series we must consider the nature Of
the product and its means of distribution. Software has
been appropriately named. It seems to be in:tangible, yet its
value is without question. References to software are
becoming commonplace. Even Sony has begun to market a
laser disk for audio play. referring to the music on the
"records" as software. Yet if you try to explain what software is to someone unfamiliar with computing you'll be
amazed at how difficult it is. You might think that anything
of value. something nearly intangible, must certainly be
complicated to support. Or is it?
For years software was given away by manufacturers Of
computers. In the earlier days Of computing no one would
have bought a computer for its programmable potential. The
relative expense and rarity of computers called for an upand-running product. Software is, after all, necessary to
make the mass Of steel and silicone function. And yet, little
software was available other than a basic operating system.
a few utilities. and perhaps a FORTRAN compiler. As computers continue their migration from laboratories and
research centers into everyday businesses. the demand that
computers be adequately equipped with software increases.
However, the software will not come without cost. Nor will
the software cost be hidden in the hardware profit. As the
demand for more sophisticated software increased, so did
the demand for more powerful hardware to run it on. The
increase in technological advances led to specialization and
the division of hardware and software products. This attitude in the marketplace opened up new opportunties for
companies specializing in software.
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Digital has always seemed most interested in providing
hardware. Typically, they rely on their distributors to add
value to the hardware they sell. The added value is application software. This does not mean that Digital does not provide software; they do. However. their primary business is
selling machines. And, for the most part, the software they
provide is made up Of operating systems. utilities and
languages. Specific applications are largely left to independent distributors. As computers are becoming more commonplace. the quality and sophistication of software products continues to increase naturally through competitive
marketing.
Manufacturers have begun to "unbundle" software
from the purchase Of equipment and purchase Of the operating system. Some manufacturers even lease software
(without option to purchase). Salaries Of computer related
prOfessionals have soared, and the willingness to share software without cost has faded. Even the courts (and franchise
tax boards) recognize software as a real product. As these
trends began to develop, software houses began to flourish.
Custom programming began to give way to quality packages, making the price of programming more affordable.
Equipment continues to become less expensive (in relation to capability) while in-house programming of software
continues to increase in cost because Of the manpower required and the salaries commanded. As smaller computers
become more powerful and can handle larger programs and
more data. the possibility Of off-the-shelf packages that also
meet specific requirements will dominate. Nevertheless.
continuing requirements for operator training, on-screen instruction, readable documentation and access to support
centers will be required.
Because software is easily sent through the mail, UPS.
or overnight couriers. the temptation to change it regularly
is appealing. From the perspective of the user. the ease Of
completely updating software leaves little excuse for errors
existing in software for any extended period of time. After
all, many representatives at user sites are experienced in
maintaining programs - that's their job. In a matter of
minutes they can detect failing software. analyze the origin
Of the problem. correct the error and place the new software
into service. No words can capture the frustration these
people feel when they lack source code for vendor provided
software. And, unfortunately, solutions to problems cannot
be provided by the vendor as quickly as an in-house effort
for a home-grown product.
Dealing with customers who also sell and maintain
software products can be exasperating. Especially difficult
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is the discussion with those claiming that their software is
more complicated than yours and they are called upon to
provide immediate fixes. In some environments. such as
manufacturing systems, immediate response is necessary.
However. most vendors Of such software will reluctantly admit that this type Of software costs much more. The initial
startup costs have been bundled into the cost Of the software. And, maintenance costs are usually higher. No. it is
never impossible to solve a software problem. By throwing
enough money and effort at a problem it can be overcome.
But everyone involved must evaluate the costs and ask
themselves honestly how much they are willing to pay for
what they require. In general, if all costs and trade-Offs were
known. less demand for site-specific changes Of software
would occur.
The Payoff Of Software Support.
There are very tangible benefits to vendors who provide
quality software support. The primary long term payoff is
survival. Legitimate businesses that intend to stay in
business must establish standards that they intend to live
by. Why is quality support worthwhile? Several good
reasons that should encourage software houses to emphasize a high level Of support are: it promotes a better
product, it creates a reputation that will sell new products
to existing customers • it provides good references for new
customers, it allows financial growth, and instills good
customer relations.
Hopefully you're committed to the concept that support is necessary and desirable: there are definite payoffs.
But how does a vendor finance the support effort? Actually,
there are several methods. The most important consideration is to remember that some cost can be eliminated by anticipating and budgeting product support. By committing to
support a product during the product planning stages you
reduce more extreme costs involved in excessive patches
and data recovery. Prevention is much less expensive than
cure. Fighting fires is very expensive: it Often means
physically visiting the customer sight, and the expense Of
phone calls (both voice and dial-up). There are hidden costs
in not supporting a product. Don't be deceived. While the
costs may be difficult or impossible to calculate, they are
very real and very great! If expenses must be incurred, why
not spend them in planning and providing support before
product release rather than afterwards.
Secondly, I think that vendors can (and should) include
training costs in the maintenance cost Of their products. At
my company, we charge an annual fee for the support Of
our products. It's not an uncommon thing to do. In that support fee we include some training. This is beneficial because
the educational process eliminates a lot of the need to fight
fires. Training promotes more than a knowledge Of the
product: it also energizes those using the product to more
imaginatively expand its use. Training can also encourage
everyday users to read the documentation. Very Often, users
do not acquire the habit Of reading documentation. Training
does not substitute for judicious use Of manuals. but it does
eliminate much Of the fear and provides instruction in their
proper use. Well trained users reduce the liability in supporting a software product.
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We charge an annual maintenance fee for our products.
We believe that software support is a product itself.
Customers benefit from it, and it is reasonable to expect
payment for it. Just as in selling any other product, it is not
unreasonable to make a profit. Profit is the reward for a job
done well. In general we charge about ten percent of the
product's purchase price as an annual maintenance fee. This
includes software updates, response to problems that are
reported. patches to serious problems, and educational opportunities. We charge for support and our customers
appreciate the service. In general, they consider it a good
investment.
. For small software companies. costs can be reduced by
usmg the same people for both initial training and the support effort. There may be times when this method strains
the available resources - but it does provide an affordable
begi~ning. And it has several benefits. To begin with, by
sharing the on-site training and in-office telephone support
responsibilities. you reduce the amount of traveling required
by your staff. Additionally, your staff gains insight by performing these complementing responsibilities. Invaluable
feedback about what to cover in future training sessions can
eliminate support problems. While this method works well
in early stages for smaller companies. it may make sense to
separate them later as funding allows.
Another way to finance a support staff from humble
beginnings is to sell your product through distributors and
require them to provide training and support. We have
distributors for our products world-wide. This has paid off
in many ways. The agent who sells the product is responsible for the installation. the training and the support
followup. We couldn't sell our software in some places
without the distributor. While this is not necessary for all
sales. customers often feel more secure when a representative is located near them. At times. more adequate training and support can be provided through a distributor in distant areas (especially in other countries). For some. this
proximity is not a major consideration. In fact, some
customers prefer to deal directly with a supplier rather than
worry about coordinating through a third party.

There are drawbacks to distributor programs. Vendors
must scrutinize potential distributors to insure that they
will invest a reasonable amount of their "profit" into staff
for supporting the product. A written agreement between
the producer and the distributor is indispensable. There
must be some avenue for checking up on the quality of service being provided. The aim should be for the distributor to
furnish the same level of support or better than that which
you offer. However. there should be some recourse if the
distributor decides not to support the product. After all,
support means more then just making the sale, it also
means following through after the sale. Distributors do offer the distinct advantage of cutting down on the actual
amount of financial commitment a vendor must make to
develop a support staff - but careful selection of
distributors is advised.
As for the consumer. Your consideration as a recipient
of support is much less complicated, but no less important.
Consideration for the customer often means support versus
no support. You must realize that there are alternatives to
support from the supplier. In many areas of the country
freelance services are available for on site training. Local
distributors will often perform some of the services.
However, as with most things. there are trade-Offs. For the
most part, freelance services are not guaranteed. You get
what you pay for. and you have no way of knowing what
you'll really get beforehand. Then, too. the time honored
users' group can benefit your staff greatly. Users' groups
are handy, since they are located in your general area, but
having employees attend sessions means time out of the office. And while you may consider this a worthwhile trade for
production time. be aware that many users' groups are little
more than company sanctioned gripe sessions. Your best
alternative is the local distributor for the software. He has a
direct responsibility to the supplier, and his own reputation.
if he plans to stay in business. Again. you must decide if the
trade-offs are worthwhile. The distributor's fees may be
lower. and of course he is local. but he may also end his support by the supplier. In short. this means that you will
receive little, if any, information about updates and new
products from the supplier.
Conclusions.

FREE CATALOG OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
AND HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Jensen 's new catalog is jam-packed
with hard-to-find precision tools, tool
kits and test equipment used by electronic technicians, computer manufacturers, scientists, engineers, laboratories and government agencies.
Call or write for your free copy today.

JENSEN TOOLS INC.
7815 S. 46th St. Phoenix, AZ 85040 (602) 968-6231
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Software is a business that can take advantage of the
low cost of the distribution media. It really costs very little
to provide a magnetic tape with updated software.
However. the expense to develop enhancements. provide
adequate testing, and prepare for distribution is substantial.
Once it's completed, the incremental costs of providing that
to customers is small. As vendors. let's take advantage of it.
We'll sell more products and make happier customers. We
must communicate to the users the advantages of sharing
the costs of maintenance and enhancements: they must see
that paying annual maintenance support insures a future
for the product they've already bought.
In the next issue we will discuss planning and preparing
for the support of a software product.
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A challenge from EEC SYSTEMS

Put our softw-are
to the test•••
And learn how to tell the difference between run-of-the-mill
software and software that is really special.
EEC SYSTEMS SETS THE
STANDARDS FOR QUALITY
DEC*COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE
D EEC SYSTEMS has quickly
become one of the leading
software houses specializing in
DEC compatible products , and
for good reason . ALL of our software offers DEC users something really special at affordable
prices , with excellent after
sales support .
D Let us help you become a
discriminating DEC user. Read
about some of our products
below and call today for complete details.

LEX-11 WPDP
THE LEADER OF THE PACK. A product so fast . flexible and powerful
that our competitors "quake in their
boots " when they see us coming .
0 LEX-11'" is the only software product that can offer these advanced
features . all in one software
package: full screen editing, onscreen formatting , easy English
language commands . one stroke
key functions. true multiple column
text entry , complete flexibility to
change function keys , custom
menus. spelling checker, desk diary,
graphics. list processing, visual
calculator fully integrated with
editing , compatibility with DEC software ... and much , much more .
D LEX-11 is available on the following
operatin..,q systems: RT-11 * . TSX-PLus· .
RSTS/E , RSX-11M*.IAS~IDRIS•• .
UNIXt (POP-11 *and VAX*), VMS*
NOW UNDER P/OS*

PHONE US FOR A DEMONSTRATION
BY MODEM IN YOUR OFFICE TODAY
"-EX· 11 I• the 1'9gletered tr8demattl of ACE Systems.
·rsx ii tM rwig+ater.ct trad9m&ril ot SIH Syse..-nt inc: .
.. IORIS le the "'1gltt919d trlldrlfn.tl of Whtt•rnlth Ltd.
tUNIX la the> l"'Clr.t.ed trw:tern.R or Beil Lab9.
•DEC. LEX·11, POP.ft, YAX. VMS. AT-11 , RSX. RSTSIE.
IAS. P/OS .,. the rwgiltered trad9mwtta of CMgttel

Catch23
FOR THE 11 /23 USERS. A NEW ADDITION TO THE FAMILY THAT HAS
SET THE DEC WORLD BUZZING .
0 Do you feel caught out , holding
the bag with your 18 bit device
controllers? Do you think you have
to get rid of obsolete hardware
before you can add up to 4 mbytes
of memory with 22 bit addressing?
CATCH-23 provides a brilliant but
inexpensive solution . With CATCH-23
your 18 bit 0-bus controllers can
function as 22 bit. CATCH-23 can
also convert Unibus machines to 22
bit systems.
Give PLUS POWER to your 11/23 today !

Dache11m
GIVE YOUR RSX 11 M SYSTEM
RACING STRIPES.
O DACHE 11 M is a memory disc
block cache which increases
system performance up to 70% .
File access is visibly faster with
the transparent action of the "in
memory" block cache.

WizDisc 11m
PERFORMING MAGIC
FOR RSX USERS
O WIZ DISC 11M is a software package allowing main system memory
to be used as a solid state disc .
Instantaneous access to files and
overlayed programs located in the
memory disc guarantees a dramatic
increase in system performance.

Multi Disc 11 m
CLEVER SOLUTIONS TO TROUBLING
PROBLEMS FOR RSX USERS.
0 MULTI DISC 11M can make multiple discs appear as if they were one
contiguous area of file space . Disc
seek time is reduced and bad disc
blocks may be bypassed .

- - · Co<p.
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Accounts 11 m
RELIEF FOR THE RSX
SYSTEMS MANAGER
0 ACCOUNTS 11M allows for the accurate recording of resource
demands placed on a system and
resource billing with individual
report generation. Each account
record , includes information on
processor time, terminal session
time , memory utilization and disc
transfers . System managers can
easily control costs as well as limit
the use of system resources.

ICE 11m
MAKE YOUR RSX SYSTEM
MORE USER FRIENDLY
0 With our new interactive command line editor, you can edit com·
mand lines before or after their
execution. Command lines can be
recalled, edited and automatically
re-issued.

RJ·11COBOL
0 An enhanced ANSl-74 COBOL
COMPILER and runtime system with
supporting programs. It offers unbelievable speed, compactness and
special features at a price that is
truly remarkable . TIME-SHARING
COBOL is now available. RJ-11 COBOL
runs on RT-11, TSX-PLUS , and
RSTS/E operating systems .. .
RSX and VMS coming soon.

~
~
EEC SYSTEMS INC.
Dept. TOP , Millbrook Park , 327/E Boston Post Rd.
Sudbury, MA 01776

FOR SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
FROM EEC SYSTEMS INC.
CALL (617)443- 5106/6376

MAPGRF
By Kelly Felkins, Police ·Data Systems. Dublin. CA
The MAPGRF program examines a
map created by the task builder and
generates a graph of that task. The
graph consists of one column for each
segment of the task. with the starting
position and length of each program
section and module relative to the total
addressing space. The graph is similar to

the drawings found in the Task Bulder
manual, but contains much more
information.
You may wonder how this graph is
useful considering that all of this
information is already available in the
map file. There are several reasons.
First of all, it is hard to visualize the

TERMINALS
VT100's
VT101 's
VT102 's
LA 12's
LA34's
LA36's
LA50's
LA 100's
LA 120's
LA 180's
TI810 's
TI820's
TI850 's

ANNOUNCING
FOR ALL YOUR
DEC ACCESSORIES
& SUPPLIES

(614) 889-0810

SCHERERS
6145 SCHERERS PL.
DUBLIN, OH 43017
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structure of a task even though you may
be familiar with task builder maps.
Except for the section in the beginning
that shows the overlay segments, the
task builder map is simply data. not
graphic. Also. the lines which describe
sections and modules are not in order of
increasing or decreasing addresses. The
ODL file gives some idea of overlay
structure. but references to libraries
and other ODL files can cause confusion.
The graph can aid in overlay design.
By displaying overlay segments in graph
form, errors in ODL files are easily found.
Deciding how to overlay. or finding
modules to clean up in a task that
exceeds memory is easier because the
graph shows this information relative to
the address space.
The MAPGRF program will run as is
or can be compiled/TSK. To run the
program, first make sure the map you
want to graph is available. Then type:
RUN MAPGRF
The program responds with:
Enter MAP file name?
Enter the name of the map file to
graph. The default extension is MAP.
The program continues with:
Enter memory increment?
This is the number of bytes to use
for each line of the graph. The larger the
number the smaller and less detailed
the graph. A good number to start with
is 256. The program continues with:
W[ide] or N[arrow] terminal
< N>?
Enter W for 132 column terminals
or N for 80 column terminals.
At this point the program starts
processing the map file. The name of
each segment is printed as it is
processed. When all segments have
been processed, the program starts
printing the graph. The graph is printed
in sections that can be taped together
for full effect.
This program works only on RSTS
7.2 but originally was developed on 7.1.
For version 7.2, the taskbuilder map file
format was changed from RMS sequential variable to RSTS terminal format
files. Some other minor changes were
made to the map file.
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== == ==== ===== == ======= === ========= ==== ========== === == =::: =::::: ::::: ::::: === ::::::::: === =::::::
$ I MAPGRF.TXT 1/10/83 Kelly D. Felkins
BASIC

TSK-IET~

READY
OLD MAPGRF
READY
L IST
MA PG RF

13:55
10 - Jan- 83
, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• &

&

I
MA PG RF. B2S
Kell y D. Felkins

&
12/5/82

&
&

NETWORKING FACILITY
For LSls & PDP-11 s
Running RT-11, TSX or TSX-Plus

This progr am produces a graphic representation of a map &
I produced by the task builder .
!

&

&

1••························································ ···· &
&

2

ON ERROR GOTO 19000

800

MAP (IN) IN .L INE$=57
! RECORD INPUT FROM MAP FILE
MAP (IN) IN. SECTION $=6, FILL $=24, IN. BASE$=6, FILL$=1 ,
IN . SIZE$:6 , FILL$:8 , IN. MODULE$=6
MAP (IN) IN.SEGMENT$:8

&

MAP (WRK) WRK . RECORD$: 14
I RECORD IN WORK FILE
MAP ( WRK) WRK. MODU L E$:6, WRK. MODULE. FLAG$: 1 ,
WRK.SECTION.FLAG$: 1 , WRK.SECTIOll $: 6
MAP (WRK) WRK. SEGMENT . BASE% , WRK. SEGMENT . TOP% , WRK. SEGMENT$:6

&

900

DIM #1, WRK$( 128, 1024) =1 4

&

1000

! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• &
&

\

810

\

MA I N

C 0 DE

&
&
&

&
&
&

&

!
&
! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• &
1010

! INITI ALIZATION

111 1111111 11111 111 • 1 111tttt•ttttt•• 1 •111111• 11

&

IN% = 2%

&

1020

OPEN " MAPGRF. TMP " FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 1% , RECORDSIZE 520% ' 12%

&

1030

LIN PUT " Enter MAP file name"; F$
F$ = F$+". MAP " UNLESS INSTR(1%,F$, " . " )
OPEN F$ FOR INPUT AS FILE IN%

&
&

INPUT " Enter memory increment " ; MEMORY. STEP%
INPUT "W[ide] o r N[ arrow] terminal <N> "; T$
T$ = " N" UNLESS LEtl( T$)
T$ : " N " IF T$<> " N " AND T$<> "W "
COLUMNS% = 4% IF T$: " N"
COLUMNS% = 8% IF T$= " W"

&
&
&
&

I SEARCH FOR SEGMENT

&

\
\
10 40

\
\
\
\
\
2000

tt••••••••••t••••t•tttt•t••tttt•t•ttt•tttt

INPUT LINE #IN%, IN. L INE$
INPUT LINE #IN% , IN . L INE$
I SKIP OVER PAGE BREAK
FOR I %= 1% TO 5%
IF IN. L INE$=FF
GOTO 2000 IF IN. SEGMENT$<>
I SEARCH FOR SEGMENT START
" " ' Root" AND IN.SEGMENT$<> " ' " Segm"
20 10

I PROCESS SEGMENT •

11 • • • • 1 ••1 1111111 •111• 1 •• • • • • • 1 •• • • • • • 1111 • 1

GOTO 2020 IF SEGMEllT%=0%
WRK. RECO RD$ = WRK$( SEGMENT% ,0%)
WRK. SEGMENT . BASE% = SEGMENT . BASE%
WRK. SEGMENT. TOP% = SEGMENT. TOP%
WRK$(SEGMENT%,O%) = WRK.RECORD$
2020

\
\
\

2 100

SEGMENT% = SEGMENT% + 1%
SEGMENT.BASE%, SEGMENT.TOP% = 0%
WRK.RECORD$ = " "
WRK$( SEGMENT%, I%) : WRK. RECORD$ I INIT SEGMENT IN WRK FILE
FOR I%=65536. / MEMORY. STEP% TO 0% STEP - 1%
WRK . SEGMENT . BASE%, WRK.SEGMENT.TOP% = 0%
WRK.SEGMENT$ = MID$(IN . LINE$,INSTR(1%,IN.LINE$, " : " )+2%,6%)
WRK$(SEGMENT% , 0%) = WRK.RECORD$ ! SAVE SEGMENT NAME
PRINT "Processing segme n t: " ;WRK. SEGMENT$
LINPUT #IN%, IN. LINE$
I SKIP TO " SECTION" AREA
FOR 1%= 1% TO 10%

\
\
\
\

&
&

&

&
&
&
&

SIZE= FN OCTDEC(IN.SIZE$)
GOTO 2100 UNLESS FNMOD( SIZE, MEMORY. STEP%)>0.
BASE = FNOCTDEC( IN. BASE$)
BASE% = FNMOD(BASE,MEMORY. STEP%)
TOP% = FNMOD(BASE+ SIZE,MEMORY.STEP%)
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• TSX-NET is not just a file transfer utility
-it provides full transparent access to
peripherals on remote systems via user
programs or standard system utilities.
• TSX-NET uses standard serial or multiplexor lines on LSI or PDP systems.
• TSX-NET permits an RT-11 or TSX-Plus
system to transfer ASCII files to or from
RSTS, RSX, VAX systems or non-DEC
systems such as IBM supporting timesharing lines.
• TSX-NET is very economical on system
overhead to facilitate OEM/ Service
Bureau support of remote users.

&
&
&
&

&

For detailed Product Description with
configuration illustration options and
pricing, call or write:

&

&

&
&
&
&

&
&

&
&

I PROCESS " SECTION " SECTION ••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••• &
&
INPUT LINE #IN% , IN . LINE$
&
I SKIP OVER PAGE BREAK
INPUT LINE #IN%, IN. LINE$
FOR 1%=1% TO 5%
IF IN. LINE$:FF
GOTO 20 10
! STUMBLED ON TO A NEW SEGMENT
IF IN.SEGMENT$=" " ' Root" OR IN.SEGMENT$="" ' Segm"
GOTO 2000 IF IN. LINE$:CR+LF
I END OF " SECTION " SECTION

2110

&

• TSX-NET is used by OEMs, Labs, Universities and all types of businesses in
over 350 locations in 14 countries
around the world.

&
&
&

&

mmmm

Glenn A. Barber & Associates, Inc.
15010 Ventura Blvd., Suite 302
Sherman Oaks. CA 91 403
Telephone: (213) 907-6622
TSX-NET • is a lrademark of Glenn A Barber & Assoc1a les. Inc RT· I I • . RSTS••.
VAX• . LSI • and PDP • are !he registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corpora11on
TSX• and TSX· Plus · are the registered lrademarks of S & H Computer Syslems. Inc

&

&
&
&
&
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I LOAD TOP ADDRESS
SEGMENT . BASE% = BASE% IF BASE%<SEGMENT. BASE% OR
SEGMENT. BASE%=0% UNLESS BASE%=0%
SEGMENT. TOP% = TOP% IF SEGMENT . TOP% <TOP%
2120
\
\

GOTO 2150 IF IN . SECTION$=""
LOOKING FOR A SECTION
FOR I%=BASE:I TO TOP%-1%
WRK. RECORD$ = WRK$( SEGMENT%,!%)

2 130

WRK . SECTION$ = IN. SECTION$
IF !%=BASE%
IF WRK. SECTION. FLAG$="" THEN
WRK.SECTION . FLAG$ = " I"
ELSE WRK. SECTION. FLAG$ = n e n
WRK.RECORD$

\
\

WRK$( SEGMENT%,!%)
NEXT I%
GOTO 2100

2150
\

FOR !%=BASE% TO TOP%-1%
I MUST BE A flODULE
WRK. RECORD$
WRK$(SEGMENT% , !%)

2160

WRK.MODULE$
RIGHT$( "
"+TRM$(IN.MODULE$),
LEN(TRM$(IN . MODULE$)))
IF I%:BASE%
IF WRK. MODULE. FLAG$="" THEN
WRK. MODULE . FLAG$ : •:"
ELSE WRK. MODULE. FLAG$ = n e n

2140

2 170

\
\
3000

DO NEXT SECTION

WRK.RECORD$

WRK$( SEGMENT%, I%)
NE XT !%
GOTO 2100

! PR I NT THE REPORT

DO NEXT MODULE

&
&
&

&
&
&

•ttttttttttttt1111 11 111ttttttttttt t t t t t t t t t t

START. COLUMN% = 1%
END. COL UMN% = COLUMNS%
GOTO 3020
30 10
\

START.COLUMN% = END.COLUMN%+1%
END.COLUMN%
START.COLUM11%+COLUMNSS-1%

3020

SEGMENT% IF SEGMENT%< END. COLUMN%
END. COLUMN%
BASE%, TOP%
0%
PRINT FF
PRINT"
" ;
FOR !%:START. COLUMN% TO END. COLUMN%
WRK.RECORD$ = WRK$(1%,0%)
BASE:I = WRK.SEGMENT . BASE% IF WRK . SEGMENT.BASE%<BASE% OR
BASE%=0% UNLESS WRK . SEGMENT . BASE%=0%
TOP% = WRK. SEGMENT. TOP% IF WRK . SEGMENT. TOP%>TOP%
PRINT USING "==== ' CCCCC====
",TRM$ ( WRK . SEGMENT$);
NEXT I%
PRINT

\
\
\
\
\
\

3030

\
\

15000

FOR I= BASE% TO TOP%
U$
FORMAT$(I " MEMORY.STEP%, "#####
")
U$ = U$+WRK$(J%, I)+ "
FOR J%:START. COLUMN% TO END. COLUMN%
PRINT TRM$(U$)
NEXT I
GOTO 32000 IF END. COLUMN%=SEGMENT%
GOTO 30 10

&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

f •••••••••• • ••••• •• ••••••••• • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •
I

F UNCT I 0 NS

&

1••····························································
15100

DEF FNOCTDEC (OC$)

CONVERT OCTAL STRING TO DEC!- &
MAL NUMERIC
&
&

U$ = EDIT$(0C$,-1%)
U% = LEN( U$)
DEC
0.
DEC= DEC+VAL(MID$(U$,U% - V%+1%,1%)) • 8.'(V$-1%)
FOR V%=1% TO U%
FNOCTDEC = DEC
FNEND

INT (( NUMB+BASE%/2. )/BASE:I)
ROUND NUMBER TO INTEGER WITH
I NEW BASE

15200

DEF FNMOD( NUMB, BASE%)

19000

IF ERR= 11 :I AND ( ERL=2100% OR ERL=2000% OR ERL=2020%) THEN
RESUME 3000

19999

ON ERROR GOTO 0

32000

I\

CLOSE 1%
KILL "MAPGRF.TMP"

32767

END

READY
COM/TSK
READY
DCL
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&
&
&

&
&
&
&

$ RUN 1'..APGRF
Enter MAP file name? DTR
Enter memory increment? 256
W[ ide] or N[arrow] terminal <N>?
Processing segment: DTR
Proce s sing segment: DD
Processing segment: CMPLR
Processing segment: PARSE
Processing segment: HE
Processing segment: AC
Processing segment: TE
Processing segment: RP
Processing segment: PA
Processing segment: INIT
Processing segment: RF
Processing segment: RUNTHI
Processing segment: ME
Processing segment: BE
Processing segment: RMS11
Processing segment: FP
Processing segment: RMSFAB
Processing segment: ROPRFN
Processing segment: RODPYC
Processing segment : R1 CLOS
Processing segment: ROOPFL
Processing segment: RMSCRE
Processing segment: R1CRCK
Processing segment: ROCRFL
Processing segment: R2WPLG
Processing segment: R3WPLG
Processing segment: RO ER FL
Processing segment: ROEXTO
Processing segment: RMOPIN
Processing segment: RMS RAB
Processing segment: RMSSEQ
Processing segment: RMSCD
Processing segment: RMSMIS
Processing segment : R2GUPD
Processing segment: RMSIDX
Processing segment: R3GET
Processing segment: R3PUT
Processing segment: R3PIXC
Processing segment: R3IUDR
Processing segment: R3IUDC
Processing segment: R3BSPL
Processing segment: R3BRRV
Processing segment: R3ALOC
Processing segment: R3ISID
Processing segment : R3ALOC
Processing segment: R3ISDI
Processing segment: R3UIDX
Processing segment: R3IKYI
Processing segment: R3ROOT
Processing segment : R3ALOC
Processing segment: R3MKID
Processing segment: R3UPDA
Processing segment: R3DELE
Processing segment: R3IUDR
Processing segment : R3IUDC
Processing segment: R3BSPL
Processing segment: R3BRRV
Processing segment: R3ALOC
Processing segment: R3ISID
Processing segment : R3ALOC
Processing segment: R3ISDI
Processing segment: R3UIDX
Processing segment: R3IKYI
Processing segment: R3ROOT
Processing segment : R3ALOC
Processing segment: R3MKID

10 2 4
1280
1536
1792
2048
23 04
2560
2 816
307 2
33 2 8
3584
3840
4096
4352
4608
4864
5120
5376
5632
5888
6144
6400
6656
6912
7168
7424
7680

DTR
I. BLK.

DD

::::CMPLR

====PARSE

AL: !AL
:I
CX: ICX
DIVD: I DIVD
:I
:I
FS: IFS
:I

:I
:I
IO: !IO
:I
:!
HS : IMS
:I
RA : IRA

IRTDATA

!RTDATA
I
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7936
8192
8448
8704
8960
9216
9472
9728
9984
10 240
10496
10752
11008
11264
11520
11776
12032
12288
12544
12800
130 56
133 12
13568
13824
14080
14336
14592
14848
15104
15360
15616
15872
161 28
16384
16640
16896
17152
17408
17664
17920
18176
18432
18688
18944
19200
19456
19712
19968
20224
20480
20736
20992
21248
21504
21760
220 16
22272
22528
22784
23040
23296
23552
23808
24064
24320
24576
24832
25088
25344
25600
25856
26 11 2
26368
26624
26880
27136
27392
27648
27904
28160
28416
28672
28928
29184
29440
29696
29952
30208
30464
30720
30976
31232
31488
31744
32000
32256
32512
32768
33024
33280
33536

DI: I
HT: I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I

DD !DD
I
I
I

:I
: I
:I
:I
:I

AS !AS
I
I
CR !CR
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:I
DD: IDDDATA
:I

:I
:I
IO: I IOOV
:I

:I
JIOOV
I

DD ILITRL
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I
:I
:I
DI: IDIDATA
HT: !HT
HT: IH TTBL
:I
:!

:I
:I

DD !STRING
I
I

CD !CD
I
DI IOI
I
I
I
I

:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
CR: !CRDATA
:I
:I
:I
CR: ICRTBL
PF: I PF
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I

PF I PFDATA
I
I

LX: ILX
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
LX: ILXDATA
PR: IPR
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
PU: !PU
:I
I $$ALVC

33792
34048
34304
34560
34816
35072
35328
35584
35840
36096
36352
36608
36864
37120
37376
37632
37888

28416
28672
28928
29 184
29440
29696
29952
30208
30464
30720
30976
3 1232
31488
31744
32000
32256
32512
32768
33024
33280
33536
33792
34048
34304
34560
34816
35072
35328
35584

MS:JINIT
RM: I
I

---- HEHE!HE---I
SH !SH

I
I
I
SH ISHDATA
I

PA

69 12
7168
7424
7680
7936
8192
8448
8704
8960
92 16
9472
9728
9984
10240
10496
10752
11008
11264
11520
11776
12032
12288
12544
12800
13056
13312
13568
13824
14080
14336
14592
14848
15104
15360
15616
15872
16128
16384
16640
16896
17152
17408
17664
17 920
18176
18432

:I
:I
:I
:I
RC: !R C
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
SC: !SC
:I
:I
SC: ISCDATA
:I
TC: IT C

----

AC ---AC: !AC
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
AC: JA CDATA
AE: JAE
AG: IAGTBL
:I
AH: !AH
AP: !AP
AP: IAPTBL
:I
AT: !AT
:I
:I
:I
AV: ! AV
:I
:I
:I
:I
AC: ILITRL

!NIT ====
IRTDATA

TE ---• TPA RS: I . BLK •
I
TE !TE

----

I
I
TE I $STATE
I
I $$RESL

RF

!!NIT

----

RP ---PB: !PB
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
PB: I PBDATA
RP: !RP
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
RP: IRPTBL

====RUNTIM====

AR: !AR
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A_

the cost
.... effective
DEC/IBM
interconnect

en

-Your DEC computer has more cost-effective things to do
than function as a processor for your IBM
· communications. Save
valuable computing
capacity by handling
your interconnect
i!
workload with COM~ BOARD.
'
-COMBOARD is a
16 bit CPU based single
board computer that
•
plugs into your DEC
UNIBUST•. Then the
COMBOARD, not the
DEC host, handles all
the real-time interrupts
and protocol processing associated with
data communications .

:a
0

~
.-II

0
-

U

- T o your operators ,
COMBOARD is a reliable package that
maintains the current
number of on-line
users.
- T o your users ,
COMBOARD is a
simple, efficient link to
IBM or CDC systems
for job and data
transfer.
.- T o your management, COMBOARD is
a cost effective solution to a troublesome
problem .
-COM BOARD
models 631 , 731 and
1231 support transfer
rates from 2400 to
56,000 bps, and are the
leaders in DEC to IBM
or CDC interconnects.

18688
18944
19200
19456
19712
19968
20224
20480
20736
20992
21248
21504
21760
22016
22272
22528
22784
23040
23296
23552
23808
24064
24320
24576
24832
25088
25344
25600
25856
26112
26368
26624
26880
27136
27392
27648
27904
28160
28416
28672
28928
29184
29440
29696
29952
30208
30464
30720
30976
31232
31488
31744
32000
32256
3251 2
32768
33024
33280
33536
33792
34048
34304
34560
34816
3507 2
35328
35584
35840
36096
36352
36608
36864
37120
37376
37632
37888

:I
:I

:I
:I
:I
:I

:I
:I

Cll: ICN
:I
:I

:I
:I
:I
:I
:I

:I
:I

:J
:I
:I

CN : JCNTBL
CO: JCO
:I
ED: JED
:I
:I

:I
:I

EX: JEX
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I

EX: IEXDATA
:I
RS: IRS
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
RU: IRU
:I
:I
:I
RW: IRW
:I
:I
:I

CM ICM

PA I PA
I

I

I

OF IDF
I
I
ML IML
I

OP JOP
IN llN
I

llNIT
I

I

PA I PATBL

I

IN: llNTBL
TL: ITL
:I
:I

RF: IRF
:I

:I
:I
:I
:I
:I

RF: IRFDATA

For more details
dial toll free --

1-800-SRC-DATA
In Ohio, dial --

1-614-421-2094

SOFTWARE
RESULTS
CORPORATION

2887 Silver Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43211
TWX 810-482-1631
COMBOARD '" So ftware Res ult s

Corporat ion
DEC UNIBU S'" Digital
Equ ipment Corp orati on
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6912
7168
7424
7680
7936
8192
8448
8704
8960
9216
9472
9728
9984
10240
10496
10752
11008
11264
11520
11776
12032

----

BE

====RMS11

FP

IRTDATA
I
I
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12288
12544
12800
13056
133 12
1356 8
13824
14080
14336
145 92
14848
1510 4
15360
156 16
15872
16128
16384
16640
16896
17152
17408
17664
17920
18176
18432
18688
18944
19200
19456
197 12
19968
2022 4
20480
20736
20992
21248
21504
21760
22016
22272
22528
22784
23040
23296
23552
23808
24064
24320
24576
24832
25088
25344
25600
25856
26112
26368
26624
26880
27136
27392
27648
27904
28160
28416
28672
28928
29 184
29440
29696
29952
30208
30464
30720
30976
31232
31488
31744
32000
32256
32512
32768
33024
33280
33536
33792
34048
34304
34560
34816
35072
35328
35584
35840
36096
36352
36608
36864
37120
37376
37632
37888

38144
38400
38656
38912
39 168
39424
39680
39936
40192
40448
40704
40960

38 144
38400
38656
38912
39168
39424
39680
39936

FP I FP

====RMSFAB====
ROCLCM: I ROCLCM
RO REOP: I ROREOP
:I
:I

====ROPRFN====

====RODPYC====

====R 1CL 0S== ==

ROASLN: IROASLN
ROPRFN: I ROPRFN
ROXPFN: I ROXPFN

RODPYC: I RODPYC
:I
:I

ROEXTD: IROE XTD
R1CL OS: I R1CLOS
R1 NXBK: I R1NXBK

Attention DEC™, PDP™/VAX™ Users:

Break Through
Data
try Barriers

The Viking Forms Manager (VFM) gives you power to do interactive
data entry quickly and accurately. VFM's on-line screen format gen·
erator creates forms which let you validate data as it is entered. You
can check data immediately rather than wading through tedious
batch reports tomorrow. Under VFM, correction is fast and precise; a
real breakthrough for data entry.

If errors and poorly designed interactive forms have data entry run·
ning into a brick wall, call about VFM today ... and prepare for the
Viking conquest.

Viking Software Services
2800 Center Building
2815 East Skelly Drive Suite 816
Tulsa Oklahoma 74105

(916) 745-6550

ME: !ME

BE: ! BE

:I
: I

:I
:I
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:I

40192
40448
40704

39168
39424
39680
39936
40192
40448
40704
40960

::::ROOPFL====
ROMFNB: IROMFNB
:I

39168
39424
39680
39936
40192
40448
40704
40960
41216
41472
417 28

=== =R2WPLG=== =

====R3WPLG====

R2BFMT: I R2BFMT
R2WPLG: I R2WPLG

ROEXTD: IROEXTD
R3WPLG: I R3WPLG
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I
:I

:1

===:RMOPIN====
38144
38400
38656
38912
39168
39424
39680
39936
40192
40448
40704
40960
41216
41472
41728
41984
42240
42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288

RO IN IT:
R10PFL:
R20PFL
R3RPLG

41472
41728
41984
42240
42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

====RMSRAB====
ROFREE: IROFREE
:I

R1 RLBK: IR1 RLBK

====R1CRCK====

====ROCRFL====

R1 CRCK: IR1 CRCK
:I
R2CRCK: I R2CRCK
R3CRCK: lli3CRCK
:I
:I

ROMFNB: IROMFNB
RO RECR : I RO RECR
: I
:I
:I

====ROERFL====
RO ER FL: I RO ER FL
ROMFNB: I ROMFNB

====RMS SEQ====

====ROEXTO====
RO EXTD: I RO EXTD
:I
ROEXTO: IROEXTO
:I
:I
:I
P.2BFMT: I R2BFMT

====RMSCD

ROEXTD: IROEXTD
R1GBLD: IR1 GBLD
:I
:I
:I
R1 GET: IR1 GET

I. BLK.
!R1 0PFL
IR 20PFL
!R3RPLG
I

R1NXBK: I R1 NXBK
R1 PBLD: IR1 PBLD
:I
:I
R1 PSET: IR1 PSET
R1PUNR: IR1PUNR
R1RLBK: IR1RLBK
R1UBLD: IR1UBLD

ROCCLN:
R1CONP:
R2CON P:
R3CONP:

::::RMSMIS::::
38912
39168
39424
3%80
39936
40192
40448
40704
40960
41216
41 472
41728
41984
42240
42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544

====RMSCRE====

:I
:I

====R2GUPD====
ROEXTD: IROEXTD
R2BFMT: IR2BFMT
R2EXTD : I R2EXTD
R2FIND: I R2FIND
:I
:I
R2GET: I R2GET
R2GSET: I R2GSET
R2IOCK: IR2IOCK
R2 PSET: ! R2 PSET
R2PUT: IR2PUT
R2UPDA: IR 2UPDA

====RMSIDX====
ROCMKY: I ROCMKY
:I
R3FNDR: IR3FNDR
R3FPAT: IR3FPAT

R3SDBK: !R3SDBK
:I
R3FRKE: IR3FRKE
:I
:I
R3FRRV: IR3FRRV
R3GET: I R3GET
R3GRPT: I R3GRPT
R3GTRE: I R3GTRE
R3POSR: IR3POSR
:I
:I
:I
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====R3PIXC====

====R3IUDR====

R3DLSI: I R3DLSI
:I
R3FRRV: IR3FRRV
R3PIXC: IR3PIXC

R3IUDR: IR3IUDR
:I
:I

42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

41472
41728
41984
42240
42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032

====R3BSPL====

====R3BRRV====

====R3ALOC====

R3DSPL: !R3llSPL

R3~RRV: IR3 llRRV
:I
R3URRV: IR3URRV

RO EXTD: ! RO EY.TD
R3ALOC: IR3AL OC
:I
:I
:I

====R3AL0C====

====R3ISDI====

ROEXTD: IROEXTD
:I
R3ALOC: IR3ALOC
:!
:I
:I

R31SDI: IR3ISDI
:I
R3SSPL: I R3SSPL

====R3ROOT====

====R3ALOC====

R3ROOT: IR3ROOT

ROEXTD: IROEXTD
R3ALOC: IR3ALOC
:I
:I
:I

====R3DELE====
R3DELE: I R3DELE
:I
R3DLSI: I R3DLSI

====R3IUDR====
R3IUDR: IR3IUDR
:I
:I
:I

R3FRRV: I R3FRRV
R3PIXC: IR3PIXC
R3SKDL: IR3 SKDL

4~288

44544
44800

====R3UIDX====
R3IKEY: IR3IKEY
:I
:I
R3UIDX: I R3UIDX

====R3ISID====
R31SID: IR3ISI!l
:I
:!

====R3IKYI====

R3IKYI: IR3IKYI
R3KSPL: IR3KSPL
:I
: I

====R3MKID====

====R3UPDA====
R3UPDA: IR3UPDA
:I
:I
R3USET: IR3USET

RO EXTD: ! RO EXTD
R3ALOC: IR3ALOC
:I
:I
:I
R3MKID: I R3MKID
:I
:I

====R3IUDC====

= == =R3 BSPL= = = =

R3IUDC: IR3IUDC
:I
:I
R3IUDI: IR3IUDI
:I

R3 BSPL: I R3 BSPL
:I

====R3ISID====
R3ISID: IRFSID
:I
:I
:I

====R3ALOC====

====R3GET

R3FROO: I R3FROO

RORWBI: IROR\IBI
:I

==== R3PUT ---R3 PSET: I R3 PSET
R3PUT: IR3PUT
:I
:I

I ROCCLN
IR1CONP
I R2CON P
IR3CONP

42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

====R3IUDC====

R3IUDC: IR3IUDC
:I
:I
R3IUDI: IR3IUDI
:I

42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

42496
42752
43008
43264
43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

43520
43776
44032
44288
44544
44800

=== =R3BRRV== ==

====R3ALOC====

R3BRRV: I R3BRRV
:I
:I
R3URRV: IR3URRV

ROEXTD: IROEXTD
:I
R3ALOC: IR3ALOC
:I
:I

====R3ISDI====

====R3UIDX====
R3 IKEY: I R3IKEY
:I
:I
R3UIDX: IR3UIDX

R3ISDI: I R3ISDI
:I
R3SSPL: I R3SSPL

====R3AL0C====
RO EXTD: I RO EXTD
:I
R3ALOC: IR3ALOC
:I
:I

ROEXTD: IROEXTD
R3ALOC: I R3ALOC
:I
:I
:I

====R3IKYI====

====R3ROOT====

R3IKYI: IR3IKYI
R3KSPL: IR3K SPL
:!
:I
:I

R3ROOT: IR3ROOT
:I

====R3MKID====
:I
:I
R3MKID: I R3MKID
:I
:I

II
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MACRO AND
THE CLASSROOM
By Alan Hagerman
4th Semester Student
Williamsport Area Community College
Williamsport PA

Amidst almost every computer science
curriculum is at least one class on
assembler. Future applicaton programmers view it as a neccessary lower life
form . People who like to deal with the
simpler things in life {1 'sand O's) get upset
at the application programmer's opinion.
At the Williamsport Area Community College we are offering MACR0-11 for the
first time. I thought I might share some of
the enlightening experience we enjoyed
on ... The Road to MACROMANIA.
One of the first decisions to be made
was under which Run Time System we
wanted to execute our MACRO. RSTS/E
supports MACRO under both RT-11 and
RSX. Both offer the same instruction set
but each offers a different set of directives.
RT-11 directives are aimed at 1-0 and
monitor interaction through manipulating
the FIRQB and the XRB. RSX directives are
aimed at more powerful programming
{library usage, AST control, etc.).
After very careful consideration of all
factors involved and a lengthy deliberation,
we chose to execute under RSX for one
main reason. In our mostly futile attempt
to do 1-0 to our CRT's, we located copies of
two articles written by Bob " Macro man "
Meyer on RSTS 1-0 which happened to use
RSX. Much to our mental relief and Mr.
Meyer's credibility. these routines worked!!
{see the RSTS Professional. May 1980).
These routines also indirectly solved
another problem we had. How will our
students be able to debug their MACRO
programs? Because of time limitations and
our inexperience we ruled out ODT. Our inexperience also ruled out attempting a
dump MACRO. However. since we are
under RSX. we have to use the task
builder. So, after consulting the task
builder manual. we decided to include the
/PM switch. This will give our students a
'post-mortem dump'.{Gee. that sounds
fatal!) For all of those who are interested. a
post-mortem dump is an 'almost' snapshot
of the user job area at the time that the
program terminates abnormally. This
dump is placed in an unformatted binary
file called PMDxxx.PMD where xxx is the

current job number. To view the contents
of the .PMD file you must run a system
program called PMDUMP. {See your RSTS
Systems User's Guide for more information.) This formats the file and will
generate another file of the same name
but with a '. L.5T' extension. The '.L.5T' file
contains your user job area in octal, your
LUN table information. the stack. and all of
the registers. This listing will give the student at least some of the information he
needs to debug the program.
The content of a new course and the

direction of the material depends mostly
on the students' background. At W.A.C.C.
most of our students have assembler in
their second semester and thus only have
one semester of high level language. They
normally get their exposure to basic
operating system principles in their third
semester. Therefore at the time they take
the course. the students have very little
concept of the computer environment.{ No
virginia. it"s not magic!!) This places our
course in the precarious position of presen.. . continued on page 13Z

$12,000

$27,000

$15,500

$8,350

16-line
MUX

$4 ,350

$5,600

$2,550

300 LPM
Printer

$8 ,350

$10,400

$5 ,250

VAX 750
System

$1 20 ,000

$76,000

call now for a quote
or a free product catalog.

(800) 854-7488
In California: (714) 966-1661
Telex : 183519 CCG CSMA

CCC

Visit us at NCC, Booth P7940
and DEXPO/EAST, Booth 615

CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER
GROUP, INC.

3303 Harbor Boulevard , Su ite K-11
Costa Mesa, California 92626

" DEC Is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
"DG is a trademark of Data General Corporation .
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ADVANCED EDT - Part 3
By Jeffrey Gold, CITIBANK, NA. New York. NY
I found David Spencer's article "EDT Extended With An
Initializer File" (DEC Professional, Vol. 1. No. 3 and Vol. 2.
No. 1) both well written and informative. There is however.
some additional information which I believe your readers
would find valuable.
1.0 LOGICAL NAMES
EDT uses two logical names to locate the initializer file
(EDTINI) and the help file (EDTHELP). The current defaults
are:
EDTINI = SYSSDISK:EDTINl.EDT
EDTHELP = SYSSHELP:EDTHELP.HLB

You may redefine these using the DCL ASSIGN command. The advantages of doing this include:
1.
You can place the files in any directory and call
them anything you wish (i.e., ASSIGN
SYS$MANAGER:SYSEDTINl.ALT EDTINI).
2.
You do not need a separate copy of the initializer
file in each sub-directory.
3.
A group of people can access the same file by
placing the ASSIGN statement in their
LOGIN.COM files. The logical names may be
defined group-wide or system-wide, too. This
simplifies files management, as only a single
copy of the file must be updated to effect a
change.
4.
You may have multiple initializer files. used for
different purposes. The "active" copy may be
changed by re-defining its logical name.

Example:
CNTLA/ A is recognized by EDT as key 45, CNTL/B as
key 46, GOLD-CTRL/ A as key 76, and GOLD-A as key 136.
The keypad number is always used when searching
through the EDT keypad help file. If you are in keypad help
mode and hit CTRL/ A, EDT will internally generate a
search for the text "KEYPAD VT100 45." EDT V3.0 does
have some limitations:
1.
EDT will not translate certain characters in the
75-200 range into their key code equivalents.
This includes: numbers (0-9) and lower case (a-z)
characters.
2.
Some control characters are passed to the terminal driver without translation: (CTRL-C CTRL0 CTRL-Q CTRL-S CTRL-Y ESCAPE).
2.3 ADDING OR MODIFYING KEYS
You must always specify the two digit key code,
"CTRL A" cannot be used in place of "45" as in the DEFINE
KEY command. Keypad help mode will not search for any
key value above 74. Therefore. to document any GOLDASCII keys you must place them in a separate help library
module. You might also document "GOLD-char" with the
corresponding "CNTL-char".
3.0 PRESET KEYPAD DEFINITIONS
As a training aid I am including the preset key definitions. These may be examined using the SHOW KEY command.
3.1 EDT V3.0 DEFAULT VT100 KEYPAD

2.0 MODIFYING KEYPAD MODE HELP
Modifying the EDT help file was discussed in Part 2 of
David Spencer's article, "How the EDTHELP.HLP file is
organized."
2. 1 The LIBRARIAN
EDT help text is kept in a help library, organized in
modules. To modify the help text you must extract the correct module as a text file. modify the module using an editor
(EDT of course!), and replace the module in the help library.
Example:
$ Libr /EXT= KEYPAD /OUT= KEYPAD SYSSHELP: = EDTHELP.HLB
$

EDIT KEYPAD.HLP

$ LIBR /REPLACE SYSSHELP:EDTHELP.HLB KEYPAD.HLP

2.2 KEYPAD NUMBERING
Each key on the keypad and the keyboard is assigned
a number. When adding or modifying text for a key. you
must specify its number. The EDT Editor Manual displays
the numbering scheme of the keypad only in Chapter 10:
Redefining Keys. The complete numbering scheme is as
follows:
RANGE

DESCRIPTION

00 - 21
'~ - 43
74
'O

keypad
GOLD keypad
CTRL < Null A-Z [] ' I >
GOLD < ASCII character set

>

CODE

KEY

DEFINITION

52
53
54
57

DEL key
BACKSPACE
TAB key
LINE FEED
Return

D-C.
AH.
AI.
AJ.
AM.

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
PF2 (RED)
PF3 (GREY)
UP ARROW
DOWN ARROW
RIGHT ARROW
LEFT ARROW
PF4

L.

w_

EL.

c.

ADV.
BACK.
CUTSR.
PAGETOP.
( 16L).
APPENDSR.
HELP.

""

-V.
+V.
+C.
-C.
SEL.
D+NL.
DEW .
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NOBODY DELIVERS DEC
CONTROLLERS LIKE PLESSEY.

Because nobody has the range
And we'll back you up with fraction of the cost.
of DEC-compatible controllers our own worldwide network of
Nobody else even comes
and mass storage subsystems factory-trained specialists. They close.
that Plessey has.
can service products from a
For the rest of the story, conControllers, floppies, carvariety of vendors and answer
tact: Plesse_y Peripheral Systems,
tridges, disc packs, Winchesters all your questions about conComputer Products Division,
and magnetic tape, including a figuration, operation or software. 1674 McGaw Avenue, Irvine,
CA 92714. Telephone (800)
proven IA " streamer. All the
You get the responsiveness of
storage you need for your LSl-11, an in-house technician at a
992-8744 or (714) 540-9945.
,_TT'ID CANCITY
PDP-11 or VAX computers.
co•ATlllU lllllYIS
COllTllOU.•
Q·BUS
(Complete subsystems with
~~"!'&21
RX02
PM·XCVJI
RXOJ
~~~~:~~~~~~8~: ~~~:1e~~~~~:~~g~~~~ns1ty
savings of up to 503, too).
Cartridge/
SMD/ MMD:
Just check the chart, then
PM·DCV06A
RK06
CDC PhoeniK CMO Dnve or Ampex DFR9n Series
:~~ ~ :g~~ ~1:: uRpK::~ physical drrves
BOMB CDC 9762 SMD/ BO CDC 9730-BO MMD/
Mon 67MB
RMD2)
RMD2
check us out at (800) 992-8744. PM·DCVD2A
160MB CDC 9730·160 MMD
:~: ~h~~(i' ~~~~/:M~I RM02
RMD5
JODMB CDC 9766 SMD/ 60DMB CDC 9775 FMD/
We can also help your
PM·FCV21
RLOl/02
budgets and your systems with Fi1ed
~~It c!~~:h~ n~1~~:?02~/~ ~~~:~~~~:;
communications multiplexers.
PM.CCVllA
N/A
And with a huge selection of
UNIBUS
~~"!'~i1
memories, typically 303 less
RX02
PM·XCJI
RXOJ
~~~~:~~~rn~8~: ~;~~1e~~l~~Y:O~~~~~nsdy
expensive than the DEC equiv- PM·DC06A
RK06
alents. 32 kbytes to 1 Mbyte.
PM·DCD2A
RM02
BOMB CDC 9762 SMD/BOMB CDC 9730-BO MMD/
ECC, parity and non-parity.
160MB CDC 9730-160MMD
RM05
JODMB CDC 9766 SMD/ 60DMB CDC 9775 FMD/
Ma• 1024MB (4 log<al RMD5)
MOS and non-volatile core.
Tape:
TMll
They're fully DEC-compatible, PM·TCllB
but run up to 303 faster, occupy VAX
MMD (Fiudl:
less space and come with an
PM·DCG03
RMDJ/
l°~g~~~Jii8M~%\~tl:B9~~ g~fi\~ M~PR'd~1"' RMOJ"
Max 2D48MB (8 log<al RMD5)
RMD5/
RMBO
lo~ical
extensive I-year warranty.
IMllLA~

512K8per drive (12)
1024KB per dnve (•2)

Disc

8

(32, 64, or 96MB ea)

1

(I ~goca l

(268MB total)
Max 2 physical dnves/ 4 logical RM05 (1024MB total)

(also any CDC·compat1ble SMD inter1ace)

(W"inchtster):

lndustry·standard , Seagate technology interfaced S 25"
Wmchesler drives wilh buffered seek

Min 10 4MB (1 RL02 or 2 RLOI)

Cipher 'Quarterback'

20MB per 45().tt cart11dge

4

Tape:

51 2KB per d11ve (1t2)
1024KB per drrve (1t2)

Oise Cartri<lae:

CDC Phoenix CMD Onve or Ampex OFR932 Senes
(32, 64 . or 96M8 ea )

Mm 28MB (2 logical RK06)
Milli: 8 log1cal RK06 wrth up to 4 physical drives

SMD (Removable)/
MMD (Fi1ted):

Min 67MB (I logical RM02)
Max 268MB (4 logical RM02)
Mm 256MB (I logical RMOS)

(also any COC·compal!ble SMO interface)

Kennedy or Pertee 1/2-inch, 9-track. reel-to-reel,
12 5 to 1251ps. 800/ l600bp1

4 Tape Transports per controller

474MB Fu11tsu M2351 (3
RM80)/ 600re= CDC 9775 FMO
(2 loglCal RMOS)/ (also any OC-compal1ble. SMO mteriac:e)

Supports up to 4 physical or 8 logM:al drrves

SMD (Removable)

Mm 67MB (I logical RM03)

• PLESSEY. ASK ANYBODY.
<!:>Plessey Peripheral Systems 1983 DEC, LS I-11, PDP-11, VAX trademarks Dig ital Equipment Corp.
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SEE US AT NCC BOOTH #A3208

19
21
22
23
24
25
~

n

CIRCLE 0161 ON READER CARD

CONVERT
THE TAPE BRIDGE
BETWEEN
DEC and IBM
• CREATE AND PROCESS IBM
STANDARD LABELS OS or DOS
•PERFORMS AUTOMATIC BLOCKING
AND DE-BLOCKING
•HANDLES ALL ASCII TO EBCDIC or
EBCDIC TO ASCII CONVERSION
• SPOOL MULTIPLE FILES TO
ONE REEL

Call

(201) 548·4660
EDISON SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
190 LINCOLN HIGHWAY
EDISON, NEW JERSEY 08820
CIRCLE 0219 ON READER CARD
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28
29
30
31
32
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
43
45
48
49
52
53
54
55
56
57
62
64
65
67
70
136
139
140
155
156
158
161

'
ENTER
GOLD 0
GOLD 1
GOLD 2
GOLD 3
GOCD4
GOCD 5
GOLD 6
GOLD 7
GOLD 8
GOLD 9
GOLD PF2 (RED)
GOLD PF3 (GREY)
GOLD RIGHT ARRO
GOLD LEFT ARROW
GOLD.
GOLD PF4
GOLD GOLD ,
GOLD ENTER
CTRL/ A
CTRL/D
CTRL/E
CTRL/ H
CTRL/I
CTRL/J
CTRL/K
CTRL/L
CTRL/M
CTRL/R
CTRL/T
CTRL/U
CTRL/W
CTRL/ Z
GOLD A
GOLD D
GOLD E
GOLD T
GOLD U
GOLD W
GOLD Z

D+C.
( AM-C).
CHG CSR.
D+EL.
ASC.
~.
~.

PASTE.
EXT ?'Command: '
FILLSR.
CUTSR:DELETE PASTE.
HELP.
A@?'Search for : 'A@.
SHR.
SHL.
RESET.
UNDL.
UNDW.
UNDC.
(CUTSR:DELETE PASTEKS"").
TC.
TD.
TI.
BL.
TAB.
DBW.
DEFK.
AL.
AM.
REF.
TADJSR.
DBL.
REF.
EX.
TC.
TD.
TI.
TADJSR.
DBL.
REF.
EX.

3.2 EDT V3.0 DEFAULT VTS2 KEYPAD

DEFINITION
52
53
54
57
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

DEL key
BACKSPACE
TAB KEY
Lll\'E FEED
Return
0
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
PF2 (RED)
PF3 (GREY)
UP ARROW
DOWN ARROW
RIGHT ARROW
LEFT ARROW

L.

w.

EL.
CUTSR.
ADV .
BACK.
D+C.
PAGETOP.

""

DEW.
HELP.
D+NL.
-V.

+V.
+C.
-C.
SEL.

. . . continued on page 133
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DEC* COMPATIBILITY PLUS
PERFORMANCE
DEPENDABILITY
ECONOMY
Monolithic Systems Corporation has provided reliable
DEC compatible memory products for over 12 years. In
fact. MSC patented the first semiconductor memory
product in 1974! The success of Monolithic Systems has
been attributed to products that perform better than any
other in the business, products that have the modularity
to grow with the systems that they're installed in and
products that offer the best price in the market. These
claims are supported by a one-year warranty which
underscores MSC's superior quality in design and
manufacturing.

~Monolithic
~...~ f~Jtemf corp.
USA

...

means technically advanced solutions.

EUROPE

84 INVERNESS CIRCLE EAST
ENGLEWOOD
COLORADO 80112
303-770-7400
TELEX: 45-4498

•
•
•
•

In 1983 MSC will continue to lead the market with
products for Q-Bus• and VAX* machines. These products
will be very formidable contenders for years to come. As
always, Monolithic Systems will be on the leading edge of
memory technology and innovation with products to last
the life of your machine.
For further information on Monolithic Systems
Corporation and how we may support your computer
needs, call Toll Free 1-800-525-7661.

18 AND 22 BIT ADDRESS RECOGNITION
SOCKETED MEMORY ELEMENTS
SINGLE +5 VOLT OPERATION
DEC DIAGNOSTICS COMPATIBLE

CANADA

JUSTINIANSTRASSE 22
6000 FRANKFURT aM MAIN 1
WEST GERMANY
611590061
TELEX: 41-4561

6503 NORTHAM DRIVE
MISSISSAUGA
ONT ARIO , CANADA L4V IJ2
416-678-1500
TELEX: 96-8769

• BYTE PARITY GENERATION, CHECKING AND STORAGE
•PARITY CSR
• 64 TO 256 KBYTE ON-BOARD RAM
• DEC LSl*-11, 11/2, 11/23 COMPATIBLE

"DEC , Q- BUS, VAX and LSI are reg istered trademarks of Digital Eq uipment Corpo ration .

CIRCLE D64 ON READER ·CARD

Macro and the Classroom
... continued from page 127

TM

SPOKEN
HERE!*
Only one accounting,
manufacturing software
company speaks the
language of VAX':..
INTERACTIVE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
IMS has been developing business application software for the
VAX family of computers since its introduction by Digita l Equipment Corporation . As a result , we know from long experience
what you, the VAX-user, need in order to get your accounting and
manufacturing functions on-line.
Our truly native mode software is written entirely in VAX-11
Basic , utilizing VAX-llRMS. And that makes it compatible with
DEC's Datatrieve query language . You 'll also find IMS Software
easy to integrate , exceptionally versatile. For more information ,
see our new I MS Software Portfolio, featuring the most extensive
line of Business Applications Software for VAX and RSTS/ E.
Clip and mail the coupon below . .. or call us today at
(617) 489-3550.

.
I

ms

INTERACTIVE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

The software com pany that speaks your language!

See us at

DEXPO™ EAST 83
Booth •119
• w e also speak RSTS/ E.
DEC, VAX, Datatrieve are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation .
CIRCLE D190 ON READER CARD
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ting easy-to-use routines which can
establish basic assembler language
concepts.
Since we now knew which ATS we
were going to use. we attempted to
develop initial program standards and procedures. Because of the overhead involved
with the task builder. we use a BASICPLUS program which accepts the filename
of the program and then builds and queues
a control file for the batch processor. The
control file calls the task builder and uses
the /PM switch. After completion, a message notifying the user of its completion is
printed on the system console. By doing
this, we reduce the number of concurrent
task builds and thus soften the blow to
RSTS from the added task building. Each
MACRO task build takes but a few minutes
(in theory) so there should be very little inconvenience to our students. We use this
same procedure for our RPG and COBOL
and it works well , but with MACRO there is
one small flaw. The MAC.TSK compiler
does not detect any undefined symbols,
but the task builder does. This would be no
problem if the task building was being
done by each student at his/her terminal
because the error message would show on
their screens. Since we are using the batch
processor however, the error message will
only show up in the .LOG file. This makes it
necessary to keep this file. (We normally
have a PIP to delete all unnecessary files
contained in the control file.) We also have
to train the students to look at the .LOG
file for any task builder error messages.
The major hindrance to the initial
course development was our lack of any
experience. Only through contact with our
friendly software reps and other colleges
did we manage to get started. Armed with
the routines by Mr. Meyer. the system
manuals, and lots of aspirin, we were able
to write and execute simple programs
which communicated with the outside
'world'. However, we soon realized that
these routines would not suffice in the actual class. To attempt explaining to our
students something we barely understood
(how to use the low job area) would only
have placed fantasies of compilers in their
heads. This decision then caused another
problem to surface. Where should we> place
the MACROS we create? The first choice
would be a library, but nobody here has
ever built one. So the easiest place we could
think of was our own prefix file. similiar to
COMMON.MAC.

I
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Advanced EDT . . . continued from page 130
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
43
45
48
49
50
52
53
54
55
56
57
62
64
65
67
70
136
139
140
155
156
158
16 1

ENTER
GOLD 0
GOLD 1
GOLD 2
GOLD 3
GOLD 4
GOLD 5
GOLD 6
GOLD 7
GOLD 8
GOLD 9
GOLD PF2
GOLD PF3
GOLD UP ARROW
GOLD DOWN ARROW
GOLD RIGHT ARRO
GOLD LEFT ARROW
GOLD •
GOLD ENTER
CTRL/A
CTRL/D
CTRL/E
CTRL/F
CTRL/H
CTRL/I
CTRL/J
CTRL/K
CTRL/L
CTRL/M
CTRL/R
CTRL/T
CTRL/U
CTRL/W
CTRL/Z
GOLD A
GOLD D
GOLD E
GOLD T
GOLD U
GOLD W
GOLD Z

DEFit\E
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

( AM-C).
CHG CSR.
D+EL.
PASTE.
ER.
BR.
UNDC.
EXT ? 'Command :

KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY

0 AS '+L. I
1 AS ' ( 1 lL) .'
2 AS 1 -BL. 1
3 AS I +EL. I
4 AS I ADV. I
5 AS 1 - W. I
6 AS '+W. 1
7 AS 'BACK . '
8 AS '-C.'
9 AS ' +C . 1
10 AS ' • '

DEFINE KEY 11 AS " ? ' Search for :
DEFINE KEY 16 as 'D+L. 1

'

A@?'SeaPch for: 'A@ .
UNDW.
HELP .
UNDL.
CUTSR=DELETE PASTE.
( 16L).
ASC.
APPENDSR.
RESET
( CUTSR= DELETE PASTEKS '"').
TC.
TD.

TI.
FILLSR.
BL.
TAB.
DBW.
DEFK.

AL.
AM.
REF.
TADJSR.
DBL.
REF.

EX .
TC.
TD.

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFillE

KEY
KEY
KEY
KEY

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

"

DEFINE KEY GOLD 4 AS

I

RESET .

I

DEFINE KEY GOLD 5 AS ' CUTSR. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 6 AS • APPEllDSR. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 7 AS ' SEL. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 8 AS 'CUTSR PASTE . '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 9 AS ' PASTE . '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 10 AS '. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 11 AS "SELI?'Replace with: 1 '"'ZCUTSR:REPLACESTRING KS+ ' ' CUTSR
DEFINE KEY GOLD 16 AS 1 +CHGCSR.'
I
I VT1 OD - specific Definitions
I
DEFINE KEY 17 AS I "". I
DEFINE KEY 18 AS I D+C. I
DEFINE KEY 19 AS I D+EW. I
DEFINE KEY 21 AS 'D+EL . '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 17 AS '(CUTSR<DELETESTRING PASTE<REPLACESTRING KS""). '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 18 AS ' CUTSR<DELETESTRING PASTE< REPLACES TR ING. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 19 AS 'UNDW . '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 21 AS I UNDL. I
I
I VT52 - specific De f initions
I
DEFINE KEY 12 as 1 " " . 1
DEFINE KEY 13 as 'D+C. '
DEFINE KEY 1!1 as 1 D+EW. 1
DEFINE KEY 15 AS ' D+EL. 1
DEFINE KEY 21 AS Iv. I
DEFINE KEY GOLD 12 AS ' ( CUTSR<DELETESTRING PASTE< REPLACES TR ING KS " "). '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 13 AS •CUTSR<DELETESTRING PASTE<REPLACESTRING.'
DEFINE KEY GOLD 1~ AS 'UNDW. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 15 AS ' UNDL. '
DEFINE KEY GOLD 21 AS I • I
I
SET ENTITY WORD ' <LF><VT><FF><CR>( )[]{)<>+- • Ii\&<·-·'
!
! Begin full sc r een editing.
I
FIND<MAIN
SET MODE CHANGE

I

TI.
TADJSR.
DBL.
REF.

EX .

4.0 CHANGES TO VOL.3

For those of you already using David Spencer's "Standard Initialization File Vol.3, " I would like to suggest some
minor modifications.
1.
EDT V3.0 does not allow you to redefine
CTRL/X or GOLD-CTRL/X using the " DEFINE
KEY" command, although it is allowed using
the CNTL/K (DEFK) keypad function . I have
renamed these functions as CTRL/V and GOLDCTRL/V.
2.
DEF K 10 AS "?'Press GOLD-HELP for help.
Press ENTER to continue'." This is done for first
time users looking for help.

Electronic Spreadsheet System
Now Available For

VAX/VMS

RSX-llM
Sorting, Graphing, File Interface, & Other Features
Easy To Use - Not A Cale Clone
Each CRT Becomes A Personal Computer

Incredible Low Price

$1795
DATAMATE Company
4135 South lOOth East Ave
Suite 101
Tulsa OK 74145
(918) 664-7276

S.O OTHER INITILIZATION FILES

Almost everyone has his "favorite" initialization file. I
am including three that were originally prepared by John
Sauter of DEC and printed in the VAX LANGUAGES HANDOUT from the 1981 Fall DECUS Symposium.
S. 1 RATIONAL.EDT DEFINE VT100/VTS2 RATIONAL KEYPAD
Common VT52 and VT100 Definitions

1

0 AS ' ( -~ - C).'
1 I SEN. I
2 AS 'PAGETOP.'
3 AS ' ( 32767L32767L32767L) ADV.'

Call Now for 30 Day Free Trial
-

LAST CHANCE FOR FREE DEMO -

Also Available For PRIME HP / 3000 Data General 11 NCR & Others
Coming Soon To A Computer Near You!
CIRCLE Dl 16 ON READER CARD
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BENCHMARKING DEC AND DEC-COMPATIBLE
HARDWARE SYSTEMS UNDER RSTS/E
WITH YOUR APPLICATIONS
By J . Peter Bryce, System Support Team Inc., Vancouver, B.C. Canada

INTRODUCTION:
Any company considering a major hardware upgrade of
CPU or disk capacity normally wants to have a good idea of
just what the benefits of the proposed system are. Software
houses are more interested in providing potential clients
with performance per dollar figures for their specific applications on different CPU configurations. The following
method was suggested by Kirk Bryde of Canadian Data and
was refined by both of us while assisting EBS Data Processing, Inc. of Denver, Colorado to determine whether DEC or
OEM CPU's (by such companies as ABLE and Monolithic)
were better value in performance per dollar using the EBS
ED-11 OOA Inventory Control package in a typical situation.
We performed these tests under the RSTS/E operating
system , but with some minor adjustments for different performance gathering techniques and personal preference, the
basic concept should work for any operating system (on
pretty well any CPU). A complete understanding of system
tuning techniques is assumed for purposes of brevity.
PLANNING:
The first item to be decided upon is what configurations you would like to test, for example:
LOADTEST

1
2
3
4
5
6

CONFIGURATION
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

11 /23. 3/4 mb. 1200 bd
11 /23 , 3/4 mb. 2400 bd
11 /23 , 1 mb.
11/44, 1 mb .
11/44, 1 mb,
11I44, 3/4 mb,

..
..

DURATION

MAX. TERMINALS

20 min.
20 min.
20 min .
40 min.
40 min .
40 m in.

8 DZ
8 DZ
8 DZ
16 DZ
16 DH

16 .

'Indicates an item to be decided on the basis of earlier tests.

Looking at the list one can easily see two things, first
that there are many, many permutations for comparison,
and secondly that a lot of people are going to be needed to
assist. Having drawn up your list, the next step is to ensure
that the hardware for each test is available or will be
available on the required date, which will take some advance coordination.
Sales personnel and/or user training personnel should
then meet to work out the application loads for the tests.
Establish the sequence of users to reflect the normal application process when planning the incremental load on the
system.
As you can see, at the start of the test two statistic collection terminals begin at minute zero. Keyboard 0 uses the
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MINUTE

TERMINAL USAGE PLAN
KEYBOARD# NAME
APPLICATION

0

0

2

12
13

Peter
John
Harry

4

14

Fred

6
8

15
16

Mike
Carl

10

17

Chris

12
14

18
19

Dave
Simon

16
18

20

SYSTAT
STATUS collection
Order Entry response
test
Stock Status response
test
Order Entry
Accounts Receivable
data entry
Keyboard Exerciser
(simulated print job)
Order Entry
Accounts Payable data
entry
(No new terminals to
permit loading to show
on graph.)

SYSTAT IS command to provide figures for CPU calculations
every two minutes on the two minutes. Keyboard 12 is
started at the same time: i.e .. the last carriage return is hit
to cause execution of the STATUS program at thirty second
intervals, printing the results on the keyboard (a hard copy
device) simulating an intermittent print job of short
duration.
At minute 2, having had two minutes of statistics
gathering to establish a comparative base line, the first
response time test, an Order Entry screen will begin. The
operator at this terminal will have an assistant operate a
stopwatch and will perform the test as often as possible
depending on system response. The results can then be
recorded like this:
RESPONSE TEST

MINUTE

STOCKSTATUS

2

3.5
3.6
3.4
3.8

4

4.0
4.2

ORDER ENTRY

6.8
5.9
6.4
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TERMINALS

VT100
VT101
VT102
VT125
VT131

CPUs

PDP 11 /23 ,
11 /44 & VAX

LA12
LA34
LA50
LA100
LA120

COMPLETE
DATA SYSTEMS

INTERFACES
MODEMS

with standard
and
custom
software

WHY YOU SHOULD CALL UNITRONIX FIRST
• Immediate Delivery from $6 mm Warehouse Inventory
• Complete Equipment Service Capability
• Excellent Pricing/Discount Structures
In just over 6 years, Unitronix Corporation has emerged
as a leading supplier of Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) microcomputers, terminal products, printers, ac-

cessories and supplies on both a domestic and international level. Our new, ultra-modern 20,000 sq. ft. facility
in Somerville, New Jersey, houses executive offices, inhouse programming, customer service, sales and marketing, component testing and complete warehouse
facilities.

AUTHORIZED

~D~DDmD®
TERMINALS DISTRIBUTOR

CALL FOR LATEST PRICES
197 Meister Ave. , Somerville , NJ 08876
TELEX:833184
CIRCLE D69 ON READER CARD

(201) 231-9400

The other terminals then start at
two minute intervals. maintaining the
typical job mix of a real-life system.
When all terminals have been added,
statistics will be collected for several
minutes to allow the graphs to show
clearly the results of what should be a
full load situation.
It's important that both senior
management and all staff who are going to be concerned with the tests understand that unless the human factor
of error is reduced, the graphs produc-

ed will be useless. This means that effectively. people must be programmed
to perform exactly the same task at
the same time on each test for comparisons to be made. Inevitably there will
be occasions when someone will miss
his cue or some unsuspected glitch will
show up and cause a test to be
restarted, but enthusiasm and encouragement will make up for these slips.
Now that the general plan has
been established , the persons who are
going to operate the terminals meet

The smoothest path between RSTS/ E and VAX I VMS
just got smoother: there's a major new release of

ROSS/V
ROSS/V has always provided:
•

the fastest way to bring up RSTS/ E applications on
th e VAX.

•

the on ly way to do RSTS/E development on the VAX.

•

an extensive subset of RSTS/ E monitor calls and
standard RSTS/ E features, like CCLs. DOS-formatted
magtape, and RSTS/ E-style file update mode

Now, in Version 3, ROSS/V supports:
•

t he " hidden" RSX run -t ime system (with 32 KW
job size)

•

res ident librari es.

•

job spawning and detached jobs

•

spoo ling to VMS print and batch queues

•

mailbox send / rece ive fo r co mmunication with VAX- I I
BASIC and other native mode applications

How ROSS/V works:
ROSS/ V is wri tten in VAX- I I MACRO. and RSTSIE monitor calls
are perfo rmed in VAX nat ive mode. The rest of you r PDP- I I code (in
appl ications, run-t ime system s, TKB, etc.) is executed d irectl y in t he
PDP- I I microcode th at's prese nt in every VAX. ROSS V runs under
VMS, not in pl ace of it Th us, some users may be worki ng under the
RSTS/ E subsystem provi ded by ROSS/V whi le others are concurrentl y usi ng any of th e oth er VAX /VMS ca pa bi I ities.

Call or write for the new ROSS/ V technical summary,
which describes all of ROSS/ V's features.

Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.

Online Data Processing, Inc.

55 Wa lt ham Street
Lexin gto n, MA 02 17 3
16 17 ) 86 1-06 70

N 637 Hami lto n
Spoka ne. WA 99202
1509) 484-3400

POP, RSTS . RSX, VAX, and VMS are trademarks

of Digital Equipment Corporation.

ROSS/V
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with the application analysts and sales
staff to develop a typical set of data
files which could even be a copy of live
d; (a if time is short. Each person must
then be given the part numbers.
customer numbers or other information necessary to perform the
repetitive function needed. Inattention
to this simple item can cause embarassing interlock problems on
master files at random intervals which
will throw the results askew. Ensure
that the analysts understand the sequence of events and can guarantee
consistent results; i.e.. after entering
five orders will an automatic job be
spawned to perform inventory update?
Of course the database must be
restored before each loadtest can
begin, to take care of accumulated
overheads from bucket-splitting etc .•
and remember that temporary files
should also be deleted to avoid directory search increases.
THE LOADTEST:
Preparing for a test will take up to
half an hour, so the participants should
not arrive until all is ready. Check each
terminal number by logging on, check
the speed, keyboard number, and computer. then put each terminal to the
main menu so that at the correct cue
the user merely selects a menu option
rather than going through LOGIN.
Naturally all terminals should be
within earshot if not eyesight of each
other. A large clock with a seconds
sweep hand should be used to set computer time to wall time; i.e., when the
second hand is at twelve, hit RETURN
on a UT TIME command which can only
set hours and minutes.
As the terminal users arrive the coordinator should show them to their
keyboard as shown on the Terminal Usage Plan. He or she should be positioned
close to the clock, preferably where all
participants can both see and hear
him/her (such as standing on a desk).
It's a good idea to remind everyone
of what the test is for, then to roll-call
each person with his cue minute. Give a
two minute warning after ensur"ing
that all telephone interruptions will be
minimized.
Times should be called out as "ten
seconds to minute zero, five seconds, and mark!". To provide warnings. also give each user a thirty second warning - you'd be surprised
. . . continued on page 139
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FROM THE RT-t t EDITOR ... continued
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nl .Sl25: INC

To a11••bll {wlth lhtln&):

n1SJ26 :

"'
""
.sam

( R2)+,llO
l"llS121'
( R2),VllOOB
l"llS I25
fYAll007,VH020
1VS12B
1VS126
(12) •
1VS12•

f\1 Sl29: MOY
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;1ndrHt1 rt

;01t •Itch 0011nt
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{12).
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:andtr11CISC
;S1•1tablladdrH1ofdHi 1M
;V11/'f1nt1r•d1
;8 r1nch
1tw11
;IUMpr-pt rorgoahead

nl .Sl2]:CHICllFOI l'll!S!llC! OP llfU.LtD SWITCH
llO, - ( SP )
;SH•r1g11t1r1
12,-(SP)
;Addr111CSlinp1.1t
SP,R2

..."" ."
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Thi h1ndl1r ror DEV •111t bl r11ld1nt on th• 1r1t•di1k . Thi•
progru 11 111iaed to blrunnina;11nd1r1nn-111J11&l1job
-nitor.

;Karknobl.d.swltch
IS PJ •,112
lSP)+,llO

.PACE

n.llOtl,Yll020
PV S112
llO,YAll023
011021
PVSl21
fYlJIOOl,115
PC ,n1Sl]5
YllOl .. 1
PV S122
YllOll,f''f
N.Sl22
PC ,PVS111
nl.Sl22
f'lll0t2,YAI020
PC,PVSU)
PV S102

.PAOE

...m
ta th• naaeor the llLOl/2or 1110617 drln aontatntng
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HOY

f'V SIJO:
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HOY

"",
MOY

1'"115131 :

""
TST

f'llSI32:

'"
"'

f'VSIB: HOY

'"
'"
.sam

f\IS129 : FIND P!IEStHCE ANO VALUE o r SWITCH
RO . -(SPJ
;Saye reglster11
R2,-(SPJ
SP .R2
I OOOG06,ll?
(112) •.ltO
;Br1nchlfnone
FllSIB
{112) +,111
;Desired.swit ch?
N S l )l
;Br1nclllfnot
171717CR2)
;Z.pvalldswltch
1 117??7,Rl
;A1111... 1nonl1.1•
( 112) •
;Ch•ck1.uU11ption
FVS13•
;Br1ncht tnov1l1.1e
(R;i!J +,111
;S•v••1l111
;And u l t
l'llSIJ•
( R2 l •
1'115132
(112)•

..

FV SI]O

1 111111,111

f'll SI]I: MOY
MOY

;No111ltch
; l11tor•r•gl11t1r1
;1ndret11rn

.PACE

FVS1]5: MOY
HOY
MOY

...

""
""
.sam

FVSIJ5: GET LINE FllOM COHSCl.£, P!IOMl'T ADORESS lll 115
I VAI0\1,-(SP )
;SH11pOTLlN
1000001,-(SP)
115,-ISP l

j~~P )
PC

;!HCl.lt• Jt
;lllturn

.PACE

n1SI)6 : INITIALIZE

.IMACIO
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The DS120 Terminal Controller makes your LA36
perform like a DECwriter® III.
The Datasouth DS120 gives your DECwriter®II the high speed printing
and versatile performance features of the DECwriter®III at only a frac·
tion of the cost. The DS120 is a plug compatible replacement for your
LA36 logic board which can be installed in minutes. Standard features
include:
• 165 cps bidirectional printing
• RS232 interface
• Horizontal & Vertical Tabs
• 20 mA Current Loop interface
• Page Length Selection
• Top of Form
• 110-4800 baud operation
• Adjustable Margins
• 1000 character print buffer
•Double wide characters
• X-on, X·off protocol
•Parity selection
• Self Test
• Optional APL character set
Over 5,000 DS120 units are now being used by customers ranging from
the Fortune 500 to personal computing enthusiasts. In numerous installations, entire networks of terminals have been upgraded to take advantage of today's higher speed data
communications services. LSI
microprocessor electronics
and strict quality control ensure dependable performance
for years to come. When ser·
vice is required, we will
respond promptly and effec·
tively. Best of all, we can de·
liver immediately through
our nationwide network of
distributors. Just give us a
call for all the details.

data®©l!DUlffi computer corporation
P.O. Box 240947 • Charlotte, North Carolina 28224 • 704/523·8500
CIRCLE D117 ON READER CARD
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DATA STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
• Field Service
• Depot Repair
• Software
Support

• Million Dollar
Inventory
• 24-Hour Hotline
• Custom Contracts
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Computer Service Division
14 7 52 Sinclair Circle
Tustin , California 92680
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.llEPT

The most fun you· 11 ever have
with your VT100 and RT 11 or
CTS300.

A unit -oriented DLV11J

XREF

YZ

Solves your programmer doc
umentation problems.

A unit-oriented DZ 11 /DZV11
handler.

handler.

177777
. ENDR
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VAll016: ,REPT
000000
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.,

;E•tra11ord f or RK06/7.1pedal runctlon.
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~OSTATUS

VAROT7: 000000

area (ln11ur1t null f or chech1.111 )

DODDOD
DDODDD

000000

YH

ZORT

A unit -oriented DH11

The best sort system for
RT 11 and CTS 300.

handler.

For more information. phone or write:

logicaid limited
97 Craig Henry Drive
Nepean. Ontario
Canada. K2G 358
1-613-820-1517

L5l
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CTS 300 and RT 11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
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BENCHMARKING ... continued from page
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how many times a pressing need has caused someone to
visit a restroom at the wrong time!
During the warm-up or even while the test is running,
remind personnel that it's better to restart a test than to
have inaccurate figures to base expensive decisions on. Mention that no blame will be attached to operator finger
trouble (O.F.T.) promptly admitted to. Somebody mis-typing
an account number may cause several additional screens to
occur and unless owned up to problems such as this will be
apparent as soon as the graphs are compared but may be
almost impossible to pin down beyond the "something
funny happened" stage.
Depending upon your plan it may be possible to run two
or three loadtests consecutively without too long a delay for
assisting personnel. A baud rate change on eight terminals
can take two people ten minutes after practice: yes, it
·should be quicker, but the first time it took almost thirty
minutes!
Allow sufficient time at the end of testing for the test
data to be restored (don't forget that for good results, a
restore must be done for any restart after minute two), terminal speeds to be set to normal, etc .. As a rule of thumb
allow thirty minutes before and after testing with assisting
staff required ten minutes before the start.
CORRELATING THE RESULTS:
At the end of each test, before anybody leaves the area,
the coordinator should collect listings of SYSTAT, STATUS
and response times, labelling them clearly , ensuring that
any handwriting glitches are corrected while the data is
fresh, and doing a quick check to see if there are any obvious incongruities that might cause a re-test.
If fast discussions are needed for the next test, such as
whether a baud rate change is going to improve results, announce a coffee break for ten minutes and retire to a quiet
place with the figures.
Preparing the results in management-presentable form
will take up to four hours per test. Begin by transferring
data to a form like this one:
LOADTEST 1 TOTAL
MINUTE KEYBOARD

DEC 11 /23,
CPU
MIN. 'lb

3/•

INTERACTIVE DATA ANALYSIS

for VAX and PDP-I l's
ADVANCED CAPABILITY
USEDBY:

• l / 3ofFortune 'sTop50
• Almost every major US university
• I OO 's of smaller organizations
in 25 countries around the world

ELEMENTARY OPERATION
SIMPLICITY OF DESIGN
RESULTS IN: • Rapid installation and operation
• Sophisticated range of data analysis
and statistical capabilities

YOU CAN DO MORE
WHEN YOU DO IT SIMPLY
Minitab Project
21 5 Pond Laboratory
University Park , PA USA 16802
Telephone 814/865-1595 Telex 84-2510

CIRCLE D107 ON READER CARD

MB. 1200 BO FEB 12/83 15:45

CPU
DISK 1/0 TERM 1/0 STOCK ORDER
Kb 'lb ACC/SEC 'lb CHARS 'lb RESP RESP

0

2
4

2
3

6
8
10

4
5
6
7

12
14

16

8

8

18

8

20

8

Management will almost always find the graph easier
to work with, but for the best presentation this chart provides all graphic points as actual figures. The detailed
technical discussion will start at the graph and work its way
back to the statistics listing and SYSTAT listings which
should be retained in binders for each test with the response
time results in detail.

SRF for Peak Performance
P.O. BOX 188
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 864-3700
PDP-11 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
CIRCLE D222 ON READER CARD
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To fill in the loadtest form take a calculator, or program
and enter the figures as follows:

Modify the calculations and graduations to provide the
most visible spread for each line.

CPU minutes

Take the SYSTAT CPU times.accumulate them and subtract the
previous two minute total. This gives
the total CPU minutes and can then be
expressed as a percentage of two
minutes.

CPU Kb

Take the SYSTAT listing, calculate fixed
memory overhead: i.e., monitor size,
XBUF. core resident libraries. etc .. Add
to that the memory used by each user
job.ignoring swapped out system jobs
such as ERRCPY, etc .. Express the total
as a percentage of total available
physical memory.

Disk 1/0

Take the STATUS listing for each two
minute period i.e., where the banner
printed is within that period, accumulate total disk reads and writes on
all drives for that period , then express
as a percentage of the average number
of accesses per second (one second
divided by average accesses per second
multiplied by the number of drives used).

Terminal 1/0

Take the STATUS listing for each two
minute period and accumulate total
characters per second 1/0, then express
as a percentage of the accumulated
baud rates for all terminals divided by
ten to arrive at a graphic representation of DH or DZ load.

Stock Response -

Take the Response Test results, accumulate the results that were completed in each two minute period and
average them out.

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:
Running loadtests is addictive. Bearing in mind the effort involved in each one, try to restrict yourself to the
smallest number necessary. It's possible to spend weeks fine
tuning a system to gain absolutely insignificant results on
response times: after alt, who cares if the computer is working 5% harder if the response time is the same, especially
when reducing that 5% has taken eighty to a hundred man
hours?
Before running a loadtest both your application and
operating systems should be as tuned as they can be. A
loadtest is no time to be testing the effects of a larger XBUF
on response time: it's intended to highlight hardware
characteristics only. The objective is to be able to report that
System A has an acceptable response time with eight terminals, while System B was fully loaded at five. This kind of
plain and simple result is something that everyone can
understand, even manufacturers.
The subject of the most efficient terminal speed is one
of endless discussion: the best advice I can give is to loadtest
on a baud rate binary split. The results will be quite
interesting.
The calculations are based on my experiences of what
should cause a good visual result on the graph, and I'd be the
first to admit that there are probably more effective ways
of calculating disk load however the main result needed is
the response time stretch as terminals are added. The other
results are intended to provide pointers towards problem
areas which can be closely investigated by technical personnel working directly with STATUS and other tools. The objective is to come up with something to show non-technical
personnel such as senior management without getting too
technical.
For those of you interested in the comparison of DEC,
ABLE and Monolithic CPU's I can only say that if sufficient
interest is generated I shall endeavour to obtain the appropriate permissions before printing the results.

Order Reponse -

I

As above.

The graph can now be filled in using either colour or
some other technique to highlight the six different sets of
results:

100
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or time
in seconds
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60
50

40
30

20
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Minutes (keyboards x 2)
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KineticSystems simplifies
process automation ...
with our total system concept utilizing the international CAM AC interface standard (ANSI/I EEE-583,
IEC-640).
The LION, the HAWK, and the STALLION, a series
of powerful new DIGITAL-based systems, fulfill your
process control needs, whatever your industry, whatever your application.

T.M .

~L

A comprehensive, multiuser, multitasking system incorporating LSl-11 /23 CPU, 30-megabyte Winchester, 256kilobyte memory and RSX-11 M® operating system.

These benefits reduce your operating costs:
• Flexible Interfacing. Complete line of standard
IEEE CAMAC 1/0 modules are available for your
application.

T .M .

• Maximum Process Uptime. Proven system design
and diagnostic indicators make your system reliable
and easy to maintain .

A cost-effective, single user system containing LSl-11
CPU, 1-megabyte floppy disk drive, 64-kilobyte memory
and RT-11® operating system .

• Rapid Investment Payback. Fu II payback is often
obtained within six months to a year.

~S'I

• Long System Life. Systems based on the CAM AC
standard have been in operation for more than a
decade.

LL

T .M.

A powerful, multiuser, multitasking system including
VAX-11® CPU, mass storage, memory, and VAX/VMS®
operating system.

• Economical System Expansion. CAMAC modularity permits limitless expansion at minimal cost.

DEXPO ™ East 83

• Total System Support. Software and hardware
services are available to meet your specific needs.

Attend our CAMAC product forum
and see us at Booth 316
STALLION, LION, and HAWK are trademarks of K1neticSystems Corporation .
RT, ASX, VAX, and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equ ipment Corporation.

KINETICSYSTEMS

The Next Dimension

U.S.A.

Pacific Northwest Office

Western Region Office

Europe (Service)

Europe (Marketing)

11 Maryknoll Drive
Lockport, IL 60441
Phone: (815) 838 0005
TWX : 910 638 2831

P.O . Bo x 4221
Fremont, CA 94539
Phone: (415) 490 8544

4234 Fairlands Drive
Pleasanton, CA 94566
Phone : (415) 829 9020
TWX: 910 389 6898

3 Chemin de Tavernay
1218 Geneva, Switzerland
Phone: (022) 98 44 45
Telex: 28 96 22

Gewerbestrasse 1 3
CH-4528 Zuchwil, Switzerland
Phone: (065) 25 29 25
Telex : 34 94 95
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The Electrohome EDP 57 projects

computer data and graphics to big-screen
size. It's the cost efficient answer for group
presentations and training programs.
Optional interface modules quickly adapt
the EDP 57 to most computer terminals.
The internationally accepted and proven
EDP 57 is portably light, ruggedly reliable
and easily set up for standard or
rear-screen projection.
Mail the coupon now for more
information about the EDP 57 computer
projection system-another result of
Electrohome's seventy-five years of quality
and innovation.

1-------------------------,
I Please send me more
I information on the

I

EDP 57 computer

I projection system.
I

Elec:trohome Limited,
Postal Station "D",
Box 10133, Buffalo, N .Y.
14210-0133

I

I Name

I

I

I Company

I

I

Street

i

City

I

State/Prov.

I

I Zip/Postal Code
Phone
EDP/DIS
L-------------------------~

SEE US AT NCC BOOTH #P7018
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educational
timely
Communications
NOTES
MEETINGS
NEWS RELEASES
NEW PRODUCT INFORMATION
Send Notes. Meetings. News Releases. New
Produ,ct Information . etc. to: PROFESSIONAL
P.O. Box 362. Ambler. PA 19002-0362.

etc.

DEXPO EAST 83, Exhibitor List
COMPANY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Able Computer
Absco Systems Corp.
Access Technology
ADAC Corporation
Advanced Data Management
•Advanced Digital Office System
AGS Management Systems, Inc.

PDP, LSI, & VAX Enhancements

Air Filtration Products, Inc.

Amcor
American Computer Group, Inc.
American Computer Hardware
Anad6, Inc.
Andromeda Systems, Inc.
Applied Information Systems Inc .
Atlantic Research Corporation
Automated Information Inc.
Aviv Corporation
Aydin Controls
Battelle Memorial Institute
Braegen Corporation
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Decision Support Software
LSl-11 Boxes/Interfaces/Systems
DBMS/X-Action Proc/RPT Writer
BACMAC-RSTS/E Supercharger
Project Management Systems
Air Filters for DEC Drives
DEC RSTS and VAX Software
Dealer/Terminal Distributor
High Speed Printers/Subsystems
Serial Matrix Impact Printers
LSl-11 Systems and Components
PDP-I I & VAX Systems Software
Data Comm Diagnostic Equipment
Compatible Disc & Controllers
Disk and Tape Subsystems
Color Gra phic Display Equipment
Basis (CMS); Basis-OM (DBMS)
Disk Subsystems/Controller

Dear DEC User:
Professional et cetera is your section for educational, timely, communications. It is a place for you to announce upcoming events or meetings and
a place to comment on them.
It is a place for you to read about new products, and a place to comment
on them.
It is a place for you to hear from companies whom you service or who
service you - and a place to comment on them.
Please send all material to: Professional ETC, The DEC Professional, P.O.
Box 362, Ambler, PA 19002-0362. All announcements must be in our office
one month prior to publication.
The Publishers

Britton-Lee, Inc.
Bubbl-Tec
BOOTH California Computer Group
Cambex Corporation
K Cambridge Digital/Compuma rt
423 Care Information Systems
625 CIE Terminals In.c.
321 Clyde Digital Systems, Inc.
305 Cobar
101 Comdesign
404 Com pion
729 Compu-Share, Inc.
231 Computer Hot Line
J Computer Parts Exchange
804 Computer Products, Inc.
419 Computer Systems Corporation
320 Computer Systems Development
221-223 Compu ters-R-Digi tal
434 Computome
725 Con tel Information Systems
312 Cosmic
B Cosmos Systems, Inc.
335 Data Processing Design , Inc.
701-705 Data Systems Design

Intelligent Databa se Machines
Solid -Sta te Mass-Storage System
Low Cost Systems & Periphe ra ls
DEC Memories; Solid State Disc
DEC PDP-11 Based Systems
CA RE/OM SYSTEM
Video Terminals/Line Pri nters
Software Utility Specialists
VTJ00/132 Emulating Termina ls
TC-3 Concentrator
Protector-Data Security System
General Accounting Sortware

Advertising Publications
Spares, Repairs & Accessories
Measurement/Control Subsystems
Cale- I I Electronic Spreadsheet
DEC-Related Magazine Monthly
Relational 4th Genera tion DBMS
NASA's Software
68000 Micro- Unix - Thernet
Word Processing & Bus Graphics
Winchester Disc Systems

237
624
615
422
708
416
A
501
124
118
301
213-217
110
D
732
114
418
515
507
420
513
720
300
704-706
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COMPANY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Datanex, Inc.
DataplottingServices, Inc.
Dataram Corporation
Datasystems Corpo ration
Dawn Computer Corporation
DEC Professional Magazine
Decmatio n
Digi tal Communications Assocs .
Digital Design/Morga n Grampian
Digital Enginee rin g
'Dig ital Equipment Corp .
Digital Informa tion Sys. Corp .
Digital Sou nd Corp .
Disc Tech One
Dis tributed Logic Corp . (DILOG)
Dytec, Incorpora ted
Ea ton Corp .
EEC Systems
Emu lex Corpora tion
En te rpri se Technology
Essential Resou rces
Eva n s G riffith s& Hart. Inc.
FASBEGroup, The
First Computer Corp.
GEJAC
G ran t Tec hno logy Systems Corp.
G rumman Data Systems
Halcyo n
Ha rd copy
HCR
HencoSoftware, Inc.
Hewlett-Packa rd Compa ny
Highsmith, James L. & Co.
IBM
IMSL
Informa tion & Systems Resch, Inc.
ln fosp he re, Inc.
Inte lligent Systems Corp .
Interactive Info. Sys ., Inc.
Interacti ve Management Syste ms
Interacti ve Systems, Inc.
Inte rac tive Technology. Inc.
Hoh, C. Electronics
KineticSyste ms Corp .
Logicrafl , Inc .
Marc Softwa re lnternat'I , Inc.
'Mass to r Systems Corpora tion
MCBA
McCormack & Dodge Corporation
MCG Electronics
MDBSys tems
Meridian Cons ulting
Micom Syste ms
Micro Technology, Inc.
Micro-Term , Inc.
Mini-Micro Systems
Minitab Project
Minntronics Corporation
Mono lithic Syste ms Corporation
Mo unta in West Software
Nas hua
Nassau System s
Natio na l Information Systems
National Instruments
Netcom Products, Inc.
New England Digital Systems
Newman Compu ter Excha nge
North Cou nt y Compu ter Svcs Inc.
N o rth ern Technologies.
'Northwest Digital Software
Nypla n , Inc.
Oasys Office Automation System
Om tool Corp.
ORACLE Corporation
Oregon Softwa re
P-Stat , Inc.
Pass
Peed Publishing
Pencept, Inc.
Pennington System s, Inc .
Peripheral Parts Support , Inc.
Peri tek Corp.
Plessey Peripheral Systems
Polygon Assudatl'S, Inc.
Professional Suftwa rl' Support
Prott•un Assoc .. Inc.

Intercon nect DEC/IBM/CDC/etc.
VAX Graphics Softwa re
Systems, Memories & Controllers

BOOTH
I06
534
336
533

600
DEC Rela ted Magazines
CP/M fo r DEC-I I Computers
Engineer's "Working journal "
Retro-graphics TM Enhancements
Rai nbow a nd PRO 350 Computers
DBL-A Superset of DEC's DIBOL
Audio Conve rsion System
DEC Compatible I4" Disc Drives
DEC CPU Compatible Controllers
Computer Periphe ral/Da tacomm
Third Party Maintenance
Office Automation/Sys Software
Periphera l Cont rollers
User-Friend ly Report Writer
DEC-Compatible Training/Uni x
PDP-I I & VAX Softwa re Packages
Financial Software/Cons ulting
DEC, SMS, & Firs t Systems
C ha rgeback/Performa nce/Comm SW
Q-Bus Compatible 110 Boards
Hardware Maintl•nanceServict.>s
Da ta Communica ti ons Exper ts

Publication
Un ix Operating Systems
4th Ge neration Language Sys .
Personal Compute rs& Termi na ls
DA CU-OEM Attachment to IBM .
MA TH/STAT Fortran Softwa re
Program Ge nerating System
Falcon/QB US Rea lTime/DataComm
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Co lllr Graphic Tt.•rmi na ls

Manufactu ring& Accou nt ing Sys .
Fina ncia l and Mfg. Software
VAX , DECI0/20, PC-350Software
ROM Responsive Data Management
CA MAC Ba sed Systems & Modules
Muse Word Processing Software
Mass Storage Facility
Applications Software
VAX Accounting Softwa re
Data & Power Transient Protect
Computer Interfa ce Products
Softwa re Servi ces/Consulting
Da taco mm Products/Bus Driver
Hard /Soft Controller/Subsystem
VTIOO Compatible Terminals
Systems Integrators' Magazine
Softwa re for Data Anal ysis
Cache Me m ory a nd Com Inte rface

E
724
33 1
6 17-6 I9
424
IOI
430
734
707
11 2- 11 3
5 16
6 14
406
524
609
405
3 13
105
325
3 17
805
235
7 12

c

735
413
626
107
737
504
307
122
622
7 16
11 9

401
322
A
316
733
334
H
102 ·!03
527
731
713
635
F
637
407
431
711
121
604

Office Automation Software
Flexible & Rigid Media
Hi-Temp Protection Systems
ACCENT R - 4th Gene ration DBMS
IEEE-488 Inte rface
LSI-I I System Building Options
Digicalc, Lex-I I , Accountin g SW
USER-I I RSTS/E & VAX DBMS
RPM -RSTS Performance Monitor
Spread Sheet/Financial Modeling
Softwa re Development System
ORACLE' DBMS
Pascal and Programming Tools
Data Mgt. and Stat. Software
f iardware/Software/Service
Hand print Recognition Terminal
SoftwareTools/Utils(l l/VAX)
Absolute Filters/RepairServ .
High Resolution Colorgrap hics
Q-Bus Systems & Sub-Systems
Cu mmun1riltinn Suit wart.•
V'PLAN Elerlronic SpreadsheL'I
Prof\: ET, LllCtl l Arl'a Nt>hvork

507
Ill
8 19
63 1
605
720
IOI
201
108
712-714
E
120
700
835
425
6 13
219
618-620
520
127
104
525
623
207
507
607
517

Raise your
"Programmer
Productivity"
to new
heights
If you're writing Fortran programs and
need solutions to mathematical or statistical problems, use the IMSL Library
to shorten your programming time and
increase the time available for problemsolving.
The IMSL Library consists of 540 highly
accurate mathematical and statistical subroutines . Programmers supply only the
basic Fortran input/output statements. The
Library does the numerical work.
WIDE RANGE
The IMSL Library, with over 150,000 users,
operates on all major computer systems.
The Fortran subroutines cover the broad
range of applied mathematics and statistics
including areas such as Linear and Nonlinear Equations , Eigensystem Analysis ,
Interpolation, Differential Equations, Optimization , Analysis of Variance , Regression ,
Forecasting, Multivariate Statistics, Random Number Generation and special functions .
LOW COST
Priced at less than 2¢ per
line , the IMSL Library frees
current people from expensive, time-consuming
programming . Increased
productivity results without
adding personnel.

Contact IMSL for
full details. Call toll freeOutside Texas:

800/231-9842.

IMSL
7500 Bellaire Blvd./Houston, Texas 77036
713/772-1927/Telex 791923 IMSL INC HOU
CIRCLE D162 ON READER CARD
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VSORT and VSELECT for VAX/VMS
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc.
55 Waltham Street. Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-0670 TWX 710-326-0103

VSORT runs 3 to 7 times
faster than the VAX- I I sort
. . . and requires much less
disk space.
VSELECT extracts and
reformats records with
comparable speed.

Find out how these packages
can significantly improve the
efficiency of your applications .

Call or write for information.

COMPANY

PRODU CT DESCRIPTION

BOOTH

RadgoSalesCo .

ComputerSparea Media Supplies
68000-Based Q-Bus Processor

323
630
319
330
505
337
205
324
632-634
225
834

Ran ya n C«.1mputer Enhann.• ment

Raxco, Inc.
Relational Technology . Inc.
Reliance Electric Company
RGTI Systems Software
Ross Systems
S & H Compute r Syste ms, Inc.
SAS Institute, Inc.
Saturn Systems
Sauer Computer Systems, Inc.
Signal Technology, Inc .
Sky Computers, Inc.
Smith, C. D. & Associates
Softool
Software House
Software Results
Software Vision
SPSS, Incorporated
Standard Engineering Corp .

Relational DBMS
Digita l Repair Services
RFX, Screenshare, FDV/CC, 3271 /DD
Financia l Management Software
System Software for DEC PDP-I I
Data Analysis& ReportingS .W.
Word/List Processing, S sheet
DEC Soft ware on a 32 Bit IBM
SMARTFORM, PACS,
OMNIBASE, ILS
Array Processor/Dual P + Memory
C ha nge & Configuration Control
10, 20 and VAX DBMS
DEC IBM RJE LINK to 56KB
Inte ractive Bu s Gra phics Pkgs.
In formation Analysis Softwa re

DEX PO
INFO
NEW IDRIS IMPLEMENTATIONS
FROM WHITESMITHS
Concord, MA - Whitesmiths, Ltd.
has introduced three new implementations of Idris, its UNIXcompatible operating system, for
DEC personal computers, DEC VAX
computers, and the Motorola 68000
microprocessor with memory management software. The price for
each version is only $550.
The company also announced that
it endorses the additional system
calls and library functions needed to
conform to the standard for UNIX
and UNIX-like operating systems
recently proposed by UniForum, the
commercial UNIX users' group.
Now, not only is Idris one of the
most transportable of operating systems, but it also enjoys the same
level of source code interchangeability as the rest of the UNIX
community.
Modeled closely after Bell Laboratories' UNIX operating system, Idris
is a comprehensive, multi-user,
multi-tasking operating system that
provides a uniform environment
across a broad spectrum of mainframe, mini-, and micro-computers.
Its smaller size and greater configurability make it more suitable
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL, MAY 1983

512
519
518
730
400
125-126
918
601
522

Standard Memoriesrfrendata
System Industries
System Industries
Systems Cognit ion Corporation
Technical Magic, Inc.
Tektronix, Inc.
Televideo Systems, Inc.
Teltone Corporation
Tymshare, Database Systems Div .
Tymshare, TCSS
U.S. Design Corp., USDC
'Universa l Color Systems
Viking Computer Corporatio n
Viki ng Software Services, Inc.
Virtual Microsystems
Weidner Communications Corp.
Western Periphera ls
Whitesmiths, Ltd .
WHY Systems, Incorporated
XEROX
Xylogics
Xyplex, Inc.
Zia

than UNIX for desktop and dedicated real-time applications. It offers
the ability to write truly portable
applications, cross-support for a variety of machines, and a sophisticated set of software tools that
include over 80 utilities.
A console device and at least one
disk drive are typically required to
support Idris. Other disks, multiplexors, and backup devices may be
added to tailor Idris to a given
hardware configuration.
All implementations of Idris are
now sold under Whitesmiths new
"licensing under copyright" concept. Using this approach, each
software package is sold with a
numbered and coded Authorization
Seal that must be affixed to the
computer authorized to run the
software. No end-user license is
required, thus lowering costs for
OEMs and simplifying transfer of
the ownership of the software.
The price of Idris with a C
compiler and all utilities is $1100;
without a compiler the price is $550.
A " minimal" Idris host for turnkey
operation is only $300. Substantial
OEM discounts are available.
Whitesmiths, Ltd. develops and
markets a wide range of computer
systems software, including compilers, software tools, and its own
portable operating system, Idris.
Whitesmiths' products have earned
a reputation for being reliable, portable, efficient, and cost effective.
For more information contact Whitesmiths, Ltd., 97 Lowell Road, Concord, MA 01742. Tel. (617) 369-8499.

Add-In/O n Memories - Terminals
Disk and Tape Storage Systems
A.I. Software Products

The G raphics Standard
CRT Display Terminals
Da ta Communications Equipment
Integrated Relational DBMS
Hardware Support; Systems/Sa les
Winchester Storage Subsystem
Color Measurement Systems
Microp rocessor Comm Nodes
CRT Data En try/Screen Design
CPIM Emulator
Compu ter-Assisted Transla tion
IDRIS: C&X Compiler
Spreadsheet/Financial Analysis
Manufacturing Softwa re
Controlle r for Disk and Tape
Terminal Fron t-E nd & Switch
RT- 1 lffSX Softwa re Tools

436
H
506
723
530
612
531
G
G
306
122
115

304
500
627
535
621
123
412
736
435
318

ROSS TO SHOW MAPS/PRO,
NEW SOFTWARE FOR THE
DEC PROFESSIONAL 350
Palo Alto, CA - Ross Systems will
demonstrate MAPS/Pro, the new
financial software for the DEC Professional 350, at DEXPO East '83 held
at Henry W. Kiel Auditorium in St.
Louis, May 22-24, 1983.
MAPS is Ross Systems' financial
modeling package designed for an
array of applications for the financial
executives. Financial forecasting,
budgeting, strategic business planning, personnel planning, tax analysis, and consolidations are just a few
of the areas in which MAPS has
been repeatedly successful. A full
color graphics package is included
with MAPS creating a perfect tool
for faster, more accurate financial
decision making. Used on Digital
Equipments' PDP-11 and VAX-11
computers, MAPS is a language for
decision support of non-programing
executives.
The version of MAPS for the new
DEC Professional 350, called MAPS/Pro, contains all of the commands
and capabilities of MAPS. MAPS/Pro
also shares features and benefits of
its forebear such as Interactive
" friendliness," flexible reporting,
integrated graphics, prompts, HELP
messages, and a library of financial
functions .
INT AC is Ross Systems' database
management system, and is a powerful tool for organizing and reporting strategic data. Data entry, data
PAGE 147

validation, updating, reporting and
inquiry are all available in easy-touse Business English. INTAC applications include financial information
databases, headcount planning,
accounting systems, asset/liability
management, and much more. Contact Ross Systems, (415) 856-1100 for
further information.

MICOM INTRODUCES
CONCENTRATOR SWITCH
Chatsworth, CA - For data communications networks that need an
inexpensive way to implement data
switching and port contention functions, Micom Systems is introducing
a new kind of intelligent networking
product called the Micro860 Concentrator Switch. The new device
connects up to eight Micro800/2
Data Concentrators, and operates as
the logical hub of a network to
allow any asynchronous channel on
one concentrator to communicate
with any other channel on that or

any other concentrator - all under
centralized control. (A Command
Port and a Log Port are provided for
network management functions.)
In effect, the Micro860 provides a
number of add-on networking functions - add-on switching, channel
contention, queueing, and centralized management - to what otherwise would be only a collection of
point-to-point links. With the Concentrator Switch, users can increase
the flexibility and expand the functions of their networks while actually reducing telephone line and
communications hardware
requirements.
Micro860 Concentrator Switches
are available to support four or
eight Micro800/2 Data Concentrators. The four-composite model is
priced at $2,550, and the eightcomposite version is $3,250. Deliveries are scheduled for 90 days after
receipt of order. Contact Mark
Vonarx, National Sales Manager,
Micom Systems, Inc., (213) 998-8844
ext. 479.

ANDROMEDA CUTS PRICE
OF WINCHESTER
Canoga Park, CA - Because of
volume based manufacturing efficiencies, LSl-11 systems house
Andromeda Systems, Inc. has
announced new price cuts, averaging 10% in many of their Winchester
disk based products.
In addition, the WDC11 Winchester/floppy emulating controller is
now available in a Winchester only
configuration. The WDC11-xW may
be specified to emulate DEC RK05,
RL01/2 or RP02 disks. Single quantity price is $1750 with delivery stock
to 30 days ARO. For further information contact Andromeda Systems,
Inc., 9000 Eton Avenue, Canoga
Park, CA 91304, (213) 709-7600, or
see us at DEXPO Booth 320.
SAS INSTITUTE TO DISPLAY
TEST VERSION UNDER VMS
Cary, NC - SAS Institute Inc. will
display the Beta test version of the
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delays and higher prices asked for the
complete DEC TU 80 Streaming Tape
subsystem. Our top loading Streamer
Cabinet is identical in appearance to the
standard DEC units, yet it is available
immediately and costs about 20% less.

*~

Besides being a perfect fit for the time and budget
conscious designer, the Control Data family of Keystone
start/stop tape drives can be horizontally mounted into our cabinet. too.
So why box yourself into a single supplier if you don't have to?
For more than seven years we've given system designers a
choice. After all, we like to make you look good too.
Get all the details today and ask about our complete line of DEC compatible products.
The Everest Cabinets feature a front door
mounted control panel, gas spring loaded
operator access cover, and can also
accommodate a disk, if necessary. And the
tape drive rotates for ease of maintenance.

*DEC is a trade mark
of Digital Equipment
Corpora non

l:verest l:lectronic l:quipment, Inc.
2100 E. Orangewood Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806 • (714) 634-2200
CIRCLE D199 ON READER CARD

Portable SAS System in booths 632634 at DEXPO/East. The Portable
SAS System will run on Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAXT" 11/7xx series under VMST". Included in the
Beta test version, available for a
90-day free trial, will be:
• SAS®-for data management,
statistical analysis, and report writing
• SAS/GRAPH™-for color graphics presentations
• SAS/FSP™-for interactive data
entry, edit, retrieval, and letter writing applications.
After testing is completed and the
production versions are available,
the lnstitute's standard 30-day free
trial for new software will apply. The
Portable SAS System under VMS will
also be available from Digital Equipment Corp. under a cooperative
marketing agreement between Digital and the Institute.
First-year licenses for SAS from
the Institute range from $5000-7500,
depending on the machine being
used. Yearly renewals are $2800.
Additional SAS products are
licensed separately. Call for additional information (919) 467-8000.

NORTHWEST DIGITAL SOFTWARE
HAS NEW TUNING PACKAGE
Newport, WA - RPM, a new performance tuning package from
Michael Mayfield and Northwest
Digital Software, substantially extends the performance data collection capabilities of the RSTS/E
monitor to provide the information
needed to effectively tune system
performance.
Additional overall performance
data includes information on seek
distance, file placement, small
buffers, memory usage, file processor (FIP) usage, cache efficiency.
Additional performance data on
programs includes CPU, FIP,
memory, disk and cache usage,
response time and swapping. Data
on files includes disk and cache
usage.
By collecting all this additional
information on system performance,
RPM is able to identify performance
bottlenecks and show how to correct them. RPM is the only product
PAGE150

that can do all this.
For more information, contact
Northwest Digital Software, Inc. at
Box 2-743, Spring Valley Road, Newport, WA 99156, (509) 447-2620 or
see us at booth E, DEXPO East 83.

EG&H TO EXHIBIT KDSS
Lexington, MA - Evans Griffiths &
Hart, Inc. announces the release of
a VAX/VMS version of KDSS, its
key-to-disk data entry software
package. KDSS, a widley-used package which in 1980 received an ICP
Million Dollar Award, has previously
been available for use only on DEC
PDP-11 computers, under either the
RSTS/E or RSX-11M operating system. Now a version of KDSS compatible with the PDP-11 versions is
available for use on any model of
DEC's VAX-11 computer under the
VAX/VMS operating system. KDSS,
running concurrently with other
applications on a PDP-11 or VAX-11
computer, permits the use of a
portion of the resources of the
system as a powerful and flexible
multi-terminal data entry system.
VAX/VMS KDSS is available under
a single-computer perpetual license
for $9,000.00 (special rates are available for single-customer multiplecomputer situations). One year of
support is included in the license
price. Support is available after that
year for a yearly fee.
KDSS will be demonstrated at
DEXPO/EAST 83 in St. Louis, Missouri, May 22-24, 1983.
For further information contact
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc., 55
Waltham Street, Lexington, MA
02173. Tel: (617) 861-0670.

RELIANCE ELECTRIC OFFERS
DEC PRODUCTS REPAIR BOOK
Cleveland, OH - A new four-page
illustrated brochure describing how
the Reliance Electric Digital Products
Repair Center provides fast, reliable
repair, exchange or replacement of
PC Boards and related equipment is
now available.
The file-size brochure points out
that the Digital Products Repair

Center is equipped to solve every
possible kind of PC Board problem
through the use of advanced, stateof-the-art equipment and instrument calibration procedures.
To obtain a copy of the New
Digital Products Repair Center Brochure - H-2661-2 - write to
Reliance Electric Company, 24701
Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, OH
44117.

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
OFFERS INTERFACE
Austin, TX - The CPIB-796 is the
latest addition to National Instrument's GATEWAY-488 family of
Computer to IEEE-488 interfaces.
This interface module makes it possible to transfer data between the
Multibus and the IEEE-488 bus. This
capability expands National Instrument's IEEE-488 product line which
presently supports access from Digital Equipment Corporation and S100 computers to the IEEE-488 Bus.
The design of the GPIB-796 interface was targeted towards providing
IEEE-488 access to high-end Multibus systems based on 32-bit microprocessors such as the Motorola
68000, while maintaining a cost
effective product that is compatible
with 16 and 8-bit microprocessors
such as the 8086 and the Z-80. The
interface can be used as an IEEE-488
Talker, Listener or Controller and
conforms to the proposed IEEE-796
bus specification.
National Instrument's software
drivers for the GPIB-796 will support
high level operating systems. The
first software package for the
interface is compatible with the
UNIX operating system and will be
offered as a support option.
Other IEEE-488 software modules
will be written in Caswell as
assembly languages for the popular
microprocessors used on Multibus
systems such as 8086/8088 and
Z80/8080. These driver modules will
also be linked to the popular higher
level languages beginning with
BASIC.
Full documentation is provided
with the interface in the form of a
160 page user's manual. A choice of
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

cable options include a short flat
cable with a rear-panel-mount GPIB
connector and a longer (2 or 4
meter) round cable with a standard
GPIB connector. The GPIB-796 in
single unit quantities is priced at
$1295 with OEM discounts available
on request. For further information
contact Frances Drury at (800) 5315066 (outside Texas) or (512) 2509119. Delivery is from stock.

NEWMAN TO EXHIBIT
Ann Arbor, Ml - Newman Computer Exchange will be an exhibitor at
DEXPO EAST '83 (the Third National
DEC-Compatible Exhibition, St.
Louis Kiel Auditorium, May 22-24,
1983.) The multi-million-dollar firm
is the nation's largest dealer in new
and used DEC and Data General
systems, processors and peripherals,
including an extensive stock of
PDP8 equipment. A charter DEXPO
exhibitor, Newman markets latemodel minicomputer equipment, by
direct mail and telephone, to major
corporations, universities, and
government and military agencies.
Qualified personnel will staff the
Newman booth (#201) to provide
equipment appraisal and other firsthand information. Also available :
catalogs, literature and free signup
for mailing cycle, as well as the
Newman " Blue Book" on converting surplus minicomputer equipment to cash. (These materials may
also be requested direct from Newman Computer Exchange, P.O. Box
8610, Dept. P53J-DX, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 48107, (313) 994-3200.)

DISC TO INTRODUCE
COMBINATION PACKAGE
Sacramento, CA - Digital Information Systems Corporation (DISC) will
be exhibiting again at DEXPO.
At the show, DISC will be introducing to Systems Integrators and
OEM 's a combination package that
includes DISC's DBL and S&H Computers Inc's TSX- Plus and RTSORT.
The combination package costs integrators anywhere from $1420 for 5
copies to $1154 for 100 or more.
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DBL is a structured source code
compatible superset of Digital
Equipment Corporation's DIBOL-11
language. DBL is currently available
for DEC's RT-11 , RSTS, RSX-11M and
VAX/ VMS environments as well as
for S&H's TSX and TSX-Plus Time
Sharing Extension to RT-11 on DEC
minicomputers. DISC recently
released DBL/ VMS, the latest in the
DBL series of compiler and runtime
systems, for use in native mode
under the VAX/VMS operating system. Early users of the product cite
the in-line code and /BIND facilities
as the major system performance
enhancement features, which , when
used with the structured extensions
to the DIBOL-11 language provide
an efficient and easily maintainable
programming environment.
Additional product and pricing
information may be obtained from
DISC, 3336 Bradshaw Road, Suite
340, Sacramento, CA 95827, (916)
363-7385 or at their DEXPO EAST '83
booth #430.

VAX TRAINING FROM
ESSENTIAL RESOURCES
New York, NY - Essential Resources, Inc., (ERi) a company devoted
to training on DEC systems, is
pleased to announce a new course
offering: VAX Operator Training.
This offering is derived from an
extensive study of the VAX operations environment. The course is the
newest addition to the growing list
of courses offered for DEC Operating Systems, UNIX, Applications Languages, and Layered Software.
The three day course is provided
at the client site, in the environment
where the Operator will perform.
The purpose of this course is to
enhance the efficiency of the Operator by broadening his understanding of the VAX hardware, the VMS
Operating System, and the system
messages which require his atten tion. Creating and running command procedures is covered in
depth.
All courses offered by ERi are
custom tailored to the requirements
of the client. A preliminary skills
and task analysis is performed so

that appropriate course modifications can be made. The total service
is performed for a reasonable cost.
This results in efficient training in
terms of both time and money.
ERi will be available at DEXPO
EAST 83, booth number 405, to
discuss your training requirements.
You may also contact them by
phone at (212) 956-5988.

IMSL RELEASES EDITION 9
OF FORTRAN LIBRARY
Houston, TX - IMSL, Inc. has
announced the release of Edition 9
of the IMSL Library for the Digital
Equipment System, 10/20, VAX-11
Series, and PDP-11 Series. This version of the widely used Library has
an additional 40 subroutines which
bring the total to 540. Used internationally, it was designed for maximum accuracy and efficiency in
mathematical and statistical problem
solving.
The IMSL Library is a comprehensive set of FORTRAN subroutines
which serve as building blocks that
are used to save costly programming
time in developing scientific and
engineering application programs.
They are arranged in 17 chapters,
covering the total field of mathematics and statistics.
Major new subroutines for Edition
9 have been added in areas of basic
statistics, differentiation, differential
equations, quadrature, eigensystem
analysis, random number generation, interpolation, approximation,
smoothing, linear algebraic equations, special functions, utility functions, optimization, sorting, and
zero and extremas.
For the Digital Equipment computer, the annual subscription rates for
IMSL Library are $2,000 - $2,500 for
initial subscriptions, and $1 ,500 $2,000 for renewals. For universities,
the subscription rate is discounted
40%. For additional information contact IMSL, Inc. Sixth Floor - NBC
Building, 7500 Bellaire Blvd., Houston, Texas 77036, USA, telephone
(713) 772-1927, outside Texas call toll
free (800) 231-9842, or telex 79-1923
IMSL INC HOU.
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NEW

PRODUCTS
SOUTHERN SYSTEMS DEBUTS
ION DEPOSITION PRINTER
Fort Lauderdale, FL - The first
non-impact computer printer system
based on ion deposition imaging
has been introduced by Southern
Systems Inc.
Called the Mecurion 1, the 60
page per minute, letter-quality printer system is both a lower-cost
alternative to laser xerographic systems and a direct replacement for
high-speed impact line printers.
At a single-unit price of about
$60,000, Mercurion is some 50 percent less than comparable-speed
non-impacts that use laser xerography. Mercurion's per-page operating costs also are projected to be
about 50 percent less.

Mercurion 1 uses standard plain
paper, 8111" by 11" as well as metric
sizes. Either landscape or portrait
format may be selected. An
operator-friendly pushbutton control panel is used to set margins, to
select various fonts (up to eight may
be resident in the printer), to program number of copies (1 to 255),
and to handle self-test.
Plug-compatible with all major
mini and mainframe computers,
Mercurion can replace an existing
impact line printer without operating system software changes. Orders
for delivery by first quarter 1983 are
now being taken for Southern Systems' new Mercurion 1 which will
be manufactured at the company's
Clearwater, FL plant.
Southern Systems Inc., leads the
add-on printer market, with more
than 6,000 printer installations across
the United States and in Europe.
Southern Systems is located at 2841
Cypress Creek Road, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309. (305) 979-1000, (800)
327-5602, Telex 522135.

The missing link.
PDP-11/VAX Interconnect to IBM, CDC,
DEC and others - with 12 years
field experience.
HASP+ has an International Who's Who customer list. You can
join them on a no risk trial, PLUS a low, low price.
HASP+ is highly versatile. Can operate as a host or remote work
station, supports fluto-dial, and more. HASP+ uses standard DEC
communications hardware.
VAX single systems, $5,500; 15 systems $2 500 each. PDP-11
prices slightly lower.
'

.-11__.._.
LICl-..c:ll' K:'A.

Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City/State/Zip
oP-583

Telephone

I
I
I
I
I

~------------------------~
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Anaheim, CA - A lower cost
alternative to the recently introduced DEC TU 80 streaming tape
subsystem is being offered by Everest Electronic Equipment, who has
designed an enclosure for Control
Data's family of Keystone start/stop
tape drives.
The top loading Everest Streamer
Cabinet is identical in appearance
and configuration to the standard
VAX enclosure that houses the DEC
TU 80 subsystems, yet it is priced
about 20% less, according to Everest
sales manager Charles Schroder.
The new Everest cabinet is
designed to be compatible to all
systems as an add-on ·unit as well as
house the Control Data streaming
tape that enables system designers
with VAX-11/750 or VAX-11780 processing power to configure systems
with low cost expansion capability.
The cabinet features a front door
mounted control panel, gas spring
loaded operator access cover, and
horizontal mounting of the Control
Data Keystone Tape Drive. In addition, there is a 10111 inch space
below where the tape drive is
mounted to accommodate a disk if
desired and the drive rotates for
ease of maintenance.
Headquartered in Southern California, Everest has been providing
system designers with DEC compatible cabinets for more than seven
years. For additional information on
the streamer cabinet or any of the
complete line of DEC compatible
cabinets manufactured by Everest
contact: Chuck Schroder, Sales
Manager, 2100 E. Orangewood
Avenue, Anaheim, California 92806.
714/634-2200 .

Datanex, Inc./ P.O . Box 30008
Eugene, Oregon 97403
( 503 ) 687 -2520 TELEX 364412 INTR

I can use that 1i years experience. Tell me more about HASP+.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

EVEREST INTRODUCES
STREAMER CABINET

PRODUCT
UPDATES
!BENCHMARK MONITOR FOR Rsxl
Calgary, Alberta, CANADA - The
BENCHMARK MONITOR for RSX is
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL. MAY 1983

a software product which takes
actual measurements in a running
PDP-11 computer system in order to
identify the utilization of its various
components. These measurements
can be used to determine the
system load during a benchmark, to
identify what can be done to get
higher performance from a particular computer system, or to document available capacity in a system
before increasing its workload.
The BENCHMARK MONITOR
identifies which programs have the
greatest impact on your PDP-11, and
hence have the greatest potential
for improvement. It also tells you
whether you can expect faster disk
accesses by moving files or reordering them.
The units in which all figures are
reported have been specifically
chosen to simplify the comparison
of benchmarks of different durations with one another, as well as
with manufacturers' device specifications. If you are interested in
other performance figures, please
ask us for the kind of report you
would like.
The software requires only loadable device driver support, and can
be installed in minutes, as no sysgen
is necessary. No additional hardware
is required. The BENCHMARK
MONITOR is available for both
versions 3.2 and 4.0 of RSX-11M,
and pricing starts at $1000.00 per
CPU. Contact Daniel Computing
Systems, Inc., 351 Maitland Hill, NE,
Calgary, Alberta T2A 5V4, (403) 2732657.

GDI ANNOUNCES
SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS
PROCESSOR
Huntsville, AL - Designed to
unburden PDP-11 I LSl-11 host
computers from time-consuming
serial input/output processing,
GDl's SCP provides high speed
buffered DMA to the host computer
memory. The SCP is a single quad
board with an on-board 2 MHz
Motorola 6809 microprocessor and
60K bytes of local RAM. Two independent, full duplex transmitters/reTHE DEC PROFESSIONAL, MAY 1983

ceivers provide program controlled
1/0 or DMA between host memory
and local RAM. Asynchronous, byte
synchronous or bit synchronous
modes of operation are individually
selectable for each of the two serial
ports. SDLC/HDLC and CCITT X.25
compatible.
The 6809 is user programmable
and is supplied with a PDP-11/LSl-11
based software development system
that includes a 6809 assembler and
down-line loader.
The SCP is priced at $2,495.00.
Substantial quantity discounts are
available. Delivery is 30 days ARO.
For further information contact
General Digital Industries, 7702 Governors Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805.
Telephone (205) 837-8305.

TRANSTECTOR OFFERS
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Post Falls, ID - Transtector Systems,
the world's oldest and largest manu-

facturer of solid-state transient overvoltage protection equipment, offers
a complete line of transient suppression systems designed specifically
for use with Digital Computers.
Systems range from small plug-in
units to large panel protectors, all
providing response times of five
nanoseconds or less, low voltage
clamping points and an automatic
reset to the ready state.
Transtector products have been
proven effective during 12 years of
actual in-field service with DEC
equipment, providing absolute protection against transient overvoltages - the most common cause of
damage in solid-state electronic
equipment. Those products available for DEC applications include:
1) The ACP3000 Panel Protector
for use with the DEC PDP 11/44,
PDP 11/70, VAX 750 and other
systems using a dedicated branch
panel;
2) The CPS150 Plug-In Protector
for use with the DEC LSI 11/23, PDP
8, PDP 34 and other systems not

MAGIC/L

The Simple Software Solution
For Difficult Hardware Development
MAGJC/ L, the interactive programming language
that brings whole systems
to your fingertips , is now
available for $950 .
MAGIC/ L directly
accesses all RSX system
resources and offers a single consistent environment
that lets you :
• Run tasks and MCR commands
• Edit your previous command line
• Ideal basis for customized user
environments

• Invoke all RSX executive
directives
• Access the 1/0 page
• Write assembly code
• Write programs in simple
MAGIC/ L syntax
Optimize your productivity with MAGIC/ L's blend
of Pascal-like syntax and
Forth-like extensibility. It is available for
RT-11 as well as Data General and
68000-based systems.
Meet MAGIC/ L now!

r!ll LOKI ENGINEERING, INC.

~ 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138 (617) 576-0666
RSX-11 ond RT -11 ore trodemorks of Dlgltol Equipment Corporotlon
© Loki Engineering , Inc. 1982
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requiring a dedicated panel for
power supply;
3) The ACP100BL Plug-In Protector for use with the DEC LA and VT
model terminals;
4) The Data/ Signal Line Family of
Protectors - LMP4, TSJ6 & 8, DLP3
and FSP 4000, for use with leased
lines, dial-up modes, RS232, RS422
and current loop protection for DEC
systems.
For complete details on these or
other Transtector overvoltage protection devices, call toll free 1-800635-2537.
DEC COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVES AT DEXPO
Santa Barbara, CA - Disc Tech
One has introduced three new
products in their line of 14" Winchester disc drives: an IBM - PC
plug compatible 80 Megabyte di sc
drive subsystem and two DECcompatible disc drives.
Disc Tech One has also introduced two higher-capacity DECcompatible disc drives: an
80-Megabyte (Model 3306) and

160-Megabyte (Model 4160) disc
drive. Model 3306 emulates Control Data's Model No. 9762 for the
RM0-2 and has a 5-year proven
reliability. Model 4160, which is
compatible to two RA-80's, was
designed by the same staff of engineers as the 3306. This DECcompatible disc drive has all the
same DTO features including the
patented rotary positioner, clean
air package, quiet performance,
and compact rack-mountable size.
The price for all DTO disc drives
includes rails, SMD interface, and
an integrated power supply. Disc
Tech One, Inc. is located at 849
Ward Drive, Santa Barbara, California 93111.
PERIPHERAL PARTS SUPPORT
OFFERS ALTERNATIVE
Cambridge, MA - Peripheral Parts
Support, a company dedicated to
providing maintenance organizations and End Users with alternative
sources for repairing and replacing
spare parts for Digital and other
manufactured peripheral equip-

ment, will be exhibiting at DEXPO
EAST 83.
PPS, established in early 1982,
provides End Users or companies
maintaining peripheral equipment
with off the shelf delivery of -low
cost Absolute Filters for most models of Disk Drives. In addition, PPS
distributes Disk Packs and Cartridges
as well as Disk Drive Alignment
Tools and Static Eliminator Equipment for the high speed printer
market. Also, a significant element
in PPS' organization is the services
provided for PCBA repair, Disk
Head and Spindle Reconditioning,
and Tape Head Repair.
PPS' main strategy is to " offer an
alternative source for peripheral
equipment users to turn to in order
to improve upon service levels provided by OEM's and to lower the
cost of maintenance in support of
Disks, Printer and Tape products"
which PPS feels they can offer to
most peripheral equipment users.
For further information contact Peripheral Parts Support, 110 Rindge
Avenue Extension, Cambridge, MA,
02140, (617)-491-3041 .
11

Boxev Says: ''We can't interface a
toaster to a refrigerator...Yet."
One of our customers
heard we could (they said)
but we can't ... yet.
r-

(<:;»~

<2>'~
IBM

'--

1111111 1111111111

--

t ' " ....;:-·.·

You don't really need to get your hands dirty to turn
your IBM PC into a DEC VflOO and Vf52 compatible
intelligent workstation. All you need is VfERM , Saturn
Consulting Group's terminal emulation software.
VfERM 's features include full VflOO keyboard and
video emulation, throughput to 9600 baud, printer
support, and PC-Host file exchange, in addition to the
standard capabilities of an asynchronous communications package. Call or write today. Our software
mechanics are standing by.

SA1URN CONSUUING GROUP INC.
147 West 26th Street, New York, NY 10001
,
Call (212) 675-7753
CIRCLE D115 ON READER CARD
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The BLACK BOX®
Catalog has
adapters and converters to
interface almost any dissimilar types of computer equipment ,
but we haven 't solved the toaster-refrigerator problem ... yet.
However, whatever you need for system installation or expansion , from data cables to protocol converters, chances are it's
one of the 282 * products in the BLACK BOX®Catalog of Data
Communication Devices. It' s free .
Send for your copy today!
• 56 models of Data Switches, 23 types of Data Cables, Cable Parts, 14 Test Sets, 7
Modem Eliminators, 6 Line Drivers, 5 Protocol Converters, 9 Communication Adapters,
8 Printer Interfaces, 8 Terminal/line/Modem sharing devices, Tools, etc., etc .

c !'!~~..~~~,~~~~~!
Phone or write:

a;'!

(412) 746-2910

•

TWX 510-697-3125
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DEC USERS: STOP TRANSIENT
OVERVOLTAGE PROBLEMS NOW!

ACP3000
Transient Protection
Designed Specifically for
DEC Models PDP 1fI44,
PDP 11/70, VAX 750 and
any other systems using
a dedicated branch panel.
Transtector® Systems has been building transient
suppression equipment specifically for Digital
Computers since 1970. providing cost effective
protection to DEC users across the nation. Join
the growing number of major corporations who are
discovering Transtector - the choice of field service
engineers. To learn more, call us toll free today
at 1-800-635-2537 and end your powerline
pollution problems.

See how many microseconds
it takes you to retrieve 28
relevant terms from storage
in our
COMPUTER
SEARCHWORD
Submitted by John K. Young

ALGORITHM
BYTE
COBOL
CURSOR
DATA
DIGITAL
EDIT
FIRMWARE
FOOTER
FORMAT
GAME
KEY PRESS
MARGIN

MODEM
MODULATOR
MONITOR
OVERLAY
PITCH
PRINTOUT
PROGRAM
RUN
SIMULATION
SOFTWARE
TERMINALS
UNDERLINE

ANSWERS NEXT ISSUE

DATA BASE
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
UNDER $5,000
FOR PDP/ 11 RSTS SYSTEMS
ALSO:

MBA SE
UNDER $500
FOR CP/M BASED MICRO-COMPUTERS
CREATE

REPORT

ADD

APPEND

EXTRACT

UPDATE

MATH

TRANSIFER

FLORIDA DATA SYSTEMS
1383 AIRPORT ROAD N.

NAPLES. FL 33142

813/775-2278
ABSOWTE TRANSIENT PROTECTION SINCE 1967
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CLASS
IFIED
NEWS

Send Classified Ads to: Classified News. c/o
THE DEC PROFESSIONAL, P.O. Box 362.
Ambler. PA 19002-0362.
Classified ads are priced at $1 .00 per word.
Display ads are $60.00 per column inch , plus
$1 .00 per word. If we set. th is includes
border and 2 lines in bolder and/or larger
type size. if desired , - please specify.

WORO·ll WORO PROCESSING
WAFE }
TECO
EOT

by

PROGRAM
EDITING

@wuU1locomputer..:M
1430 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018

DEC SITE MANAGEMENT
UTILITIES
For m ore information on the following:

• SYSTEM SECURITY
• MENU ACCESS
• DATA ENCRYPTION
•PROGRAM
STANDARDIZATION
• SOURCE CODE
MANAGEMENT

JW

C ontact:

McHugh, F<eeman
& Associates, Inc.

Business & Engineering
Software / Serv ices

1135 Legion Dr. • Elm Grove, WI 53122
(414) 784-8250

RSTS
RESCUE SQUAD
We salvage all kinds of disasters.

On Track Systems, Inc.
CALL 24 HOURS

215-542-7008
CUSTOM MACRO PROGRAMMING : DEC
and INTEL. HARDWARE design , manufacturing. MASELCO (212) 476-1516.
. . . continued on page 158
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ABOUT TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TEXT/comp TURNS YOUR DEC WORD PROCESSOR
INTO A TYPESETTER
With TEXT/comp by International Graphics the
common diskette or magnetic tape can be a timesaving link between your DEC word processing
system and a typeset, printed publication . In effect,
your approved galley proof.
Now you can have total control of your database
without the high cost of data re-entry for typesetting. TEXT/comp, the unique composition
language, eliminates the need for typesetting
commands as you create your text.
You simply enter the data on your DEC word
processing equipment using TEXT/comp. Data
entered can include title pages, table of contents,
introductory material, indexing and document
body - from simple text to complex tabular data.
TEXT/comp is a cover-to-cover composition
system. It lets you edit and update your
files quickly, easily, accurately. With
minimal coding you can printout and
proofread your document just as it will
appear in completed form.
Once corrected and approved , International
Graphics will typeset, print, bind and
distribute your technical masterwork.
TEXT/comp. The
common diskette is
now an uncommon
publication.
Write or call us for
complete details.
International Graphics
1660 South Hwy. 100
Minneapolis, MN 55416
(800) 328-7172 Ext. 1024
* The above typeface and
more are available with
TEXT/comp.

II

the database publishing company
----

----------- ----
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CLASSIFIED NEWS
. . . continued from page 156

GREAT PRODUCTIVITY UNBEATABLE
PRICES Preprocessors for Master
Transaction Report & Inquire. $595-795. B+2
RMS. 90%+ code. SOLUTIONS DECk Box
684 Station A Fredericton NB (506) 455-1008.
DIABLO RIBBONS & PRINTWHEELS Save
Money! Business Support Services , Inc. , 705
Butternut Avenue, Royal Oak , Ml 48073,
(313) 585-4736.
CP/SIM - Simulates CP/ M for VAX/VMS OM-DRIVER - "Disk in Memory for 11 M(+)
PROTO SYSTEMS, 1238 Josephine St. ,
Berkeley, CA 94703 (415) 420-9579.

Need HELP with your software? We
provide contract programming ,
design, and consulting specializing
in DEC software . ..
* RSX·11M
* RSTS/E
*VAX/VMS
* TOPS 10 or 20
* DECnet
* DBMS·10
* AMBASE
* RMS-11
... to name a few!

*BASIC
*COBOL
*FORTRAN
*MACRO

RT-11 USERS
Create and use your data base
in less than 1 hour
*NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED*
EASY TO USE : CRT Menu Driven, Data Range
Checking , Boolean Search Criteria, Simple File
Structure
RESULTS : Lists, Summaries, Scattergrams,
Bar-Charts

or 11

ONLY: $850

Software
Applications
Technology

Demo Diskette (RX02)
& User's Manual:
$35.00
Credited toward purchase

201 Allen Road N.E., Suite 410
Atlanta, Georgia 30328
(404) 257-9631

MCBA CTS300 , CTS500 Application
software packages 50% off. Word-11 20% off.
CTS300 license $1500. Serban Constantine,
American Management & Information
Services, (713) 496-7584.

RESEARCH
DATABASE

For more information, write or call:
Centre Computer Consultants
P.O. Box 739
State College, PA 16801
(814) 237- 4535

A bso/ute Filters
A VAILABLE FROM

Peripheral Parts Support
llO Rindge Avenue Extension, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140

Tel. (617) 491-3042 / (617) 491-3043

6 out of 7 MRP Systems
FAIL ... llS WORKS!

Systems Programmers

A recent Datamation survey
reports , "O users actively seeking
to replace the package."
Proving the products and support
are working.
Let llS work for you.
PDP II and VAX based software

Ill
10 Knollcrest Drive
C1nc1nna t1 . OH 45237
513-761-0132

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is seeking
DECsystem-IO Systems Programmers to support the Magnetic
Fusion Energy Program's User Service Center. Successful
candidates should possess a Bachelor's Degree in computer
science or l'elated field. In addition, expe'rience with the
TOPS-10 or TOPS-20 operating system, associated application
languages and support software is necessary. MACR0-11
experience would be considered a plus.

INTERACTIVE
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

5757 W. Century Blvd
Suite 700
Los Angeles. CA 90045
213-670-9340

Responsibilities include:
• Installation, maintenance, and documentation of
system software
• Software development for an in- house local area network
• Software development for an in- house high speed
graphics system

ABSTRA
Electronic Card Catalogue
Search and Sort Program

RT-11 USERS

Qualified candidates are requested to send detailed, confidential
resumes to: Sue Porter, Employment Division, LA WREN CE
LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY, P.O. Box 5510,
KDC-053, Livermore, CA 94550. No agencies please.

Have references at your
fingertips within minutes
Enter/ Update/ Delete - full screen editing
Retrieval search for combinations of
keywords, phrases, reference # 's and authors
Lists - sorted lists by Authors, ID#, Reference#
to CRT or printer
Easy to use - completely interactive, menu
driven

PRICE: $199
DEMO DISKETTE (RX02)
AND USER'S MANUAL:
$25

Credited toward purchase
For more information about this and other
programs. ca ll or write:
Centre Computer Consultants
P.O. Box 739
State College, PA 16801
(814) 237-4535
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U.S. Citizenship is requ ired.
An equal opportunity employer M/ F/ H/ V.

University of California

Lawrence Livermore
~ National Laboratory
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SPARE PARTS

Do you want

GOOD
FIELD ENGINEERS?
TYMSHARE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

provides quality training
for be9inning to advanced
computer field engineerL
We train on:
• vAx-11nao
• PDP-ttn0
• PDP-11/34

• KL10
• Kl10
• KS10

PLUS a long list of

associated peripher.i l devices.
For information, cou,. dncriptions, ICheduC.S.
coll or write:

~ TYMSHAHr

TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
39100 Liberty A ~t,. CA 94531
(4151 794-2416

CP/ SIM - Simulates CP/M for VAX/VMS 0-MORIVER - " Disk in Memory for 11 M(+) PROTO
SYSTEMS , 1238 Josephine St., Berkeley, CA
94703 (415) 420-9579.

MOS
PHYSICIAN'S SOFTWARE

• DIBOL AND DBL
•FOR DEC PDP SERIES
• INSURANCE FORMS
•BILLING
•STATEMENTS
•MANAGEMENT REPORTS
•TRACKS OFFICE AND HOSPITAL SERVICES
•MAXIMIZES SPEED OF BILLING , COLLECTIONS,
CASH FLOW
• MINIMIZES LOST CHARGES, MANUAL ENTRIES,
FILING
•OPERATES UNDER RT-11 , TSX, TSX-PLUS, RSX and
RSTS
• 7 YEARS IN USE IN OFFICES AND SERVICE
BUREAUS
• MOS SOFTWARE (WITH SOURCES) LIST $4000,
OEM PRICE $1950
• DEMO PACK (RL01 or RL02) AND MANUAL $125
plus MEDIA
• MANUAL $35 (SET UPS/COD)
•TO ORDER MANUAL CALL.

& REPAIR SERVICES
FOR DIGITAL DISK DRIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ABSOLUTE FILTERS
DISK & CE PACKS
DISK HEAD ASSEMBLIES
STATIC ELIMINATOR EQUIPMENT
DISK DRIVE ALIGNMENT TOOLS
PCBA REPAIR
PCBA'S FROM INVENTORY
CALL: PERIPHERAL PARTS SUPPORT
617-491-3041

DEC PDP·l

SYSTEMS&
PERIPHERALS

THE

@IT®=~

EXCHANGE!

• CPUS • TERMINALS
• DISC DRIVES • PRINTERS
• INTERFACES, ETC.

~DIGITM
COMPUTER
EXCHl>.NGE INC

27892 Adobe C1 . Hayward. CA 94542

Call (415) 886-8088

~REAL-TIME
OPPORTUNITIES IN
SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
Wyle is seeking high-level computer professionals with VAXJVMS and UNIX
operating systems experience in a real-time data acquisition and control
environment. Qualified candidates will have a minimum of 10 years experience and a B.S. in Engineering or Computer Science.
This is a ground-floor opportunity in a new department developing software
and hardware to support testing of state-of-the-art aircraft in the wind tunnels at NASA's Langley Research Center, Hampton , Virginia.
If you are seeking a technical challenge and a location that offers a mild
climate and extensive recreational attractions contact L. Stewart at (804)
865-0000 or send resume to:

Wy I e Laboratories

3200 Magruder Boulevard, Hampton, VA 23666
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

MEDICAL DATA SYSTEMS
1·800-341-1518 Ext 302

GENERAL LEDGER
SYSTEM
Hove problems getting timely reports from your accounting system? Need better control over your
financial reporting? Use PLYCOM's General Ledger
Package for accounting sol!wore that is easy to
use, yet effective. Includes excellmt support complete docmentotion ond:
• Easy to use menus

•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent audit trail
User defined ledger codes
Budget reporting
Flexible consolidations
User defined financial reports
Multiple financial statements

• on.line account inquiry

• Interfaces to Payables, Receivables
and Fixed Assets Packages
• Far PDP-1l's using RSTS/ E

DIy cuP.O.mBox· 160

services. inc.

Plymauth, IN 46563
(219) 935-5121
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Access
the X.25vvorld.
Today.

A Unibus/DMA system that provides DEC
minicomputers access toX.25 networks.
Great!
Today's X. 25 public networks offer an
alternative to the high cost of dedicated
lines and the slow speed of dial-up
connections. ACC's X.25 products help
major government agencies and Fortune
500 companies take advantage of this
alternative.
Our products plug directly into your
DEC host's UNIBUS or LSI-11 Bus. They
off-load X.25 protocol processing and
transfer data to your host CPU by mP;ms
of high-speed Direct Memory Access
CDMA).

Th ree DEC / X .25 Interfaces.
ACC has three major X.25 products to
meet the requirements of your application.
All are microprocessor based. All are
certified for operation on Telenet and other
public packet networks. All comply with
CCITT's Recommendation X.25 for levels
1, 2, and 3. And all are available for delivery
today.
1. Terminal Networking. With
the IF-11/X.25 PLUS, remote X.25
network terminals can access your host
as if they were locally connected. The
IF-11/X.25 PLUS can be configured
to support any combination of up to 32
local and remote terminals. Additionally,
local terminal users have the option of
connecting to other hosts on the X. 25
network. All PAD (Packet Assembly I
Disassembly) functions (CCITT X.3,
X.28, X.29) are coded into subsystem
firmware, without impacting your host
CPU.
2. High Speed File Transfer. The
IF-ll/X. 25 connects your host to an X. 25
network. It provides up to 32 full-duplex
virtual circuit connections to a VAX or
PDP-11, at line speeds of 56 Kbps (with
even faster line speeds available). The
IF -11/X. 25 is ideal for file transfer
applications to remote network locations
or for any application that needs direct
access to an X. 25 network.
3. LSI-11 Bus Systems. The
IF-llQ/X.25 network access system is
functionally identical to the IF-ll/X.25,
but designed for your PDP-ll/23.
Access Is Ou r Bu sin ess. For over
a decade, beginning with ARPANET, ACC
personnel have designed and manufactured
a variety of systems to access packetswitched networks. ACC's X.25 products
are designed to meet your custom
applications. For example, we have
customized X. 25 systems with the
following options: (a) 256 byte packet size,
(b) ADCCP frame level, (c) Point to Point
capability (DCE version).
If you need access to t h e world of
X.25, ph one u s at (805) 963-9431.
Today.

Accessing the World ...Today.

Unibus, PDP. VAX. LSI. DEC are registered trade marks
of Digital Equipme nt Corporation.
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Associated Computer Consultants
720 Santa Barbara Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
TWX 910 334-4907
(805) 963-9431

IB Graph for DEC users.
If it wasn't so interactive, it wouldn't
. beused.
At Data Processing Design,
we do one thing very well. Better
than anyone else, in fact. We
provide quality software for
Digital Equipment Corporation
computer systems. We call it
Used Software, and it's the most
thoroughly tested, well thoughtout, and debugged family of
software in the DEC-compatible
industry.
Our latest product is
IB Graph~ the complete system
for business graphics on DEC .
PDP-11™ and VAX™ systems.
It's a multi-user, interactive business graphics system that lets
you quickly and easily prepare
ci wide variety of charts- including pie charts, bar charts,
and line charts.

IB Graph lets you enter data
interactively or convert data
from other formats, such as
data processing files (including
RMS files), or list processing
documents (created through
WORD-11™ or DECWORD™).
Now you can store the definition
of charts and recall and modify these definitions to create
exactly the chart you need,
when you need it.
And IB Graph is easy to use.
Anyone can produce charts in
a few minutes that used to take
days to develop. It's menuoriented and includes hundreds
of help screens. Furnishing you
with the kind of instant direction
you'll need while learning

IB Graph's operations. Which
won't take long, either.
So if you'd like to know
more about IB Graph, call or
write to us at DPD. We'll be
happy to provide you with all
the information you need on our
newest Used Software product.
And how using it to make
your company more productive
is as easy as, well, pie.

~
""'-• Data Processing Design, Inc.
~ '""°""'mamaama""""".. "'"*"'"'
,·
SEE US AT DEXPO
BOOTH #300

CORPORATE OFFICE· 181 W. Orangethorpe, Suite F • Placentia, CA 92670 • 714-993-4160Telex182-278
PDP-II , VAX, and DECWORD are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. IB Graph and WORD-II are registered trademarks of Data Processing Design, Inc.
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